ASA Enquiry Ref: A17-388045:
Responses by Electrosensitivity UK,
June-August 2017.
(Response, Part 1: separate document:
First Response, dated 4 July 2017, to the ASA letter dated 26 June 2017:
23 pages, with 17 attached and many linked studies).
Response, Part 2:
Second Response, dated 8 August 2017, to the ASA email (xxx) of 31 July 2017: 137
pages, with over 400 quotations and references, together with many attached (70+) and
linked studies, as follows. [1B]
A. Introduction: (page 2)
Correspondence with the ASA during June to August 2017:
(a) The ASA’s requirements for a substantiation of a health risk from EM exposure
(b) The ASA’s definition of risk from mobile phones
(c) The ASA’s methodological approach to general health risks in comparison with
the merchandising of commercial products
(d) The names of the ASA’s health experts or lay persons assessing the evidence
substantiating the statement of risk in the advert.
(e) The ASA’s definition of a mobile phone’s fields and radiation
B. Established mechanisms of EM bio-reactions substantiating a risk for the
15 symptoms and conditions caused by low-level EM exposure from
mobile phones
(a) VGCCs (page 6)
(b) Oxidative stress (page 13)
(c) Other mechanisms and pathways (page 24)
C. Conclusion:
Established mechanisms of EM bio-reactions are fully substantiated as
health risk for the 15 symptoms and conditions caused by low-level EM
exposure from mobile phones (page 25)
The established scientific evidence on the mechanisms and pathways fully and
incontrovertibly corroborates and substantiates all of the very limited claim on
potential risks of the 15 symptoms and conditions caused by low-level EM
exposure from mobile phones and similar devices.
D. Further evidence from individual studies substantiating a risk for the 15
symptoms and conditions caused by low-level EM exposure from mobile
phones (page 26)
Damaged immune system, Electrosensitivity, Skin Disorder, Cancer Risk Raised,
Heart Palpitations, Headaches, Memory Loss, Fatigue, Brain Tumour, Sleep
Disorders, Dementia, Tinnitus, M.S., Damaged Sperm Count, Depression.
E. Conclusion:
mobile phone emissions are fully substantiated as a health risk for the 15
symptoms and conditions caused by low-level EM exposure (page 132)
The substantial quantity and quality of established scientific evidence available on
the mechanisms and pathways, along with more detailed studies, fully and
incontrovertibly corroborates and substantiates all of the very limited claim on
potential risks of the 15 symptoms and conditions caused by low-level EM
exposure from mobile phones.
Appendix: pdfs of 70+ studies attached.
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A.
Introduction:
Correspondence with the ASA during June to August 2017:
(a) The ASA’s requirements for a substantiation of a health risk from EM
exposure
As I explained in my email of 31 July 2017, I felt that it was appropriate to make two
observations pertinent to the claims against the advert. These points suggested that
further substantiation was unnecessary in this case. These are as follows.
(i)
When I spoke to xxx by telephone in June before submitting my first
response, we agreed, given that some 20,000 studies could be considered
relevant, I should highlight those which I felt were germane to the whole
issue and that the ASA would not require detailed lists of studies just
pertaining to the 15 specific symptoms and conditions listed in the small print.
I noted that the ASA’s stance had now changed and wonder whether there
was a particular reason for this change of methodology.
(ii)

In fact the question now raised by the ASA about the 15 symptoms and
conditions was specifically covered in the substantiation which I had already
provided to the ASA. I deliberately included the evidence confirming that lowlevel EM exposure acts on VGCCs and that this pathway or mechanism is now
an established EM risk as regards all these 15 symptoms and conditions. This
means that there is no need for any further substantiation, since all 15
symptoms and conditions have a risk from EM exposure which I have
substantiated conclusively and the complaint was about the wording of the
advert stating the existence of this risk. We deliberately set the threshold of
substantiation for the advert at a very low level, so that there could be no
conceivable challenge over substantiation or misleading elements in the
advert. The EM risk to each of these 15 symptoms and conditions has
therefore been fully and entirely substantiated. Of this there can be no doubt
at all. Therefore a complaint against the substantiation is itself impossible to
substantiate.

I added that the fact that the ASA or the ASA’s Health Adviser has failed to appreciate
point (ii), suggested either that the ASA or the ASA’s Health Adviser had not
comprehended the nature of this evidence on VGCCs, or that the ASA or the ASA’s
Health Adviser had rejected this evidence. I felt that both scenarios would be quite
extraordinary and indeed impossible if the ASA or the ASA’s Health Adviser had up-todate knowledge of the current state of research into the bio-effects of low-level EM
exposure. I therefore explained that I found it impossible to understand the level of
evidence which the ASA seems to need to substantiate a potential risk and would be
grateful if the ASA has its own definition of potential risk as regards health following lowlevel electromagnetic exposure which it could send me. Otherwise it seemed logical to
accept the normal conventions of academic and scientific studies in this area, as already
provided for in my response of 4 July 2017.
In addition, for one of the 15 symptoms and conditions I deliberately provided some 13
attached studies all closely related to the topic. Obviously a single study can be quite
sufficient to prove a potential risk. Indeed, the advert deliberately avoided specifying the
magnitude of any risk, merely its existence. If, therefore, 13 individual studies
demonstrating risk for just one of the 15 symptoms and conditions are insufficient for
the ASA, it became difficult to assess how many further studies the ASA required. My
Selected Studies included over 500 but it was unclear if that was sufficient, even if all
were provided in full, which would be unmanageable and pointless in many respects.
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(b) The ASA’s definition of risk from mobile phones
On 31 July 2017, I was sent a link to a document which I had not seen before.
https://www.asa.org.uk/advice-online/mobile-phones-and-radiation.html
This is the ASA/CAP’s statement on Mobile Phones, dated 5 March 2014.
The only scientific evidence quoted by ASA/CAP’s statement on Mobile Phones for its
claim that there are no health risks from mobile phones are two reports, the Stewart
Report of 2000 and a NRPB/HPA report of 2005.
It then makes reference to two previous ASA rulings, one dated 19 September 2012
against Radblock Ltd, claiming its advert was “misleading and likely to cause undue
alarm about radiation”, and the other dated 4 January 2012 against the EM Radiation
Research Trust, claiming that the statement that “keeping a mobile phone in their
trouser pocket could affect men’s fertility was also deemed misleading and likely to
cause unjustifiable distress”.
Since there are apparently some 20,000 peer-reviewed studies on low-level EM
exposure, most of which show harm and health risk from this exposure, it is
extraordinary that the ASA’s current advice is to deny the established harm, by
reference to two reports of 17 and 12 years ago which were possibly not peer-reviewed
and are certainly now outdated in their conclusions.
The ASA’s advice on the health dangers of mobile phones does not include the World
Health Organization IARC’s 2B classification of mobile phone radiation as a possible
human carcinogen from 2011, before this ASA statement was issued in 2014, not the
growing number of studies arguing that the science now requires the IARC to raise its
classification to a 2A probable or 1 certain human carcinogen for mobile phones.
In addition, there is no hint that the viewpoint of the ASA’s 2014 statement denying any
risk is representative of a minority viewpoint of scientists associated with the small
clique and some governments still supporting the wireless industry. There is no
reference to the majority viewpoint as represented by over 200 involved scientists who
have signed the International EMF Scientists Appeal to the United Nations and the World
Health Organization to recognise the majority science which shows increasing health
risks. Nor is there reference to the NPT’s ‘gold standard’ $25M study which is showing
conclusively that mobile phone radiation can cause cancer.
The two ASA adjudications do not appear to be relevant to ES-UK’s 2017 advert. One
case in 2012 was to assess the effectiveness of a protective device; this is nothing to do
with the ES-UK advert which was about potential risk and not selling a protective device.
The other advert in 2012 was a perfectly valid claim that EM radiation affects male
fertility, which then in 2012 and now in 2017 is supported by some 80% of peerreviewed studies on this area; the ASA therefore was clearly scientifically wrong to
adjudicate against this advert. ES-UK’s statement is simply that there is an increasing
amount of research showing health risks from low-level EM exposure, something clearly
substantiated by the ever-expanding mass of peer-reviewed literature and in no way
misleading since all mobile phones carry warning notices about this very danger of
health risks.
(c) The ASA’s methodological approach to general health risks in comparison
with the merchandising of commercial products
The other document to which I have been referred by the ASA is the CAP’s
“Health, beauty and slimming claims substantiation: Advertising Guidance (nonbroadcast)” (1998, revised 2010).
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https://www.asa.org.uk/asset/FF6B1462-8621-487A-B2770AB606ABA5CB/
This Advertising Guidance is clearly primarily designed, as it suggests, for marketing,
advertising and sales promotion of commercial health products. As such it requires a full
peer-reviewed study to substantiate a claim in a promotional advert.
The ES-UK advert, however, is not promoting a single commercial product or making a
claim about a single radiation or electrical device. It deliberately adopted a lower
threshold by stating that there is increasing evidence about potential risks from all such
devices. To substantiate such a statement, it simply requires evidence from one or more
peer-reviewed studies showing portential risk.
In this area of health risk from EM exposure this substantiation is typically provided by
reference to the abstract’s conclusion rather than by a detailed analysis of thousands of
individual full studies. In fact, the abstract’s conclusion could be considered as more
relevant than individual details, and this is the approach of most wide-viewpoint reviews
in this area.
Clearly a risk can be substantiated by reference to just one sound study, but where there
are many such studies showing risk, it becomes less significant to analyse each in detail.
In fact, even one or more negative studies cannot invalidate the substantiation provided
by a single reliable positive study. It therefore becomes less essential to provide copies
of all studies in full. Nevertheless, I have attempted to provide (i) quotations from each
study from either the abstract which is a part of the full study or from the rest of the
study, (ii) links to all studies where possible and (iii) a good number of full studies in pdf
format, although, as stated above, the ASA does not indicate whether it needs more
than a single reliable study to substantiate a potential risk and, if so, on what grounds.
Since I have quoted some 400 studies, it is probably impractical to aim to supply every
full study in pdf format [where possible numbered in square brackets at the end of the
relevant reference].

(d) The names of the ASA’s health experts or lay persons assessing the
evidence substantiating the statement of risk in the advert.
As stated in Part I of this Response, it is essential in matters of interpreting the scientific
evidence for health risks in this complex area that the identity of the person(s) making
the adjudication on the potential risk is/are given.
If the adjudication is based on advice from a particular person or persons, but this
person(s) is not in fact be an expert in this area, the adjudication could be worthless.
Likewise, a lay committee of non-experts should be named if they take responsibility for
the adjudication, since otherwise the ASA would appear to be giving scientific validation
to a viewpoint which may or may not be substantiated scientifically, the very issue of the
claim against the original advert.
As I have stated previously, if the ASA is in need of an expert in this area, I am willing to
suggest some experts who may be willing to give the ASA appropriate advice.

(e) The ASA’s definition of a mobile phone’s fields and radiation
The request for studies limited to “mobile phones” may betray an inadequate
understanding in this area. All recent mobile phones have cellular transmitters with
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radiation and signals operating at RF and ELF frequencies, Wifi transmitters with
radiation and signals operating at RF and ELF frequencies, and powerful batteries with
magnetic fields, in addition to GPS receivers.
Mobile phones therefore involve magnetic, ELF and RF frequencies and signals, and
therefore all health studies on any of these frequencies and signals is relevant. Since the
same type of frequencies and signal patterns are used by Wifi, mobile phones and
mobile phone base stations, baby monitors, cordless phones, smart meters, etc., all
health studies relevant to these devices are also relevant to mobile phones. That is why
the studies in “Select Studies” have to include the whole spectrum of frequencies and
signal types. This is true of most reports on health risks from the non-ionising
electromagnetic spectrum.
Mobile phones thus cover the ELF range (Extremely Low Frequency: 3 Hz frequency
(100,000 km wavelength) to 300 Hz (1,000 km)), ULF Ultra Low Frequency: 300 Hz
(1,000 km) to 3 kHz (100 km)), and the RF range (radio frequency: 3 kHz (100 km)
to 300 GHz (1mm)), where Radio Frequency: 3 kHz (100 km) - 300 GHz (1mm) includes
Millimeter wave band: 30 Ghz (1 cm) - 300 Ghz (1 mm = 0.1 cm), and
Microwaves: 300 MHz (100 cm) - 300 GHz (0.1 cm).
For these scientific reasons, the advert was deliberately not limited to just one device
and could not be. Nevertheless, mobile phones are perhaps the best examples of
common devices using such a wide range of EM field and radiation patterns and singals.
They are also devices which include health risk warnings within their user instructions, so
the advert was deliberately designed to be neither misleading nor unsubstantiated.
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B.
Established mechanisms of EM bio-reactions substantiating a risk for the 15
symptoms and conditions caused by low-level EM exposure from devices like
mobile phones
(a) VGCCs
(b) Oxidative stress
(c) Other mechanisms and pathways
VGCCs and Oxidative Stress
Until this last decade many possible mechanisms and pathways were established for lowlevel EM exposure to cause health risks, but few were accepted universally. This changed
when it became clear that the fundamental mechanism inherent in VGCCs was sufficient
to explain many, if not most, biological consequences downstream. At the same time, it
was becoming apparent that most outcomes could be linked in some way to oxidative
stress. The latter point was supported by numerous studies showing reduced risks when
anti-oxidants and similar results through earthing could achieve a reduction in health
risks.
As a result of the confirmation of these two approaches to fundamental mechanistic
pathways, the majority viewpoint of involved scientists changed and now accepts the
possibility of a range of health risks at levels of EM exposure not thought to depend on a
heating mechanism. Although a few people have tried to hold to the minority viewpoint
still denying this accumulating evidence, these people are typically in favour of the
wireless industry and governments and increasingly lack scientific credibility in this area.
See Part I of this Response for a fuller analysis of the failings in this respect of
WHO/ICNIRP and PHE/AGNIR which still cling to the outdated thermal hypothesis of
1953.
It is therefore possible to establish risk for all 15 symptoms and conditions listed in the
advert based on this simple and established mechanism, as explained in Part I. This
approach fully substantiates all the limited claims of the advert about growing risk from
a variety of common sources of EM exposure.
This section will provide further substantiation for VGCCs and Oxidative Stress, the two
key elements in this mechanism or pathway.
(a) VGCCs
(i) The key role of calcium flux on the cell membrane as activated by electromagnetic
exposure has been known since the 1970s. This became accepted as an established nontherma mechanism in 2013 when Prof. Pall published his review of how EM exposure
activates the voltage-gated calcium channels (VGCCs). Pall’s review study was rated as
one of the most important studies of its year by Global Medical Discovery and has
already been cited 27 times according to PubMed.
• “23 studies have shown that voltage-gated calcium channels (VGCCs) produce
these and other EMF effects, such that the L-type or other VGCC blockers block or
greatly lower diverse EMF effects. Furthermore, the voltage-gated properties of
these channels may provide biophysically plausible mechanisms for EMF biological
effects. Downstream responses of such EMF exposures may be mediated through
Ca(2+) /calmodulin stimulation of nitric oxide synthesis. Potentially,
physiological/therapeutic responses may be largely as a result of nitric oxidecGMP-protein kinase G pathway stimulation. A well-studied example of such an
apparent therapeutic response, EMF stimulation of bone growth, appears to work
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along this pathway. However, pathophysiological responses to EMFs may be as a
result of nitric oxide-peroxynitrite-oxidative stress pathway of action. A single
such well-documented example, EMF induction of DNA single-strand breaks in
cells, as measured by alkaline comet assays, is reviewed here. Such single-strand
breaks are known to be produced through the action of this pathway … what data
are available support this proposed mechanism … This article reviews, then, a
substantially supported set of targets, VGCCs, whose stimulation produces nonthermal EMF responses by humans/higher animals with downstream effects
involving Ca(2+) /calmodulin-dependent nitric oxide increases, which may explain
therapeutic and pathophysiological effects.” 1
(ii) In a subsequent study of 2015 Prof. Pall extended his analysis of the effects of EM
exposure to include the symptoms specific to EHS. This thus established a mechanistic
basis for many of the specific symptoms of EHS and made EHS accepted by the majority
viewpoint of involved experts.
• “Non-thermal microwave/lower frequency electromagnetic fields (EMFs) act via
voltage-gated calcium channel (VGCC) activation. Calcium channel blockers block
EMF effects and several types of additional evidence confirm this mechanism. Low
intensity microwave EMFs have been proposed to produce neuropsychiatric
effects, sometimes called microwave syndrome, and the focus of this review is
whether these are indeed well documented and consistent with the known
mechanism(s) of action of such EMFs. VGCCs occur in very high densities
throughout the nervous system and have near universal roles in release of
neurotransmitters and neuroendocrine hormones … Two U.S. government reports
from the 1970's-80's provide evidence for many neuropsychiatric effects of nonthermal microwave EMFs, based on occupational exposure studies. 18 more
recent epidemiological studies, provide substantial evidence that microwave EMFs
from cell/mobile phone base stations, excessive cell/mobile phone usage and
from wireless smart meters can each produce similar patterns of neuropsychiatric
effects, with several of these studies showing clear dose-response relationships.
Lesser evidence from 6 additional studies suggests that short wave, radio station,
occupational and digital TV antenna exposures may produce similar neuropsychiatric effects. Among the more commonly reported changes are sleep
disturbance/insomnia, headache, depression/depressive symptoms,
fatigue/tiredness, dysesthesia, concentration/attention dysfunction, memory
changes, dizziness, irritability, loss of appetite/body weight, restlessness/anxiety,
nausea, skin burning/tingling/dermographism and EEG changes. In summary,
then, the mechanism of action of microwave EMFs, the role of the VGCCs in the
brain, the impact of non-thermal EMFs on the brain, extensive epidemiological
studies performed over the past 50 years, and five criteria testing for causality,
all collectively show that various non-thermal microwave EMF exposures produce
diverse neuropsychiatric effects.”2
The above two studies provide complete sunstantiation for the very limited claims about
risk made in the advert. Nevertheless, it may be helpful to include a few more studies
from the expanding literature to show the breadth of support.
(iii) The role of calcium and thus VGCCs was established in the mid 1970s.

Pall ML (2013) “Electromagnetic fields act via activation of voltage-gated calcium
channels to produce beneficial or adverse effects” J Cell Mol Med. 17(8): 958-965;
Review. PMID: 23802593. [40]
2
Pall ML (2015) “Microwave frequency electromagnetic fields (EMFs) produce widespread
neuropsychiatric effects including depression” J Chem Neuroanat. pii: S08910618(15)00059-9; Review; PMID: 26300312. [7]
1
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“Our studies in cerebral neurochemistry strongly implicate the binding and
release of calcium ions to membrane surface macromolecules as an important
step in these field interactions.”3
“Since 1975, evidence has accumulated that the binding and release of calcium in
brain tissue involves processes radically different from simple equilibrium states.
Calcium ions are essential in the release of transmitter substances from
presynaptic nerve terminals and in transductive coupling of immunological,
endocrine and neurophysiogical stimuli at the membrane surface, as well as in
ensuing transmembrane coupling. This new evidence suggests that for cerebral
tissue, at least, it may be necessary to substantially revise generally accepted
views on the structural and functional basis of excitation, particularly in regard to
the role of weak electrical gradients in the immediate environment of brain cells.
The response of cerebral tissue to certain low level oscillating environmental
electromagnetic fields is anomalous in that a sharply modified release of calcium
has been found only in a narrow range of frequencies between 6 and 20 Hz.
Responses also occur with radiofrequency fields amplitude modulated in the same
narrow range of low frequencies, but are qualitatively different. The second quite
unexpected finding is that these sensitivities occur only within a range of field
strength or a power window … With 450 MHz fields amplitude modulated at 16
Hz, increased calcium efflux from chick cerebral tissue occurred at field intensities
between 0.1 and 2 1.0 mW/cm2. No increase was noted above or below these
levels.”4
“Two independent laboratories have demonstrated that electromagnetic radiation
at specific frequencies can cause a change in the efflux of calcium ions from brain
tissue in vitro. In a local geomagnetic field (LGF) at a density of 38 microTesla
(microT), 15- and 45-Hz electromagnetic signals (40 Vp-p/m in air) have been
shown to induce a change in the efflux of calcium ions from the exposed tissues,
whereas 1- and 30-Hz signals do not. … These results demonstrate that the net
intensity of the LGF is an important variable. The results appear to describe a
resonance-like relationship in which the frequency of the electromagnetic field
that can induce a change in efflux is proportional to a product of LGF density and
an index, 2n + 1, where n = 0,1. These phenomenological findings may provide a
basis for evaluating the apparent lack of reproducibility of biological effects
caused by low-intensity extremely-low-frequency (ELF) electromagnetic signals.”5

(iv) Over the years studies have emphasised the key role of calcium and the voltage on
the cell’s membrane.
• “A biophysical model for the action of oscillating electric fields on cells, presented
by us before [Biochem.Biophys. Res. Commun. 272(3) (2000) 634-640], is
extended now to include oscillating magnetic fields as well, extended to include
the most active biological conditions, and also to explain why pulsed
electromagnetic fields can be more active biologically than continuous ones.
According to the present theory, the low frequency fields are the most bioactive
ones. The basic mechanism is the forced-vibration of all the free ions on the
surface of a cell's plasma membrane, caused by an external oscillating field. We
have shown that this coherent vibration of electric charge is able to irregularly
gate electrosensitive channels on the plasma membrane and thus cause
Adey WR (1975) “Introduction: Effects of electromagnetic radiation on the nervous
system” Ann N Y Acad Sci. 247: 15-20; PMID: 1054227. [21]
4
Bawin SM, Sheppard A, Adey WR (1977) “Possible mechanisms of weak
electromagnetic field coupling in brain tissue”, pages 75-86; in Taylor LS, Cheung AY
(1977) “The Physical Basis of Electromagnetic Interactions with Biological Systems”
(University of Maryland, sponsored by the Office of Naval Research &c., 400 pages; pdf.)
5
Blackman CF, Benane SG, Rabinowitz JR, House DE, Joines WT (1985b) “A role for the
magnetic field in the radiation-induced efflux of calcium ions from brain tissue in vitro”
Bioelectromagnetics. 6(4): 327-337; PMID: 3836676.
3
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disruption of the cell's electrochemical balance and function [Biochem. Biophys.
Res. Commun. 272(3) (2000) 634-640]. It seems that this simple idea can be
easily extended now and looks very likely to be able to give a realistic basis for
the explanation of a wide range of electromagnetic field bioeffects.”6
“These studies have disclosed a frequency window between 6 and 16 Hz. and an
amplitude window, with significant effects for fields of 10 and 56 VWm., but not
for 5 or 100 V/m. This is very suggestive of some form of quantum
amplification.”7
“It is at the atomic level that physical processes, rather than chemical reactions in
the fabric of molecules, appear to shape the transfer of energy and the flow of
signals in living systems.”8
“Extremely low frequency (ELF<300Hz) electromagnetic fields affect several
neuronal activities including memory. Because ELF magnetic fields cause altered
Ca(2+) homeostasis in neural tissues, we examined their influence on
Ca(2+) signaling enzymes in hippocampus and related them with
NMDA receptor functions … Simultaneous ligand-binding studies revealed
decreased binding to N-methyl-D-aspartic acid (NMDA) receptors. The combined
results suggest that perturbed neuronal functions caused by ELF exposure may
involve altered Ca(2+) signaling events contributing to
aberrant NMDA receptor activities.”9
“Effects of exogenous bioresonance oscillations on biological and morphological
characteristics of continuous human lung and liver cells were studied. Proliferative
activities and viability of cells decreased after exposure to frequencies of 8 and
78.5 Hz. This was paralleled by cytopathic disorders in lung and liver cells.” 10
“Using an especially-designed facility, the Mode Stirred Reverberation Chamber,
we exposed tomato plants (Lycopersicon esculentum Mill. VFN8) to low level (900
MHz, 5 V m(-1)) electromagnetic fields for a short period (10 min) and measured
changes in abundance of three specific mRNA soon after exposure. Within
minutes of electromagnetic stimulation, stress-related mRNA (calmodulin,
calcium-dependent protein kinase and proteinase inhibitor) accumulated in a
rapid, large and 3-phase manner typical of an environmental stress response …
Transcript accumulation was maximal at normal Ca(2+) levels and was depressed
at higher Ca(2+), especially for those encoding calcium-binding proteins.
Removal of Ca(2+) (by addition of chelating agents or Ca(2+) channel blocker)
led to total suppression of mRNA accumulation. Finally, 30 min after the
electromagnetic treatment, ATP concentration and adenylate energy charge were
transiently decreased, while transcript accumulation was totally prevented by
application of the uncoupling reagent, CCCP. These responses occur very soon
after exposure, strongly suggesting that they are the direct consequence of
application of radio-frequency fields and their similarities to wound responses

Panagopoulos DJ, Karabarbounis A, Margaritis LH (2002) “Mechanism for action of
electromagnetic fields on cells” Biochem Biophys Res Commun. 298(1): 95-102; PMID:
12379225.
7
Adey WR (1979) “Neurophysiologic effects of radiofrequency and microwave radiation”
Bull N Y Acad Med. 55(11): 1079-1093; PMID: 295243. [19]
8
Adey WR (1993) “Biological effects of electromagnetic fields” J Cell Biochem. 51(4):
410-416; Review. PMID: 8388394. [20]
9
Manikonda PK, Rajendra P, Devendranath D, Gunasekaran B, Channakeshava, Aradhya
RS, Sashidhar RB, Subramanyam C (2007) “Influence of extremely low frequency
magnetic fields on Ca2+ signaling and NMDA receptor functions in rathippocampus”
Neurosci Lett. 413(2): 145-149; PMID: 17196332.
10
Podchernyaeva RJ, Lopatina OA, Mikhailova GR, Baklanova OV, Danlibaeva GA,
Gushina EA (2008) “Effect of exogenous frequency exposure on human cells” Bull Exp
Biol Med. 146(1):148-152; PMID: 19145374.
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strongly suggests that this radiation is perceived by plants as an injurious
stimulus.”11
(v) More recent studies have linked calcium flux on the cell membrane caused by EM
exposure with oxidative stress and thus with melatonin reduction and similar
downstream effects.
• “We aimed to investigate the protective effects of melatonin and 2.45 GHz
electromagnetic radiation (EMR) on brain and dorsal root ganglion (DRG) neuron
antioxidant redox system, Ca(2+) influx, cell viability and electroencephalography
(EEG) records in the rat … Melatonin supplementation in DRG neurons and brain
seems to have protective effects on the 2.45 GHz-induced increase Ca(2+) influx,
EEG records and cell viability of the hormone through TRPM2 and voltage gated
Ca(2+) channels.”12
• “This study shows that a non-thermal pulse-modulated RF signal (PRF),
configured to modulate calmodulin (CaM) activation via acceleration of Ca(2+)
binding kinetics, produced an immediate nearly 3-fold increase in nitric oxide
(NO) from dopaminergic MN9D cultures (P < 0.001) … To the authors' knowledge
this is the first report of a real-time effect of non-thermal electromagnetic fields
(EMF) on NO release from challenged cells. The results provide mechanistic
support for the many reported bioeffects of EMF in which NO plays a role.” 13
• “Extremely low-frequency electromagnetic fields (ELF-EMF) causes various
biological effects through altering intracellular calcium homeostasis. The role of
high voltage-gated (HVA) calcium channels in ELF-EMF induced effects has been
extensively studied. However, the effect of ELF-EMF on low-voltage-gated (LVA)
T-type calcium channels has not been reported. … We conclude that 50Hz ELFEMF inhibits T-type calcium channels through AA/LTE4 signaling pathway.”14
• “Although melatonin (MT) has been reported to protect cells against oxidative
damage induced by EM radiation, few reports have addressed whether there are
other protective mechanisms. Here, we investigated the effects of MT on
extremely low-frequency electromagnetic field (ELF-EMF)-induced Nav activity in
rat cerebellar granule cells (GCs). Exposing cerebellar GCs to ELF-EMF for 60 min.
significantly increased the Nav current (INa ) densities by 62.5%. MT (5 μM)
inhibited the ELF-EMF-induced INa increase … Our data show for the first time
that MT protects against neuronal INa that result from ELF-EMF exposure through
Ca(2+) influx-induced Ca(2+) release.”15

Roux D, Vian A, Girard S, Bonnet P, Paladian F, Davies E, Ledoigt G (2008) “High
frequency (900 MHz) low amplitude (5 V m-1) electromagnetic field: a genuine
environmental stimulus that affects transcription, translation, calcium and energy charge
in tomato” Planta. 227(4): 883-891; PMID: 18026987.
12
Nazıroğlu M, Çelik Ö, Özgül C, Çiğ B, Doğan S, Bal R, Gümral N, Rodríguez AB,
Pariente JA (2012) “Melatonin modulates wireless (2.45 GHz)-induced oxidative injury
through TRPM2 and voltage gated Ca(2+) channels in brain and dorsal root ganglion in
rat” Physiol Behav. 105(3):683-692; PMID: 22019785.
13
Pilla AA (2012) “Electromagnetic fields instantaneously modulate nitric oxide signaling
in challenged biological systems” Biochem Biophys Res Commun. 426(3): 330-333;
PMID: 22940137. [44]
14
Cui Y, Liu X, Yang T, Mei YA, Hu C (2013) “Exposure to extremely low-frequency
electromagnetic fields inhibits T-type calcium channels via AA/LTE4 signaling pathway”
Cell Calcium.PMID: 24360572.
15
Liu DD, Ren Z, Yang G, Zhao QR, Mei YA (2014) “Melatonin protects rat cerebellar
granule cells against electromagnetic field-induced increases in Na+ currents through
intracellular Ca2+ release” J Cell Mol Med. PMID: 24548607.
11
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“These findings indicate that ELF-EMF exposure specifically influences the
intracellular calcium dynamics of cultural EC neurons via a calcium channelindependent mechanism.”16

(vi) Some studies link this mechanistic pathway from VGCCs and oxidative stress to the
effect of radiation as from mobile phones, substantiating mobile phones as a risk for all
downstream effects of VGCCs and oxidative stress.
• “The effects of ultra high frequency (UHF) nonionizing electromagnetic fields
(EMF) on the channel activities of nanopore forming protein, OmpF porin, were
investigated. … Our results show that the effects of EMF on channel activities are
frequency dependent, with a maximum effect at 930 MHz. The frequency of
channel gating and the voltage sensitivity is increased when the channel is
exposed to EMF, while its conductance remains unchanged at all frequencies
applied.”17
• “The damaging effects of MW radiation on the brain include brain dysfunction and
brain structural damage. An epidemiological survey found that MW radiation
caused human fatigue, headache, excitement, dreams, memory loss and other
symptoms of neurasthenia. In addition, there were impaired learning and
memory abilities in rats after MW radiation … ultrastructural changes in the rat
brain mitochondria were induced within 24 h of the post-30 mW/cm2 MW
radiation exposure … Certain doses of MW radiation cause reduction in
mitochondrial ATP synthesis … MW radiation reduces the activity of succinate
dehydrogenase (SDH) … MW radiation causes abnormal expression of the genes
encoding the respiratory chain, resulting in brain energy metabolism disorders …
The structural damage of the mitochondrial membrane is one of the most
important mechanisms of MW radiation-induced disturbance of brain energy
metabolism … MW radiation induces neural cell apoptosis via the classical
mitochondria-dependent caspase-3 pathway … MW radiation activates the NADH
oxidase-mediated increase in ROS, and in turn, excessive ROS damages the
mitochondrial electron transport chain, which is the main source of ROS,
ultimately forming a vicious cycle and aggravating the disturbance in brain
energy metabolism … Increased cytoplasmic Ca2+ exists during the process of
MW radiation-induced brain damage … MW radiation can break mtDNA or change
the expression of mtDNA, resulting in decreased ATP production … There are
many signaling pathways involved in the process of MW radiation-induced
mitochondrial dysfunction, including the phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase (PI3K)
pathway and the mitogen-associated protein kinase (MAPK) pathway, which are
adaptive responses of cells that regulate cellular functions and promote their
survival.”18
• “Dozens of reviews and thousands of primary literature studies have shown the
existence of many different non-thermal health effects of microwave and lower
frequency electromagnetic fields (EMFs); however current safety guidelines and
standards only recognize thermal effects. This leaves both individuals and
companies unprotected … many, perhaps even all non-thermal health effects are
produced by activation of voltage-gated calcium channels (VGCCs) in the plasma
membranes of cells, with EMFs activating these channels, producing large
increases in intracellular calcium levels [Ca2+]i … Biological optimization should
be done by studying cells in culture that have high densities of various types of
Luo FL, Yang N, He C, Li HL, Li C, Chen F, Xiong JX, Hu ZA, Zhang J (2014) “Exposure
to extremely low frequency electromagnetic fields alters the calcium dynamics of
cultured entorhinal cortex neurons” Environ Res. 135C: 236-246; PMID: 25462671.
17
Ketabi N, Mobasheri H, Faraji-Dana R (2013) “Electromagnetic fields (UHF) increase
voltage sensitivity of membrane ion channels; possible indication of cell phone effect on
living cells” Electromagn Biol Med.PMID: 24236537.
18
Hao YH, Zhao L, Peng RY (2015) “Effects of microwave radiation on brain energy
metabolism and related mechanisms” Mil Med Res. 2:4; review;PMID: 26000171. [45]
16
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VGCCs, measuring such effects as increases in [Ca2+]i and increases in nitric
oxide (NO) production following EMF exposures. Such cell culture-based
assessment of biological damage should allow progressive improvement of
wireless communication devices and various other electronic devices by choosing
designs that lower biological responses.”19
(vii) The clique of thermalists with their outdated and minority 1953 viewpoint still
denying the VGCC and oxidative stress pathway has been criticised for failing to
appreciate the paradigm shift in non-ionising health risk studies.
• “This review considers a paradigm shift on microwave electromagnetic field (EMF)
action from only thermal effects to action via voltage-gated calcium channel
(VGCC) activation. Microwave/lower frequency EMFs were shown in two dozen
studies to act via VGCC activation because all effects studied were blocked by
calcium channel blockers. This mode of action was further supported by hundreds
of studies showing microwave changes in calcium fluxes and intracellular calcium
[Ca2+] signaling. The biophysical properties of VGCCs/similar channels make
them particularly sensitive to low intensity, non-thermal EMF exposures. Nonthermal studies have shown that in most cases pulsed fields are more active than
are non-pulsed fields and that exposures within certain intensity windows have
much large biological effects than do either lower or higher intensity exposures;
these are both consistent with a VGCC role but inconsistent with only a
heating/thermal role. Downstream effects of VGCC activation include calcium
signaling, elevated nitric oxide (NO), NO signaling, peroxynitrite, free radical
formation, and oxidative stress. Downstream effects explain repeatedly reported
biological responses to non-thermal exposures: oxidative stress; single and
double strand breaks in cellular DNA; cancer; male and female infertility; lowered
melatonin/sleep disruption; cardiac changes including tachycardia, arrhythmia,
and sudden cardiac death; diverse neuropsychiatric effects including depression;
and therapeutic effects … Biologically relevant safety standards can be developed
through studies of cell lines/cell cultures with high levels of different VGCCs,
measuring their responses to different EMF exposures. The 2014 Canadian Report
by a panel of experts only recognizes thermal effects regarding safety standards
for non-ionizing radiation exposures. Its position is therefore contradicted by each
of the observations above. The Report is assessed here in several ways including
through Karl Popper's assessment of strength of evidence … The Report claims
that cataract formation is produced by thermal effects but ignores studies
falsifying this claim and also studies showing [Ca2+]i and VGCC roles. It is time
for a paradigm shift away from only thermal effects toward VGCC activation and
consequent downstream effects.”20

Pall ML (2015) “How to Approach the Challenge of Minimizing Non-Thermal Health
Effects of Microwave Radiation from Electrical Devices” Int J Innovative Res Engin
Management (IJIREM). 10/2015; ISSN(25):2350-557.
20
Pall ML (2015) “Scientific evidence contradicts findings and assumptions of Canadian
Safety Panel 6: microwaves act through voltage-gated calcium channel activation to
induce biological impacts at non-thermal levels, supporting a paradigm shift for
microwave/lower frequency electromagnetic field action” Rev Environ Health.PMID:
25879308. [46]
19
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(b) Oxidative stress
The established role of VGCCs in transferring EM exposure into health effects often
involves oxidative stress. In the last two decades, oxidative stress has been seen as a
key precursor or pathway to many of the illnesses becoming more common in
industrialised societies.
Oxidative stress can lead to a whole range of downstream effects, all of which have
significant health risks. These included ROS, metabolic effects, inflammation, immune
effects, raised cortisol, changes to the neuroendocrine system, reduced saliva, effects on
the parotid gland, and reduced antioxidants.
Prof. Pall has stated that there are already many studies showing oxidative stress arising
from EM exposure: "There are close to 1,000 studies on electromagnetic fields that show
the production of oxidated stress. So even just using a cell phone gives you oxidative
stress in your brain by breaking down your blood brain barriers that protect you from
infections and other things."21
(i) The role of changes in metabolism caused by EM exposure was known from the
1950s.
• “more than half of the 24 radar technicians that he examined had shown various
abnormalities, including asthenic phenomena, a tendency to bradycardia and
arterial hypotonia, a rise in basal metabolism, and a decrease in blood sugar,
basically because of microwave exposure.”22
• “These investigations gave evidence that RF EMF activate the mitogen-activated
protein kinase (MAPK) stress response pathway. The extracellular signalregulated kinases (ERK) 1 and 2 are MAPKs that are also important in cellular
proliferation, differentiation, and survival.”23
• “Metabolic processes which generate oxidants and antioxidants can be influenced
by environmental factors, such as ELF-EMF. Increased ELF-EMF exposure can
modify the activity of the organism by reactive oxygen species leading to
oxidative stress. It is well established that free radicals can interact with DNA
resulting in single strand breaks. DNA damage could become a site of mutation, a
key step to carcinogenesis. Furthermore, different cell types react differently to
the same stimulus, because of their cell type specific redox status … An additional
aspect of free radicals is their function to influence other illnesses such as
Parkinson's and Alzheimer's diseases … It has also been demonstrated that low
levels of reactive oxygen species trigger intracellular signals that involve the
transcription of genes and leading to responses including cell proliferation and
apoptosis … Finally, we conclude from our review that modulations on the oxidant
and antioxidant level through ELF-EMF exposure can play a causal role in cancer
development.”24
• “Effects of exogenous bioresonance oscillations on biological and morphological
characteristics of continuous human lung and liver cells were studied. Proliferative

Prof. M. Pall in http://www.truth-out.org/news/item/28009-documents-show-navy-selectromagnetic-warfare-training-would-harm-humans-and-wildlife
22
Shemyakov SI (1955) Voyenno-med. zhurn. 5: 79 [Petrov IR, 1970. NASA TT-F-708,
1972, pdf, p.127]. [52]
23
Parham F et al.: “The Use of Signal-Transduction and Metabolic Pathways to Predict
Human Disease Targets from Electric and Magnetic Fields Using in vitro Data in Human
Cell Lines” Front Public Health. (2016) PMID: 27656641.
24
Simkó M (2007) “Cell type specific redox status is responsible for diverse
electromagnetic field effects” Curr Med Chem. 14(10): 1141-1152. Review. PMID:
17456027.
21
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activities and viability of cells decreased after exposure to frequencies of 8 and
78.5 Hz. This was paralleled by cytopathic disorders in lung and liver cells.” 25
“Electromagnetic fields (EMF), in both ELF (extremely low frequency) and radio
frequency (RF) ranges, activate the cellular stress response, a protective
mechanism that induces the expression of stress response genes, e.g., HSP70,
and increased levels of stress proteins, e.g., hsp70. … Specific DNA sequences on
the promoter of the HSP70 stress gene are responsive to EMF, and studies with
model biochemical systems suggest that EMF could interact directly with electrons
in DNA. While low energy EMF interacts with DNA to induce the stress response,
increasing EMF energy in the RF range can lead to breaks in DNA strands. It is
clear that in order to protect living cells, EMF safety limits must be changed from
the current thermal standard, based on energy, to one based on biological
responses that occur long before the threshold for thermal changes.” 26
“A number of papers dealing with the effects of modern, man-made
electromagnetic fields (EMFs) on the immune system are summarized in the
present review. EMFs disturb immune function through stimulation of various
allergic and inflammatory responses, as well as effects on tissue repair processes.
Such disturbances increase the risks for various diseases, including cancer. These
and the EMF effects on other biological processes (e.g. DNA damage, neurological
effects, etc.) are now widely reported to occur at exposure levels significantly
below most current national and international safety limits. Obviously, biologically
based exposure standards are needed to prevent disruption of normal body
processes and potential adverse health effects of chronic exposure. Based on this
review, as well as the reviews in the recent Bioinitiative Report, it must be
concluded that the existing public safety limits are inadequate to protect public
health, and that new public safety limits, as well as limits on further deployment
of untested technologies, are warranted.”27
“In scenario 3 from session 4 to session 5 (from "low" to "high" exposure), an
increase of cortisol was detected, while in scenarios 1 and 2, a higher
concentration of alpha-amylase related to the baseline was identified as
compared to that in scenario 3. … RF-EMF in considerably lower field densities
than ICNIRP-guidelines may influence certain psychobiological stress markers.” 28
“After the activation of the GSM base station, the levels of the stress hormones
adrenaline and noradrena-line increased significantly during the first six months;
the levels of the precursor dopamine decreased substantially. The initial levels
were not restored even after one and a half years. As an indicator of the
dysregulated chronic imbalance of the stress system, the phenylethylamine (PEA)
levels dropped significantly until the end of the study period. The effects showed
a dose-response relationship and occurred well below current limits for technical
RF radiation exposures. Chronic dysregulation of the catecholamine system has

Podchernyaeva RJ, Lopatina OA, Mikhailova GR, Baklanova OV, Danlibaeva GA,
Gushina EA (2008) “Effect of exogenous frequency exposure on human cells” Bull Exp
Biol Med. 146(1):148-152; PMID: 19145374.
26
Blank M, Goodman R (2009) “Electromagnetic fields stress living cells”
Pathophysiology. 16(2-3): 71-78; PMID: 19268550.
27
Johansson O (2009) “Disturbance of the immune system by electromagnetic fields-A
potentially underlying cause for cellular damage and tissue repair reduction which could
lead to disease and impairment” Pathophysiology. 16(2-3): 157-177; PMID: 19398310;
pdf. [38]
28
Augner C, Hacker GW, Oberfeld G, Florian M, Hitzl W, Hutter J, Pauser G (2010)
“Effects of exposure to GSM mobile phone base station signals on salivary cortisol,
alpha-amylase, and immunoglobulin A” Biomed Environ Sci. 23(3):199-207; PMID:
20708499. [47]
25
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great relevance for health and is well known to damage human health in the long
run.”29
“The present study revealed that high RFR effects on pituitary-adrenal axis.”30
“Results of the present study indicated that increased oxidative stress due to
microwave exposure may contribute to cognitive impairment and inflammation in
brain.”31
“We aimed to investigate the protective effects of melatonin and 2.45 GHz
electromagnetic radiation (EMR) on brain and dorsal root ganglion (DRG) neuron
antioxidant redox system, Ca(2+) influx, cell viability and electroencephalography
(EEG) records in the rat … Melatonin supplementation in DRG neurons and brain
seems to have protective effects on the 2.45 GHz-induced increase Ca(2+) influx,
EEG records and cell viability of the hormone through TRPM2 and voltage gated
Ca(2+) channels.”32
“This study shows that a non-thermal pulse-modulated RF signal (PRF),
configured to modulate calmodulin (CaM) activation via acceleration of Ca(2+)
binding kinetics, produced an immediate nearly 3-fold increase in nitric oxide
(NO) from dopaminergic MN9D cultures (P < 0.001) … To the authors' knowledge
this is the first report of a real-time effect of non-thermal electromagnetic fields
(EMF) on NO release from challenged cells. The results provide mechanistic
support for the many reported bioeffects of EMF in which NO plays a role.” 33
“EMR causes structural changes in the frontal cortex, brain stem and cerebellum
and impairs the oxidative stress and inflammatory cytokine system. This
deterioration can cause disease including loss of these areas’ function and cancer
development.” 2.45 GHz, the WiFi frequency, seemed worse that 900 and 1800
MHz in several aspects.34
“Many studies have suggested an association between chronic extremely lowfrequency magnetic field (ELF-MF) exposure and anxiety and/or depression. The
mechanism of these effects is assumed to be a stress response induced by ELFMF exposure … Quantification of the mRNA levels of adrenal corticosteroid
synthesis enzymes revealed a significant reduction in Cyp17a1 mRNA in the ELFMF-exposed mice. Our findings suggest the possibility that high intensity and
chronic exposure to ELF-MF induces an increase in corticosterone secretion, along
with depression- and/or anxiety-like behavior, without enhancement of the
hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal axis.”35

Buckner K, Eger H (2011) “Changes of Clinically Important Neurotransmitters under
the Influence of Modulated RF Fields – A Long-term Study under Real-life Conditions”
Umwelt-Medizin-Gesellschaft. 24(1): 44-57; article (trans. Engish). [9]
30
Eskander EF, Estefan SF, Abd-Rabou AA (2012) “How does long term exposure to base
stations and mobile phones affect human hormone profiles?” Clin Biochem. 45(1-2):
157-161; PMID: 22138021. [48]
31
Megha K, Deshmukh PS, Banerjee BD, Tripathi AK, Abegaonkar MP (2012) “Microwave
radiation induced oxidative stress, cognitive impairment and inflammation in brain of
Fischer rats” Indian J Exp Biol. 50(12): 889-996; PMID: 23986973.
32
Nazıroğlu M, Çelik Ö, Özgül C, Çiğ B, Doğan S, Bal R, Gümral N, Rodríguez AB,
Pariente JA (2012) “Melatonin modulates wireless (2.45 GHz)-induced oxidative injury
through TRPM2 and voltage gated Ca(2+) channels in brain and dorsal root ganglion in
rat” Physiol Behav. 105(3):683-692; PMID: 22019785.
33
Pilla AA (2012) “Electromagnetic fields instantaneously modulate nitric oxide signaling
in challenged biological systems” Biochem Biophys Res Commun. 426(3): 330-333;
PMID: 22940137.
34
Eser O, Songur A, Aktas C, Karavelioglu E, Caglar V, Aylak F, Ozguner F, Kanter M
(2013) “The effect of electromagnetic radiation on the rat brain: an experimental study”
Turk Neurosurg. 23(6): 707-715; PMID: 24310452.
35
Kitaoka K, Kitamura M, Aoi S, Shimizu N, Yoshizaki K (2013) “Chronic exposure to an
extremely low-frequency magnetic field induces depression-like behavior and
corticosterone secretion without enhancement of the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal axis
29
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“The results of current studies indicate that oxidative stress from exposure to WiFi and mobile phone-induced EMR is a significant mechanism affecting female and
male reproductive systems.”36
“Oxidative stress is present in HLE B3 cells exposed to 1.8 GHz low-intensity RF
and that the increased production of ROS may be related to down-regulation of
four antioxidant enzyme genes induced by RF exposure.”37
“Wi-Fi- and mobile phone-induced EMR may cause precocious puberty and
oxidative kidney and testis injury in growing rats.” 38
“Results suggest that exposure to electromagnetic radiation may exert an
oxidative stress on human cells as evidenced by the increase in the concentration
of the superoxide radical anion released in the saliva of cell phone users.”39
“Over an hour talking with a cell phone decreases total antioxidant capacity of
saliva in comparison with talking less than twenty minutes.” 40
“Although melatonin (MT) has been reported to protect cells against oxidative
damage induced by EM radiation, few reports have addressed whether there are
other protective mechanisms. Here, we investigated the effects of MT on
extremely low-frequency electromagnetic field (ELF-EMF)-induced Nav activity in
rat cerebellar granule cells (GCs). Exposing cerebellar GCs to ELF-EMF for 60 min.
significantly increased the Nav current (INa ) densities by 62.5%. MT (5 μM)
inhibited the ELF-EMF-induced INa increase … Our data show for the first time
that MT protects against neuronal INa that result from ELF-EMF exposure through
Ca(2+) influx-induced Ca(2+) release.”41
“Our results demonstrated that RF exposure differentially induced proinflammatory responses in microglia and astrocytes, which involved differential
activation of STAT3 in microglia and astrocytes. Our data provide novel insights
into the potential mechanisms of the reported central nervous system (CNS)
impacts associated with mobile phone use and present STAT3 as a promising
target to protect humans against increasing RF exposure.” 42

in mice” Bioelectromagnetics. 34(1): 43-51 (Erratum in: Bioelectromagnetics. 2013,
34(7): 562); PMID: 22753092.
36
Nazıroğlu M, Yüksel M, Köse SA, Ozkaya MO (2013) “Recent Reports of Wi-Fi and
Mobile Phone-Induced Radiation on Oxidative Stress and Reproductive Signaling
Pathways in Females and Males” J Membr Biol. PMID: 24105626.
37
Ni S, Yu Y, Zhang Y, Wu W, Lai K, Yao K (2013) “Study of oxidative stress
in human lens epithelial cells exposed to 1.8 GHz radiofrequency fields” PLoS One.
8(8):e72370; PMID: 23991100.
38
Ozorak A, Nazıroğlu M, Celik O, Yüksel M, Ozçelik D, Ozkaya MO, Cetin H, Kahya MC,
Kose SA (2013) “Wi-Fi (2.45 GHz)- and Mobile Phone (900 and 1800 MHz)-Induced Risks
on Oxidative Stress and Elements in Kidney and Testis of Rats During Pregnancy and the
Development of Offspring” Biol Trace Elem Res.PMID: 24101576.
39
Abu Khadra KM, Khalil AM, Abu Samak M, Aljaberi A (2014) “Evaluation of selected
biochemical parameters in the saliva of young males using mobile phones” Electromagn
Biol Med. PMID: 24499288.
40
Arbabi-Kalati F, Salimi S, Vaziry-Rabiee A, Noraeei M (2014) “Effect of mobile phone
usage time on total antioxidant capacity of saliva and salivary immunoglobulin a” Iran J
Public Health. 43(4): 480-484; PMID: 26005658.
41
Liu DD, Ren Z, Yang G, Zhao QR, Mei YA (2014) “Melatonin protects rat cerebellar
granule cells against electromagnetic field-induced increases in Na+ currents through
intracellular Ca2+ release” J Cell Mol Med. PMID: 24548607.
42
Lu Y, He M, Zhang Y, Xu S, Zhang L, He Y, Chen C, Liu C, Pi H, Yu Z, Zhou Z (2014)
“Differential Pro-Inflammatory Responses of Astrocytes and Microglia Involve STAT3
Activation in Response to 1800 MHz Radiofrequency Fields” PLoS One. 9(9): e108318;
PMID: 25275372.
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“EMF applied during the prenatal period caused pathological changes in kidney
tissue in 21-day-old male rats owing to oxidative stress and decreased
antioxidant enzyme levels.”43
“Exposure to 2450 MHz EMF, particularly in the prenatal period, resulted in
postnatal growth restriction and delayed puberty in female Wistar rats. Increased
TOS [total oxidant status] and OSI [oxidative stress index] values in the brain
and ovary tissues can be interpreted as a sign of chronic stress induced by EMF.
This is the first longitudinal study which investigates the effects of EMF induced
by wireless internet on pubertal development beside growth.” 44
“Melatonin has been considered a potent antioxidant that detoxifies a variety of
reactive oxygen species in many pathophysiological states of eye. The present
study was designed to determine the effects of Wi-Fi exposure on the lens
oxidant, antioxidant redox systems, as well as the possible protective effects of
melatonin on the lens injury induced by electromagnetic radiation (EMR) … There
are poor oxidative toxic effects of one hour of Wi-Fi exposure on the lens in the
animals. However, melatonin supplementation in the lens seems to have
protective effects on the oxidant system by modulation of GSH-Px activity.”45
“Exposure to EMF in the prenatal period causes oxidative stress and
histopathological changes in male rat pup heart tissue.” 46
“This study demonstrates the interplay between O2•- and H2O2 production when
influenced by RF magnetic fields and underscores the subtle effects of lowfrequency magnetic fields on oxidative metabolism, ROS signaling, and cellular
growth.” The spin-correlated radical-pair mechanism (SCRPM) offers the most
plausible explanation on how magnetic fields might influence biochemical
reactions such as photosynthesis, magnetoreception including bird and fruit-fly
navigation, vitamin B12-dependent enzymes and APT production. “In contrast to
the spin-pair mechanism, specific absorbed radiation (SAR) measurements of
macroscopic tissue heating represent a naive approach to bio-magnetic RFinteractions because it ignores nanoscale physics and spin chemistry, which can
potentially have profound biological effects.” 47
“Results suggest that exposure to EM radiation may exert an oxidative stress on
human cells as evidenced by the increase in the concentration of the superoxide
radical anion released in the saliva of cell phone users.” 48
“The parotid gland of rats showed numerous histopathological changes after
exposure to 2100 MHz radiofrequency radiation, both in the short and relatively

Odacı E, Unal D, Mercantepe T, Topal Z, Hancı H, Türedi S, Erol H, Mungan S, Kaya H,
Colakoğlu S (2014) “Pathological effects of prenatal exposure to a 900 MHz
electromagnetic field on the 21-day-old male rat kidney” Biotech Histochem. 27:1-9;
PMID: 25158858.
44
Sangun O, Dunbar B, Darici H, Comlekci S, Doquc DK, Celik S (2014) “The effects of
long-term exposure to a 2450MHz electromagnetic field on growth and pubertal
development in female Wistar rats” Electromagn Biol Med.PMID: 24460416.
45
Tök L, Nazıroğlu M, Doğan S, Kahya MC, Tök O (2014) “Effects of melatonin on Wi-Fiinduced oxidative stress in lens of rats” Indian J Ophthalmol. 62(1):12-15; PMID:
24492496.
46
Türedi S, Hancı H, Topal Z, Unal D, Mercantepe T, Bozkurt I, Kaya H, Odacı E (2014)
“The effects of prenatal exposure to a 900-MHz electromagnetic field on the 21-day-old
male rat heart” Electromagn Biol Med. 28: 1-8; PMID: 25166431.
47
Usselman RJ, Hill I, Singel DJ, Martino CF (2014) “Spin Biochemistry Modulates
Reactive Oxygen Species (ROS) Production by Radio Frequency Magnetic Fields” PLoS
One. 9(3): e93065; PMID: 24681944.
48
Abu Khadra KM, Khalil AM, Abu Samak M, Aljaberi A (2015) “Evaluation of selected
biochemical parameters in the saliva of young males using mobile phones” Electromagn
Biol Med. 34(1): 72-76; PMID: 24499288.
43
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long terms. Increased exposure duration led to an increase in the
histopathological changes.”49
“The overall results indicate that there may be adverse effects of RF exposure on
antioxidant function, in terms of both the daily antioxidative levels, as well as the
circadian rhythmicity.”50
“An excessive production of reactive oxygen substances (ROS) and reduced
antioxidant defence systems resulting from electromagnetic radiation (EMR)
exposure may lead to oxidative brain and liver damage and degradation of
membranes during pregnancy and development of rat pups … In the EMR groups,
lipid peroxidation levels in the brain and liver were increased following EMR
exposure; however, the glutathione peroxidase (GSH-Px) activity, and vitamin A,
vitamin E and -carotene concentrations were decreased in the brain and liver.
Glutathione (GSH) and vitamin C concentrations in the brain were also lower in
the EMR groups than in the controls; however, their concentrations did not
change in the liver. In conclusion, Wi-Fi-induced oxidative stress in the brain and
liver of developing rats was the result of reduced GSH-Px, GSH and antioxidant
vitamin concentrations. Moreover, the brain seemed to be more sensitive to
oxidative injury compared to the liver in the development of newborns.” 51
“The present study determined the effects of prenatal and postnatal exposure to
Wi-Fi (2.45 GHz)-induced electromagnetic radiation (EMR) on tooth and
surrounding tissue development as well as the element levels in growing rats …
there were alterations in the elemental composition of the teeth, especially
affecting such oxidative stress-related elements as copper, zinc, and iron,
suggesting that short-term exposure to Wi-Fi-induced EMR may cause an
imbalance in the oxidative stress condition in the teeth of growing rats.” 52
“It can be concluded that though there have been no clear effects of mobile
radiations on teeth and buccal mucosa but changes in the saliva and parotid
gland have taken place.”53
“cell phone use seems to be associated with greater odds (1.28, 95%- confidence
interval: 1.09-1.51) to develop salivary gland tumor.”54
“In this review, we evaluated available in vitro and in vivo studies carried out on
the relation between RF emitted from mobile phones and oxidative stress. The
results of the studies we reviewed here indicated that mobile phones and similar
equipment or radars can be thought as a factor, which cause oxidative stress.

Aydogan F, Unlu I, Aydin E, Yumusak N, Devrim E, Samim EE, Ozgur E, Unsal V,
Tomruk A, Ozturk GG, Seyhan N (2015) “The effect of 2100 MHz radiofrequency
radiation of a 3G mobile phone on the parotid gland of rats” Am J Otolaryngol. 36(1):
39-46; PMID: 25456509.
50
Cao H, Qin F, Liu X, Wang J, Cao Y, Tong J, Zhao H (2015) “Circadian rhythmicity of
antioxidant markers in rats exposed to 1.8 GHz radiofrequency fields” Int J Environ Res
Public Health. 12(2): 2071-2087; PMID: 25685954.
51
Çelik Ö, Kahya MC, Nazıroğlu M (2015) “Oxidative stress of brain and liver is increased
by Wi-Fi (2.45GHz) exposure of rats during pregnancy and the development of
newborns” J Chem Neuroanat. PMID: 26520617.
52
Çiftçi ZZ, Kırzıoğlu Z, Nazıroğlu M, Özmen Ö (2015) “Effects of prenatal and postnatal
exposure of Wi-Fi on development of teeth and changes in teeth element concentration
in rats. [corrected]” Biol Trace Elem Res. 163(1-2):193-201; [Erratum in: Biol Trace
Elem Res. (2015) 164(1):164] PMID: 25395122.
53
Dagli R, Hans R (2015) “Effect of mobile phone radiations on oral health” J Int Oral
Health. 7(1): i-ii; PMID: 25709374.
54
de Siqueira EC, de Souza FTA, Gomez RS, Gomes CC, de Souza RP (2016) “Does cell
phone use increase the chances of parotid gland tumor development? A systematic
review and meta-analysis” J Oral Pathol Med. Review. PMID: 27935126.
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55

Even some of them claimed that oxidative stress originated from radiofrequencies
can be resulted with DNA damage.”55
“Oxidative stress is the key mechanism of the microwave induced tissue injury.
Melatonin, a lipophilic indoleamine primarily synthesized and released from the
pineal gland is a powerful antioxidant … Melatonin exerts certain antioxidant
effects in the liver of rats exposed to microwaves, by diminishing the intensity of
lipid peroxidation.”56
“The hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal (HPA) axis is the main "gate-keeper" of the
organism's response to every somatic or mental stress. This prospective study
aims to investigate the HPA-axis response to a cellular phone call exposure after
mental stress in healthy children and adolescents and to assess the possible
predictive role of baseline endocrine markers to this response. Two groups of
healthy school-age children aged 11-14 (12.5±1.5) years were included in the
study, the one comprising those who are occasional users of a cellular phone
(Group A) while the second those who do regularly use one (Group B) …
Significant changes in the salivary cortisol levels were noted between 10' and
20'mins after the cellular phone call with different responses between the two
groups. Baseline thyroid hormone levels seem to predict the cortisol response to
mental stress mainly in group A, while HOMA had no impact on salivary cortisol
response at any phase of the test, in either group. HPA axis response to cellular
phone after mental stress in children and adolescents follow a different pattern in
frequent users than in occasional users that seems to be influenced by the
baseline thyroid hormone levels.”57
“Exposure to 900 MHz EMF during the prenatal period can cause pathological and
biochemical changes that may compromise the development of the male rat
thymus and spleen.”58
“The damaging effects of MW radiation on the brain include brain dysfunction and
brain structural damage. An epidemiological survey found that MW radiation
caused human fatigue, headache, excitement, dreams, memory loss and other
symptoms of neurasthenia. In addition, there were impaired learning and
memory abilities in rats after MW radiation … ultrastructural changes in the rat
brain mitochondria were induced within 24 h of the post-30 mW/cm2 MW
radiation exposure … Certain doses of MW radiation cause reduction in
mitochondrial ATP synthesis … MW radiation reduces the activity of succinate
dehydrogenase (SDH) … MW radiation causes abnormal expression of the genes
encoding the respiratory chain, resulting in brain energy metabolism disorders …
The structural damage of the mitochondrial membrane is one of the most
important mechanisms of MW radiation-induced disturbance of brain energy
metabolism … MW radiation induces neural cell apoptosis via the classical
mitochondria-dependent caspase-3 pathway … MW radiation activates the NADH
oxidase-mediated increase in ROS, and in turn, excessive ROS damages the
mitochondrial electron transport chain, which is the main source of ROS,

Dasdag S, Akdag MZ (2015) “The link between radiofrequencies emitted from wireless
technologies and oxidative stress” J Chem Neuroanat. pii: S0891-0618(15)00069-1. doi:
10.1016/j.jchemneu.2015.09.001; PMID: 26371078.
56
Djordjevic B, Sokolovic D, Kocic G, Veljkovic A, Despotovic M, Basic J, JevtovicStoimenov T, Sokolovic DM (2015) “The effect of melatonin on the liver of rats exposed
to microwave radiation” Bratisl Lek Listy. 116(2): 96-100; PMID: 25665474.
57
Geronikolou SA, Chamakou A, Mantzou A, Chrousos G, KanakaGantenbein C (2015)
“Frequent cellular phone use modifies hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal axis response to a
cellular phone call after mental stress in healthy children and adolescents: A pilot study”
Sci Total Environ. 536: 182-188; PMID: 26204054.
58
Hancı H, Türedi S, Topal Z, Mercantepe T, Bozkurt I, Kaya H, Ersöz Ş, Ünal B, Odacı E
(2015) “Can prenatal exposure to a 900 MHz electromagnetic field affect the morphology
of the spleen and thymus, and alter biomarkers of oxidative damage in 21-day-old
male rats?” Biotech Histochem. 90(7): 535-543; PMID: 25985826.
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ultimately forming a vicious cycle and aggravating the disturbance in brain
energy metabolism … Increased cytoplasmic Ca2+ exists during the process of
MW radiation-induced brain damage … MW radiation can break mtDNA or change
the expression of mtDNA, resulting in decreased ATP production … There are
many signaling pathways involved in the process of MW radiation-induced
mitochondrial dysfunction, including the phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase (PI3K)
pathway and the mitogen-associated protein kinase (MAPK) pathway, which are
adaptive responses of cells that regulate cellular functions and promote their
survival.”59
“The aim of this study was therefore to investigate changes in the spinal cords of
male rat pups exposed to the effect of 900MHz EMF … Three groups containing
equal numbers of rats were established - control group (CG), sham group (SG)
and EMF group (EMFG) … Biochemistry results revealed significantly increased
malondialdehyde and glutathione levels in EMFG compared to CG and SG, while
SG and EMFG catalase and superoxide dismutase levels were significantly higher
than those in CG. In EMFG, light microscopy (LM) revealed atrophy in the spinal
cord, vacuolization, myelin thickening and irregularities in the perikarya.
Transmission electron microscopic (TEM) revealed marked loss of myelin
sheath integrity and invagination into the axon and broad vacuoles in axoplasm.
The study results show that biochemical alterations and pathological changes may
occur in the spinal cords of male rats following exposure to 900MHz EMF for 1h a
day on PD 21-46.”60
“The results obtained in this study clearly showed the oxidative stress induction
capability of RF electromagnetic field in the portion of Peripheral Blood
mononuclear cells (PBMCs) mostly in monocytes.” 61
“An increase in catalase activity and malondialdehyde concentration was observed
after 30 min exposure of platelets to EMF regardless of the radiation source. The
most significant changes determining the degree of oxidative stress were
observed after exposure to the EMF generated by car electronics. The low
frequency electromagnetic fields generated by car electronics, physiotherapy
equipment and LCD monitors may be a cause of oxidative stress in the human
body and may lead to free radical diseases.” 62
“RF-EMR increases the ROS level and decreases TAC in rat sperm. Excessive
oxidative stress alters the expression levels of apoptosis-related genes and
triggers sperm apoptosis through bcl-2, bax, cytochrome c and caspase-3
signaling pathways.”63
“The present study suggests that low intensity microwave
radiation induces oxidative stress, inflammatory response and DNA damage in
brain by exerting a frequency dependent effect. The study also indicates that

Hao YH, Zhao L, Peng RY (2015) “Effects of microwave radiation on brain energy
metabolism and related mechanisms” Mil Med Res. 2:4; review;PMID: 26000171.
60
İkinci A, Mercantepe T, Unal D, Erol HS, Şahin A, Aslan A, Baş O, Erdem H, Sönmez
OF, Kaya H, Odacı E (2015) “Morphological and antioxidant impairments in the spinal
cord of male offspring rats following exposure to a continuous 900MHz electromagnetic
field during early and mid-adolescence” J Chem Neuroanat. PMID: 26708410.
61
Kazemi E, Mortazavi SM, Ali-Ghanbari A, Sharifzadeh S, Ranjbaran R, Mostafavi-Pour
Z, Zal F, Haghani M (2015) “Effect of 900 MHz Electromagnetic Radiation on the
Induction of ROS in Human Peripheral Blood Mononuclear Cells” J Biomed Phys Eng.
5(3):105-114; PMID: 26396966.
62
Lewicka M, Henrykowska GA, Pacholski K, Szczęsny A, Dziedziczak-Buczyńska M,
Buczyński A (2015) “The impact of electromagnetic radiation of different parameters on
platelet oxygen metabolism - in vitro studies” Adv Clin Exp Med. 24(1): 31-35; PMID:
25923084.
63
Liu Q, Si T, Xu X, Liang F, Wang L, Pan S (2015) “Electromagnetic radiation at
900 MHz induces sperm apoptosis through bcl-2, bax and caspase-3 signaling pathways
in rats” Reprod Health. 12:65; PMID: 26239320.
59
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increased oxidative stress and inflammatory response might be the factors
involved in DNA damage following low intensity microwave exposure.”64
“EMF applied during the prenatal period can cause pathological changes in kidney
tissue in 21-day-old male rats owing to oxidative stress and decreased
antioxidant enzyme levels.”65
“Both studies also report a significant reduction of interleukin-1β in the wound
exudate, supporting a mechanism involving a pulsed electromagnetic field effect
on nitric oxide/cyclic guanosine monophosphate signaling, which modulates the
body's anti-inflammatory pathways.”66
“Long term EMR exposure resulted in testicular physiopathology via oxidative
damage and inflammation.”67
“These findings led us to conclude that exposure to continuous-wave MW
radiation leads to oxidative/nitrosative stress induced p53
dependent/independent activation of hippocampal neuronal and non-neuronal
apoptosis associated with spatial memory loss.” 68
“4 weeks exposure to EM radiation, vibration, ringtone or both produced a
significant effect on anxiety-like behavior and oxidative stress in young wistar
rats.”69
“Microwaves from mobile phones are one of the environmental toxicants that are
capable of compromising male fertility by inducing oxidative stress and apoptosis
in the testes. Melatonin is a lipophilic tryptophan indole amine and a potent
antioxidant … Melatonin exerts potent antioxidant effects in the testes of rats
exposed to microwaves by decreasing the intensity of oxidative stress; it also
reduces DNA fragmentation.”70
“The study results show that a 900-MHz EMF applied in the prenatal period
caused oxidative stress and pathological alterations in the liver in the postnatal
period.”71

Megha K, Deshmukh PS, Banerjee BD, Tripathi AK, Ahmed R, Abegaonkar MP (2015)
“Low intensity microwave radiation induced oxidative stress, inflammatory response and
DNA damage in rat brain” Neurotoxicology. 51: 158-165; PMID: 26511840.
65
Odacı E, Ünal D, Mercantepe T, Topal Z, Hancı H, Türedi S, Erol HS, Mungan S, Kaya
H, Çolakoğlu S (2015c) “Pathological effects of prenatal exposure to a 900 MHz
electromagnetic field on the 21-day-old male rat kidney” Biotech Histochem. 90(2): 93101; PMID: 25158858.
66
Rohde CH, Taylor EM, Alonso A, Ascherman JA, Hardy KL, Pilla AA (2015) “Pulsed
Electromagnetic Fields Reduce Postoperative Interleukin-1β, Pain, and Inflammation: A
Double-Blind, Placebo-Controlled Study in TRAM Flap Breast Reconstruction Patients”
Plast Reconstr Surg. 135(5): 808e-817e. PMID: 25919263.
67
Saygin M, Asci H, Ozmen O, Cankara FN, Dincoglu D, Ilhan I (2015) “Impact of 2.45
GHz microwave radiation on the testicular inflammatory pathway biomarkers in young
rats: The role of gallic acid” Environ Toxicol. PMID: 26268881.
68
Shahin S, Banerjee S, Singh SP, Chaturvedi CM (2015) “2.45 GHz Microwave
Radiation Impairs Learning and Spatial Memory via Oxidative/Nitrosative Stress Induced
p53 Dependent/Independent Hippocampal Apoptosis: Molecular Basis and Underlying
Mechanism” Toxicol Sci. pii: kfv205; PMID: 26396154.
69
Shehu A, Mohammed A, Magaji RA, Muhammad MS (2015) “Exposure to mobile phone
electromagnetic field radiation, ringtone and vibration affects anxiety-like behaviour and
oxidative stress biomarkers in albino wistar rats” Metab Brain Dis. PMID: 26546224.
70
Sokolovic D, Djordjevic B, Kocic G, Stoimenov TJ, Stanojkovic Z, Sokolovic DM,
Veljkovic A, Ristic G, Despotovic M, Milisavljevic D, Jankovic R, Binic I (2015) “The
Effects of Melatonin on Oxidative Stress Parameters and DNA Fragmentation in Testicular
Tissue of Rats Exposed to Microwave Radiation” Adv Clin Exp Med. 24(3):429-436;
PMID: 26467130.
71
Topal Z, Hanci H, Mercantepe T, Erol HS, Keleş ON, Kaya H, Mungan S, Odaci E (2015)
“The effects of prenatal long-duration exposure to 900-MHz electromagnetic field on the
21-day-old newborn male rat liver” Turk J Med Sci. 45(2): 291-297; PMID: 26084117.
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“This review aims to cover experimental data on oxidative effects of low-intensity
radiofrequency radiation (RFR) in living cells … this includes significant activation
of key pathways generating reactive oxygen species (ROS), activation of
peroxidation, oxidative damage of DNA and changes in theactivity of antioxidant
enzymes. It indicates that among 100 currently available peer-reviewed studies
dealing with oxidative effects of low-intensity RFR, in general, 93 confirmed that
RFR induces oxidative effects in biological systems … In conclusion, our analysis
demonstrates that low-intensity RFR is an expressive oxidative agent for living
cells with a high pathogenic potential and that the oxidative stress induced by
RFR exposure should be recognized as one of the primary mechanisms of
the biological activity of this kind of radiation.”72
“Mobile phone- and Wi-Fi-induced EMR may be one cause of increased oxidative
uterine injury in growing rats and decreased hormone levels in maternal rats.
TRPV1 cation channels are the possible molecular pathways responsible for
changes in the hormone, oxidative stress, and body temperature levels in the
uterus of maternal rats following a year-long exposure to electromagnetic
radiation exposure from mobile phones and Wi-Fi devices.”73
“It seems that the sensitivity of spiral ganglion neurons (SGN) to damage caused
by mobile phone EM radiation will increase in a lipopolysaccharide-induced
inflammation in vitro model.”74
“Our study results suggest that exposure to EMF in the prenatal period causes
oxidative stress and histopathological changes in malerat pup heart tissue.”75
“Results of our study showed that pulse-modulated RF radiation causes oxidative
injury in liver, lung, testis and heart tissues mediated by lipid peroxidation,
increased level of NOx and suppression of antioxidant defense mechanism.” 76
“Over an hour talking with a cell phone decreases total antioxidant capacity of
saliva in comparison with talking less than twenty minutes.”77
“It was revealed that a majority of the subjects who were residing near the
mobile base station complained of sleep disturbances, headache, dizziness,
irritability, concentration difficulties, and hypertension. A majority of the study
subjects had significantly lesser stimulated salivary secretion (P < 0.01) as
compared to the control subjects. The effects of prolonged exposure to EMRs
from mobile phone base stations on the health and well-being of the general
population cannot be ruled out. Further studies are warranted to evaluate the

Yakymenko I, Tsybulin O, Sidorik E, Henshel D, Kyrylenko O, Kyrylenko S (2015)
“Oxidative mechanisms of biological activity of low-intensity radiofrequency radiation”
Electromagn Biol Med. 7: 1-16; PMID: 26151230. [8]
73
Yüksel M, Nazıroğlu M, Özkaya MO (2015) “Long-term exposure to electromagnetic
radiation from mobile phones and Wi-Fi devices decreases plasma prolactin,
progesterone, and estrogen levels but increases uterine oxidative stress in pregnant rats
and their offspring” Endocrine. PMID: 26578367.
74
Zuo WQ, Hu YJ, Yang Y, Zhao XY, Zhang YY, Kong W, Kong WJ (2015) “Sensitivity of
spiral ganglion neurons to damage caused by mobile phone electromagnetic radiation
will increase in lipopolysaccharide-induced inflammation in vitro model” J
Neuroinflammation. 12: 105; PMID: 26022358.
75
Türedi S, Hancı H, Topal Z, Ünal D, Mercantepe T, Bozkurt İ, Kaya H, Odacı E (2015)
“The effects of prenatal exposure to a 900-MHz electromagnetic field on the 21-dayold male rat heart” Electromagn Biol Med. 34(4): 390-397; PMID: 25166431.
76
Esmekaya MA, Ozer C, Seyhan N (2011) “900 MHz pulse-modulated radiofrequency
radiation induces oxidative stress on heart, lung, testis and liver tissues” Gen Physiol
Biophys. 30(1): 84-89; PMID: 21460416.
77
Arbabi-Kalati F, Salimi S, Vaziry-Rabiee A, Noraeei M (2014) “Effect of mobile phone
usage time on total antioxidant capacity of saliva and salivary immunoglobulin a” Iran J
Public Health. 43(4): 480-484; PMID: 26005658.
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effect of electromagnetic fields (EMFs) on general health and more specifically on
oral health.”78
(ii) Oxidative stress and consequent inflammatory processes have also been linked with
people with EHS.
• “Our results identified laboratory signs of thyroid dysfunction, liver dysfunction
and chronic inflammatory processes in small but remarkable fractions of EHS
sufferers as potential sources of symptoms that merit further investigation in
future studies. In the cases of thyroid-stimulating hormone (TSH) and alanine
transaminase/aspartate transaminase (ALT/AST), there were significant
differences between cases and controls. The hypotheses of anaemia or kidney
dysfunction playing a major role in EHS could be unambiguously refuted.”79
• “We first described comparable-though milder-metabolic prooxidant/proinflammatory alterations in EHS with distinctively increased plasma
coenzyme-Q10 oxidation ratio. We also identified significantly altered distributionversus-control of the CYP2C19∗1/∗2 SNP variants in EHS, and a 9.7-fold increased
risk of developing EHS for the haplotype (null)GSTT1 + (null)GSTM1 variants.
Altogether, results on MCS and EHS strengthen our proposal to adopt this blood
metabolic/genetic biomarkers' panel as suitable diagnostic tool for "sensitivityrelated illnesses" (SRI).”80
• “As inflammation appears to be a key process resulting from electromagnetic field
(EMF) and/or chemical effects on tissues, and histamine release is potentially a
major mediator of inflammation, we systematically measured histamine in the
blood of patients. Near 40% had a increase in histaminemia (especially when
both conditions were present), indicating a chronic inflammatory response can be
detected in these patients. Oxidative stress is part of inflammation and is a key
contributor to damage and response. Nitrotyrosin, a marker of both peroxynitrite
(ONOO°-) production and opening of the blood-brain barrier (BBB), was increased
in 28% the cases. Protein S100B, another marker of BBB opening was increased
in 15%. Circulating autoantibodies against O-myelin were detected in 23%,
indicating EHS and MCS may be associated with autoimmune response.
Confirming animal experiments showing the increase of Hsp27 and/or Hsp70
chaperone proteins under the influence of EMF, we found increased Hsp27 and/or
Hsp70 in 33% of the patients. As most patients reported chronic insomnia and
fatigue, we determined the 24 h urine 6-hydroxymelatonin sulfate (6OHMS)/creatinin ratio and found it was decreased (<0.8) in all investigated
cases. Finally, considering the self-reported symptoms of EHS and MCS, we
serially measured the brain blood flow (BBF) in the temporal lobes of each case
with pulsed cerebral ultrasound computed tomosphygmography. Both disorders
were associated with hypoperfusion in the capsulothalamic area, suggesting that
the inflammatory process involve the limbic system and the thalamus.” 81

78

Singh K, Nagaraj A, Yousuf A, Ganta S, Pareek S, Vishnani P (2016) “Effect of
electromagnetic radiations from mobile phone base stations on general health and
salivary function” J Int Soc Prev Community Dent. 6(1): 54-59; PMID: 27011934.
79
Dahmen N, Ghezel-Ahmadi D, Engel A (2009) “Blood laboratory findings in patients
suffering from self-perceived electromagnetic hypersensitivity (EHS)”
Bioelectromagnetics. 30(4): 299-306; PMID: 19259984. [49]
80
De Luca C, Chung Sheun Thai J, Raskovic D, Cesareo E, Caccamo D, Trukhanov A,
Korkina L (2014) “Metabolic and genetic screening of electromagnetic hypersensitive
subjects as a feasible tool for diagnostics and intervention” Mediators Inflamm.
2014:924184; PMID: 24812443. [5]
81
Belpomme D, Campagnac C, Irigaray P (2015) “Reliable disease biomarkers
characterizing and identifying electrohypersensitivity and multiple chemical sensitivity as
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“There is increasing evidence that EMF exposure has a major impact on the
oxidative and nitrosative regulation capacity in affected individuals. This concept
also may explain why the level of susceptibility to EMF can change and why the
range of symptoms reported in the context of EMF exposures is so large. Based
on our current understanding, a treatment approach that minimizes the adverse
effects of peroxynitrite - as has been increasingly used in the treatment of
multisystem illnesses - works best.”82

(c) Other mechanisms and pathways
There are many other established mechanisms and pathways whereby low-level
electromagnetic exposure can give rise to risks of biological reactions in addition to the
established mechanism and pathway of VGCCs and oxidative stress.
These include areas such as:
HSP70, HSP27, DNA effects, genome, genetic damage, protein synthesis, protein
expression, proteomics, tRNA, miRNA, gene expression, STAT3, caspase-3 pathway,
myelin, demyelination, autoantibodies against O-myelin, blood ‘Rouleaux’ effect, cerebral
blood flow, capsulothalamic hypoperfusion, neurological effects, autonomic nervous
system, central nervous system effects, neurodegenerative effects, serotonin effects,
glutamate effects, Blood Brain Barrier opening, nitrotryosin, melatonin reduction, pineal
gland, mast cells, histamine, hyper-histaminemia, cryptochrome, thyroid effects,
promoter of cancer and tumours, bacteria growth, muscle contraction, bone
mineralisation, teeth growth, genetic haplotypes and variants, genetic damage, etc.
I can supply the ASA with studies substantiating these risks if the ASA does not already
have access to them.

Belyaev I, Dean A, Eger H, Hubmann G, Jandrisovits R, Kern M, Kundi M, Moshammer
H, Lercher P, Müller K, Oberfeld G, Ohnsorge P, Pelzmann P, Scheingraber C, Thill R
(2016) “EUROPAEM EMF Guideline 2016 for the prevention, diagnosis and treatment of
EMF-related health problemsand illnesses” Rev Environ Health. 31(2)PMID:
27454111;pdf. [2]
82
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C.
Conclusion: Established mechanisms of EM bio-reactions fully substantiated as
health risk for the 15 symptoms and conditions caused by low-level EM
exposure from mobile phones
The established scientific evidence on the mechanisms and pathways, especially as
regards VGCCs and oxidative stress, fully and incontrovertibly corroborates and
substantiates all of the very limited claim on potential risks of the 15 symptoms and
conditions caused by low-level EM exposure from mobile phones.
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D.
Further evidence from individual studies substantiating a risk for the 15
symptoms and conditions caused by low-level EM exposure from mobile phones
The above scientific evidence, as explained, fully substantiates the very limited
statement in the advert that there are ‘potential risks’ from low-level EM exposure from
devices like Wifi, mobile phones, cordless phones, mobile phone masts, power-lines etc.
Since the ASA asked for further evidence in July 2017 the following scientific evidence
again fully substantiates the the very limited statement in the advert that there are
‘potential risks’ from low-level EM exposure from devices like Wifi, mobile phones,
cordless phones, mobile phone masts, power-lines etc.
The 15 symptoms and conditions (Damaged immune system, Electrosensitivity, Skin
Disorder, Cancer Risk Raised, Heart Palpitations, Headaches, Memory Loss, Fatigue,
Brain Tumour, Sleep Disorders, Dementia, Tinnitus, M.S., Damaged Sperm Count,
Depression) will be dealt with in the following order to make it a little easier for a reader
not already familiar with the specific symptoms of low-level electromagnetic exposure.
1. (a) Electromagnetic hyper-sensitivity (page 27)
(b) Electrosensitivity specific symptoms (page 60)
2. Headaches (page 76)
3. Memory Loss (page 81)
4. Fatigue (page 87)
5. Heart Palpitations (page 90)
6. Sleep Disorders (page 96)
7. Tinnitus (page 101)
8. Depression (page 103)
9. Skin Disorder (page 107)
10. Damaged immune system (page 113)
11. Cancer Risk Raised (page 116)
12. Brain Tumour (page 123)
13. Dementia (page 127)
14. M.S. (page 129)
15. Damaged Sperm Count (page 132)
Conclusion (page 137)
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1.
Electrosensitivity
The term ‘Electrosensitivity’ can cover two related conditions:
(a) Electromagnetic hyper-sensitivity (EHS)
(b) Electrosensitivity (ES)
(a) Electromagnetic hyper-sensitivity (EHS):
The former is a condition affecting about 3.1-3.8% of the general population according
to surveys listed by the WHO.
It appears to have a genetic basis in many cases.
It usually develops from the more general condition of Electrosensitivity but recent
studies, such as on the bio-effects of wireless smart meters, suggest that some people
can become hyper-sensitised from strong sources of man-made radiation without
displaying the specific conscious symptoms of ordinary Electrosensitivity first.
(b) Electrosensitivity (ES):
The latter condition, Electrosensitivity, affects about 30-40% of the general population,
according to surveys. Since the bio-effects of EM exposure are cumulative, where such
people remain in high levels of man-made EM exposure they have a greater risk of
developing hyper-sensitivity (EHS).
The specific symptoms are the same for both Electromagnetic hyper-sensitivity (EHS)
and for Electrosensitivity (ES), although people with the former condition of hypersensitivity are usually sensitive to a wider range of exposures and experience a wider
range of symptoms than people with the latter condition.
Both conditions are classified together by the WHO as Environmental Intolerances. They
are now regarded as intolerances belonging to a growing number of environemental
conditions, such as atomic, chemical, air particle and electromagnetic exposures, which
are proving a risk for a growing proportion of the general population. For some of these
Intolerances there is a similar two-stage development in sensitivity, as in ES and EHS,
and in MCS (Multiple Chemical Sensitivity).
In this brief survey of the scientific evidence, additional to the mechanistic evidence,
substantiating a health risk for these related symptoms and conditions, it seems best to
present some of the evidence of (a) Electromagnetic hyper-sensitivity (EHS) and then on
the more general symptoms experienced by a larger proportion of the general population
of (b) Electrosensitivity (ES).

(a) Electromangetic hyper-sensitivity (EHS)
(a) The group of specific symptoms relating to Electromagnetic hyper-sensitivity (EHS)
were first described in 1932 in Germany, and then from 1933 in the USSR.
• “The symptoms of people working close to a short-wave radio station / mast
were: first tiredness in day time and restless sleep in night time. Thereafter a
feeling of "pull/pressure" on forehead and on top of head, developing to
headaches, even intolerable ones. Eventually, depression and unnormal
excitability/nervousness. Here, too, in our experience the wavelength is of a
significant influence. [trans.]”83

Schliephake E (1932) “Arbeitsgebiete auf dem Kurzwellengebiet” [“Fields of the Shortwave region”] Deutsche Medizinische Wochenschrift.32,S: 1235-1240. German.
83
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“People subjected to the systematic influence of a UHF field complained of
somnolence, headaches, fatigability and irascibility. These same authors note that
the reactions to a UHF field are distinguished by their phase nature and
reversibility, and they depend on the individual characteristics of the organism
and upon the initial functional state. They examined, both directly and through
the reflexes, the UHF field as the unique stimulus that affects not only the skin
receptors, but also the receptor formations located more deeply in the
organism.”84

(b) By the early 1960s the conditions and specific symptoms of ES and EHS were well
established both in the USSR and, through translation, in the USA.
• “The researchers reported that several CNS related disorders were discovered
among 525 workers exposed to RF/MW radiation. The symptoms were listed as:
hypotension, slower than normal heart rates, an increase in the histamine content
of the blood, an increase in the activity of the thyroid gland, disruption of the
endocrine-hormonal process, alterations in the sensitivity to smell, headaches,
irritability, and increased fatigue. Other researchers have acknowledged similar
biological responses.”85
• The specific symptoms were also summarised as:
“Clinical manifestations of chronic occupational exposure of humans to microwave
radiation:
1. Bradycardia
2. Disruption of the endocrine-humoral process
3. Hypotension
4. Intensification of the activity of thyroid gland
5. Exhausting influences on the central nervous system
6. Decrease in sensitivity to smell
7. Increase in histamine content of the blood
Subjective Complaints:
1. Increased fatigability
2. Periodic or constant headaches
3. Extreme irritability
4. Sleepiness during work86
• “Strongly manifest changes with the neurasthenic syndrome and neurocirculatory
dystonia appear in approximately 3% of cases during the first few months of work
Likhterman BV, Borodina MA, Linchenko VM, Orlov MM (1936) “Terapevticheskom
primenenil korotkikh voln” [“On the Therapeutic Application of Short Waves”]
Sevastopol; see: Kholodov YuA (1966) “The Effect of Electromagnetic and Magnetic
Fields on the Central Nervous System” [Vliyaniye elektromagnitnykh i magnitnykh poley
na tsentral'nuyu nervnuyu sistemu] Academy of Sciences, USSR, Institute of Higher,
Nervous Activity and Neurophysiology.Izdatel'stvo "Nauka." Moscow, 1966. Trans.
National Aeronautics and Space Administration: NASA TT F-465; The Clearinghouse for
Federal Scientific and Technical Information, Springfield, Virginia 22151; NASA TT F-465;
pdf.
85
Letavet AA, Gordon ZV (eds) (1960) “O biologitcheskom vozdeistvii sverchvysokich
tchastot.” Izd.Akad. Med. Nauk., SSSR, Moscow, vol.1. “The biological action of ultrahigh
frequencies” (1962) Office of Technical Services, US Department of Commerce,
Washington, DC, Joint Publications, Research Service Rept. JPRS-1271; summarized in:
The NIOSH Technical Report: Dwyer MJ, Leeper DB (1978) “Carcinogenic Properties of
Non-ionizing Radiation; Volume II - Microwave and Radiofrequency Radiation" National
Institute for Occupational Safety (NIOSH) Technical Report, US Department of Health,
Education & Welfare, 210-76-0145, Cincinnati; in: Bolen SM (1994) “Radiofrequency /
Microwave Radiation Biological Effects and Safety Standards: A Review” Rome
Laboratory, Air Force Materiel Command, Griffiss Air Force Base, NY, RL-TE-94-53; pdf,
p.9.
86
McRee DI, 1972.
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with microwave generators (in 16 of 533 assigned to such work) … he examined
533 microwave-generator workers. During the first few months, 70% of them
presented a neurasthenic syndrome, sometimes with vegetative and mild trophic
disturbances. The author distinguished three stages in these changes.” 87
“The number of studies grew constantly until a first peak was reached between
1930 and 1940 … Interest in high-frequency EM waves has been renewed only
recently … when it was recognized that animals and plants die in a high-frequency
field of a certain minimum effective density in the cm wave band and when
workers at radar stations began to complain about certain physical difficulties …
about one thousand studies have been published on this subject up to the present
time [1963] … There are electrical transmission lines in the organism, especially
the nerve system and the blood circulation. In the presence of an alternating EM
field, induced tension results, which, however, is distributed through these
systems into the organism. Losses are small, and thus high-frequency reaches
areas which had received only very weak doses through primary absorption. This
means the entry of high frequency into the organism can be extremely
significant, especially in damaging the central nervous system and the blood
vessels … Low-intensity EM waves cause difficulties … These include headaches,
pain in the eyes, tiredness and general weakness, dizziness after standing for a
period of time, fitful sleep at night, sleepiness in the daytime, changing moods,
irritability, hypochondriacal attitudes, fear, depressions, reduced intellectual
capacity, and reduced memory. With longer exposure, laziness and an inability to
make decisions result. Complaints are voiced regarding sensations of tension in
the skin, head, and forehead, loss of hair, muscle aches, and pain around the
heart. Complaints of sexual difficulties are not uncommon. Such people
experience slight eyelid, tongue, and finger tremors accompanied by increased
perspiration. During work in a higher field a marked reduction in blood pressure
has been observed which leads to collapse … women in general are more
susceptible to such influence than men. Interrupted menstrual periods and a
reduction in the milk supply of nursing mothers are a sign of damage … the
chronic influence of a high-frequency field results in cumulative biological effects,
which can be explained by the lowered resistance of the organism to outside
influences. This effect was described in detail in a study of damaged eyes
subjected to repeated radiation of sub-threshold intensities. This was a case of
the non-thermal effect of the high-frequency field … It has been demonstrated
that non-thermal effects also occur with fields of greater intensity, where the rise
in temperature is the first reaction of the organism. Non-thermal effects brought
about changes in inter-neuron connections, the inactivation of certain viruses,
and changes in the growth and infection properties of bacteria. Undoubtedly the
most important non-thermal effects are the changes in the course of the division
of cells, especially of chromosomes … The existence of non-thermal phenomena
has also been proved … such resonance phenomena were observed in gamma
globulin. It will be difficult to interpret this discovery because it was found that
under certain conditions this is a strictly selective process whose basic frequency
lies in the 7 MHz band and that it can also be induced by harmonic oscillations …
As a result of this oscillation a change of the ion processes may occur, and thus
also a change in the conditions for the polarization and depolarization of the
membranes, especially in the case of nerve cells … When a certain limit is
reached, an irreversible collapse occurs in the case of the whole organism or
parts of it … These changes … are not equal in every person … repeated exposure,
even of small intensity, increases the organism's sensitivity … a biological effect
can be expected at 0.1 mW/cm2, which is the third value used in the USA … the
USSR … selected the safety factor 10, thus obtaining 10 uW/cm2 as the

Gur'yev VN (1962) in: Voprosy biologicheskogo deystviya sverkhvysokochastotnogo
(SVCh) elektromagnitnogo polya, Abstracts, Leningrad, 18; in: Petrov IR, 1970. NASA
TT-F-708, 1972, pdf, p.129, 131. [52]
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maximum permissible field intensity … The best protection is prevention …
Glasses with metal netting or gold coating have been suggested for safeguarding
the eyes. A cloth cover interwoven with a metal thread is recommended for the
rest of the body, including the head. For proper protection, the field intensity in
the room must be known … Only the USSR has proper measuring equipment for
the lower wave band.”88
“The autonomic nervous system is affected by the microwaves of the centimetre
wave length band. These waves affect circulation, respiration, temperature
control, water balance, albumin and sugar concentration in the cerebro-spinal
fluid, hydrogenion concentration, EEG. GSR, sleep, conscious awareness, etc.
Depending on the applied dosage, these waves stimulate the sympathetic or
parasympathetic system.” (Abstract) “In persons which exhibit this individual
sensitivity, these disturbances are expressed by nervous over-excitability,
psychologically increased irritability. General fatigue, and in some persons
tremors of the hands and disturbed sleep can be observed.” (p.22) 89
“a proposal endorsed by certain clinicians, according to which this type of
occupational disease would be recognized as an independent nosological entity
under the name ‘radio-wave sickness’. They propose distinguishing three stages
of the sickness: initial, moderately advanced, and advanced with various clinical
syndromes.”90

(c) By the 1969-1970 most aspects of the mechanisms and specific symptoms of ES and
EHS were analyses in the Russian and Polish studies on ES and EHS. These were
available at the Symposium specifically to discuss the “Biological Effects and Health
Implications of Microwave Radiation” held in 1969 in the USA.
[See below for the references to the individual studies in Russian etc.]
• “In most cases, symptoms are functional and are not accompanied by severe
pathological change. Typically, they disappear when the individual is removed
from the exposure environment, with occasional reports of exceptions involving
individuals showing very pronounced symptoms, usually resulting from long-term
exposures and/or intensity levels above those permissible under Soviet standards
(e.g., 10 uW/cm2 ) … In the Russian literature, reference is made to the
"stereotype-nature" of complaints and to the "pattern" of complaints of radiofrequency exposed workers. It is interesting that as early as 1933, a report
referring to two workers exposed to r. f. fields refers to their having "complaints
which are common to that occupation" [97: references detailed below]. Several
Soviet investigators comment on the stimulating effect of early observations of
subjective complaints on subsequent research programs. For example, Obrosov
[79] states that early awareness of the symptomatology led to a formal request
being submitted to the State Institute of Physiotherapy in 1942 to investigate the
complaints of radar workers, which, in turn, led to investigations of therapeutic
applications. The symptomatology associated, in the Soviet literature, with
prolonged exposure most commonly includes headache, increased fatiguability,
diminished intellectual capabilities, dullness, partial loss of memory, decreased
sexual ability, irritability, sleepiness and insomnia, emotional instability, sweating,
and hypotension. Shortness of breath (dyspnea) and pains in the chest region are
Marha K (1963) “Biologicke ucinky elektromagnetickyeh vln o vysoke frekvenci”
[“Biological effects of high-frequency electromagnetic waves”] Prac Lek. 15(9): 387393. Czech. PMID: 14108751; Aerospace Technology Division Report 66-92: trans.
(1966). [50]
89
Bergman W (1965) “The Effect of Microwaves on the Central Nervous System” (trans.
from German, Ford Motor Company, 77 pages). [51]
90
Drogichina EA, Sadchikova MN (1968) in: Gigiyena truda i biologicheskoye deystviye
elektromagnitnykh voln radiochastot, Moscow, 42; Tyagin NV (1968) in: Gigiyena truda i
biologicheskoye deystviye elektromagnitnykh voln radiochastot, Moscow, 158; in: Petrov
IR, 1970. NASA TT-F-708, 1972, pdf, p.134. [52]
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also reported. Symptoms of disturbance of the vegetative nervous system
including sinus arrhythmias, a tendency toward bradycardia, and other vagotonic
changes are common observations. There appears to be a certain commonality
and consistency to the symptomatology for exposures in the various frequency
bands, although some distinctions have been suggested [37, 38, 59, 81]. Various
Soviet investigators have grouped symptoms into clinical syndromes which vary
in number and terminology, but are essentially similar [22, 23, 84]. For example,
based primarily on data from the centimeter range, investigators at the Moscow
Institute of Labor Hygiene define 5 specific syndromes related to the stages of the
condition [22, 23]. (Mild exposures result in the "vegetative" and
"asthenovegetative" syndrome; and in the acute stage, the "angiodystonic" and
"diencephalic" syndromes are described.) The two more severe syndromes
include symptoms described as emotional instability, weakened memory,
cardiovascular problems, severe seizure-like headaches, fear, and shivering. At
this stage, the condition is described as disabling, requiring removal from work
and hospitalization. These more severe conditions are not frequently seen. The
most commonly reported objective physiological changes are neural,
cardiovascular, blood compositions, and endocrine functions … A substantial body
of data (human and animal) indicates that the nervous system (particularly the
central nervous system) reacts to intensities of radiation below the threshold of
response of other body systems and reacts sooner [37, 38, 40, 48, 51, 52, 87,
92]. There is a majority opinion among Soviet investigators that of all body
systems, the nervous system is most sensitive to these radiations … At low
intensities, neural changes, like other reported biological shifts, are typically
functional, are not accompanied by distinct pathological change, and disappear
after the subject is removed from the radiation environment. Nervous system
response is expressed in the electroencephalogram (EEG) and by altered
response times. Commonly, responses are characterized by initial excitation
followed by subsequent inhibition … Changes in histamine in the blood (generally
increases) have been reported [22, 23, 32, 33]. Decreased cholinesterase levels
are frequently reported in exposed people and also in animals where they have
been observed in connection with altered neural response [13, 31, 38, 74, 75,
102, 106]. EEG changes have been observed in some occupationally exposed
people at microwave and lower frequencies [12, 21, 24, 25, 27, 34, 45, 52, 109,
114]. These changes are reported to be early occurring and often appear before
other changes are detectable in the organisms. They are frequently reported to
persist after the cessation of irradiation … In general, reported effects in the EEG
are characterized by predominance of the slow rhythms (alpha and theta
rhythms). Most frequently, changes occur in the amplitude characteristics of both
fast and slow waves. Paroxysmal bioelectric activity is reported such as
spasmodic spike-type discharges, etc. This activity is noted most often during
sensory stimulation. In more severe cases, more pronounced epileptiform
bioelectric activity may also be observed. A Czechoslovakian study of persons
exposed to em wave radiations reported finding certain correlations between EEG
activity and other clinical observations and subjective complaints [52] … Changes
in the function of the visual, auditory and olfactory modalities have been reported
in man and in experimental animals, under a variety of irradiation conditions,
including low-exposure densities («10 mW /cm2) [9, 11, 14, 29, 62, 68, 102].
Functional changes in sensory systems and conditional reflex behavior at these
intensity levels have been found to be accompanied by slight and reversible
histological disruptions in the receptor apparatus in some animal studies [60,
106, 107] … Numerous Soviet studies cite cardiovascular disturbances which they
widely regard as the predominant vegetative response to radio-frequency
irradiation [19, 20, 26, 40, 54, 74, 78, 80, 81, 83, 95, 110] … In the interest of
occupational hygiene, many Soviet investigators (and at least one U.S.
researcher) have recommended that cardiovascular abnormalities be used as
screening criteria to exclude people from occupations involving radio-frequency
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exposures [1, 69, 80, 110] … An extensive examination program was conducted
by the Institute of Labor Hygiene and Occupational Diseases, Moscow, involving
over 500 individuals, periodically exposed for periods up to approximately 10
years to em and longer wave radiations at low intensities (e.g., below 1 mW/cm2,
and up to several mW/cm2 ) [20, 23, 54, 74, 80, 93, 95]. This program revealed
a variety of cardiovascular shifts predominant among which were bradycardia and
vascular hypotension. Differences in responses to acute exposures of higher
intensities and longer term chronic exposures at lower intensities were noted.
Although these effects are generally reported to be reversible, a few exceptions
are noted for certain individuals chronically exposed over many years, who
showed pronounced pathological conditions [20, 21, 23, 95]. In the blood,
alterations have been reported in the protein fractions, ions, histamine content,
hormone and enzyme levels, and immunity factors, but most frequently reported
are changes in cellular composition [5, 7, 13, 15, 22, 23, 32, 33, 42, 56, 65, 81,
103, 105, 116]. These changes are somewhat variable, but are most commonly
characterized by instability of leukocyte indices. Leukocytosis is often seen and
leukopenia also occurs, sometimes preceding a shift to leucocytosis … Increased
thyroid gland activity and sometimes enlargement is the most commonly reported
endocrine response of exposed people [19, 21, 23, 81, 93, 99, 119]. Adrenal
changes are also reported [3, 53, 61, 119].
Anon. (1960) "Recommendations for Conducting Preliminary and Periodical
Medical Examinations of Workers with SHF-UHF Sources" Tru. Gig. Tru.
Profzabol AMN (USSR). 1: 118.
Afanasyev BG, Suvorov IM (1968) Voyen-Med. Zh. 2: 73.
5. Baranski S, Czerski P (1966) Lek Wojskowy. 10: 903.
7. Bartonicek V, Klimkova-Deutschova E (1964) Cas Lek Ces. 103: 26.
9. Belova SF (1964) Tr. Gig. Tr. Profzabol. AMN (USSR). 2: 14.
11. Bourgeois AE (1967) “The Effect of Microwave Exposure Upon the
Auditory Threshold of Humans” Ph.D. thesis, Baylor University.
12. Bozik L, Gruberova J (1967) Pracov Lek. 19, 6: 249.
13. Byalko NK, Sadchikova MA (1964) Tr. Gig. Tr. Profzabol. AMN (USSR).
2: 137.
14. Chalov VG (1968) Voyen-Med. Zh. 5: 24.
Chukhlovin BA, Grachev BN, Likina IV (1966) Bull. Eksperim. Bioi. Med.
61.
19. Drogichina EA (1960) Tr. Gig. Tr. Profzabol. AMN (USSR). 1: 29.
20. Drogichina EA, Konchalovskaya NM, Glotova KV, Sadchikova MA,
Snegova GV (1966) Gig. Tr. Profzabol. 10: 13.
21. Drogichina EA, Sadchikova MA, Ginzburg DA, Chulina DA (1962)
"Certain Clinical Manifestations from Chronic Exposure to Centimeter
Waves," Gig. Tr. Profzabol. 6, 1: 28.
22. Drogichina EA, Sadchikova MA (1964) Tr. Gig. Tr. Profzabol. AMN
(USSR). 2: 105.
23. Drogichina EA, Sadchikova MA (1965) Gig. Tr. Profzabol. 9, 1: 17.
24. Edelwejn Z, Baranski S (1966) Lek Wojskowy. 9: 781.
25. Edelwejn Z, Haduch S (1962) Acta Physiol. (Poland). 13: 431.
26. Fofanov PN (1966) Klin. Med. 44: 18.
27. Fofanov PN (1968) Sov. Med. 9: 107.
29. Fukalova PP (1964) Tr. Gig. Tr. Profzabol. AMN (USSR). 2: 144.
31. Fukalova PP, Tolgskaya MS, Nikogosyan SV, Kitsovskaya IA, Zenina IN
(1966) Gig. Tr. Profzabol. AMN (USSR). 7: 5.
32. Gelfon IA, Sadchikova MN (1960) Tr. Gig. Tr. Profzabol. AMN (USSR).
1: 46.
33. Gelfon IA, Sadchikova MA (1964) Tr. Gig. Tr. Profzabol. AMN (USSR).
2: 133.
34. Ginzburg DA, Sadchikova MA (1964) Tr. Gig. Tr. Profzabol. AMN
(USSR). 2: 126.
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37. Gordon ZV (1964) Vestnik Akad. Med. Nauk (USSR). 19: 42.
38. Gordon ZV (1964) Tr. Gig. Tr. Profzabol. AMN (USSR). 3.
40. Gordon VZ (1966) Gig. Tr. Profzabol. 10: 3.
42. Haduch S, Baranski S, Czerski P (1960) Lek Wojskowy. 36: 119.
45. Huzl F, Klimkova-Deutschova E, Jankova J, Mainerova J, Salcmanova
Z, Schwartzova K, Suchanova L, Sykor J (1966) Pracov Lek. 18: 100.
48. Kapitanenko AM (1964) Voyen-Med Zh. 10: 19-23.
51. Kholodov YuA (1966) “The Influence of Electromagnetic and Magnetic
Fields on the Central Nervous System” Moscow.
52. Klimkova-Deutschova E (1963) Cesk. Neurolo. 26: 184.
53. Kolesnik FA, Malyshev VM, Murashev BF (1967) Voyen-Med Zh. 7: 39.
54. Konchalovaskaya NM, Khmara SN, Glotova KV (1964) Tr. Gig. Tr.
Profzabol. AMN (USSR). 2: 114.
56. Krystanov L, Goshev K (1966) Voenno Med Delo. 4: 41.
59. Letavet AA (1964) Tr. Gig. Tr. Profzabol. AMN (USSR). 2.
60. Letavet AA, Gordon ZV (1960) "The Biological Action of SHF-UHF" Tr.
Gig. Tr. Profzabol. AMN (USSR). 1.
61. Leytes FL, Skurikhina LA (1961) Bull. Eksper. Biol. Med. 52: 47.
62. Lobanova YeA, Gordon ZV (1960) Tr. Gig. Tr. Profzabol. AMN (USSR).
1: 52.
65. Lysina GG (1965) Gig i San. 6: 95.
68. Matuzov NI (1959) Bull. Eksper. Biol. Med. 48: 27.
69. Michaelson SM, Thomson RAE, Howland JW (1967) “Biological Effects
of Microwave Exposure” RADC TR 67-461.
74. Monayenkova AM, Sadchikova MA (1966) Gig. Tr. Profzabol. 10: 18.
75. Nikogosyan SV (1964) Tr. Gig. Tr. Profzabol. AMN (USSR). 2: 43.
78. Obrosov AN, Skurikhina LA, Safiulina SN (1963) Vopr Kurortol
Fizioterapii Lecheb. Fiz. Kult. 28: 223.
79. Obrosov AN, Yasnogorodski VG (1961) “Digest of the 1961
International Conference on Medical Electronics” p. 156.
80. Orlova AA (1960) Tr. Gig. Tr. Profzabol. AMN (USSR). 1: 36.
81. Osipov YuA (1965) “Labor Hygiene and the Effect of Radio Frequency
Electromagnetic Fields on Workers” Meditsina Publishing House, Leningrad.
83. Paliyev B, Goshev K (1966) Voenno Med. Delo. 21: 34.
84. Panov AG, Tyagin NV (1966) Voyen-Med. Zh. (USSR). 9: 13.
87. Petrov IR, Subbota AG (1964) Voyen-Med. Zh. 9: 26.
92. Presman AS, Kamensky YuI, Levitina NA (1961) Usp. Sov. Biol. 51:
84.
93. Sadchikova MN (1960) Tr. Gig. Tr. Profzabol. AMN (USSR). 1: 32.
94. Sadchikova MN (1961) Tr. Gig. Tr. Profzabol. AMN (USSR). 2: 110.
95. Sadchikova MN, Orlova AA (1958) Gig. Tr. Profzabol. 2.
97. Shcherbak AYe: Bull. Gos Tsentr ln-ta i Sechenova. 2-3, cited in
Osipov 1965.
99. Smirnova MI, Sadchikova MN (1960) Tr. Gig. Tr. Profzabol. AMN
(USSR). 1: 50.
102. Smurova YeI, Rogovaya TZ, Yakub IL, Troitskiy SA (1966) Kazanskiy
Med. Zh. 2: 82.
103. Sokolov VV, Arfovich MN (1960) Tr. Gig. Tr. Profzabol. AMN (USSR).
1: 43.
105. Susskind C (ed.) (1959) “Proc. Third Annual Tri-Service Conf. on Biol.
Effects of Microwave Radiating Equipments” 25-27 August 1959.
106. Tolgskaya MS, Fukalova PP (1968) Gig. Tr. Profzabol. 9: 37.
107. Tolgskaya MS, Gordon ZV (1964) Tr. Gig. Tr. Profzabol. AMN (USSR).
2: 80.
109. Tyagin NV, Uspenskaya NV (1966) Zh. Nevropatol. i Psikhiatr. 66:
1132.
110. Varin IYe (1964) Gig. i San. 29: 28.
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114. Yermakov YeV (1969) Voyen-Med. Zh. 3: 42.
116. Zakharov IV (19617) Dokl. Akad. Nauk Bellorussk (SSR). 11: 1113.
119. Zubkova Mikhaylova YeI, Alekseyev YuN (1968) Bull. Eksper. Bioi.
Med. 1: 115.91
(d) In 1971 Christopher Dodge of the USA’s Congressional Research Service asserted
that “It has long been recognised that electromagnetic fields impose a health hazard.”
By 1972 NASA in the USA was fully aware of the specific symptoms associated with ES
and EHS in their translation of Petrov’s collation of 1970 of “Effect of Microwave
Radiation in the Human Body and Animals”, with 520 references in 226 pages.
In 1974 the USA’s Joint Publications Research Service translated Kholodov’s collection in
228 pages, with over 400 references, which noted that there were some 900 studies on
magnetobiology up to 1965.
• “It has long been recognised that electromagnetic fields impose a health hazard
... these fields might also elicit certain functional or so-called ‘specific’ responses,
especially in the nervous system, at fields intensities less that 10-15 mW/cm2,
which do not cause heating. ... As early as 1933, certain Soviet scientists had
already recognized that electromagnetic fields affected the human nervous
system.”92
• “It was established [1930s] from study of the nonthermal (specific) action of
radio waves that the changes that appear in the organism cannot be explained
solely in terms of the amount of heat formed in it.” (p.10)
“Soviet authors were the first to describe changes in nervous system function
that arise in man under exposure to microwave radiation. A.A. Kevork'yan (1948)
cited results from observation of 87 specialists engaged in work with 3-5-cm
pulse generators on a daily basis or with 1-3-day interruptions. Many of them
complained of headache, fatiguability, disturbed sleep, irritability, forgetfulness,
and inability to concentrate.” (p.126)
“In the first stage, which covers the first few months at work (3-6 months) with
microwave generators, some of the subjects reported mild complaints consistent
with the asthenic syndrome.They are characterized by a general feeling of illbeing toward the end of the working day, fatigue, mild frontal headaches,
irritability,lowered performance, sometimes drowsiness and pains in the heart
region. All of these symptoms are mildly expressed and, as a rule, disappear after
rest and sleep.” (p.136)
“During this period, the patients submit numerous and varied complaints.
Headaches in the frontal and occipital regions become particularly frequent.
These headaches are at first transitory, but as the microwave PFD's rise, they
become more severe and persistent. The headaches are accompanied by
sensations of heavy-headedness and pressure on the eyeballs. The patients are
periodically disturbed by dizziness, nausea, and vomiting. The headaches are
sometimes described as "helmets" in which the head is being crushed. Palpitation
and pains in the region of the heart occur quite frequently. Together with these
complaints, there are progressive weakness and fatiguability, especially during
the second half of the working day.” (p.137)
“In the second stage of the sickness, which lasts from six months to 2-3 years
during work under exposure to microwaves, the asthenic manifestations are
Healer J (1969) “Review of studies of people occupationally exposed to radiofrequency radiations” (in: Cleary SF (ed.) (1970) "Biological Effects and Health
Implications of Microwave Radiation" Symposium Proceedings, Richmond, Va.,
September 17-19 1969, Bureau of Radiological Health; BRH/DBE 70-02: 90-97); with
references as detailed.
92
Dodge CH (1971) “Clinical and hygienic aspects of exposure to electromagnetic fields”
In “Biological Effects and Health Implications of Microwave Radiation” Symposium
Proceedings, Richmond, Virginia, September 17-19 1969 (BRH/DBE 70-2) Washington,
D.C., Library of Congress, 140-149; pdf. [55]
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aggravated and accompanied by distinct shifts in the emotional sphere. During
this time, the disturbances are manifest clinically in a wide variety of syndromes:
neurasthenia-like, asthenic with pronounced emotional reactions, obsessive (with
fixed ideas and fears), asthenic with dysthymic disturbances of mood. The
polymorphism of the clinical manifestations is apparently to be explained by
premorbid personality traits.” (p.136-7)
“Experiments have convincingly demonstrated the development, under exposure
to microwave radiation, of functional disturbances to the CNS, endocrine glands,
cardiovascular system, and gastrointestinal tract, changes in metabolism and
enzymatic activity, morphological changes in the blood and various organs
(cataract, atrophy of the gonads, etc.).” (p.148).
“It is important to note that the nonthermal effects of microwaves have definitely
been detected in organisms previously conditioned to other adequate and
nonadequate stimuli … Clinical observations showed that asthenic phenomena
appear most frequently in chronically irradiated subjects. The picture is usually
that of the asthenovegetative syndrome with neurocirculatory disturbances. As a
rule, the onset of the sickness in man is associated with complaints of headache,
rapid fatiguing, and disturbed sleep, i.e., we are dealing with functional changes
of the CNS. Later, these complaints become more severe, but when irradiation is
terminated soon enough, for example, during a furlough, they may vanish
comparatively quickly. The objective signs of the sickness are characterized by
early changes in arterial pressure (usually hypotonia), the electrocardiogram, the
composition of the peripheral blood, etc. … The typological peculiarities of the
nervous system and the functional state of the pituitary-adrenal system may
either raise or lower the stability of the animal or human organism to microwave
radiation” (p.198-9)93
900 studies on magnetobiology from 1900 to 1965 and 400 from 1962 to1965
(p.3).
“We know now that the nervous system cannot claim to be a sole detector of MF
[magnetic field] in the organism, because any live cell, and not only a nerve cell,
reacts to MF.” (p.121)
“People exposed for a long time under industrial conditions to the action of a
magnetic field, 20-60% of their working time, showed some deviations on the
part of the nervous system. These deviations were characterized by headaches,
pains in the area of the heart, fatigue, instability and decrease in the appetite,
insomnia, increased sweating, and the appearance of an itching and burning
sensation in the hands. EEG studies (electroencephalograms) revealed a tendency
toward the inhibition in the brain. There were slow waves and spindles of the
alpha-rhythm at rest and in the light test. Otoneurological studies indicated more
frequently the central origin of the inhibition of the vestibular apparatus.” (p.123)
“It is known that the corrective effect of MF shows itself more frequently than the
triggering effect.” (p.133)
“The latent period of the response to EMF exceeded 10 seconds regardless of its
directivity. It is interesting that the largest number of reacting nerons was found
in the hypothalamus, i.e., in the part of the brain which was found to be the most
responsive to MF [magnetic field] … It is important to note that the reaction of
the neurons was not limited to the period of the MF action, but continued for
some time after the electromagnet had been turned off.” (p.134)
“A more detailed analysis of another series of experiments showed that a
constant MF could not only intensify the reaction of the neurons to light, but also
to inhibit it, influencing the latent period of the response and the length of the
inhibition pause. Consequently, the corrective effect of a constant MF at the

Petrov IR (ed.) (1970) “Viliyaniye SVCh-Izlucheniya na Organizm Cheloveka i
Zhivotnykh” (Effect of Microwave Radiation in the Human Body and Animals), Leningrad;
in: Petrov IR (ed) NASA TT-F-708, 1972, National Technical Information Service,
Springfield, Va., 226pp, 520 refs; pdf. [52]
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neuron level shows itself in a more variety of ways than at higher levels of the
organization of the reaction.” (p.137)
“It is known that glia is sensitive to oxygen shortage. On the other hand in
analyzing the reactions of various biological objects to MF, many researchers
observed changes in the processes of biological oxidation and observed that
preparations which were in a state of some hypoxia reacted to an increase of the
MF by 0.006 oersteds, i.e., to a value observed during some geomagnetic
storms.” (p.139)
“It was found that MF of 400 and 2,000 oersteds acting in the course of a certain
period of time shortened the life span of mice, on the average, by 15-2%.
Consequently, the action of MF of the selected intensities lowers the stability of
animals against oxygen difficiency.” (p.140)
“Such studies are necessary for the practical needs of magnetohygiene,
magnetotherapy and magnetoecology. From the neurophysiqlogical viewpoint, it
was unexpected that glial cells, which are considered electrically unexcitable by
many researchers, react more intensively to MF than neurons.” (p.142) 94
(e) By 1979 in the USA there were proposals for legislation on the low-level risks and
effects of non-ionizing radiation.
• “To say that there are no [non-thermal] effects when effects are in fact observed,
simply because the effects cannot be explained, is like saying no apples fell until
Newton discovered the law of gravity. For a long while American scientists could
not have observed such effects because, believing only thermal mechanisms had
biologic effect, they did not experiment at below-thermal levels … These [nonthermal] effects include nervous system and behavioral effects, including a
reduction in learning facility; desadaptive effects; damage to the chemical barrier
that prevents blood toxins from entering the brain; inhibition of lymphocyte
development (part of the immunological system); and, possibly, genetic defects,
birth defects and general effects on growth and aging processes. In addition,
Soviet surveys of occupationally exposed persons have identified a chronic
exposure syndrome based on subjective evidence workers' complaints. This
syndrome includes headache, eyestrain and tearing, fatigue and weakness,
vertigo, sleeplessness at night and drowsiness during the day, moodiness,
irritability, hypochondria, paranoia, either nervous tension or mental depression
and memory impairment. After longer periods of exposure, additional complaints
may include sluggishness, inability to make decisions, loss of hair, pain in
muscles and in the heart region, breathlessness, sexual problems and even a
decrease in lactation in nursing mothers. Clinically observed effects in persons
voicing these complaints include trembling of the eyelids, fingers and tongue,
increased perspiration of the extremities, rash, and, at exposures in the 1 to
10mW/cm2 range, changes in electroencephalogram (EEG) patterns.” 95
(f) Up to the 1990s military researchers were still producing translations of the Russian
and other studies showing EHS and ES symptoms. For political reasons, however, the
USA refused to adopt the biological safety limits which Russia had implemented in 1958
and instead the USA kept to its mistaken 1953 hypothesis that the only adverse
biological effect from EM exposure was heating one degree within 6 minutes.
• “Soviet investigators claim that the central nervous system (CNS) is highly
sensitive toRP/MW radiation [US Department of Health, Education & Welfare
(1973) “The Industrial Environment - Its Evaluation & Control” 371-372; Johnson
CC, Guy AW (1972) "Non-ionizing EM Wave Effects in Biological Materials and
Kholodov YuA(ed.) (1974) “Influence of magnetic fields on biological objects” Joint
Publications Research Service, USA. 63038, [Vliyaniye magnitnykh poley na
biologicheskiye ob’yekty, 1971] pdf, 228 pages, with references to over 400 studies.
95
Massey KA (1979) “The Challenge of Nonionizing Radiation: A Proposal for Legislation”
Duke Law J. 1979(1): 105-189; pdf.
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Systems", Proc. IEEE. 60: 692]. The NIOSH Technical Report [Dwyer MJ, Leeper
DB (1978) “Carcinogenic Properties of Non-ionizing Radiation; Volume II Microwave and Radiofrequency Radiation" National Institute for Occupational
Safety (NIOSH) Technical Report, US Department of Health, Education & Welfare,
210-76-0145, Cincinnati] summarized the results of a pathological study
published by A. A. Letavet and Z. V. Gordon in 1960. The researchers reported
that several CNS related disorders were discovered among 525 workers exposed
to RF/MW radiation. The symptoms were listed as: hypotension, slower than
normal heart rates, an increase in the histamine content of the blood, an increase
in the activity of the thyroid gland, disruption of the endocrine-hormonal process,
alterations in the sensitivity to smell, headaches, irritability, and increased
fatigue. Other researchers have acknowledged similar biological responses.” (p.9)
“it was recognized that the SAR does not encompass all of the important factors
necessary to determine safe exposure levels. The modulation frequency and peak
power of the incident EM field should also be considered … Behavioral effects
were considered to be among the most serious consequences of exposure to
RF/MW radiation … The permissible exposure level (PEL) put forth by the USAF is
intended to protect personnel from harm by limiting the whole-body SAR to 0.4
W/Kg. Exposure periods at the maximum safe levels should be limited to 6
minutes.” (p.17)
“Investigators in the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe have placed a great
emphasis onthe nonthermal effects of biological exposure to RF/MW radiation.
They contend thatelectromagnetic interactions with the bioelectrical and
biochemical functions of the bodyconstitute a more serious health risk than
effects from thermal heating. Nonthermal disruptions have been observed to
occur at power density levels that are much lower than are necessary to induce
thermal effects. Soviet researchers have attributed alterations in the central
nervous system and the cardiovascular system to the nonthermal effect of low
level RF/MW radiation exposure … The nonthermal effects of RF/MW radiation
exposure are becoming important measures of biological interaction with EM
fields.” (p.18)96
(g) From the 1980s there was a new interest in ES and EHS, still often called ‘Radio
Wave Illness’ or ‘Microwave Sickness’, as in the German, Russian and Polish scientific
studies. More and more people began to suffer the symptoms of these conditions as the
traditional causes in the electrical industry, radio and radar were now supplemented by
members of the general public suffering the same symptoms from domestic
transmitters. These included radio and TV masts, TETRA masts and handsets, mobile
phones, mobile phone masts, cordless phones, Wifi from 2000, baby alarms, wirelesss
smart meters, etc.
•

The first Western report on Microwave Sickness, about two radar operators
accidentally exposed in the x-band (9-10-9 GHz). The power density was
calculated to have been between 60-90 mW/cm2. ”One man was exposed for 80
seconds and reported severe chest pain, vertigo, and a heating sensation of the
chest and head plus facial erythema which persisted for three days. Postprandial
stomach cramps, dysphagia, shoulder soreness, and gritty eye sensations
occurred during the first day and persisted for several weeks. He also experienced
recurrent severe headaches, insomnia, irritability, and emotional lability. The
peak severity of his subjective complaints occurred three months after exposure.
He still had psychological problems a year after the incident. The second man was
exposed for about 75 seconds. He reported a heating sensation of the head and
chest plus a headache. He had erythema of his chest and face lasting a day and

Bolen SM (1994) “Radiofrequency/Microwave Radiation Biological Effects and Safety
Standards: A Review” Rome Laboratory, Air Force Materiel Command, Griffiss Air Force
Base, NY, RL-TE-94-53; pdf.
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complained of irritability, insomnia, headaches, photophobia, and blurred vision.
A year after the incident he was reporting emotional lability and insomnia.
Several months after the incidents, hypertension was diagnosed in both patients.
No organic basis for the psychological problems could be found nor could any
secondary cause for the hypertension. A similar syndrome following microwave
exposure has been described by the East Europeans. The two cases we report,
with comparable subjective symptoms and hypertensionfollowing a
common exposure, provide further strong, circumstantial evidence of cause and
effect.”97
(h) In 1991 a provocation test was published confirming the existence of EHS. Unlike
many later subjective tests, this first screened the subjects as to whether or not they
were actually suffering from EHS. They then used the field evidence thus acquired to
show with objective markers the existence of the condition.
• “None of the volunteers reacted to any challenge, active or blank, but 16 of the
EMF-sensitive patients (64%) had positive signs and symptoms scores, plus
autonomic nervous system changes. In the fourth phase, the 16 EMF-sensitive
patients were rechallenged twice to the frequencies to which they were most
sensitive during the previous challenge. The active frequency was found to be
positive in 100% of the challenges, while all of the placebo tests were negative.
We concluded that this study gives strong evidence that electromagnetic field
sensitivity exists, and can be elicited under environmentally controlled
conditions.”98
(i) In the 1980s and 1990s there were many people, particularly in Nordic countries
which were early adopters of computers and then mobile phones, who suffered from EHS
and ES. Some studies focused on computer screens or visual display units (VDUs) as
they were then known, showing objectively that people were reacting with EHS and ES
symptoms and that this involved biological mechanisms concerned with mast cells and
histamine reactions.
• “A questionnaire containing 20 questions was sent to 127 members of the
Association for Those Injured by Electricity and Visual Display Units in northern
Sweden, of whom 103 (81%) answered … Skin complaints, fatigue, and
eye symptoms were the most common general symptoms. 65% mentioned that
they had oral symptoms. Gustatory disturbances, burning mouth, and
temporomandibular joint (TMJ) dysfunction were the most
common oral symptoms. 56% considered that dental amalgam and 24% that
other dental materials affected the symptoms. 21% were in the process of
replacing the amalgam fillings; 40% had already done so. After replacement,
37% had noticed a decrease ofsymptoms.”99
• “Johansson (1995) carried out a study with twelve people claiming sensitivity to
radiotelephones. He exposed them to radiotelephones contained in a bag. It is
reported that one person out of the twelve could correctly tell in nine out of nine
trials if the telephones were on or off.” 100
Forman SA, Holmes CK, McManamon TV, Wedding WR (1982) “Psychological
symptoms and intermittent hypertension following acute microwave exposure” J Occup
Med. 24(11): 932-934; PMID: 7175588.
98
Rea WJ, Pan Y, Yenyves EJ, Sujisawa I, Suyama H, Samadi N, Ross GH (1991)
“Electromagnetic field sensitivity”, J Bioelectricity 10(1-2): 241–256; informahealthcare
99
Bergdahl J, Anneroth G, Stenman E (1994) “ Description of persons with symptoms
presumed to be caused by electricity or visual display units - oral aspects” Scand J Dent
Res. 102(1):41-45; PMID: 8153577.
100
Johansson 0 (1995) “Electrical hypersensitivity and hypersensitivity to mobile phones.
Results from a double blind provokation study of the character of a method study”
Karolinska Institute, Unit for Experimental Dermatology, Stockholm. Report no 2.
[Swedish]; McKinlay AF (ed.) Andersen JB, Bernhardt JH, Grandolfo M, Rossmann K-A,
97
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•

•
•

“Recently, a new category of persons with a physical impairment (electro-hypersensitivity; EHS) has been described in the literature, namely those that claim to
suffer from subjective and objective skin- and mucosa-related symptoms, such as
itch, smarting, pain, heat sensation, redness, papules, pustles, etc., after
exposure to visual display terminals (VDTs), mobile phones, DECT telephones, as
well as other EM devices. Frequently, symptoms from internal organ systems,
such as the heart and the central nervous system, are also encountered … just as
you would do if you had been exposed to e.g. sun rays, X-rays, radioactivity or
chemical odours … Very soon, however, from different clinical colleagues, and in
parallel to the above, a large number of other 'explanations' became fashionable,
e.g. that the persons claiming EHS only were imagining this, or they were
suffering from post-menopausal psychological abberations, or they were old, or
having a short school education, or were the victims of classical Pavlovian
conditioning or a journalist-driven mass media psychosis. Strangely enough, most
of the, often self-made, 'experts' who proposed these explanations had
themselves never met anyone claiming EHS and these 'experts' had never done
any investigations of the proposed explanatory models … In facial skin samples of
EHS persons, the most common finding is a profound increase of mast cells … A
different pattern of mast cell distribution also occurred in the EHS group, namely,
the normally empty zone between the dermo-epidermal junction and mid-toupper dermis disappeared in the EHS group and, instead, this zone had a high
density of mast cell infiltration … increases of similar nature later on were
demonstrated in an experimental situation employing normal healthy volunteers
in front of visual display units, including ordinary house-hold television sets
(Johansson et al., 2001) … At the end of the provocation the number of mast cells
was unchanged, however, the somatostatin-positive cells had seemingly
disappeared. The reason for this latter finding is discussed in terms of loss of
immunoreactivity, increase of breakdown, etc. The high number of mast cells
present may explain the clinical symptoms of itch, pain, edema and erythema …
no single marker was 100% able to pin-point the difference, although some were
quite powerful in doing so (CGRP, SOM, S-100) … The most remarkable change
among cutaneous cells … is the disappearance of the Langerhans' cells. This
change has also been observed in EHS persons, again pointing to a common
cellular and molecular basis … people exposed to video display terminals. These
people suffer from subjective and objective skin and mucosa-related symptoms,
such as itch, heat sensation, pain, erythema, papules and pustules … Some
electrically sensitive have symptoms similar to heart attacks after exposure to EM
fields. One could speculate that the cardiac mast cells are responsible for these
changes due to degranulation after exposure to EM fields.”101
Electrosensitives were more able than others to distinguish the quality of light. 102
“The impetus for this review of ‘sensitivity to electricity’ is a recent and ongoing
epidemic in Sweden … The first reports on this phenomenon appeared in Norway

van Leeuwen FE, Mild KH, Swerdlow AJ, Verschaeve L, Veyret B (1996) “Possible health
effects related to the use of radiotelephones: Proposals for a research programme by a
European Commission Expert Group” UK National Radiological Protection Board (NRPB)
(co-ordinator), European Commission, p.34.
101
Johansson O, Liu P-Y (1995) “‘Electrosensitivity’, ‘electrosupersensitivity’ and ‘screen
dermatitis’: preliminary observations from on-going studies in the human skin”, in:
Proceedings of the COST 244: Biomedical Effects of Electromagnetic Fields - Workshop
on Electromagnetic Hypersensitivity (ed. D Simunic), EU/EC (DG XIII), Brussels/Graz,
52-57; pdf.
102
Wibom R, Nylen P, Wennberg A (1995) “Flimmer fri lysror.En mojlig bidragande orsak
till besvar vid ‘eloverkanslighet’” [“Flicker free fluorescent lamps.One possible
contributing factor to the trouble at the 'electromagnetic hypersensitivity'”] National
Institute for Working Life, Sweden, Undersokningsrapport (investigation
report).1995:31.
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at the beginning of the 1980s. A number of employees at the Norwegian
Telephone Company had recently started to use visual display units (VDUs), and
they reported problems with their facial skin …In Sweden, however, this problem
has grown to epidemic proportions … The symptoms of ‘sensitivity to electricity’
are very real for the sufferers. Some of them are unable to live in modern
communities and have to stay in isolated trailers or cottages without
electricity.”103
“A substantial body of data exists describing biological responses to amplitudemodulated radiofrequency (including microwave) fields at SARs too low to involve
any response to heating. It has been suggested that non-equilibrium processes
are significant in the bioenergetics of living systems, challenging the traditional
approach of equilibrium thermodynamics. The concept of an all-or-nothing effect
under specific exposure conditions challenges conventional assumptions that the
magnitude of a response increases with increasing exposure … Also, reports of
'electrohypersensitivity' to exposure to electromagnetic fields exist to a varying
extent and form in some countries.” [p.4] “There have been reports that people
occupationally exposed to microwave radiation have complained of heavy feeling
in their heads, headaches, fatigue, drowsiness in the daytime, irritability, poor
memory, nausea, vertigo, and sleep disturbances more often than control groups
(Marha et al, 1971; Baranski and Czerski, 1976; WHO, 1977). Skin rashes have
also been mentioned in this connection. The overall symptoms have often been
described as neurasthenic syndrome … The problems regarding the neurasthenic
syndrome have not been solved … experiments were done in the 1960s on
'microwave hearing' using intensities below 1 mW/cm-2 and similar problems
were encountered. It is reported that the experiments were discontinued because
some of the volunteers reported headaches (Frey, 1996- personal
communication). Facial skin rashes have been reported by visual display unit
users … Altpeter et al (1995) found a high frequency of disorders of
'neurovegetative nature' among residents near a short-wave transmitter. Sleep
interruptions were directly associated with the electromagnetic field strengths of
the transmitter. Sleep quality apparently improved after interruption of
broadcasting … The question of subjective disorders linked with the use of
radiotelephone handsets has recently been raised … Complaints are usually about
headaches, difficulties in concentrating, nausea, and sometimes also a stinging
sensation and a feeling of heat in the facial skin that appear to be similar in some
respects to the neurasthenic syndrome mentioned above. The problems often
occur on that side of the head where the handset is held … Recently, Johansson
(1995) carried out a study with twelve people claiming sensitivity to
radiotelephones. He exposed them to radiotelephones contained in a bag. It is
reported that one person out of the twelve could correctly tell in nine out of nine
trials if the telephones were on or off … There have also been reports of people
claiming to be 'hypersensitive' to electromagnetic fields in general. The most
common symptoms are headaches, insomnia, seizures, tingling of the skin,
difficulty in concentrating, and dizziness. Rea et al (1991) performed a
provocation study among 100 such patients. Exposure to magnetic fields at
certain frequencies from a few Hz up to a few MHz provoked the symptoms for
some of these patients. However, it is not clear how the exposure was made or to
which field strengths the subjects were exposed.” [3.2.2.5, p.34] “Apart from the
cancers mentioned above, the Expert Group considered that there were no other
diseases for which epidemiological studies would be worthwhile, based on current
or foreseeable knowledge and concerns. There have been case-reports claiming
that radiotelephone use causes various subjective disorders, but study of this is
methodologically very difficult because of the subjectivity of the outcomes.
Studies currently underway in Sweden and Norway, described in Section 4.2,

Lidén S (1996) “‘Sensitivity to electricity’- a new environmental epidemic” Allergy.
51(8): 519-524; PMID: 8874654.
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should greatly improve understanding of the best ways to attempt to overcome
these difficulties; the Expert Group recommend that further research should not
be called for until the results of the Swedish and Norwegian studies are known.”
[4.3.1.2, p.45-46]104
(j) As increasing numbers of the general population started to become EHS and ES there
were attempts to reduce their sensitivity through diet and other protocols.
• “The same symptoms will then appear when the individual is in proximity to
computers, televisions, telephones, supermarket check-outs, fluorescent lighting
and even weather fronts and sunlight. The author has been involved in the
diagnosis and treatment of electromagnetic sensitivities with complementary
therapy since 1982, and considers here the nursing problems these patients
present.”105
• “The electromagnetically sensitive person is often anemic with high cholesterol
and high glucose and low blood pressure … Russian physicians had positive
results with intravenous injections of 40% glucose, 5% ascorbic acid and ginseng.
Chinese physicians suggest the herbs Genoderma and Krestin to enhance the
recover of cellular immunocompetence. Neurological symptoms include profuse
sweating, depression, fine tremor of the hands and inability to concentrate … In
the 1980’s people suffering from the electromagnetic sensitivity had skin and
nervous system symptoms. Electromagnetically sensitive sufferers most
commonly complained about skin problems including red face, erythema, and
dermatitis with blisters. In 1989, Dr. Bent Knave reported that the symptoms as
“nausea, headache, rash and jitteriness are among the first symptoms to
appear.” In 1994, Dr, Knave’s reported further the symptoms from the nervous
system, sex organs, upper respiratory tract, and gastrointestinal tract. Symptoms
from the nervous system include headaches, dizziness, heart palpitations, profuse
sweating, depression and memory difficulties. The prognosis varies with the type
of symptoms. Symptoms of the nervous system generally persist longer than skin
symptoms … Exposure to radiation pollution is destructive to vitamins A, C, E, K
and several B vitamins, and essential fatty acids.” 106
(k) Microwaves are now in electronic warfare. They were first employed from 1953
against the American Embassy in Moscow. Although the USA produced studies to show
that the fact that several amabassadors and staff suffered cancers subsequently was
supposedly a random outcome, later studies revealed the increase in EHS and ES
symptoms among the staff in the embassy.
• “A review of statistically significant health effects noted in the Lilienfeld Study
provided evidence that the disregarded health conditions match the cluster
attributed to the radiofrequency sickness syndrome, thus establishing a possible
correlation between health effects and chronic exposure to low-intensity,
modulated microwave radiation … RF Sickness Syndrome … is a systemic human
response to chronic low-intensity RF exposure, identified in the 1950s by Soviet
medical researchers, who named it neurotic syndrome. Some of the symptoms
are headache, ocular dysfunction, fatigue, dizziness, and sleep disorders … RF
sickness syndrome has been legally recognized as “microwave radiation sickness”
[The New York Appellate Court. Yannon v. New York Telephone Co., 450 NYS 893
McKinlay AF (ed.) Andersen JB, Bernhardt JH, Grandolfo M, Rossmann K-A, van
Leeuwen FE, Mild KH, Swerdlow AJ, Verschaeve L, Veyret B (1996) “Possible health
effects related to the use of radiotelephones: Proposals for a research programme by a
European Commission Expert Group” UK National Radiological Protection Board (NRPB)
(co-ordinator), European Commission, 136 pages, pdf.
105
Smith CW (1997) “Nursing the electrically-sensitive patient” Complement Ther Nurs
Midwifery 3(4): 111-116; PMID: 9439262.
106
Hughes MM (1998) “Nutrients in the treatment of electromagnetic sensitivity, an
emerging disease” Am Ac Envir Med.pdf.
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(App Div, 1982; Appeal denied, 57 NY2d 726 Ct of Appeals, 1982] … In 1978,
Justesen et al. recognized that Soviet research had “ecological validity” … In
Mitchell’s 1985 review, he confirmed that Soviet researchers considered the
existence of neurological manifestations to be proven … Occupational studies
conducted between 1957 and 1991 and clinical cases of acute exposure between
1957 and 1993 offer substantive evidence from the syndrome. Soviet researchers
contend that the syndrome is reversible at the early stages, but maintain that it is
lethal over time … Investigators conducted the Lilienfeld Study during the period
of irradiation between 1953 and 1976 in response to the microwave radiation of
the U.S. Embassy in Moscow. In the literature published in the United States,
investigators acknowledged that elevated lymphocyte counts and protozoan
intestinal diseases were the only statistically significant illnesses that occurred in
Moscow embassy personnel (versus controls) … other higher and statistically
significant effects, relative to controls, were not accounted for. Four of the effects
are clinical manifestations that the Soviets have attributed to RF sickness: (1)
dermographism (i.e., psoriasis, eczema, and inflammatory and allergic skin
problems); (2) neurological (i.e. diseases of the peripheral nerves and ganglia
among males); (3) reproductive (i.e., problems during pregnancy, childbirth, and
puerperium); and (4) tumors (benign among men, malignant among women) …
Three of the effects are mood alterations attributed to the syndrome: (1)
irritability; (2) depression; and (3) loss of appetite. Two are functional deficits
also attributed to the syndrome: (1) concentration difficulties and (2) refractive
eye problems … All of these confirm the presence of the RF sickness syndrome …
The intensity range was between 0.002 and 0.028 mW/cm2, Intensities were
1000 times below the safety guidelines proposed in the United States, but the
range met Soviet safety standards for the public … The evidence from the
literature review, as well as from the Lilienfeld Study, support the RF sickness
syndrome as a medical entity.”107
(l) By the late 1990s and early 2000s much evidence of real physiological EHS and ES
was available in scientific studies. Progress was being made on mechanistic studies too.
• “Self classification of the individual’s sensitivity according to a 5-graded scale,
ranging from 1 (very unsensitive to EMFs) to 5 (very sensitive to EMFs) resulted
in 10% people classifying themselves to be very sensitive to EMFs.”
“To assess the potential of EHS without the bias of individual attitudes as
quantitative parameter of the individual’s sensitivity to EM fields, the perception
threshold of directly applied electric 50 Hz-currents was measured. The analysis
of the double-blind measurements at the lower forearm of 297 men and 309
women indicated the presence of a second normally distributed subgroup of 2%
people with significantly increased sensitivity in addition to the normally
distributed perception thresholds of the general population … it does more
support than falsify the hypothesis of the existence of EM hypersensitivity in the
sense of increased perception ability.” 108
• “Non-thermal effects thus depend on the state of the person when exposed to the
radiation—ie, non-thermal effects are non-linear. A low intensity field can entail a
seemingly disproportionately large response (or none at all), and vice versa, quite
unlike the predictable thermal responses. Thus not everyone can be expected to
be affected in the same way by identical exposure to the same radiation. A good
example of human vulnerability to a non-thermal, electromagnetic influence is
the ability of a light flashing at about 15 Hz to induce seizures in people with
Johnson Liakouris AG (1998) “Radiofrequency (RF) Sickness in the Lilienfield Study:
an effect of modulated microwaves?” Arch Environ Health. 53(3): 236-238; PMID:
9814721; pdf.
108
Leitgeb N (1998) “Electromagnetic hypersensitivity” in Proceedings, International
Workshop on Electromagnetic Fields and Non-Specific Health Symptoms, Graz, Austria.
(COST 244bis: Biomedical Effects of EMFs, WHO, ICNIRP) 11-20; pdf.
107
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photosensitive epilepsy. … In the context of base-station radiation, reports
relating to animals are of particular value since it cannot here be claimed that the
effects are psychosomatic. Of particular interest is a publication on cattle [Löscher
W et al, 1998], recording severely reduced milk yields, emaciation, spontaneous
abortions, and stillbirths. When cattle are removed to pastures well away from
the mast, their condition improves, but it deteriorates once they are brought
back. The adverse effects appeared only after GSM microwave antennae were
installed on a tower formerly used to transmit only non-pulsed television and
radio signals.”109
(m) These advances in the scientific evidence on EHS and ES led to the first international
recognition of the condition in the year 2000. Then the Nordic Council of Ministers, under
the ICD-10 R68.8 included “electromagnetic intolerance” (“el-allergy”), listing the typical
symptoms and providing a useful diagnostic tool by stating that “Symptoms disappear in
‘non-electrical environments.’”
• “R68.8: Other specified general symptoms and signs (suggested/recommended
for multisymptomatic “idiopathic/environmental intolerance” (IEI), including
“multiple chemical sensitivity” (MCS); “electromagnetic intolerance” (“el-allergy”)
etc. if the patient has not one major symptom which should preferably be
coded).” (p.33) “Conditions with aetiology attributed to environmental factors mechanisms not yet Understood: … The recommendation from WHO (1997), so
far, is to use wide definitions, like: Idiopathic environmental intolerance (IEI) We
have concluded that our advice in regard to ICD-10 (where none of the above
mentioned “conditions” have codes) is: 1. Disease/symptom code: Take the most
prominent symptom and use the R-code for that condition. Alternatively use
R68.8 “Other specified general symptoms and signs” if there is no single
prominent symptom … The use of psychiatric diagnosis (F45,-, F45.0 or F45.9)
for these conditions has been discussed. However, we advice that they should not
be used by occupational physicians at the present state of knowledge. F45.-,
F45.0 or F45.9 should only be used when a full somatization syndrome
(“Environmental somatization syndrome” (ESS)) is diagnosed by a psychiatrist.”
(p.49) “Electromagnetic intolerance” “El-allergy”: Usually general symptoms
(tiredness, nausea, memory- and concentration difficulties etc.) related to use of
TV/PC/data-screens, electrical transformers or fluorescent lamps. Symptoms
disappear in “non-electrical environments.” (p.50)110
(n) From the year 2000 there have been many studies into the mechanisms of EHS and
ES and a growing number confirming that EHS and ES are real physiological conditions
of intolerance to an environmental substance.
• “While studying patients with Electromagnetic Field Hypersensitivity, PreAlzheimer's Disease as well as Autism in children, the author found that the
following findings are common among these patients: 1) a marked increase in
metal deposits such as A1, Pb and Hg in the brain, particularly the hippocampus
area; 2) a marked decrease in Acetylcholine often reaching less than one fifth of
normal concentration (the amount of Acetylcholine required to produce maximum
Bi-Digital O-Ring Test Resonance was less than 500 µg and often reduced to less
than 350 µg compared with the normal range of 1500µg - 5000 µg, which
depends on individual); and 3) a strong negative (-) Qi. Since 1997, the number
of people the author encountered with these problems has been increasing
annually… In general, those who have strong negative Qi (such as more than 7 or
8 meters of negative Qi distance), often have chronic degenerative diseases, such
Hyland GJ (2000)“Physics and biology of mobile telephony” Lancet. 356: 1833-1836;
PMID: 11117927; pdf.
110
Nordic Council of Ministers (2000) “The Nordic Adaptation of Classification of
Occupationally Related Disorders (Diseases and Symptoms) to ICD-10”Nordic Council of
Ministers; ISBN: 9289305592).
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as cancer, Chlamydia Trachomatis infection, Mycobacterium tuberculosis,
Mycobacterium avium, Herpes family virus infections, AIDS, etc. … The major
source of Hg deposits is the dental amalgam used for dental fillings … When the
author succeeded in removing excessive metal deposits, the following important
beneficial changes were observed: 1) Acetylcholine suddenly increased towards a
normal level, and often increased to more than 2 or 3 times of the pre-treatment
concentration; 2) the negative Qi markedly reduced or changed to positive Qi; 3)
short-term memory, the ability to concentrate and think clearly improved
signifcantly; 4) symptoms of EFHS reduced significantly; and 5) often those who
had abnormal or anti-social and irritable behavior returned to more acceptable
behaviour … The reason that negative Qi is increasing in people in the United
States and Japan appear to correlate with the rapidly increasing use of cellular
phones, which use very high frequencies of any where between 0.5 Gigahertz to
1 Gigahertz, and the higher the frequency, the effect will be more significant.”111
“Microwave sickness (MWS) has been a disputed condition. The syndrome
involves the nervous system and includes fatigue, headaches, dysaesthesia and
various autonomic effects in radiofrequency radiation workers. This paper
describes the early reports of the syndrome from Eastern Europe and notes the
scepticism expressed about them in the West, before considering comprehensive
recent reports by Western specialists and a possible neurological basis for the
condition. It is concluded that MWS is a medical entity which should be
recognized as a possible risk for radiofrequency radiation workers. This
syndrome, which includes fatigue, headaches, palpitations, insomnia, skin
symptoms, impotence and altered blood pressure, was originally described in East
European radar workers … The main early report describing microwave sickness
(MWS) was by Sadcikova of the Academy of Medical Sciences, USSR, in 1974 …
Three main syndromes were defined by Sadcikova, The first was neurological or
asthenia. This included feeling “heavy in the head”, tiredness, irritability,
sleepiness and partial loss of memory … Another syndrome was described for
‘autonomic vascular’ changes, e.g. sweating, dermographism, blood pressure
changes. A third syndrome was ‘cardiac’, including heart pains and EEG changes
… Sadcikova states that cessation of work involving microwave radiation
frequently resulted in stabilization of the process or recovery … in 1982, Forman
et al. provided the first Western bloc report regarding MWS. Two USAF men who
were separately, accidentally acutely irradiated with microwave radiation (radar)
were followed up clinically for 12 months … In 1997, Schilling provided a detailed
report of effects of overexposure in three engineers working on 785 MHz
television in the UK. They were exposed to fields >>20 mW/cm2 for 1-3 min.
Subsequently, they have experience headaches, dysaesthesia, lassitude and loss
of stamina for up to 3 years. They had previously been fit with no history of
mental or other ill-health. This report, by an experience occupational physician, is
most pertinent to the MWS debate … The cases reports by Forman et al. and
Schilling have helped better define the syndrome MWS, which effects the central
nervous system (headaches, fatigue and malaise), peripheral nerves
(dysaesthesia, impaired sensation) and autonomic nervous system (diarrhoea,
raised blood pressure). The symptoms have lasted for years in some cases. The
cases of Forman et al. and of Schilling which occurred after a brief overexposure
give validity to the condition of MWS, and hence substance to Sadcikova’s original
description of symptoms which occurred after much lower exposures. The recent
description of a change in neurological function after low-level exposure from a

Omura Y (2000)“Abnormal Deposits of Al, Pb, and Hg in the Brain, Particularly in the
Hippocampus, as One of the Main Causes of Decreased Cerebral Acetylcholine,
Electromagnetic Field Hypersensitivity, Pre-Alzheimer's Disease, and Autism in
Children”Acupunct Electrother Res. 25 (3/4): 230-2; abstract.
111
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mobile phone suggests a neural basis for the syndrome. MWS should be
considered a potential health risk for RFR workers.” 112
"Persons reporting EHS differed from the control subjects in baseline values of
investigated physiological characteristics. Perhaps EHS patients have a rather
distinctive physiological predisposition to sensitivity to physical and psychosocial
environmental stressors"113
“The frequency dependent non-thermal effects of ELF magnetic fields and
microwaves on the conformation of chromatin in lymphocytes have been
described and individual variability has been observed [Belyaev IYa et al, 1999,
Belyaev IYa et al, 1994]. Exposure to ELF at 8 Hz and specific static magnetic
field as described in Belyaev IYa et al, 1999, resulted in statistically significant
changes of chromatin conformation, which disappeared 19 h after exposure. This
ELF exposure resulted in apoptotic DNA fragmentation, which was comparable
with the response induced by 2 cGy of g-rays. No significant differences in effects
were seen between groups of control and hypersensitive donors. However, a
trend to a prolonged state of relaxed chromatin was observed in lymphocytes
from hypersensitive persons. Exposure either to 50 Hz or microwaves resulted in
significant condensation of chromatin which was comparable with heat shock at
41oC. This condensation disappeared 2 h after exposure and no apoptosis was
observed during 72 h. Comparison of pooled data obtained with 50 Hz and 915
MHz did not show significant differences in effects between 4 control and 4
sensitive subjects. However, in 3 of 4 matched pairs, both 50 Hz and 915 MHz
more strongly affected cells from hypersensitive persons.” 114
“In Italy, as in other countries, an apparently increasing number of subjects is
reporting a variety of subjective symptoms that the subjects themselves refer to
the exposure to electric, magnetic or electromagnetic fields (EMF) from nearby
electric appliances, cellular phones, antennas, etc. Terms like electricity
hypersensitivity (EHS), EMF hypersensitivity, or other similar, are frequently
adopted to describe such symptoms; nevertheless, up to now, these terms are
not entered the medical terminology … In this paper, two cases developing
symptoms of EHS ascribed to overhead power line in the proximity of their house
are discussed. Nervous system (asthenia, depression, paraesthesias etc.),
cardiovascular system (cardiac palpitations) and the skin (tingling, itching, etc.),
are mostly (but not exclusively) involved.”115
“Hourly recorded HRV data show significant difference between groups in lowand high- frequencies bands (0.04-0.15 Hz and 0.15-0.4 Hz respectively).
Persons with perceived electrical hypersensitivity have indications of
dysautonomia with increased nocturnal sympathetic tone and de- 271 creased
parasympathetic activity. These deviations in circadian rhythms could explain
general neuroasthenic symptoms that occur in this syndrome.” 116

Hocking B (2001) “Microwave sickness: a reappraisal” Occup Med (Lond). 51(1): 6669; PMID: 11235831.
113
Lyskov E, Sandström M, Mild KH (2001) “Provocation study of persons with perceived
electrical hypersensitivity and controls using magnetic field exposure and recording of
electrophysiological characteristics” Bioelectromagnetics. 22(7): 457-462; PMID:
11568930.
114
Belyaev , Harms-Ringdahl M, Hillert L, Malmgren L, Persson B, Protopopova M,
Selivanova G, Tamm C (2002) “Effects of ELF and microwaves on human lymphocytes
from hypersensitive persons” in: “Electromagnetic Fields and Human Health:
Fundamental and Applied Research.” (3rd International Conference Held in Moscow and
St. Petersburg, Russia, September 17-25 2002, WHO etc., 187 pages): 246; pdf.
115
Gobba F (2002) “[Subjective non-specific symptoms related with electromagnetic
fields: description of 2 cases]” Epidemiol Prev. 26(4): 171-175. Italian. PMID:
12408003.
116
Lyskov E, Sandström M, Hansson Mild K, Klucharev V (2002) “24 hours monitoring of
emf exposure and heart rate variability in subjects with ‘electromagnetic
112
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“The perception variability among the general population is 100-fold higher than
estimated so far and that the currently used estimate of the threshold is more
than 10-fold too high. Besides this, it could be shown that there are an overproportion of more sensitive women compared with men indicating the need for
revision of the present assumptions on gender-specific differences in
electrosensibility. The results show that the existing assumptions on safety limits
and remaining safety factors need serious review.” 117
“Hypersensitivity to exposure to electric and magnetic fields (EMFs) has been
reported for nearly 20 years; however, the literature on the subject is still very
limited. Nearly all the literature published concerns a dermatological syndrome
that consists of mainly subjective symptoms (itching, burning, dryness) and a few
objective symptoms (redness, dryness) appearing after individuals begin working
with video display units and decreasing during absence from work … A "general
syndrome" with more general symptoms has been rarely described but seems to
have a worse prognosis.”118
“Cases of alleged hypersensitivity to electromagnetic fields (EMFs) have been
reported for more than 20 years, and some authors have suggested some
connection with the "multiple chemical sensitivity" illness. We report the results of
a telephone survey among a sample of 2,072 Californians. Being "allergic or very
sensitive" to being near electrical devices was reported by 68 subjects, resulting
in an adjusted prevalence of 3.2%. Twenty-seven subjects (1.3%) reported
sensitivity to electrical devices but no sensitivity to chemicals … risk perception
was not sufficient to explain the characteristics of people reporting this
disorder.”119
“The double blind laboratory experiment tested the hypothesis that there are
subjects with the ability to perceive 50 Hz EMF at 100 V/m and 6 microT (EMF
sensitive) and to investigate the prevalence of EMF sensitivity in a group
consisting of subjects with or without self-reported EHS. … Seven out of 63
subjects reached a statistically significant result which points to the existence of a
small EMF sensitive subgroup within the study group. There was no relevant
difference between the subjects with self reported EHS and those without in
terms of the success rate in the field perception experiment, as well as the
number and types of symptoms encountered during the test. The results of the
EMF perception experiment suggest that EHS is not a prerequisite for the ability
to consciously perceive weak EMF and vice versa.” 120
"Patients with hypersensitivity to electricity, particularly women, have extensive
medical problems and a considerable number of them stop working. Many
patients with skin symptoms related to VDT use have a favorable prognosis. Both
groups need early and consistent management"121

hypersensitivity’” in: “Electromagnetic Fields and Human Health: Fundamental and
Applied Research.” (3rd International Conference Held in Moscow and St. Petersburg,
Russia, September 17-25 2002, WHO etc., 187 pages): 270; pdf.
117
Leitgeb N& Schröttner J (2002) “Electric current perception study challenges electric
safety limits” J Med Eng Technol. 26(4): 168-172; PMID: 12396332.
118
Levallois P (2002) “Hypersensitivity of human subjects to environmental electric and
magnetic field exposure: a review of the literature” Environ Health Perspect. 110 Suppl
4:613-8; PMID: 12194895.
119
Levallois P, Neutra R, Lee G, Hristova L (2002) “Study of self-reported
hypersensitivity to electromagnetic fields in California” Environ Health Perspect. 110
Suppl 4: 619-23; PMID: 12194896.
120
Mueller CH, Krueger H, Schierz C (2002) “Project NEMESIS: perception of a 50 Hz
electric and magnetic field at low intensities (laboratory experiment)”
Bioelectromagnetics. 23(1): 26-36; PMID: 11793403.
121
Stenberg B, Berqdahl J, Edvardsson B, Eriksson N, Lindén G, Widman L (2002)
“Medical and social prognosis for patients with perceived hypersensitivity to electricity
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(o) In 2002 the WHO’s ICNIRP admitted that there were symptoms like “pain, nausea, or
fatigue”. In addition the ICNIRP admitted that “Different groups in a population may
have differences in their ability to tolerate a particular NIR [ono-ionising radiation]
exposure” where it may be “useful or necessary to develop separate guideline levels” but
it may be “more effective to adjust the guidelines for the general population to include
such groups”. It also admitted that there were “certain sensitive individuals” who would
need special protection from environmental EM exposure. The government in the UK,
although stating that it follows the ICNIRP, has so far failed to act on these warnings.
• “Annoyance or discomfort may not be pathological per se but, if substantiated,
can affect the physical and mental well being of a person and the resultant effect
should be considered as a potential health hazard … Symptoms are effects that
only the exposed subject experiences, e.g., pain, nausea, or fatigue … The
exposure guidelines developed by ICNIRP are intended to protect against the
adverse health effects of NIR [Non-Ionizing Radiation] exposure … adverse
consequences of NIR exposure can vary across the entire range from trivial to life
threatening … Relevant mechanism of interaction … Induction of electric fields
and currents … Adverse effect: effects on the cardiovascular and central nervous
system; stimulation of nerve and muscle cells; effects on nervous system
functions; annoyance from microwave hearing effect. … The role of ICNIRP as a
scientific advisory body would be to analyze the risk in terms of levels of
consequences that could be quantified. The acceptability of such risks would,
however, be based also on social and economic considerations, and, as such, fall
outside the remit of ICNIRP. National authorities responsible for risk management
may provide further advice on strategies to avoid the effect or limit the risk …
Different groups in a population may have differences in their ability to tolerate a
particular NIR exposure. For example, children, the elderly, and some chronically
ill people might have a lower tolerance for one or more forms of NIR exposure
than the rest of the population. Under such circumstances, it may be useful or
necessary to develop separate guideline levels for different groups within the
general population, but it may be more effective to adjust the guidelines for the
general population to include such groups. Some guidelines may still not provide
adequate protection for certain sensitive individuals nor for normal individuals
exposed concomitantly to other agents, which may exacerbate the effect of the
NIR exposure, an example being individuals with photosensitivity … Seriously ill
patients might be considered as more vulnerable when exposed to NIR, but
ICNIRP guidelines do not consider these potential vulnerabilities.” 122
(p) Since the WHO’s ICNRIP recognised in 2002 the need for much lower safety
standards for those ‘certain sensitive individuals’ who have EHS and ES, much further
research has shown more about the mechanisms, culminatining in the establishment of
the VGCC and oxidative stress pathway in 2013.
• "Evidence could be found for the existence of a subgroup of people with
significantly increased electrosensibility (hypersensibility) who as a group could
be differentiated from the general population."123
• "Electrosensitive patients showed reduced intracortical facilitation as compared to
both control groups, while motor thresholds and intracortical inhibition were
unaffected. This pilot study gives additional evidence that altered central nervous
and skin symptoms related to the use of visual display terminals” Scand J Work Environ
Health 28(5): 349-357; PMID: 12432989; pdf.
122
ICNIRP (International Commission on Non-Ionizing Radiation Protection) (2002)
“General approach to protection against non-ionizing radiation” Health Phys. 82(4): 540548; PMID: 11906144; pdf.
123
Leitgeb N, Schröttner J (2003) “Electrosensibility and electromagnetic
hypersensitivity” Bioelectromagnetics 24(6): 387-394; PMID: 12929157.
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system function may account for symptom manifestation in subjectively
electrosensitive patients as has been postulated for several chronic multisymptom
illnesses sharing a similar clustering of symptoms."124
“Electromagnetic hypersensitivity (EHS) is used for a variety of subjective
symptoms related to exposure to electromagnetic fields (EMF). The aim of
this pilot study was to analyse the concentrations of certain persistent organic
pollutants (POPs) in subjects with self-reported EHS … 13 EHS subjects and 21
controls … all female. The concentration of several POPs was higher in
EHS subjects than in controls. Lower concentrations were found for
hexachlorobenzene and two types of chlordanes. The only significantly increased
odds ratios (ORs) were found for polybrominated diphenyl ether (PBDE) #47
yielding OR=11.7, and the chlordane metabolite MC6 with OR=11.2.” 125
“Tinnitus is associated with subjective electromagnetic hypersensitivity. An
individual vulnerability probably due to an over activated cortical distress network
seems to be responsible for, both, electromagnetic hypersensitivity and
tinnitus.”126
“The audit provided evidence that in electrosensitive patients there is a deficiency
in essential elements and an overload in toxic elements, genetic polymorphysms
and hypersensitivities against heavy metals. The EEG/brain mapping showed that
the brain reacts promptly in a paradoxical way and the cardio-vascular parameter
changes (heart rate and rhythm, and blood pressure) were protracted in time.” 127
“The symptoms of electrohypersensitivity (EHS), best described as rapid aging
syndrome, experienced by adults and children resemble symptoms experienced
by radar operators in the 1940s to the 1960s and are well described in the
literature. An increasingly common response includes clumping (rouleau
formation) of the red blood cells, heart palpitations, pain or pressure in the chest
accompanied by anxiety, and an upregulation of the sympathetic nervous system
coincident with a downregulation of the parasympathetic nervous system typical
of the "fight-or-flight" response. Provocation studies presented in this article
demonstrate that the response to electrosmog is physiologic and not
psychosomatic. Those who experience prolonged and severe EHS may develop
psychologic problems as a consequence of their inability to work, their limited
ability to travel in our highly technologic environment, and the social stigma that
their symptoms are imagined rather than real.” 128
“Based on recent epidemiological findings, it can be claimed that the safety
of mercury released from dental amalgam fillings is questionable. Therefore, as
some individuals tend to be hypersensitive to the toxic effects of mercury,
regulatory authorities should re-assess the safety of exposure to EM fields in
individuals with amalgam restorations. On the other hand, we have reported that
increased mercury release after exposure to EM fields may be risky for
the pregnant women. It is worth mentioning that as a strong positive correlation

Landgrebe M, Hauser S, Langguth B, Frick U, Hajak G, Eichhammer P (2007) “Altered
cortical excitability in subjectively electrosensitive patients: results of a pilot study” J
Psychosom Res. 62(3): 283-288; PMID: 17324677.
125
Hardell L, Carlberg M, Söderqvist F, Hardell K, Björnfoth H, van Bavel B, Lindström G
(2008) “Increased concentrations of certain persistent organic pollutants in subjects with
self-reported electromagnetic hypersensitivity - a pilot study” Electromagn Biol Med.
27(2): 197-203; PMID: 18568937.
126
Landgrebe M, Frick U, Hauser S, Hajak G, Lanqquth B (2009) “Association of tinnitus
and electromagnetic hypersensitivity: hints for a shared pathophysiology?” PLoS One
4(3): e5026; PMID: 19325894.
127
Griesz-Brisson M (2013) “Electrosensitivity from a neurological point of view”
Neuroepidemiology 41: 223–316; no.227, p.275; DOI 10.1159/000356326.
128
Havas M (2013) “Radiation from wireless technology affects the blood, the heart, and
the autonomic nervous system” Rev Environ Health. 28(2-3): 75-84; PMID: 24192494;
pdf. [68]
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between maternal and cord blood mercury levels has been found in some studies,
our findings regarding the effect of exposure to EM fields on the release of
mercury from dental amalgam fillings lead us to this conclusion that pregnant
women with dental amalgam fillings should limit theirexposure to EM fields to
prevent toxic effects of mercury in their fetuses. Based on these findings, as
infants and children are more vulnerable to mercury exposures, and as some
individuals are routinely exposed to different sources of EM fields, we possibly
need a paradigm shift in evaluating the health effects of amalgam fillings.”129
(q) Studies on ES and EHS symptoms in people around mobile phone masts since about
2003 has helped show how widespread in the general population are ES and EHS, where
typically results show the specific ES symptoms and cancers in a dose-dependent
pattern.
• “Statistical analysis showed significant correlation between severity of the
symptoms and the measured power density … A specific symptomatology, linked
to radar exposure at low levels of RF, has been termed ‘microwave sickness’ or
‘RF syndrome’ (Johnson Liakouris AG, 1998). With few exceptions, functional
disturbances of the central nervous system have been typically described as a
kind of radiowave sickness, neurasthenic or asthenic syndrome. Symptoms and
signs include headache, fatigue, irritability, loss of appetite, sleepiness, difficulties
in concentration or memory, depression, and emotional instability … Another
frequently described manifestation is a set of labile functional cardiovascular
changes including bracdycardia, arterial hypertension, or hypotension (Johnson
Liakouris AG, 1998) … All these disturbances following low level exposures (of the
order of microwatts/cm2) have been reported for many years from Eastern
Europe … several articles have found biological dysfunction at very low density of
radiation without temperature elevation, favoring the hypothesis of nonthermal
biological effects and pointing to the probability of clinical dysfunction below the
actual standard of safety norms in the European Union (Baranski S, 1972;
Wachtel H et al, 1975; Arber SL et al, 1985, etc.) … we claim a strong similarity
with the Lilienfeld study (Johnson Liakouris AG, 1998), which showed a doseresponse relationship between various neurological symptoms and microwave
exposure. These symptoms were grouped under the name ‘microwave syndrome’
or ‘radiofrequency radiation sickness’.” 130
(r) Wider studies and surveys have also revealed that ES and EHS symptoms caused by
a variety of EM exposures are a significant risk factor in ill health in the general
population.
• “Between May and June 2004, telephone interviews of a representative sample of
the Swiss population (n=2048, >14 years old) about: (1)
health symptoms attributed to five environmental factors (one of which was
EMF), (2) health risk perception related to 12 environmental risk factors (five of
which were different EMF sources). We found a prevalence of 5% (95% CI 4-6%)
for electromagnetic hypersensitivity (EHS) in our study sample. The most
common health complaints among EHS individuals were sleep disorders (43%)
and headaches (34%), which were mostly attributed to power lines and mobile
phone handsets. In addition, 53 percent (95% CI 51-55%) were worried about

Mortazavi G, Mortazavi SM (2015) “Increased mercury release from dental amalgam
restorations after exposure to electromagnetic fields as a potential hazard for
hypersensitive people and pregnant women” Rev Environ Health. 30(4): 287-292; PMID:
26544100.
130
Navarro EA, Sequra J, Portoles M, Gomez-Perretta de Mateo C (2003) “The Microwave
Syndrome: A Preliminary Study in Spain” Electromagn Biol Med. 22(2-3): 161-169; Full
article.
129
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adverse health effects from EMF, without attributing their own
health symptoms to them.”131
•
(s) Studies also reveal the risk to a wide range of conditions which can be affected by
low-level EM exposure. These include diabetes and multiple sclerosis.
• “Dirty electricity is a ubiquitous pollutant. It flows along wires and radiates from
them and involves both extremely low frequency electromagnetic fields and radio
frequency radiation. … Graham/Stetzer (GS) filters have been installed in schools
with sick building syndrome and both staff and students reported improved health
and more energy. The number of students needing inhalers for asthma was
reduced in one school and student behavior associated with ADD/ADHD improved
in another school. Blood sugar levels for some diabetics respond to the amount of
dirty electricity in their environment. Type 1 diabetics require less insulin and
Type 2 diabetics have lower blood sugar levels in an electromagnetically clean
environment. Individuals diagnosed with multiple sclerosis have better balance
and fewer tremors. Those requiring a cane walked unassisted within a few days to
weeks after GS filters were installed in their home. … The connection between
electromagnetic pollution and these disorders needs to be investigated and the
percentage of people sensitive to this form of energy needs to be determined.” 132
(t) A few studies have looked at the history of the understanding of EHS and ES.
• “Microwave generating equipment first became common during World War 2 with
the development of radar. Soviet bloc countries reported that individuals exposed
to microwaves frequently developed headaches, fatigue, loss of appetite,
sleepiness, difficulty in concentration, poor memory, emotional instability, and
labile cardiovascular function, and established stringent exposure standards. For
a variety of reasons these reports were discounted in Western countries, where
the prevailing belief was that there could be no adverse health effects of
electromagnetic fields (EMFs) that were not mediated by tissue heating. The
reported Soviet effects were at lower intensities than those that cause heating …
There is increasing evidence that the "microwave syndrome" or "electrohypersensitivity" (EHS) is a real disease that is caused by exposure to EMFs,
especially those in the microwave range. The reported incidence of the syndrome
is increasing along with increasing exposure to EMFs from electricity, WiFi, mobile
phones and towers, smart meters and many other wireless devices. Why some
individuals are more sensitive is unclear. While most individuals who report
having EHS do not have a specific history of an acute exposure, excessive
exposure to EMFs, even for a brief period of time, can induce the syndrome.”133
• “’Electrosensitivity doesn’t exist because it can’t!’ is merely an evolutionary
position of (mis)understanding, held at a point where a person does not yet
comprehend the mechanism … if the mechanism is not understood, then it is less
convincing to some people to approach healing resolution by the time honoured
medical approach of ‘Tolle Causam’ (Latin for ‘Take Away the Cause’) (567) …
‘Well it’s only Class 2b [WHO cancer classification of RF radiation in 2011], it’s
pretty weak and not important.’ The same comments were probably uttered by
eminent authorities about the ‘merely hypothetical and unproven’ dangers from
tobacco, asbestos and lead in petrol just a few short years ago. When society
Schreier N, Huss A, Röösli M (2006) “The prevalence of symptoms attributed to
electromagnetic field exposure: a cross-sectional representative survey in Switzerland”
Soz Praventivmed. 51(4): 202-209; PMID: 17193782.
132
Havas M (2006) “Electromagnetic Hypersensitivity: Biological Effects of Dirty
Electricity with Emphasis on Diabetes and Multiple Sclerosis” Electromagn Biol Med.
25(4): 259–268; PMID: 17178585. [69]
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Carpenter DO (2015) “The microwave syndrome or electro-hypersensitivity: historical
background” Rev Environ Health. PMID: 26556835.
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faces important truths which are inconvenient … there is a great tendency to
denial on many levels … pretend that the issue is either psychological, a placebo
or nocebo response, a media driven psychosis, or discredit the patients’ honest
stories (568) … Until there is a political will to grasp the issue and work upon
safety and solutions, the future is bleak for those who already suffer and for
those who will soon develop the problem.” (582) 134
(u) Recent scientific studies have confirmed the existence of physiological EHS and ES.
• "These results demonstrate significant cognitive and neurobiological alterations
pointing to a higher genuine individual vulnerability of electromagnetic
hypersensitive patients."135
• “In a double-blinded EMF provocation procedure specifically designed to minimize
unintentional sensory cues, the subject developed temporal pain, headache,
muscle twitching, and skipped heartbeats within 100 s after initiation of EMF
exposure. The symptoms were caused primarily by field transitions (off-on, onoff) rather than the presence of the field, as assessed by comparing the
frequency and severity of the effects of pulsed and continuous fields in relation to
sham exposure. The subject had no conscious perception of the field as judged by
her inability to report its presence more often than in the sham control. … EMF
hypersensitivity can occur as a bona fide environmentally inducible neurological
syndrome.”136
• “Individuals with IEI-EMF as opposed to the control group showed a higher than
random detection performance … Detection of MF might be possible for people
with IEI-EMF to some extent.”137
• “Simultaneous recordings of heart rate variability, microcirculation and electric
skin potentials are used for classification of EHS. Thus, it could be possible to
distinguish "genuine" electromagnetic hypersensitive individuals from those who
suffer from other conditions.”138
• “Electrohypersensitivity (EHS) is a syndrome that consists of some combination of
excessive fatigue, headache, weakness, memory impairment, tinnitus, dizziness,
irritability, sleep disturbances, loss of appetite, and a general feeling of ill health
that occurs in some individuals and is attributed to exposure to electromagnetic
fields (EMFs), most commonly to radiofrequency (RF) EMFs … Questions about
the existence of EHS go back to the days of the Cold War and differing concepts
related to the effects of RF radiation … in Soviet countries, there were many early
reports of behavioral effects occurring at much lower intensities than those that
cause tissue heating. The symptoms reported included headache, fatigue,
difficulty in concentration, depression, emotional instability, and irritability
(reviewed by Silverman). Soviet exposure standards were much more stringent
than those in Western countries. Although the reported effects and low exposure
Tresidder A, Bevington M (2015) “Electrosensitivity: Sources, Symptoms, and
Solutions” in Rosch PJ (ed.) Bioelectromagnetic and Subtle Energy Medicine; CRC Press,
Taylor & Francis Group, Fl, NY, London, 2nd ed.: 567-585; ISBN: 9781482233193.
135
Landgrebe M, Frick U, Hauser S, Langguth B, Rosner R, Hajak G, Eichhammer P
(2008) “Cognitive and neurobiological alterations in electromagnetic hypersensitive
patients: results of a case-control study” Psychol Med. 38(12): 1781-1791; PMID:
18366821.
136
McCarty DE, Carrubba S, Chesson Jr. AL, Frilot II C, Gonzalez-Toledo E, Marino AA
(2011) “Electromagnetic Hypersensitivity: evidence for a novel neurological syndrome
Int J Neurosci.121(12): 670-676; PMID: 21793784. [11]
137
Köteles F, Szemerszky R, Gubányi M, Körmendi J, Szekrényesi C, Lloyd R, Molnár L,
Drozdovszky O, Bárdos G (2013) “Idiopathic environmental intolerance attributed to
electromagnetic fields (IEI-EMF) and electrosensibility (ES) - are they connected?” Int J
Hyg Environ Health. 216(3): 362-370; PMID: 22698789.
138
Tuengler A, von Klitzing L (2013) “Hypothesis on how to measure electromagnetic
hypersensitivity” Electromagn Biol Med. 32(3): 281-290; PMID: 23301924. [73]
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standards were discounted by most Western scientists, some researchers such as
Frey—as early as 1965—concluded from his own and other studies that there
were nonthermal effects, particularly on nervous tissue and heart muscle, that
could be observed at very low intensities. Important factors were peak power
density, carrier frequency, and modulation … The report by Lamech [Lamech F,
Altern Ther Health Med., 2014]is valuable for several reasons. It provides
support for the possibility that a sudden increase in RF exposure — in this case
from smart meters — results in the development of EHS [Electrohypersensitivity]. This observation is consistent with [other] reports … and
suggests that the syndrome can be triggered in susceptible individuals by an
unusual or intense exposure to EMFs and perhaps to electric current. The
Lamech report also raises the important question of what characteristics of smart
meters, compared with other sources of RF, may be responsible for provoking
EHS.”139
“In the middle of the year 2006, an US-American patient moved to Bavaria for
job reasons. At his new living place, he suffered from multiple symptoms mostly
unknown from his past. First, his night sleep was disturbed for several hours by
different high and low tones. Later, he suffered from tachycardias, cephalgias and
nose bleeding as well as pains all over the body. After that neurological deficits
appeared also during the day: coordination difficulties, difficulties finding words,
even word loss, confusion, difficulties in concentrating and dizziness. At first, it
was not possible for any doctor to associate this great variety of symptoms with
an underlying disease. Technical high-frequency measurements carried out in
2007 detected signals appearing at night which were above the limiting value
stipulated in Germany … The problems recurred under the daily highfrequency
impact at technical working places, which is very common nowadays, so that
working became impossible for the patient. With the judicial acknowledgment of
the electromagnetic sensitivity disorder in the year 2012, the diagnosed health
damage was classified as pension relevant retroactively as of 2008.”140
“Among people with idiopathic environmental intolerance attributed to
electromagnetic fields (IEI-EMF), a better than random detection ability for a 50Hz 0.5-mT magnetic field (MF) and a propensity to experience more symptoms
than controls was reported in a previous study [Köteles F et al, 2013] … The most
surprising finding of our earlier research, namely the better than random
detection performance of the IEI-EMF group, was replicated in the current study,
even the magnitude of the d′ indices was quite similar (M = 0.296 vs 0.280).
Similarly, d′ indices of the control groups did not statistically differ from zero in
both studies. It is worth mentioning, however, that detection performance of the
IEI-EMF group was only slightly better than random (i.e., it was far from perfect
discrimination), and there was no statistically significant differences between the
detection performance of the groups. Sensibility and sensitivity to a 500-μT 50-Hz
MF seem to be independent of each other. People with IEI-EMF of low severity
might be able to detect the presence of the MF to a small extent; however, their
symptom reports are clearly connected to the believed as opposed to the actual
presence of the MF.”141

Carpenter DO (2014) “Excessive exposure to radiofrequency electromagnetic fields
may cause the development of electrohypersensitivity” Altern Ther Health Med. 20(6):
40-42; PMID: 25478802.
140
Eger H (2014) “Kausaler, juristisch anerkannter Nachweis des Schädigungspotenzials
technischer hochfrequenter Felder - eine Patientenkasuistik” [“Causal, Legally
Recognized Proof of the Damage Potential of Technical Highfrequency Fields - a Case
Report”] Umwelt-Medizin-Gesellschaft 27(3): 176-181; abstract.
141
Szemerszky R, Gubányi M, Árvai D, Dömötör Z, Köteles F (2015) “Is There a
Connection Between Electrosensitivity and Electrosensibility? A Replication Study” Int J
Behav Med.PMID: 25778471.
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(v) Some studies attempt to determine the percentage of the general population with
EHS and ES. Most surveys find a steady increase in the proportion with EHS and ES.
Typically it is in the range of 3% with conscious symptoms but usually about 40% of
adults with often unconscious or unrecognised symptoms.
• Letter to the editor: will we all become electrosensitive? 142
• “This study showed an actual EHS prevalence of 3.5% compared with 2%
estimated in 1994. About 70% of the sample believed that electromagnetic
pollution could be a risk factor for health. … Media triggered EHS hypothesis in
24% of the cases.”143
(w) Some studies have concentrated on the range of specific symptoms for EHS and ES.
See also section 1(b) on Electrosensitivity.
• “Some people report symptoms that they associate with EMF exposure. These
symptoms may be related to specific EMF sources or to electrical equipment in
general (perceived electromagnetic hypersensitivity, EHS). Research and clinical
observations suggest a difference between mobile phone (MP)-related symptoms
and EHS with respect to symptom prevalence, psychological factors, and health
prognosis … The EHS group reported more symptoms than the MP group, both
EMF-related and EMF-nonrelated. The MP group reported a high prevalence of
somatosensory symptoms, whereas the EHS group reported more neurasthenic
symptoms. As to self-reported personality traits and stress, the case groups
differed only on somatization and listlessness in a direct comparison. In
comparison with the reference groups, the MP group showed increased levels of
exhaustion and depression but not of anxiety, somatization, and stress; the EHS
group showed increased levels for all of the conditions except for stress. The
findings support the idea of a difference between people with symptoms related
to specific EMF sources and people with general EHS with respect to symptoms
and anxiety, depression, somatization, exhaustion, and stress. The differences
are likely to be important in the management of patients.” 144
• “This report describes a patient with pre-existing multiple chemical sensitivity
who has developed a pronounced electromagnetic hypersensitivity. According to
the patient, he is even able to distinguish various sources of electromagnetic
fields (e.g. Wi-Fi, DECT or cell phone, DVB-T TV). His symptoms range from skin
manifestations, which require treatment, to hypertension and brain-related
disorders as well as intestinal bleeding. The unusual skin reactions, which look
like burns and have occurred several times, appear to be especially
worrisome.”145
• “Before the onset of EHS the most common health complaints were different
types of allergies (35.1%, 68). During the acute phase of EHS the most common
symptoms were nervous system related: "stress" (60.3%, 117), "sleeping
disorders" (59.3%, 115) and "fatigue" (57.2%, 111). The sources that were most
often reported to have triggered EHS were: "personal computers" (50.8%, 94)
and "mobile phones" (47.0%, 87). … According to 76% of 157 respondents the
reduction or avoidance of electromagnetic fields (EMF) helped in their full or
partial recovery. The best treatments for EHS were given as: "dietary change"
Hallberg O, Oberfeld G (2006) “Letter to the editor: will we all become
electrosensitive?” Electromagn Biol Med. 25(3): 189-191; PMID: 16954121; pdf.
143
Schröttner J, Leitgeb N (2008) “Sensitivity to electricity – Temporal changes in
Austria”, BMC Public Health, 8: 310; PMID: 18789137.
144
Johansson A, Nordin S, Heiden M, Sandström M (2010) “Symptoms, personality
traits, and stress in people with mobile phone-related symptoms and electromagnetic
hypersensitivity” J Psychosom Res. 68(1): 37-45; PMID: 20004299.
145
Aschermann C (2011) “Elektrosensibilität: Ein Patient mit verbrennungsartigen
Hautveränderungen” Umwelt-Medizin-Gesellschaft. 24(2): 141-146; [translated Gustavs
K: "Electrosensitivity: A patient with Burn-like Skin Manifestations"] pdf. [22]
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(69.4%), "nutritional supplements" (67.8%) and "increased physical exercise"
(61.6%). The official treatment recommendations of psychotherapy (2.6%) and
medication (-4.2%) were not significantly helpful.”146
“The findings suggest an association between EHS and odor and noise
intolerance.”147

(x) Some recent studies assess EHS and ES in relation to other environmental
intolerances and sensitivities.
• “Environmental intolerance (EI) is characterized by attribution of several,
multisystem symptoms to specific environmental exposures, such as exposure to
odorous/pungent chemicals, certain buildings, electromagnetic fields (EMFs) and
everyday sounds. The aim of the study was to examine if the overlap between
intolerance to odorous/pungent chemicals, certain buildings, EMFs and sounds is
larger than the expected overlap if no association would exist between them. The
study was using cross-sectional data from the Västerbotten Environmental Health
Study in Sweden; a large questionnaire-based survey. 8520 adults (18-79 years)
were randomly selected after stratification for age and sex, of whom 3406 (40%)
participated. The overlaps between the four EIs were greater than predictions
based on coincidence for both self-reported and diagnosed cases (except for the
overlap between diagnosed intolerance to sounds and EMFs). The results raise
the question whether different types of EI share similar underlying mechanisms,
or at least that the sufferers of EI share some predisposition to acquire the
conditions.”148
• “About one fourth of the general population report environmental intolerance (EI)
to odorous/pungent chemicals, certain buildings, electromagnetic fields (EMFs),
and/or sounds. EI sufferers show various clinical features, of
which sleep disturbance is one. A population-based sample of 3406 individuals,
aged 18-79 years, was recruited from Northern Sweden. All four EI groups,
compared to the referents, reported significantly poorer sleep quality, more nonrestorative sleep, more daytime sleepiness, more obstructive breathing and
higher prevalence of nocturnal insomnia than the referents. Nocturnal insomnia
was an important factor for EI groups attributing their most prevalent symptoms
to chemicals and sounds, irrespective of distress and certain syndromes. None of
the EI groups differed significantly from the referents on time slept, but reported
needing more sleep time (the EMF-intolerance group showing only a tendency),
and all four groups reported to perceive enough sleep to a significantly lesser
extent.”149
(y) The best survey of objective diagnostic markers for EHS is that by Prof. Belpomme.
He has assessed 675 cases with EHS and more with just MCS.
• “Much of the controversy over the causes of electro-hypersensitivity (EHS) and
multiple chemical sensitivity (MCS) lies in the absence of both recognized clinical
criteria and objective biomarkers for widely accepted diagnosis. Since 2009, we
have prospectively investigated, clinically and biologically, 1216 consecutive EHS
and/or MCS-self reporting cases, in an attempt to answer both questions. We
Hagström M, Auranen J, Ekman R (2012) "Electromagnetic hypersensitive Finns:
Symptoms, perceived sources and treatments, a questionnaire study"
Pathophysiology.20(2): 117-122; PMID: 23557856. pdf. [64]
147
Nordin S, Neely G, Olsson D, Sandström M (2014) “Odor and Noise Intolerance in
Persons with Self-Reported Electromagnetic Hypersensitivity” Int J Environ Res Public
Health. 11(9): 8794-8805; PMID: 25166918.
148
Palmquist E, Claeson AS, Neely G, Stenberg B, Nordin S (2014) “Overlap in
prevalence between various types of environmental intolerance” Int J Hyg Environ
Health. 217(4-5): 427-434; PMID: 24029726.
149
Nordin M, Nordin S (2016) “Sleep and sleepiness in environmental intolerances: a
population-based study” Sleep Med. 24: 1-9; PMID: 27810173.
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report here our preliminary data, based on 727 evaluable of 839 enrolled cases:
521 (71.6%) were diagnosed with EHS, 52 (7.2%) with MCS, and 154 (21.2%)
with both EHS and MCS. Two out of three patients with EHS and/or MCS were
female; mean age (years) was 47. As inflammation appears to be a key process
resulting from electromagnetic field (EMF) and/or chemical effects on tissues, and
histamine release is potentially a major mediator of inflammation, we
systematically measured histamine in the blood of patients. Near 40% had a
increase in histaminemia (especially when both conditions were present),
indicating a chronic inflammatory response can be detected in these patients.
Oxidative stress is part of inflammation and is a key contributor to damage and
response. Nitrotyrosin, a marker of both peroxynitrite (ONOO°-) production and
opening of the blood-brain barrier (BBB), was increased in 28% the cases. Protein
S100B, another marker of BBB opening was increased in 15%. Circulating
autoantibodies against O-myelin were detected in 23%, indicating EHS and MCS
may be associated with autoimmune response. Confirming animal experiments
showing the increase of Hsp27 and/or Hsp70 chaperone proteins under the
influence of EMF, we found increased Hsp27 and/or Hsp70 in 33% of the patients.
As most patients reported chronic insomnia and fatigue, we determined the 24 h
urine 6-hydroxymelatonin sulfate (6-OHMS)/creatinin ratio and found it was
decreased (<0.8) in all investigated cases. Finally, considering the self-reported
symptoms of EHS and MCS, we serially measured the brain blood flow (BBF) in
the temporal lobes of each case with pulsed cerebral ultrasound computed
tomosphygmography. Both disorders were associated with hypoperfusion in the
capsulothalamic area, suggesting that the inflammatory process involve the
limbic system and the thalamus. Our data strongly suggest that EHS and MCS
can be objectively characterized and routinely diagnosed by commercially
available simple tests. Both disorders appear to involve inflammation-related
hyper-histaminemia, oxidative stress, autoimmune response, capsulothalamic
hypoperfusion and BBB opening, and a deficit in melatonin metabolic availability;
suggesting a risk of chronic neurodegenerative disease. Finally the common cooccurrence of EHS and MCS strongly suggests a common pathological
mechanism.”150
(z) The best analysis of how EHS can be diagnosed, treated and provided also provides
the most up-to-date and useful safety guidelines. These limits, EUROPAEM 2016,
distinguish people sensitive to EM exposure from the general population and give
separate guidelines for them.
• “Chronic diseases and illnesses associated with non-specific symptoms are on the
rise. In addition to chronic stress in social and work environments, physical and
chemical exposures at home, at work, and during leisure activities are causal or
contributing environmental stressors that deserve attention by the general
practitioner as well as by all other members of the health care community. It
seems necessary now to take "new exposures" like electromagnetic fields (EMF)
into account. Physicians are increasingly confronted with health problems from
unidentified causes. Studies, empirical observations, and patient reports clearly
indicate interactions between EMF exposure and health problems. Individual
susceptibility and environmental factors are frequently neglected. New wireless
technologies and applications have been introduced without any certainty about
their health effects, raising new challenges for medicine and society. For instance,
the issue of so-called non-thermal effects and potential long-term effects of lowdose exposure were scarcely investigated prior to the introduction of these
technologies. Common electromagnetic field or EMF sources: Radio-frequency
Belpomme D, Campagnac C, Irigaray P (2015) “Reliable disease biomarkers
characterizing and identifying electrohypersensitivity and multiple chemical sensitivity as
two etiopathogenic aspects of a unique pathological disorder” Rev Environ Health. 30(4):
251-271; PMID: 26613326. [6]
150
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radiation (RF) (3 MHz to 300 GHz) is emitted from radio and TV broadcast
antennas, Wi-Fi access points, routers, and clients (e.g. smartphones, tablets),
cordless and mobile phones including their base stations, and Bluetooth devices.
Extremely low frequency electric (ELF EF) and magnetic fields (ELF MF) (3 Hz to 3
kHz) are emitted from electrical wiring, lamps, and appliances. Very low
frequency electric (VLF EF) and magnetic fields (VLF MF) (3 kHz to 3 MHz) are
emitted, due to harmonic voltage and current distortions, from electrical wiring,
lamps (e.g. compact fluorescent lamps), and electronic devices. On the one hand,
there is strong evidence that long-term exposure to certain EMFs is a risk factor
for diseases such as certain cancers, Alzheimer's disease, and male infertility. On
the other hand, the emerging electromagnetic hypersensitivity (EHS) is more and
more recognized by health authorities, disability administrators and case workers,
politicians, as well as courts of law. We recommend treating EHS clinically as part
of the group of chronic multisystem illnesses (CMI), but still recognizing that the
underlying cause remains the environment. In the beginning, EHS symptoms
occur only occasionally, but over time they may increase in frequency and
severity. Common EHS symptoms include headaches, concentration difficulties,
sleep problems, depression, a lack of energy, fatigue, and flu-like symptoms. A
comprehensive medical history, which should include all symptoms and their
occurrences in spatial and temporal terms and in the context of EMF exposures, is
the key to making the diagnosis. TheEMF exposure is usually assessed
by EMF measurements at home and at work. Certain types of EMF exposure can
be assessed by asking about common EMF sources. It is very important to take
the individual susceptibility into account. The primary method of treatment should
mainly focus on the prevention or reduction of EMF exposure, that is, reducing or
eliminating all sources of high EMF exposure at home and at the workplace. The
reduction of EMF exposure should also be extended to public spaces such as
schools, hospitals, public transport, and libraries to enable persons with EHS an
unhindered use (accessibility measure). If a detrimental EMF exposure is reduced
sufficiently, the body has a chance to recover and EHS symptoms will be reduced
or even disappear. Many examples have shown that such measures can prove
effective. To increase the effectiveness of the treatment, the broad range of other
environmental factors that contribute to the total body burden should also be
addressed. Anything that supports homeostasis will increase a person's resilience
against disease and thus against the adverse effects of EMF exposure. There is
increasing evidence that EMF exposure has a major impact on the oxidative and
nitrosative regulation capacity in affected individuals. This concept also may
explain why the level of susceptibility to EMF can change and why the range of
symptoms reported in the context of EMF exposures is so large. Based on our
current understanding, a treatment approach that minimizes the adverse effects
of peroxynitrite - as has been increasingly used in the treatment of
multisystem illnesses - works best. This EMF Guideline gives an overview of the
current knowledge regarding EMF-related health risks and provides
recommendations for the diagnosis, treatment and accessibility measures of EHS
to improve and restore individual health outcomes as well as for the development
of strategies for prevention.”151
(aa) In 2005 the WHO issued a ‘Backgrounder 296’ on EHS.152 This recognised the
physical symptoms but then confused the condition with Electrophobia. The latter
condition of Electrophobia was recognised in the 1980s. It is psychological and is a
Belyaev I, Dean A, Eger H, Hubmann G, Jandrisovits R, Kern M, Kundi M, Moshammer
H, Lercher P, Müller K, Oberfeld G, Ohnsorge P, Pelzmann P, Scheingraber C, Thill R
(2016) “EUROPAEM EMF Guideline 2016 for the prevention, diagnosis and treatment of
EMF-related health problems and illnesses” Rev Environ Health. 31(2)PMID: 27454111;
pdf. [2]
152
WHO: Backgrounder 296 (2005).
151
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Nocebo effect, where the subject becomes afraid of the causes of his/her fear through
prior conditioning. Such a condition cannot apply, of course, to unaware adults, young
children and animals, all of which can suffer real EHS and ES. There is no convincing or
consistent proof that people with real physical EHS and ES also have Electrophobia, and
the centres which diagnose real EHS reckon that only about 1% of people with EHS also
have Electrophobia. It therefore seems that the WHO’s decision in 2004 to rename EHS
as IEI-EMF (Idiopathic Environmental Intolerance attributed to EMF) fitted well with
those supporters of the wireless industry and a few governments who wanted to pretend
that real EHS no longer existed. As shown above, many studies invalidate this
hypothesis by the WHO. In fact few or no provocation studies such as those backed by
the wireless industry and government at King’s College Department of Psychiatry and
Essex University screen subjects before testing for whether they have real EHS, and
therefore few or none have addressed the question of whether people with real EHS
have experienced the prior conditioning necessary to make them electrophobic. A study
of 2015 found that most adults who become EHS are unaware of the condition of EHS
and do not have any fears of EM exposure, making it impossible for them to be
electrophonic before suffering real EHS. How to screen subjects for being EHS or
Electrophobic before provocation tests and how to conduct provocation tests remain
problematic at present, although the international centres which now diagnose many
hundreds of people with real physical EHS have developed a battery of objective markers
for this and similar multi-systemic conditions (see above for validated diagnostic tests).
• “Idiopathic Environmental Intolerance attributed to Electromagnetic Fields (IEIEMF) is a condition in which symptoms are attributed to electromagnetic field
(EMF) exposure. As electro-hypersensitive (EHS) people have repeatedly been
observed, during provocation trials, to report symptoms following perceived
rather than actual exposure, the hypothesis has been put forward that IEI-EMF
originates from psychological mechanisms, especially nocebo responses … Forty
self-diagnosed EHS people were interviewed. A typified model of their attribution
process was then elaborated, inductively, from their narratives. This model is
linear and composed of seven stages: (1) onset of symptoms; (2) failure to find a
solution; (3) discovery of EHS; (4) gathering of information about EHS; (5)
implicit appearance of conviction; (6) experimentation; (7) conscious acceptance
of conviction. Overall, symptoms appear before subjects start questioning effects
of EMF on their health, which is not consistent with the hypothesis that IEI-EMF
originates from nocebo responses to perceived EMF exposure.” 153
• “In 1970, a report from the former Soviet Union described the "microwave
syndrome" among military personnel, working with radio and radar equipment,
who showed symptoms that included fatigue, dizziness, headaches, problems
with concentration and memory, and sleep disturbances. Similar symptoms were
found in the 1980s among Swedes working in front of cathode ray tube monitors,
with symptoms such as flushing, burning, and tingling of the skin, especially on
the face, but also headaches, dizziness, tiredness, and photosensitivity … Most
people are unaware of this type of exposure, which has no smell, color, or
visibility … In population-based surveys, the prevalence of EHS has ranged from
1.5% in Sweden to 13.3% in Taiwan. Provocation studies on EMF have yielded
different results, ranging from where people with EHS cannot discriminate
between an active RF signal and placebo, to objectively observed changes
following exposure in reactions of the pupil, changes in heart rhythm, damage to
erythrocytes, and disturbed glucose metabolism in the brain … Austria is the only
country with a written suggestion to guidelines on the diagnosis and treatment of
EMF-related health problems … It seems necessary to give an International
Classification of Diseases to EHS to get it accepted as EMF-related health
problems. The increasing exposure to RF-EMF in schools is of great concern and
Dieudonné M (2015) “Does electromagnetic hypersensitivity originate from nocebo
responses? Indications from a qualitative study” Bioelectromagnetics. doi:
10.1002/bem.21937; PMID: 26369906. [13]
153
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needs better attention. Longer-term health effects are unknown. Parents,
teachers, and school boards have the responsibility to protect children from
unnecessary exposure.”154
(ab) Reviews of the status of research into EHS show how rapidly progress has been
made in the last few decades in western countries. Western scientists are noe beginning
to catch up with Russian and Polish scientists in the 1960s and early 1970s, some 60
years ago. Even these two reviews, published three years apart in 2012 and 2015, show
how rapidly EHS is finally being recognised in the west as a real physiological condition.
• “Some scientists and clinicians acknowledge the phenomenon of hypersensitivity
to EMR resulting from common exposures such as wireless systems and electrical
devices in the home or workplace; others suggest that electromagnetic
hypersensitivity (EHS) is psychosomatic or fictitious … As well as an assortment
of physiological complaints, patients diagnosed with EHS also report profound
social and personal challenges, impairing their ability to function normally in
society.”155
• “It is well known that weak EMF could cause all sorts of dramatic non-thermal
effects in body cells, tissues and organs … on May 31, 2011--International Agency
for Research on Cancer (IARC)--Agenda of World Health Organization (WHO) has
classified radio EM fields, to a category 2B as potentially carcinogenic.
Electromagnetic fields can be dangerous not only because of the risk of cancer,
but also other health problems, including electromagnetic hypersensitivity (EHS).
Electromagnetic hypersensitivity (EHS) is a phenomenon characterized by the
appearance of symptoms after exposure of people to EM fields, generated by EHS
is characterized as a syndrome with a broad spectrum of non-specific multiple
organ symptoms including both acute and chronic inflammatory processes located
mainly in the skin and nervous systems, as well as in respiratory, cardiovascular
systems, and musculoskeletal system … The symptoms may be associated with a
single source of EMF or be derived from a combination of many sources … The
phenomenon of electromagnetic hypersensitivity in the form of dermatological
disease is associated with mastocytosis. The biopsies taken from skin lesions of
patients with EHS indicated on infiltration of the skin layers of the epidermis with
mastocytes and their degranulation, as well as on release anaphylactic reaction
mediators such as histamine, chymase and tryptase. The number of people
suffering from EHS in the world is growing describing themselves as severely
dysfunctional, showing multi organ non-specific symptoms upon exposure to low
doses of electromagnetic radiation, often associated with hypersensitivity to many
chemical agents (Multiple Chemical Sensitivity-MCS) and/or other environmental
intolerances (Sensitivity Related Illness-SRI) … In the most cases, no pathological
objective signs are present apart from skin manifestations (European Commission
(1997) “Possible Health Implications … “ Sweden) … Italian researchers tested a
panel of 12 blood parameters associated with the oxido-reductive potentials and
polymorphisms of genes of selected toxins, metabolizing enzymes e.g.
glutathione peroxidase/transferase or erythrocyte catalase. They were the first to
describe and publish in 2014 existence of pro-oxidant/pro-inflammatory metabolic
changes in EHS with co-existing increase in plasma coenzyme Q10 … Researchers
have also identified significantly altered distribution-versus-control of the
polymorphism of P450 cytochrome (CYP2C19*1/*2 SNP) variants in EHS, and a
9.7-fold increased risk of EHS developing for the haplotype (null)GSTT1 +
(null)GSTM1 variants. Altogether, results on MCS and EHS strengthen the
proposal to adopt this blood metabolic/genetic biomarkers’ panel as suitable
diagnostic tool for Sensitivity Related Illness (SRI) (De Luca C et al., 2014) …
Hedendahl L, Carlberg M, Hardell L (2015) “Electromagnetic hypersensitivity - an
increasing challenge to the medical profession” Rev Environ Health. PMID: 26372109.
155
Genuis SJ, Lipp CT (2012) “Electromagnetic hypersensitivity: fact or fiction?” Sci Total
Environ. 414: 103-112; Review. PMID: 22153604. [60]
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Among the 22 patients with dominant skin changes, 19 patients, also claimed
symptoms from gastrointestinal tract. All of them had elevated levels of total IgE,
as well as other biological markers … The number of people suffering from EHS in
the world is growing describing themselves as severely dysfunctional, showing
multi organ non-specific symptoms upon exposure to low doses of
electromagnetic radiation, often associated with hypersensitivity to many
chemical agents (Multiple Chemical Sensitivity-MCS) and/or other environmental
intolerances (Sensitivity Related Illness-SRI) … this phenomenon occurs in
Sweden in 1.5% [39], in Switzerland in 5%, in California in 3.2%, in Austria in
3.5%, and in 4% of the United Kingdom population. Surprisingly, high values
were obtained in Taiwan (13.3% of the population). The presented data suggest
that ethnicity may play role of a risk factor for EHS occurrence … big differences
in the sensitivity to EMFs occurred between the individuals. Sensitivity varies in
the range 1:100. This means, that individuals can respond to the varying
intensity of EMF between 1 to 100-fold.”156
(ac) Over the last decade a growing number of studies has concerned the socioeconomic consequences for people with the functional impairment of EHS and ES.
• "In summary, it is evident from our preliminary data that various alterations are
present in the electrohypersensitive person' skin. In view of recent
epidemiological studies, pointing to a correlation between long-term exposure
from power-frequent magnetic fields or microwaves and cancer, our data ought to
be taken seriously and further analysed."157
• “In Sweden, electrohypersensitivity (EHS) is an officially fully recognized
functional impairment (i.e., it is not regarded as a disease). Survey studies show
that somewhere between 230,000 – 290,000 Swedish men and women – out of a
population of 9,000,000 – report a variety of symptoms when being in contact
with electromagnetic field (EMF) sources. … One aim of our studies has been to
investigate possible alterations, in the cellular and neuronal systems of these
persons' skin. In summary, it is evident from our preliminary data that various
alterations are present in the electrohypersensitive persons' skin that are not
indicated in the skin of normal healthy volunteers.” 158
• “In Sweden, electrohypersensitivity is recognized as
a functional impairment which implies only the environment as the culprit. The
Swedish view provides persons with this impairment a maximal legal protection,
it gives them the right to get accessibility measures for free, as well as
governmental subsidies and municipality economic support, and to provide them
with special Ombudsmen (at the municipality, the EU, and the UN level,
respectively), the right and economic means to form disability organizations and
allow these to be part of national and international counterparts, all with the
simple and single aim to allow persons with
the functional impairment electrohypersensitivity to live an equal life in a society
based on equality. They are not seen as patients, they do not have an overriding
medical diagnosis, but the 'patient' is only the inferior and potentially
toxic environment. This does not mean that a subjective symptom of a
functionally impaired can not be treated by a physician, as well as get sick-leave
from their workplace as well as economic compensation, and already in the year
2000 such symptoms were identified in the Internal Code of Diagnoses, version
Kaszuba-Zwolińska J, Gremba J, Gałdzińska-Calik B, Wójcik-Piotrowicz K, Thor PJ
(2015) “Electromagnetic field induced biological effects in humans” Przegl Lek. 72(11):
636-641. Review. PMID: 27012122; pdf. [72]
157
Johansson O (2006) “Electrohypersensitivity: state-of-the-art of a functional
impairment” Electromagn Biol Med. 25(4): 245-258; PMID: 17178584
158
Johansson O (2010) “Aspects of studies on the functional impairment
electrohypersensitivity” IOP Conf. Ser.: Earth Environ. Sci. 10(1): 012005;
doi:10.1088/1755-1315/10/1/012005.
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10 (ICD-10; R68.8/now W90), and have been since. But the underlying cause still
remains only the environment.”159
“Most participants were unemployed (66%) despite the fact that many had
college degrees. Some participants worked full time outside the home (12%),
part time outside the home (6%), full time from home (4%), or part time from
home (11%). Participants’ marital status was mostly married (42%) or single
(30%) … Over one-third of participants (35%) reported having lived in unusual
circumstances at some point in their lives, and 8% reported currently living in
unusual circumstances (for example, trailers, cars, and porches). Over one-fifth
(22%) stated that they had been homeless at some point in their lives, and 4%
were currently homeless. … The lack of accessible medical care for this population
can be addressed through two pathways. First, health care providers in training
need to receive appropriate training regarding chemical and electrical
sensitivities. Medical providers have traditionally ignored exposure to toxic
substances and electromagnetic radiation as causal in illness, and they preferred
to focus on genetic factors. Second, providers’ offices need to be accessible to
persons with these disabilities. … Individuals with EHS may be unable to be in
proximity to fluorescent lighting, diagnostic machines, and some computers.
Seeing these persons in a room with less technology, or meeting outdoors – or
even in their homes – may be necessary accommodations for health care
providers to make. … understanding and providing services for both chemical and
electrical hypersensitivity demands that we rethink our uncritical acceptance of all
technology as “good” and be open to critical analysis of the health effects of such
technology.”160

Johansson O (2015) “Electrohypersensitivity: a functional impairment due to
an inaccessible environment” Rev Environ Health. 30(4):311-321; PMID: 26613327.
[61]
160
Gibson PR, Kovach S, Lupfer A (2015) “Unmet health care needs for persons with
environmental sensitivity” J Multidiscip Healthc. 8: 59-66; PMID: 25670904.
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1.
Electrosensitivity
(b) Electrosensitivity: specific symptoms
The previous section dealth with general studies primarily on EHS and some on ES. This
section aims to focus on general ES symptoms. Although ES symptoms are often called
‘unspecific’, some of the literature regards them as specific, since in terms of the
conditions of EHS and ES the symptoms are specific in relation to the conditions.
(a) The first description from 1932 listed 6 general symptoms, still applicable today. By
1948 there were 8 symptoms being listed, with most key symptoms the same.
• “The symptoms of people working close to a short-wave radio station / mast
were: first tiredness in day time and restless sleep in night time. Thereafter a
feeling of "pull/pressure" on forehead and on top of head, developing to
headaches, even intolerable ones. Eventually, depression and unnormal
excitability/nervousness. [trans.]” 161
• “People subjected to the systematic influence of a UHF field complained of
somnolence, headaches, fatigability and irascibility.”162
• “Many of them complained of headache, fatiguability, disturbed sleep, irritability,
forgetfulness, and inability to concentrate. Paresthesia in the distal divisions of
the arms and legs was reported in 12 cases and a loss of weight in another
12.”163
• “examined 73 specialists who had worked with microwave generators for one
month to 9 years, and reported complaints of headache (in ~3 cases), rapid tiring
(39), and uneasy sleep (35).”164
• 35 electricians working on electro transmission lines [Stroynova and Belyaeva,
1958] in the EF (220 kV) “noticed feelings of heightened excitability and
listlessness, chilliness, occasional pains in the skin, stirring of the hair and
perspiration. … EF thus can cause slight disorders in relation to the vegetative
and central nervous system. … The subject's ability to work … was reduced after
being in the EF by 25-30%. … In later studies [Sazonova, 1964, a, b] it was
shown that persons working in strong EF of industrial frequency complained of
listlessness, rapid fatigue,drowsiness, headaches, etc.” (p.52).
“an examination of 200 workers in substations with a variable current whose
intensity was 220, 330 and 500 kV showed that they most often complain of
fatigue, drowsiness, and headache. The primary form of neuro-dynamic
Schliephake E (1932) “Arbeitsgebiete auf dem Kurzwellengebiet” [“Fields of the
Short-wave region”] Deutsche Medizinische Wochenschrift.32,S: 1235-1240. German.
162
Likhterman BV, Borodina MA, Linchenko VM, Orlov MM (1936) “Terapevticheskom
primenenil korotkikh voln” [“On the Therapeutic Application of Short Waves”]
Sevastopol: Kholodov YuA (1966) “The Effect of Electromagnetic and Magnetic Fields on
the Central Nervous System” [Vliyaniye elektromagnitnykh i magnitnykh poley na
tsentral'nuyu nervnuyu sistemu] Academy of Sciences, USSR, Institute of Higher,
Nervous Activity and Neurophysiology.Izdatel'stvo "Nauka." Moscow, 1966. Trans.
National Aeronautics and Space Administration: NASA TT F-465; The Clearinghouse for
Federal Scientific and Technical Information, Springfield, Virginia 22151; NASA TT F-465;
pdf.
163
Kevork'yan AA (1948) Gig. i san. 4: 26; Petrov IR, 1970. NASA TT-F-708, 1972, pdf,
p.126. [52]
164
Klimkova-Deutschova E (1957) “Strahlungseinfluss auf das Nerven system” (The
effect of radiation on the nervous system) Arch. Gewerbepathol. u. Gewerbehyg. 16: 7285;
Klimkova-Deutschova E (1963) Arch. Gewerbepathol. u. Gewerbehyg.20: 1. Petrov IR,
1970. NASA TT-F-708, 1972, pdf, p.128. [52]
161
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disturbances was vegetative disfunction. Tachycardia and a tendency toward
arterial hypertension were often noted. The hemoglobin content in the blood
increased, and the ROE was accelerated [Revnova et al., 1968] (p.53).“It has
been shown that the biological effect of EMF is unusual and does not fit within the
bounds of ordinary concepts about the thermal mechanismof the effect or of the
response of living tissue to electric stimulation [Solov'yev, 1962]” (p.58). 165
“It has long been recognised that electromagnetic fields impose a health hazard
... these fields might also elicit certain functional or so-called ‘specific’ responses,
especially in the nervous system, at fields intensities less that 10-15 mW/cm2,
which do not cause heating. ... As early as 1933, certain Soviet scientists had
already recognized that electromagnetic fields affected the human nervous
system.”166

(b) In 1972 Glaser published in the USA, for the Naval Medical Research Institute at
Bethesda, a bibliography of biological effects from microwave and rf radiation. This
provided a comprehensive lists of symptoms.
• “More than 2300 relerences on the biological responses to radio frequency and
microwave radiation, published up to April 1972, are included in this bibliography
of the world literature.”167
As listed below:
Reported Biological Phenomena (‘Effects’) and Some Clinical Manifestations Attributed
to Microwave and Radio-Frequency Radiation(p.7-11)
A.Heating of Organs (Applications: Diathermy, Electrosurgery, Electrocoagulation,
Electrodesiccation, Electrotomy)
1
Whole Body (temperature regulation defects), Hyperpyrexia
2
Skin
3
Bone and Bone Marrow
4
(a) Lens of Eye (cataractous lesions - due to the avascular nature of the lens
whichprevents adequate heat dissipation.)
(b) Corneal damage also possible at extremely high frequencies.
5
5. Genitalia (tubular degeneration of testicles)
6
Brain
7
Sinuses
8
Metal Implants (burns near hip pins, etc.)
The effects are generally reversible except for 4a.
B.Changes in Physiologic Function
1
Striated Muscle Contraction
2
Alteration of Diameter of Blood Vessels (increased vascular elasticity), Dilation
3
Changes in the Oxidative Processes in Tissues and Organs.
4
Liver Enlargement
5
Altered Sensitivity to Drug Stimuli
Novitskiy Yu I, Gordon ZV, Presman AS, Kholodov Yu A (1970) “Radio Frequencies
and Microwaves, Magnetic and Electric Fields” (NASA Technical Translation, NASA TTF1A,021, of: "Radiochastoty i mikrovolny. Magnitnyye i elektricheskiye polya", chapter 1,
vol. 2, part 1 of: “Osnovy Kosmicheskoy Biologii i Meditsin” (Foundations of Space
Biology and Medicine),Moscow, Academy of Sciences USSR (1970) 288 pages. [53]
166
Dodge CH (1971) “Clinical and hygienic aspects of exposure to electromagnetic fields”
In “Biological Effects and Health Implications of Microwave Radiation” Symposium
Proceedings, Richmond, Virginia, September 17-19 1969 (BRH/DBE 70-2) Washington,
D.C., Library of Congress, 140-149; pdf. [55]
167
Glaser ZR (1972) Bibliography of Reported Biological Phenomena (‘Effects’) and
Clinical Manifestations attributed to Microwave and Radio-Frequency Radiation (Naval
Medical Research Institute, Bethesda, Maryland 20014, USA: Report No.2, Revised [1st
ed., 1971], AD750271) 103 pages. 2,311 references. [54]
165
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6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Decreased Spermatogenesis (decreased fertility, to sterility)
Altered Sex Ratio of Blrths (more girls!)
Altered Menstrual Activity
Altered Fetal Development
Decreased Lactation in Nursing Mothers
Reduction in Diuresis (Ca+ excretion, via urine output)
Altered Renal function (decreased filtration in tubules)
Changes in Conditioned Reflexes
Decreased Electrical Resistance of Skin
Changes in the Structure of Skin Receptors of the (a) Digestive, and (b)
Blood-Carrying Systems
16 Altered Blood Flow Rate
17 Alterations In the Biocurrents (EEG?) of the Cerebral Cortex (in animals)
18 Changes In the Rate of Clearance of Tagged Ions from Tissue
19 Reversible Structural Changes In the Cerebral Cortex and theDiencephalon
20 Electrocardiographic (EKG) Changes
21 Alterations In Sensitivity to Light, Sound, and Olfactory Stimuli
22 Functional (a) and Pathological (b) Changes in the Eyes:
(a) decrease in size of blind spot, altered color recognition, changes in
intraocular pressure, lacrimation, trembling of eyelids; (b) less opacity and
coagulation, altered tissue respiration, and altered reduction-oxidation
processes
23 Myocardial Necrosis
24 Hemorrhage in Lungs, Liver, Gut, and Brain
)
) At Fatal Levels of
25 Generalized Degeneration of all Body Tissue
Radiation
26 Loss of Anatomical Parts
27 Death
28 Dehydration
29 Altered Rate of Calcification of Certain Tissue
C.Central Nervous System Effects
1
Headaches
2
Insomnia
3
Restlessness (Awake and During Sleep)
4
Electroencephalographic (EEG) Changes
5
Cranial Nerve Disorders
6
Pyramidal Tract Lesions
7
Conditioned Reflex Disorders
8
Vagomimetic Action of the Heart; Sympaticomimetic Action
9
Seizures, Convulsions
D.Autonomic Nervous System Effects
1
Neuro-vegetative Disorders (e.g., alteration of heart rhythm)
2
Fatigue
3
Structural Alterations in the Synapses of the Vague Nerve
4
Stimulation of Parasympathetic Nervous System (Bradycardia), and lnhibition
of the Sympathetic Nervous System
E.Peripheral Nervous System Effects
Effects on Locomotor Nerves
F. Psychological Disorders ("Human Behavioral Studies") - the so-called
"Psychophysiologic (and Psychosomatic) Responses"
1
Neurasthenia - (general "bad" feeling)
2
Depression
3
Impotence
4
Anxiety
5
Lack of Concentration
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6
Hypochondria
7
Dizziness
8
Hallucinations
9
Sleepiness
10 Insomnia
11 Increased Irritability
12 Decreased Appetite
13 Loss of Memory
14 Scalp Sensations
15 Increased Fatigability
16 Chest Pain
17 Tremor of the Hands
G.Behavioral Changes (Animal Studies)
Reflexive, Operant, Avoidance, and Discrinination Behaviors
H.Blood Disorders
Changes in:
1
Blood and Bone Marrow
2
Phagocytic (polymorphs) and Bactericidal Functions
3
Hemolysis Rate (increase), (a shortened lifespan of cells)
4
Sedimentation Rate (increase)
5
Number of Erythrocytes (decrease)
6
Blood Glucose Concentration (increase)
7
Blood Histamine Content
8
Cholesterol and Lipids
9
Gamma (also α and β) Globulin, and Total Protein Concentration
10 Number of Eosinophils
11 Albumin/Globulin Ratio (decrease)
12 Hemopoiesis (rate of formation of blood corpuscles)
13 Leukopenia (increase in number of white cells), and Leukocytosis
14 Reticulocytosis
I.Vascular Disorders
1
Thrombosis
2
Hypertension
J.Enzyme and Other Biochemical Changes
Changes in activitiy of:
1
Cholinesterase
2
Phosphatase
3
Transaminase
4
Amylase
5
Carboxydismutase
6
Protein Denaturation
7
Toxin, Fungus, and Virus Inactivation (at high radiation dose levels),
Bacteriostatic Effect
8
Tissue Cultures Killed
9
Alteration in Rate of Cell Division
10 Increased Concentration of RNA in Lymphocytes, and Decreased
Concentration in Brain, Liver, and Spleen
11 Changes in Pyruvic Acid, Lactic Acid, and Creatinine Excretions
12 Change in Concentration of Glycogen in Liver (Hyperglycemia)
13 Alteration in Concentration of 17- Ketosteroids in Urine
K.Metabolic Disorders
1
Glycosuria (sugar in urine; related with blood sugar?)
2
Increase in Urinary Phenol (derivatives? DOPA?)
3
Alteration of rate of Metabolic Enzymatic Processes
4
Altered Carbohydrate Metabolism
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L.Gastro-Intestinal Disorders
1
Anorexia (loss of appetite)
2
Epigastric Pain
3
Constipation
4
Altered Secretion of Stomach ‘Digestive Juices’
M.Endocrine Gland Changes
1
Altered Pituitary Function
2
Hyperthyroidism
3
Thyroid Enlargement
4
Increased Uptake of Radioactive Iodine by Thyroid Gland
5
Altered Adrenal Cortex Activity
6
Decreased Corticosteroids in Blood
7
Decreased Glucocorticoidal Activity
8
Hypogonadism (usually decreased testosterone production)
N. Histological Changes
1
Changes in Tubular Epithelium of Testicles
2
Cross Changes
O.Genetic and Chromosomal Changes
1
Chromosome Aberrations (e.g., linear shortening, pseudochiasm, diploid
structures, amitotic division, bridging, "sticky" chromosomes, irregularities in
chromosomal envelope)
2
Mutations
3
Mongolism
4
Somatic Alterations (changes in cell not involving nucleus orchromosomes,
cellular transformation)
5
Neoplastic Diseases (e.g*, tumors)
P. Pearl Chain Effect (Intracellular orientation of subcellular particles, and orientation
of cellular and other (non-biologic) particles)
Also, orientation of animals, birds, and fish in electromagneticfields
Q. Miscellaneous Effects
1
Sparking between dental fillings
2
Peculiar metallic taste in mouth
3
Changes in Optical Activity of Colloidal Solutions
4
Treatment for Syphilis, Poliomyelitis, Skin Diseases
5
Loss of Hair
6
Brittleness of Hair
7
Sensations of Buzzing Vibrations, Pulsations, and Tickling Aboutthe Head and
Ears
8
Copious Perspiration, Salivation, and Protrusion of Tongue
9
Changes in the Operation of Implanted Cardiac Pacemakers
10 Changes in Circadian Rhythms
(c) Soon western scientists also were researching the risks of the specific symptoms of
EHS from a variety of sources of EM exposure including mobile phones.
• “functional disturbances have been reported in the nervous, circulatory and
gastro-intestinal systems of Russian workers in high-voltage substations and in
experimental studies on volunteers. Subjective complaints included fatigue,
headache, dizziness, impaired memory, nausea, loss of strength in the limbs,
respiratory difficulties, increased nervousness, sleep disturbances, and reduced
libido. Effects that were recorded objectively were changes in the number of
blood cells, reduced systolic blood pressure, sinus arrhythmia and sinus
tachycardia in electrocardiograms (ECGs), and desynchronized alpha activity and
focal activations in electroencephalograms (EEGs). Impaired performance was
also reported for vigilance and reaction time tests … These results from
substation workers were supported in a Spanish study on nine workers who
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suffered headache, dizziness, fatigue and nausea after they had begun work in a
400 kV substation.”168
“Figure 3: In Vivo effects of EMR: in Humans: hyperthermia, cataracts and
lenticular opacities, auditory nerve effects*, neurological effects*, fatigability*,
headache*, sleepiness*, irritability*, loss of appetite*, memory difficulties*,
cardiovascular effects, heart enlargement, EEG changes, increased thyroid
activity, alterations in serum proteins, decrease in olfactory sensation*, hair
loss*, disruption of sexual potency, unstable mood*, hypochondriasis*, anxiety*,
respiratory changes, histamine elevations in serum, reduction in auditory
sensitivity*; in Experimental Animals: mutations*, hemocancentration,
hemodilution, pupillary dilation, hyperthermia, burns, vascular hypertension,
haemorrhage, testicular effects, chromosomal abberations, neurological (CNS)
effects*.
Figure 4: In Vitro effects: mitotic arrest (cell cultures), resonance absorption in
methyl palmitate*, pearl chain formation (blood cells and bacteria), neuronal
interactions, enzyme inactivation, orientational effects in microorganisms,
bactericidal effects, alteration of plant growth, chromosonal aberations, dielectric
dispersion of cells and biomolecules, plant tumor growth arrest, excitation of frog
muscle and heart preparations. (*Possible non-thermal effects, unconfirmed by
United States scientists)”169
Graham described the results of incidents of overexposure to radar (1-10 GHz) in
58 United States Air Force personnel. 26 felt a warming sensation and all
reported headache, nausea, fatigue, malaise, and palpitations. Detailed medical
evaluation was carried out including neurological and opthalmological
examinations, and serum enzymes and blood counts. No significant abnormalities
were detected. Some high level exposures (> 500 mW/cm2) (1 mW/cm2 = 10
W/m2) resulted in severe anxiety necessitating short term sedation and
admission to hospital.170
"The case is supportive of a neurological basis for some cases of dysaesthesiae
associated with mobile phone use."171

(d) Some of the best evidence on the risk of specific symptoms in the general population
associated with mobile phone and similar exposure came from surveys around mobile
phone masts, power-lines, MRI machines, or similar sources of EM exposure.
• "Comparisons of complaints frequencies in relation with distance from base
station and sex, show significant (p < 0.05) increase as compared to people living
> 300 m or not exposed to base station, till 300m for tiredness, 200m for
headache, sleep disturbance, discomfort, etc. 100m for irritability, depression,
loss of memory, dizziness, libido decrease, etc. Women significantly more often
than men (p < 0.05) complained of headache, nausea, loss of appetite, sleep
disturbance, depression, discomfort and visual perturbations. This first study on
symptoms experienced by people living in vicinity of base stations shows that, in

Knave B, Gamberale F, Bergström S, Birke E, Iregren A, Kolmodin-Hedman B,
Wennberg A (1979) “Long-term exposure to electric fields. A cross-sectional
epidemiologic investigation of occupationally exposedworkers in highvoltage substations” Scand J Work Environ Health. 5(2): 115-125; PMID: 472682; pdf.
169
Oliva SA (1979) “Protecting Military Personnel and the Public from the Hazards of
Electromagnetic Radiation from Military Communications and Radar Systems” thesis, US
Army Command & General Staff Office, 114 pages; pdf. [57]
170
Graham RB (1985) “The medical results of human exposure to radiofrequency
radiation” in: “The impact of proposed radiofrequency radiation standards on military
operations” Neuilly-sur-Seine, France: Advisory Group for Aerospace Research and
Development (AGARD); 6-1-6-8, (Lecture Series No 138).
171
Hocking B, Westerman R (2002) “Neurological changes induced by a mobile phone”
Occup Med (Lond). 52(7): 413-415; PMID: 12422029.
168
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172

view of radioprotection, minimal distance of people from cellular phone base
stations should not be < 300m"172
“One source of human data is case reports regarding peripheral neurological
effects of RFR, mainly noxious sensations or dysaesthesiae. We conducted a
literature search for case reports and case series associated with mobile phone
technology as well as other RFR sources using specific search terms on PubMed.
We identified 11 original articles detailing case reports or case series and
matching the search criteria … Cases have arisen after exposure to much of the
radiofrequency range. In some cases, symptoms are transitory but lasting in
others. After very high exposures, nerves may be grossly injured. After lower
exposures, which may result in dysaesthesia, ordinary nerve conduction studies
find no abnormality but current perception threshold studies have found
abnormalities. Only a small proportion of similarly exposed people
develop symptoms. … Some of these observations are not consistent with the
prevailing hypothesis that all health effects of RFR arise from thermal
mechanisms … The widespread independent reporting of cases from the UK, USA,
Australia and Brazil is evidence of the reality of the symptoms. The dysaesthesiae
have been reported after exposure to diverse forms of RFR across the spectrum …
In the case of the rigger with symptoms arising from a mobile phone antenna and
the two people with changes after use of mobile phones, the exposure was less
than the current safety standard. This indicates that thermal mechanisms are
unlikely, or that the sensitivity of some people is not accommodated by the
standard. It is noted that only some people exposed to a source develop
dysaesthesia.”173
"Significant increase (p < 0.05) in relation with age of subjects (elder subjects
are more sensitive) and also, that the facing location is the worst position for
some symptoms studied, especially for distances till 100 m from base stations.
No significant difference is observed in the frequency of symptoms related to the
duration of exposure (from < 1 year to > 5 years), excepted for irritability
significantly increased after > 5 years. Other electromagnetic factors (electrical
transformers, radio-television transmitters,...) have effects on the frequency of
some symptoms reported by the subjects" 174
“In a previous epidemiological study, where we studied the prevalence of
subjective symptoms among mobile phone (MP) users, we found as an interesting
side finding that the prevalence of many of the subjective symptoms increased
with increasing calling time and number of calls per day. … The results indicates
that SAR values >0.5 W/kg may be an important factor for the prevalence of
some of the symptoms, especially in combination with long calling times per
day.”175
“We have found a statistically significant relation between UMTS-like fields with a
field strength of 1 V/m and the Well Being. Both group A and group B show
similar effects in the well-being results.”176

Santini R, Santini P, Danze JM, Le Ruz P, Seigne M (2002), [“Investigation on the
health of people living near mobile telephone relay stations: I. Incidence according to
distance and sex”] Pathol. Bio (Paris) 50(6): 369-373; PMID: 12168254
173
Hocking B, Westerman R (2003) “Neurological effects of radiofrequency radiation”
Occup Med (Lond). 53(2): 123-127; PMID: 12637597.
174
Santini R, Santini P, Danze JM, Le Ruz P, Seigne M (2003), [“Symptoms experienced
by people in vicinity of base stations: II/ Incidences of age, duration of exposure,
location of subjects in relation to the antennas and other electromagnetic factors”]
Pathol. Biol.(Paris) 51(7): 412-415; PMID: 12948762
175
Wilén J, Sandström M, Hansson Mild K (2003) “Subjective symptoms among mobile
phone users - a consequence of absorption of radiofrequency fields?”
Bioelectromagnetics. 24(3): 152-159; PMID: 12669297.
176
Zwamborn APM, Vossen SHJA, van Leersum BJAM, Ouwens MA, Mäkel WN (2003)
“Effects of Global Communication system radio-frequency fields on Well Being and
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"The overall mean percentage for these clinical findings in all groups were
headache (22%), sleep disturbance (4%), tension (4%), fatigue (3%) and
dizziness (2%). Based on the results of the present study, we conclude that the
use of mobile phones is a risk factor for health hazards and suggest that long
term or excessive use of mobile phones should be avoided" 177
"The results of the questionnaire survey reveal that people living in the vicinity of
base stations report various complaints mostly of the circulatory system, but also
of sleep disturbances, irritability, depression, blurred vision, concentration
difficulties, nausea, lack of appetite, headache and vertigo. The performed studies
showed the relationship between the incidence of individual symptoms, the level
of exposure, and the distance between a residential area and a base station" 178
"A mean of 2.7 different symptoms were reported. Sleep disorders (58%),
headaches (41%), nervousness or distress (19%), fatigue (18%), and
concentration difficulties (16%) were most common complaints. Complainants
related their symptoms most frequently to exposure to mobile phone base
stations (74%), followed by mobile phones (36%), cordless phones (29%) and
power lines (27%). No distinct symptoms related to a specific field source could
be identified. Eighty-five percent of the people who consulted a public authority
because of their symptoms were unsatisfied with the response, whereas
consultation of self-help groups or building ecologists usually fulfilled
expectations. Two thirds of complainants had taken some action to reduce their
symptoms. The most common measure was to avoid exposure if possible.
Removing or disconnecting indoor sources was judged to be the most effective
action"179
“… some statistical evidences are found that mobile phone may cause headache,
extreme irritation, increase in the carelessness, forgetfulness, decrease of the
reflex and clicking sound in the ears.” 180
“I cited evidence that exposure of men to EMF is associated with fatigue,
headaches, dizziness, impaired memory, nausea, loss of strength in limbs,
respiratory difficulties, sleep disturbances, and reduced libido.” 181
“Distance from antennae was 24-600 m in the rural area and 20-250 m in the
urban area. Average power density was slightly higher in the rural area (0.05
mW/m2) than in the urban area (0.02 mW/m2) … there was a significant relation
of some symptoms to measured power density; this was highest for headaches.
Perceptual speed increased, while accuracy decreased insignificantly with
increasing exposure levels … effects on wellbeing and performance cannot be
ruled out.”182

Cognitive Functions of human subjects with and without subjective complaints” TNO
Physics and Electronics Laboratory, Ongerubriceerd; TNO-report: FEL-03-C148. 1-89.
177
Al-Khlaiwi T, Meo SA (2004) “Association of mobile phone radiation with fatigue,
headache, dizziness, tension and sleep disturbance in Saudi population” Saudi Med J.
25(6): 732-736; PMID: 15195201
178
Bortkiewicz A, Zmyślony M, Szyikowska A, Gadzicka E (2004) [“Subjective symptoms
reported by people living in the vicinity of cellular phone base stations: review”] Med Pr.
55(4): 345-351; PMID: 15620045
179
Röösli M, Moser M, Baldinini Y, Meier M, Braun-Fahrländer C (2004) “Symptoms of illhealth ascribed to electromagnetic field exposure – a questionnaire survey” Int J Hyg
Environ Health. 207(2): 141-150; PMID: 15031956
180
Balikci K, Cem Ozcan I, Turgut-Balik D, Balik HH (2005) “A survey study on some
neurological symptoms and sensations experienced by long term users of mobile
phones” Pathol Biol (Paris). 53(1): 30-34; PMID: 15620607.
181
James WH (2005) “Offspring sex ratios of people exposed to electromagnetic fields” J
Epidemiol Community Health. 59(9): 810; author reply 810-811; PMID: 16100324.
182
Hutter HP, Maschammer H, Wallner P, Kundi M (2006) “Subjective symptoms,
sleeping problems, and cognitive performance in subjects living near mobile phone base
stations” Occup Environ Med. 63(5): 307-313; PMID: 16621850
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"Inhabitants living nearby mobile phone base stations are at risk for developing
neuropsychiatric problems and some changes in the performance of
neurobehavioral functions either by facilitation or inhibition" 183
“30,047 persons from a total of 51,444 who took part in the nationwide survey
also answered questions on how mobile phone base stations affected their health
… A substantial proportion of the German population is concerned about adverse
health effects caused by exposure from mobile phone base stations. The observed
slightly higher prevalence of health complaints near base stations can not
however be fully explained by attributions or concerns.” 184
“Total prevalence of self-reported physical symptoms associated with using
mobile phones and other electrical devices was 0.7%.”185
“We found that eight of the 10 studies reported increased prevalence of adverse
neurobehavioral symptoms or cancer in populations living at distances < 500
meters from base stations. None of the studies reported exposure above accepted
international guidelines, suggesting that current guidelines may be inadequate in
protecting the health of human populations.” 186
“181 men and 319 women from 500 households were examined. Electric field
above 0.8 V/m was recorded in 12% of flats. There was no significant correlation
between electric field strength and the distance of examined flats from the base
stations. To make possible comparison with relevant literature, we analysed also
the frequency of the reported symptoms vs. the distance. Headache was declared
by 57% people, most frequently (36.4%) living 100-150 m away from the base
station compared to people living at longer distances. 24.4% subjects, mostly
living at a distance above 150 m, declared impaired memory. Difference was
statistically significant in comparison with people living at other distances.” 187
“The symptoms most related to exposure were lack of appetite (OR=1.58, 95%
CI 1.23 to 2.03); lack of concentration (OR=1.54, 95% CI 1.25 to 1.89);
irritability (OR=1.51, 95% CI 1.23 to 1.85); and trouble sleeping (OR=1.49, 95%
CI 1.20 to 1.84). … the incidence of most of the symptoms was related to
exposure levels-independently of the demographic variables and some possible
risk factors. Concerns about adverse effects from exposure, despite being
strongly related with sleep disturbances, do not influence the direct association
between exposure and sleep.”188
“The aim of this study was to investigate the association between exposure to
extremely low frequency magnetic fields (ELF MF), or power frequency fields, and
non-specific physical symptoms (NSPS). … The crude odds ratio (OR) for women

Abdel-Rassoul G, El-Fateh OA, Salem MA, Michael A, Farahat F, El-Batanouny M,
Salem E (2007) “Neurobehavioral effects among inhabitants around mobile phone base
stations” Neurotoxicology 28(2): 434-440; PMID: 16962663. [58]
184
Blettner M, Schlehofer B, Breckenkamp J, Kowall B, Schmiedel S, Reis U, Potthoff P,
Schüz J, Berg-Beckhoff G (2009) “Mobile phone base stations and adverse health
effects: phase 1 of a population-based, cross-sectional study in Germany” Occup Environ
Med. 66(2):118-123; PMID: 19017702.
185
Korpinen LH, Pääkkönen RJ (2009) “Self-report of physical symptoms associated with
using mobile phones and other electrical devices” Bioelectromagnetics. 30(6): 431-437;
PMID: 19399784.
186
Khurana VG, Hardell L, Everaert J, Bortkiewicz A, Carlberg M, Ahonen M (2010)
“Epidemiological evidence for a health risk from mobile phone base stations” Int J Occup
Environ Health. 16(3): 263–267; PMID: 20662418
187
Bortkiewicz A, Gadzicka E, Szyjkowska A, Politański P, Mamrot P, Szymczak W,
Zmyślony M (2012) “Subjective complaints of people living near mobile phone base
stations in Poland” Int J Occup Med Environ Health. 25(1): 31-40; PMID: 22219055.
188
Gómez-Perretta C, Navarro EA, Segura J, Portolés M (2013) “Subjective symptoms
related to GSM radiation from mobile phone base stations: a cross-sectional study” BMJ
Open. 3(12): e003836; PMID: 24381254. [70]
183
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was 8.50 (CI 95%: 1.73-46.75), suggesting that for women environmental
exposure to ELF MF is associated with an increased score on NSPS.” 189
“Over the last few years there have been concerns regarding the health effects of
electromagnetic waves (EMW) produced by mobile phone base transmitter
stations (BTS) … 49% respondents experienced sleeping disturbances while
recent episodes of headache or dizziness were reported by 47% and mood
change or anxiety or depression by 41%. About 22% complained about other
physical or mental symptoms.”190
“Most of the symptoms such as nausea, headache, dizziness, irritability,
discomfort, nervousness, depression, sleep disturbance, memory loss and
lowering of libido were statistically significant in the inhabitants living near the
BTS antenna (<300 m distances) compared to those living far from the BTS
antenna (>300 m). Conclusion: It is suggested that cellular phone BTS antenna
should not be sited closer than 300 m to populations to minimize exposure of
neighbors.”191
“In several cases, significant effects on the inhabitants’ health could be proven.
The health of these inhabitants was shown to improve after the removal of the
antennas, and the researchers could identify no other factors that could explain
this health improvement … The results of these examinations and interviews
indicate a connection between adverse health effects and EM radiation from
mobile phone base stations … These results lead us to question the construction
of mobile phone base stations on top of buildings such as condominiums or
houses.”192
“Headaches were reported significantly more often by the people who talked
frequently and long in comparison with other users (63.2% of the subjects), just
like the symptoms of fatigue (45%). Also, the feeling of warmth around the ear
and directly to the auricle was reported significantly more frequently by the
intensive mobile phone users, compared with other mobile phone users (47.3%
vs. 44.6% respectively). Most symptoms appeared during or immediately after a
call and disappeared within 2 h after the call. Continuous headache, persisting for
longer than 6 h since the end of a call, was reported by 26% of the subjects. Our
results show that the mobile phone users may experience subjective symptoms,
the intensity of which depends on the intensity of use of mobile phones.”193
“Soviet bloc countries reported that individuals exposed to microwaves frequently
developed headaches, fatigue, loss of appetite, sleepiness, difficulty in
concentration, poor memory, emotional instability, and labile cardiovascular
function, and established stringent exposure standards.” 194

Bolte JF, Baliatsas C, Eikelboom T, van Kamp I (2014) “Everyday exposure to power
frequency magnetic fields and associations with non-specific physical symptoms” Environ
Pollut. 196C: 224-229; PMID: 25463717.
190
Islam SMS (2014) “Awareness and Self-Reported Health Hazards of Electromagnetic
Waves from Mobile Phone Towers in Dhaka, Bangladesh: A Pilot Study” Advances Pub
Health. 2014: Article ID 952832, 7 pages; http://dx.doi.org/10.1155/2014/952832. [71]
191
Shahbazi-Gahrouei D, Karbalae M, Moradi HA, Baradaran-Ghahfarokhi M (2014)
“Health effects of living near mobile phone base transceiver station (BTS) antennae: a
report from Isfahan, Iran” Electromagn Biol Med. 33(3): 206-210;PMID: 23781985.
192
Shinjyo T, Shinjyo A (2014) [Signifikanter Rückgang klinischer Symptome nach
Senderabbau – eine Interventionsstudie] “Significant Decrease of Clinical Symptoms
after Mobile Phone Base Station Removal – An Intervention Study” Umwelt-MedizinGesellschaft. 27(4): S.294-301; copy.
193
Szyjkowska A, Gadzicka E, Szymczak W, Bortkiewicz A (2014) “The risk of subjective
symptoms in mobile phone users in Poland--an epidemiological study” Int J Occup Med
Environ Health. 27(2): 293-303; PMID: 24692074.
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Carpenter DO (2015) “The microwave syndrome or electro-hypersensitivity: historical
background” Rev Environ Health. PMID: 26556835.
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“The damaging effects of MW radiation on the brain include brain dysfunction and
brain structural damage. An epidemiological survey found that MW radiation
caused human fatigue, headache, excitement, dreams, memory loss and other
symptoms of neurasthenia. In addition, there were impaired learning and
memory abilities in rats after MW radiation.”195
“The study concluded that exposure to electromagnetic radiation from mobile
phone base stations and other electronic devices was associated with psychiatric
symptoms, independently of gender, schooling, and smoking status. The adoption
of precautionary measures to reduce such exposure is recommended.” 196
“The main symptoms were: unusual drowsiness/tiredness (88%), concentration
problems (82%), headaches (76%), sleep disorders (47%), nausea (47%),
illusion of movement (47%) and dizziness/vertigo (35%); the former two were
subjectively related to MRI by the majority of the operators. These symptoms
appeared (or worsened) in more than 15 min and, in the vast majority
disappeared 30 min, or more, after the end of exposure. In 13 subjects (81%),
the symptom (or some symptoms) appeared at least weekly. In this small group
of health care workers recently exposed to MRI, the prevalence of subjective
symptoms was higher than reported in other similar studies but, notably, the
majority of subjects (77%) reported a regression within 4-8 weeks, suggesting
some form of adaptation.”197

(e) Many GPs judge EHS and ES symptoms as plausibly caused by EM exposure.
• "An overview of the most recent EMF-related consultation per GP (in Switzerland)
yielded sleep disorders, headaches and fatigue as the most often reported
symptoms and mobile phone base stations, power lines and the own use of
mobile phones as the main EMF sources suspected to be associated to symptoms.
GPs judged the association between EMF and the symptoms to be plausible in
54% of the cases"198
(f) Surveys of adolescents reveal a risk for EHS and ES symptoms.
• “A postal questionnaire comprising 8 pages of 27 questions with 75 items in total
was sent to 2000 Swedish adolescents aged 15-19 years and selected from the
population registry using a stratified sampling scheme … Some of the most
frequently reported health complaints were tiredness, stress, headache, anxiety,
concentration difficulties and sleep disturbances. Regular users of wireless phones
had health symptoms more often and reported poorer perceived health than less
frequent users … The study further showed that perceived health and certain
health symptoms seemed to be related to the use of wireless phones.”199
• Of 469 healthy students randomly selected, where 31% of the students used to
use mobile phones and the average daily time of using mobile phones in talk
mode was 7 minutes. … “A statistically significant association was found between
Hao YH, Zhao L, Peng RY (2015) “Effects of microwave radiation on brain energy
metabolism and related mechanisms” Mil Med Res. 2:4; review;PMID: 26000171.
196
Silva DF, Barros WR, Almeida MD, Rêgo MA (2015) “Exposure to non-ionizing
electromagnetic radiation from mobile telephony and the association with psychiatric
symptoms” Cad Saude Publica. 31(10): 2110-2126. English, Portuguese. PMID:
26735379.
197
Zanotti G, Ligabue G, Gobba F (2015) “Subjective symptoms and their evolution in a
small group of magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) operators recently engaged”
Electromagn Biol Med. 34(3): 262-264; PMID: 26444203.
198
Huss A, Röösli M (2006) “Consultations in primary care for symptoms attributed to
electromagnetic fields - a survey among general practitioners”BMC Public Health 6:267;
PMID: 17074080
199
Söderqvist F, Carlberg M, Hardell L (2008) “Use of wireless telephones and selfreported health symptoms: a population-based study among Swedish adolescents aged
15-19 years” Environ Health. 7:18; PMID: 18495003. [42]
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the time mobile phones were used in talk mode and the number of headaches per
month, number of vertigo per month, or number of sleeping problem per month.”
Headaches were reported by 65% of those with a daily average talking time of
11-30 mins, compared with 38% of those who did not use a mobile; occasional
myalgia: 52%, 32%; palpitation: 41%, 21%; fatigue: 39%, 29%; often/always
tinnitus: 23, 8%, concentration problems: 27, 9%; attention problems: 16, 7%;
nervousness: 48, 16%.200
“The number and duration of cellphone and cordless phone calls were associated
with increased risk of headaches (>6 cellphone calls over 10 minutes weekly,
adjusted OR 2.4; >15 minutes cordless use daily adjusted OR 1.74) … Using a
wired cellphone headset was associated with tinnitus (adjusted OR 1.8), while
wireless headsets were associated with headache (adjusted OR 2.2), feeling
down/depressed (adjusted OR 2.0), and waking in the night (adjusted OR 2.4).
Several cordless phone frequencies bands were related to tinnitus, feeling
down/depressed and sleepiness at school, while the last of these was also related
to modulation … There were more statistically significant associations (36%) than
could be expected by chance (5%). Several were dose-dependent relationships.
To safeguard young people's well-being, we suggest limiting their use of
cellphones and cordless phones to less than 15 minutes daily, and employing a
speaker-phone device for longer daily use.”201

(g) Surveys of risks associated with the use of mobile phones and similar transmittters
reveal typical EHS and ES symptoms and also established effects such as changes such
as in bone structure close to where the mobile phone is typically kept or used, genetic
and DNA damage, and stress markers. There may be greater effects in people of
different genetic types.
• “Case reports of peripheral neurological effects of RFR describe mainly
disturbances of noxious sensation (dysaesthesia) … In some instances symptoms
are transitory, but may be lasting in others. After very high intensity exposures,
nerves may be grossly injured. However, after lower intensity exposures which
may result in dysaesthesia, ordinary nerve conduction studies demonstrate no
abnormality although current perception threshold studies may. It is concluded
that RFR from mobile phones can cause peripheral neurophysiologic changes in
some persons.” 202
• “A number of potential effects of mobile cellular phones on human health have
been pinpointed, but the question of whether they affect bone mineralization has
rarely been addressed. This study assessed differences in bone mineralization in
the right and left hip of healthy male adult volunteers who were either nonusers
of mobile phones (n=24) or users who carried the phone close to the right hip,
for at least 1 year (n=24) … Mobile phone users, but not nonusers, had lower
BMD at the right trochanter and lower BMC at the right trochanter and right total
hip. Linear regression showed a correlation between estimated cumulative hours
carrying a cell phone on the right hip and differences between right and left
trochanter BMD (r=0.434; P=0.034). The different asymmetries between right
and left hip dual-energy x-ray absorptiometry values in nonusers and mobile

Mortazavi SM, Atefi M, Kholghi F (2011) “The pattern of mobile phone use and
prevalence of self-reported symptoms in elementary and junior high school students in
Shiraz, Iran” Iran J Med Sci. 36(2): 96-103; PMID: 23358105.
201
Redmayne M, Smith E, Abramson MJ (2013) “The relationship between adolescents'
well-being and their wireless phone use: a cross-sectional study” Environ Health. 12: 90;
PMID: 24148357.
202
Saini R, Saini S, Sharma S (2010) “Neurological dysfunction and mobile phones” J
Neurosci Rural Pract. 1(1): 57-58; PMID: 21799627; article.
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phone users suggest that these devices may adversely affect bone
mineralization.”203
“The EM radiation of mobile phone (MP) can produce a variety of adverse health
effects. Bone mineral density (BMD) of rats exposed to radiation emitted by MPs
was found to be a statistically non-significant decrease. The aim of the present
study was to investigate forearm BMD in healthy young adult MP users. 263
healthy subjects (86 male MP users, 14 male controls and 97 female MP users, 66
female controls) were included in this study. Ages ranged from 20 to 35 years …
Binary logistic regression analysis indicated that a risk for osteopenia was found
to be higher in females than males, and in MP users than MP non-users. In
conclusion, MP can cause osteopenia in the forearm of healthy young adult
females.”204
“Radiofrequency waves generated from mobile phones cause potential public
health problems. Short-term effects like changes in sleep, heart rate, and blood
pressure, and long-term effects like carcinoma are well documented … Indian
experts are of the opinion that hot tropical Indian climate, low body mass index,
low fat content of an average Indian, in combination with a high environmental
concentration of RF radiation may place Indians at higher risk of RF radiation
adverse effects than the Europeans … time has come to rethink and judiciously
use mobile phone, check the SAR level before buying a handset, and to know
when to switch it on and off so as to avoid becoming the slave of technology
instead of its mastery.”205
63 persons residing within 300m of a mobile phone mast compared with 28
healthy controls had significantly elevated genetic damage parameters of DNA
migration length, damage frequency (DF) and damage index, with females more
elevated DF than males. “The linear regression analysis further revealed daily
mobile phone usage, location of residence and power density as significant
predictors of genetic damage.” 206
“It was revealed that a majority of the subjects who were residing near the
mobile base station complained of sleep disturbances, headache, dizziness,
irritability, concentration difficulties, and hypertension. A majority of the study
subjects had significantly lesser stimulated salivary secretion (P < 0.01) as
compared to the control subjects. The effects of prolonged exposure to EMRs
from mobile phone base stations on the health and well-being of the general
population cannot be ruled out. Further studies are warranted to evaluate the
effect of electromagnetic fields (EMFs) on general health and more specifically on
oral health.”207

(h) The effect of EM exposure from wireless smart meters seems to have similar effects
to that from mobile phones, mobile phone masts and radio and TV masts. In particular it
seems that the installation of wireless smart meters have now been shown to be capable
of causing EHS without prior kindling through a process of increasing ES.
• “In 2006, the government in the state of Victoria, Australia, mandated the rollout
of smart meters in Victoria, which effectively removed a whole population's ability
Saraví FD (2011) “Asymmetries in hip mineralization in mobile cellular phone users” J
Craniofac Surg. 22(2): 706-710; PMID: 21415640.
204
Cidem M, Bahadir C, Karakoc Y, Karacan I (2012) “Forearm Bone Mineral Density in
Healthy Young Adult Mobile Phone Users” Med Sci. 1(1): 35-40; abstract; pdf.
205
Paul B, Saha I, Kumar S, Samim Ferdows SK, Ghose G (2015) “Mobile phones: time
to rethink and limit usage” Indian J Public Health. 59(1): 37-41; PMID: 25758729.
206
Gandhi G, Kaur G, Nisar U (2014) “A cross-sectional case control study on genetic
damage in individuals residing in the vicinity of a mobile phone base station”
Electromagn Biol Med. 9: 1-11; PMID: 25006864.
207
Singh K, Nagaraj A, Yousuf A, Ganta S, Pareek S, Vishnani P (2016) “Effect of
electromagnetic radiations from mobile phone base stations on general health and
salivary function” J Int Soc Prev Community Dent. 6(1): 54-59; PMID: 27011934.
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to avoid exposure to human-made high-frequency nonionizing radiation. This
issue appears to constitute an unprecedented public health challenge for Victoria.
By August 2013, 142 people had reported adverse health effects from wireless
smart meters … The study included 92 residents of Victoria, Australia. … The most
frequently reported symptoms from exposure to smart meters were (1) insomnia,
(2) headaches, (3) tinnitus, (4) fatigue, (5) cognitive disturbances, (6)
dysesthesias (abnormal sensation), and (7) dizziness. The effects of these
symptoms on people's lives were significant. Conclusions: Review of some key
studies, both recent and old (1971), reveals that the participants' symptoms were
the same as those reported by people exposed to radiofrequency fields emitted
by devices other than smart meters. Interestingly, the vast majority of Victorian
cases did not state that they had been sufferers of electromagnetic
hypersensitivity syndrome (EHS) prior to exposure to the wireless meters, which
points to the possibility that smart meters may have unique characteristics that
lower people's threshold for symptom development.” 208
(i) Studies of general users of mobile phones indicated the risk of typical effects found in
people with EHS and ES.
• “Heavy users of mobile phones demonstrated increased salivary flow rate, blood
flow rate, and volume of parotid glands.”209
• “Self-reported symptoms were headache, vertigo/dizziness, fatigue,
forgetfulness, sleep disturbance-insomnia, tension-anxiety, joint and bone pain,
lacrimation of the eyes, hearing loss and tinnitus. As a result of the survey, the
study has shown that users of mobile phone and computer more often
complained of headache, joint and bone pain, hearing loss, vertigo/dizziness,
tension-anxiety symptoms according to time of daily usage (p < 0.05). In users of
mobile phone and computer, women significantly (p < 0.05) complained more
often of headache, vertigo/dizziness, fatigue, forgetfulness and tension-anxiety
than men.”210
(j) Animal studies confirm what it now known from human studies that animals, like
people, have different levels of sensitivity or intolerance to environmental factors like EM
exposure.
• “Our results suggest a possible radiofrequency sensitivity difference in insects
which may be due to the distance from the antenna or to unexplored intimate
factors. Each subject … may react differently in electromagnetic stress (diverse
radiofrequency sensitivity i.e. due to genetic factors). … Because Drosophila
model genome is at least 54% homologous to the human, our findings may be of
clinical value in terms of limit setting for public health safety.” 211
(k) Animal studies focusing on mechanisms also help to explain the risks for different
symptoms following EM exposure such as to mobile phones.
• “Comparative proteomics analysis revealed that long-term irradiation from both
EMF sources altered significantly (p < 0.05) the expression of 143 proteins in
Lamech F (2014) “Self-Reporting of Symptom Development From Exposure to
Radiofrequency Fields of Wireless Smart Meters in Victoria, Australia: A Case Series”
Altern Ther Health Med. 20(6): 28-39; PMID: 25478801.
209
Bhargava S, Motwani MB, Patni VM (2012) “Effect of handheld mobile phone use on
parotid gland salivary flow rate and volume” Oral Surg Oral Med Oral Pathol Oral Radiol.
114(2): 200-206; PMID: 22769405.
210
Küçer N, Pamukçu T (2013) “Self-reported symptoms associated with exposure to
electromagnetic fields: a questionnaire study” Electromagn Biol Med. PMID: 23730819.
211
Geronikolou S, Zimeras S, Davos CH, Michalopoulos I, Tsitomeneas S (2014) “Diverse
Radiofrequency Sensitivity and Radiofrequency Effects of Mobile or Cordless Phone near
Fields Exposure in Drosophila melanogaster” PLoS One. 9(11): e112139; PMID:
25402465.
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total (as low as 0.003 fold downregulation up to 114 fold overexpression).
Several neural function related proteins (i.e., Glial Fibrillary Acidic Protein (GFAP),
Alpha-synuclein, Glia Maturation Factor beta (GMF), and apolipoprotein E (apoE)),
heat shock proteins, and cytoskeletal proteins (i.e., Neurofilaments and
tropomodulin) are included in this list as well as proteins of the brain metabolism
(i.e., Aspartate aminotransferase, Glutamate dehydrogenase) to nearly
all brain regions studied. Western blot analysis on selected proteins confirmed the
proteomics data. The observed protein expression changes may be related
to brain plasticity alterations, indicative of oxidative stress in the nervous system
or involved in apoptosis and might potentially explain human health hazards
reported so far, such as headaches, sleep disturbance, fatigue, memory deficits,
and brain tumor long-term induction under similar exposure conditions.”212
(l) Surveys of people with EHS showed typical EHS and ES symptoms.
• “Reported major complaints were "fatigue/tiredness" (85%), "headache",
"concentration, memory, and thinking" difficulty (81%, respectively). The most
plausible trigger of EHS onset was a mobile phone base station or personal
handy-phone system (37%). 65% experienced health problems to be due to the
radiation from other passengers' mobile phones in trains or buses, and
12%reported that they could not use public transportation at all. 53% had a job
before the onset, but most had lost their work and/or experienced a decrease in
income. Moreover, 85.3% had to take measures to protect themselves from EMF,
such as moving to low EMF areas, or buying low EMF electric appliances. EHS
persons were suffering not only from their symptoms, but also from economical
and social problems.”213
• “Before the onset of EHS the most common health complaints were different
types of allergies (35.1%, 68). During the acute phase of EHS the most common
symptoms were nervous system related: "stress" (60.3%, 117), "sleeping
disorders" (59.3%, 115) and "fatigue" (57.2%, 111). The sources that were most
often reported to have triggered EHS were: "personal computers" (50.8%, 94)
and "mobile phones" (47.0%, 87). … According to 76% of 157 respondents the
reduction or avoidance of electromagnetic fields (EMF) helped in their full or
partial recovery. The best treatments for EHS were given as: "dietary change"
(69.4%), "nutritional supplements" (67.8%) and "increased physical exercise"
(61.6%). The official treatment recommendations of psychotherapy (2.6%) and
medication (-4.2%) were not significantly helpful.”214

Fragopoulou AF, Samara A, Antonelou MH, Xanthopoulou A, Papadopoulou A, Vougas
K, Koutsogiannopoulou E, Anastasiadou E, Stravopodis DJ, Tsangaris GT, Margaritis LH
(2012) “Brain proteome response following whole body exposure of mice to mobile
phone or wireless DECT base radiation” Electromagn Biol Med. 31(4): 250-274; PMID:
22263702.
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Kato Y, Johansson O (2012) “Reported functional impairments of electrohypersensitive Japanese: A questionnaire survey” Pathophysiology. 19(5): 95-100;
PMID: 22458999. [63]
214
Hagström M, Auranen J, Ekman R (2012) "Electromagnetic hypersensitive Finns:
Symptoms, perceived sources and treatments, a questionnaire study"
Pathophysiology.20(2): 117-122; PMID: 23557856. pdf. [64]
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2.
Headaches
Headaches have long been recognised as a specific symptom of low-level
electromagnetic exposure as from mobile phones. In many surveys headaches appear as
the leading specific symptom or within the top three. There is therefore full
substantiation of a risk from mobile phones for headaches, in addition to the VGCC and
oxidative stress evidence.
(a) Surveys of health risks from mobile phones usually include headaches.
• One ranked headaches first: "The overall mean percentage for these clinical
findings in all groups were headache (22%), sleep disturbance (4%), tension
(4%), fatigue (3%) and dizziness (2%). Based on the results of the present
study, we conclude that the use of mobile phones is a risk factor for health
hazards."215
• Another survey reported: “some statistical evidences are found that mobile phone
may cause headache …”216
• Another survey linked the risk of headaches with length of exposure through
talking: “Headaches were reported significantly more often by the people who
talked frequently and long in comparison with other users (63.2% of the
subjects) … Continuous headache, persisting for longer than 6 h since the end of
a call, was reported by 26% of the subjects.” 217
(b) There have been also been surveys of young people who use mobile phones which
also find the risk of headaches common.
• “Some of the most frequently reported health complaints were tiredness, stress,
headache, anxiety, concentration difficulties and sleep disturbances. Regular
users of wireless phones had health symptoms more often and reported poorer
perceived health than less frequent users.”218
• Another survey on risk for high school students found: “A statistically significant
association was found between the time mobile phones were used in talk mode
and the number of headaches per month” Headaches were reported by 65% of
those with a daily average talking time of 11-30 mins, compared with 38% of
those who did not use a mobile.219
• For adolescents the number and duration of mobile phone calls increased risk of
headaches: “The number and duration of cellphone and cordless phone calls were
associated with increased risk of headaches (>6 cellphone calls over 10 minutes

Al-Khlaiwi T, Meo SA (2004) “Association of mobile phone radiation with fatigue,
headache, dizziness, tension and sleep disturbance in Saudi population” Saudi Med J.
25(6): 732-736; PMID: 15195201.
216
Balikci K, Cem Ozcan I, Turgut-Balik D, Balik HH (2005) “A survey study on some
neurological symptoms and sensations experienced by long term users of mobile
phones” Pathol Biol (Paris). 53(1): 30-34; PMID: 15620607.
217
Szyjkowska A, Gadzicka E, Szymczak W, Bortkiewicz A (2014) “The risk of subjective
symptoms in mobile phone users in Poland--an epidemiological study” Int J Occup Med
Environ Health. 27(2): 293-303; PMID: 24692074.
218
Söderqvist F, Carlberg M, Hardell L (2008) “Use of wireless telephones and selfreported health symptoms: a population-based study among Swedish adolescents aged
15-19 years” Environ Health. 7:18; PMID: 18495003. [42]
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prevalence of self-reported symptoms in elementary and junior high school students in
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weekly, adjusted OR 2.4; >15 minutes cordless use daily adjusted OR 1.74) …
wireless headsets were associated with headache (adjusted OR 2.2)” 220
Among 2042 children aged 11-15 mobile phone use “was associated with a
significantly increased adjusted odds ratio for headaches and migraine (1.42,
95% CI = 1.12-1.81).”221
For adolescents being awakened during the night by their mobile phone was
associated with an increase in health symptom reports such as … headache and
physical ill-being.”222

(c) Surveys of health risks near mobile phone masts, like mobile phones themselves,
also include headaches.Both, of curse, involve the same radiation patterns.
• "The results of the questionnaire survey reveal that people living in the vicinity of
base stations report various complaints mostly of the circulatory system, but also
of … headache … The performed studies showed the relationship between the
incidence of individual symptoms, the level of exposure, and the distance
between a residential area and a base station."223
• Another health survey, in La Ñora, Murcia, Spain, in the vicinity of two GSM
900/1800 MHz cellular phone base stations, “showed statistically significant
positive exposure-response associations between the E-field and the following
variables: … headaches … Based on the data of this study the advice would be to
strive for levels not higher than 0.02 V/m for the sum total, which is equal to a
power density of 0.0001 μW/cm² or 1 μW/m².”224
• In another survey, where the distance from antennae was 24-600 m in the rural
area and 20-250 m in the urban area with average power density was slightly
higher in the rural area (0.05 mW/m2) than in the urban area (0.02 mW/m2),
“there was a significant relation of some symptoms to measured power density;
this was highest for headaches.”225
• “Headache was declared by 57% people, most frequently (36.4%) living 100-150
m away from the base station compared to people living at longer distances …
Difference was statistically significant in comparison with people living at other
distances.”226
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For risks from mobile phone masts in Bangladesh: “recent episodes of headache
or dizziness were reported by 47%.” 227
Headaches were one of ten health risks for people living mear mobile phone
masts in Iran: “Most of the symptoms such as nausea, headache … were
statistically significant in the inhabitants living near the Base Transceiver Station
(BTS) antenna (<300 m distances) compared to those living far from the BTS
antenna (>300 m).”228

(d) Some studies on mobile phone masts are now linking specific health risks like
headache with physiological markers like salivary secretion:
• “It was revealed that a majority of the subjects who were residing near the
mobile base station complained of sleep disturbances, headache … A majority of
the study subjects had significantly lesser stimulated salivary secretion (P < 0.01)
as compared to the control subjects.”229
(e) Other sources of EM radiation such as smart meters, which radiate only occasionally,
are also a risk for headaches:
• In a study included 92 residents of Victoria, Australia of 7 health risks headaches
came second: “The most frequently reported symptoms from exposure to smart
meters were (1) insomnia, (2) headaches … The effects of these symptoms on
people's lives were significant. Review of some key studies, both recent and old
(1971), reveals that the participants' symptoms were the same as those reported
by people exposed to RF fields emitted by devices other than smart meters.” 230
(f) Some surveys covered both mobile phones and mobile phone masts and other
sources of EM exposure.
• In one "A mean of 2.7 different symptoms were reported” with “headaches
(41%)” as the second most prevalent.231
• In another headaches came second after sleep disorders: “The most common
health complaints among EHS individuals were sleep disorders (43%) and
headaches (34%), which were mostly attributed to power lines and mobile phone
handsets.”232
• The evidence of the risk of headaches can be traced back to Soviet studies: “in
Soviet countries, there were many early reports of behavioral effects occurring at

Islam SMS (2014) “Awareness and Self-Reported Health Hazards of Electromagnetic
Waves from Mobile Phone Towers in Dhaka, Bangladesh: A Pilot Study” Advances Pub
Health. 2014: Article ID 952832, 7 pages; http://dx.doi.org/10.1155/2014/952832. [71]
228
Shahbazi-Gahrouei D, Karbalae M, Moradi HA, Baradaran-Ghahfarokhi M (2014)
“Health effects of living near mobile phone base transceiver station (BTS) antennae: a
report from Isfahan, Iran” Electromagn Biol Med. 33(3): 206-210;PMID: 23781985.
229
Singh K, Nagaraj A, Yousuf A, Ganta S, Pareek S, Vishnani P (2016) “Effect of
electromagnetic radiations from mobile phone base stations on general health and
salivary function” J Int Soc Prev Community Dent. 6(1): 54-59; PMID: 27011934.
230
Lamech F (2014) “Self-Reporting of Symptom Development From Exposure to
Radiofrequency Fields of Wireless Smart Meters in Victoria, Australia: A Case Series”
Altern Ther Health Med. 20(6): 28-39; PMID: 25478801.
231
Röösli M, Moser M, Baldinini Y, Meier M, Braun-Fahrländer C (2004) “Symptoms of illhealth ascribed to electromagnetic field exposure – a questionnaire survey” Int J Hyg
Environ Health. 207(2): 141-150; PMID: 15031956.
232
Schreier N, Huss A, Röösli M (2006) “The prevalence of symptoms attributed to
electromagnetic field exposure: a cross-sectional representative survey in Switzerland”
Soz Praventivmed. 51(4): 202-209; PMID: 17193782.
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much lower intensities than those that cause tissue heating. The symptoms
reported included headache … (reviewed by Silverman).”233
(g) A few surveys show higher risk of headaches by gender.
• “In users of mobile phone and computer, women significantly (p < 0.05)
complained more often of headache, vertigo/dizziness, fatigue, forgetfulness and
tension-anxiety than men.”234
(h) Some surveys focus on people with known sensitivity to mobile phones and similar
radiation.
• One survey had the risk of headaches in second place, including passive radiation
from other people’s mobile phones: “Reported major complaints were
"fatigue/tiredness" (85%), "headache", "concentration, memory, and thinking"
difficulty (81%, respectively). The most plausible trigger of EHS onset was a
mobile phone base station or personal handy-phone system (37%). 65%
experienced health problems to be due to the radiation from other passengers'
mobile phones in trains or buses, and 12%reported that they could not use public
transportation at all.”235
(i) The risk of headaches from mobile phone signals is not just for people who have
some known sensitivity to EM exposure:
• “The higher prevalence of headache in the non-symptom group towards the end
of RF exposure justifies further investigation of possible physiological
correlates.”236
(j) Other surveys judge the acceptance of the link between the risk of headache with an
EM source.
• A survey in Switzerlandshowed, as regards symptoms like headaches, that “GPs
judged the association between EMF and the symptoms to be plausible in 54% of
the cases."237
(k) Some studies are beginning to unravel the physiological mechanisms for the risk of
headache from mobile phone use and other radiation.
• “The damaging effects of MW radiation on the brain include brain dysfunction and
brain structural damage. An epidemiological survey found that MW radiation
caused human fatigue, headache … ultrastructural changes in the rat brain
mitochondria were induced within 24 h of the post-30 mW/cm2 MW radiation
exposure … Certain doses of MW radiation cause reduction in mitochondrial ATP
synthesis … MW radiation reduces the activity of succinate dehydrogenase (SDH)
… MW radiation causes abnormal expression of the genes encoding the
respiratory chain, resulting in brain energy metabolism disorders … The structural
Carpenter DO (2014) “Excessive exposure to radiofrequency electromagnetic fields
may cause the development of electrohypersensitivity” Altern Ther Health Med. 20(6):
40-42; PMID: 25478802.
234
Küçer N, Pamukçu T (2013) “Self-reported symptoms associated with exposure to
electromagnetic fields: a questionnaire study” Electromagn Biol Med. PMID: 23730819.
235
Kato Y, Johansson O (2012) “Reported functional impairments of electrohypersensitive Japanese: A questionnaire survey” Pathophysiology. 19(5): 95-100;
PMID: 22458999. [63]
236
Hillert L, Akerstedt T, Lowden A, Wiholm C, Kuster N, Ebert S, Boutry C, Moffat SD,
Berg M, Arnetz BB(2008) “The effects of 884 MHz GSM wireless communication signals
on headache and other symptoms: an experimental provocation study”
Bioelectromagnetics. 29(3): 185-196; PMID: 18044740.
237
Huss A, Röösli M (2006) “Consultations in primary care for symptoms attributed to
electromagnetic fields - a survey among general practitioners” BMC Public Health 6:267;
PMID: 17074080
233
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damage of the mitochondrial membrane is one of the most important
mechanisms of MW radiation-induced disturbance of brain energy
metabolism…”238
Frey, who discovered tinnitus from microwaves in 1962, gave evidence-based and
mechanistic reasons in 1998: “There have been numerous recent reports of
headaches occurring in association with the use of hand-held cellular telephones.
Are these reported headaches real? Are they due to emissions from telephones?
There is reason to believe that the answer is "yes" to both questions.” He gave
three reasons: (i) “headaches as a consequence of exposure to low intensity
microwaves were reported in the literature 30 years ago. These were observed
during the course of microwave hearing research before there were cellular
telephones.”(ii) “the blood-brain barrier appears to be involved in headaches, and
low intensity microwave energy exposure affects the barrier.”(iii) “the dopamineopiate systems of the brain appear to be involved in headaches, and low intensity
electromagnetic energy exposure affects those systems.”239

Hao YH, Zhao L, Peng RY (2015) “Effects of microwave radiation on brain energy
metabolism and related mechanisms” Mil Med Res. 2:4; review;PMID: 26000171.
239
Frey AH (1998) “Headaches from cellular telephones: are they real and what are the
implications?” Environ Health Perspect. 106(3): 101-103; PMID: 9441959.
238
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3.
Memory Loss
Memory loss has long been recognised as a specific symptom of low-level
electromagnetic exposure as from mobile phones. In some surveys memory loss is also
described as forgetfulness, cognitive disturbance, reduced cognition, reduced
concentration, confusion, word loss, or poor learning. There is full substantiation of a risk
from mobile phones for this symptom, in addition to the VGCC and oxidative stress
evidence.
(a) Surveys from users of mobile phones included the risk of memory loss or
forgetfulness.
• “… some statistical evidences are found that mobile phone may cause …
forgetfulness”240
• “Results of the meta-analysis suggest that EMFs may have a small impact on
human attention and working memory.” 241
(b) Studies for the Wifi element of modern mobiles phones there is also a risk for
memory loss in the form of attention and working memory.
• One study showed a greater affect for men than women. “The P300 component of
event-related potentials is believed to index attention and working memory (WM)
operation of the brain… decreased P300 amplitudes of males in comparison to
female subjects only at the presence of EMF … the present findings suggest that
Wi-Fi exposure may exert gender-related alterations on neural activity associated
with the amount of attentional resources engaged during a linguistic test adjusted
to induce WM.”242
(c) Similar risks for memory functions and learned responses are also confirmed by
animal studies. Whereas headaches cannot easily at present be studied in animals,
cognitive processes can and changes in these have shown clear correlation with mobile
phone radiation.
• “GSM exposed rats had impaired memory for objects and their temporal order of
presentation, … Our results suggest significantly reduced memory functions in
rats after GSM microwave exposure.”243
• “Phone exposed animals had significantly (approximately 3 times) higher mean
latency to reach the target quadrant and spent significantly (approximately 2
times) less time in the target quadrant than age- and sex-matched controls.
Mobile phone exposure affected the acquisition of learned responses in Wistar
rats. This in turn points to the poor spatial navigation and the object place
configurations of the phone-exposed animals.”In escape latenciesexposed

240

Balikci K, Cem Ozcan I, Turgut-Balik D, Balik HH (2005) “A survey study on some
neurological symptoms and sensations experienced by long term users of mobile
phones” Pathol Biol (Paris). 53(1): 30-34; PMID: 15620607.
241
Barth A, Winker R, Ponocny-Seliger E, Mayfhofer W, Ponocny I, Sauter C, Vana N
(2008), “A meta-analysis for neurobehavioural effects due to electromagnetic field
exposure emitted by GSM mobile phones” Occup Environ Med 65(5): 342-6; PMID:
17928386.
242
Papageorgiou CC, Hountala CD, Maganioti AE, Kyprianou MA, Rabavilas AD,
Papadimitriou GN, Capsalis CN (2011) “Effects of Wi-Fi signals on the p300 component of
event-related potentials during an auditory hayling task” J Integr Neurosci. 10(2): 189202; PMID: 21714138.
243
Nittby H, Grafström G, Tian DP, Malmgren L, Brun A, Persson BR, Salford LG,
Eberhardt J (2008) “Cognitive impairment in rats after long-term exposure to GSM-900
mobile phone radiation” Bioelectromagnetics. 29(3): 219-232; PMID: 18044737.
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subjects were 100-300% slower than controls, while time spent to reach the
target quadrant was over 300% for exposed animals. 244
“These results indicate that 916 MHz EM fields influence learning and memory in
rats during exposure”245
“The results showed declined cognitive function, elevated HSP70 level, and DNA
damage in the brain of microwave-exposed animals. The results indicated that,
chronic low-intensity microwave exposure in the frequency range of 900 to 2450
MHz may cause hazardous effects on the brain.” 246

(d) Animal studies also confirm the risk of memory loss and that the mechanism for
cognitive impairment may include oxidative stress and neurotransmitter disruption,
along with a genetic dispostion.
• “Results of the present study indicated that increased oxidative stress due to
microwave exposure may contribute to cognitive impairment and inflammation in
brain.”247
•
“These data suggest that the hippocampus can be injured by long-term
microwave exposure, which might result in impairment of cognitive function due
to neurotransmitter disruption.”248
• “A significant change in behavior, i.e., more anxiety and poor learning …
extensive neurodegeneration on exposure to radio waves.” 249
• “Long term exposure to low level electromagnetic radiation (LLER) by using
cellular phones causes serious health problems … It was concluded that even a
single 45 min of LLER exposure may produce an increase in 5-HT level without
changing the blood glutamate level. Increased 5-HT level may lead to a retarded
learning and a deficit in spatial memory.” 250
• “RF-EMR exposure affected the viable cell count in dorsal hippocampal CA3
region. RF EMR exposure influenced dendritic arborization pattern of both apical
and basal dendritic trees in RF-EMR exposed rats. Structural changes found in the
hippocampus of RF-EMR exposed rats could be one of the possible reasons for
altered cognition.”251

Narayanan SN, Kumar RS, Potu BK, Nayak S, Mailankot M (2009) “Spatial memory
performance of Wistar rats exposed to mobile phone” Clinics (Sao Paulo). 64(3):231234; PMID: 19330250.
245
Hao D, Yang L, Chen S, Tian Y, Wu S (2012) “916 MHz electromagnetic field exposure
affects rat behavior and hippocampal neuronal discharge” Neural Regen Res. 7(19):
1488-1492; PMID: 25657684.
246
Deshmukh PS, Nasare N, Megha K, Banerjee BD, Ahmed RS, Singh D, Abegaonkar
MP, Tripathi AK, Mediratta PK (2015) “Cognitive Impairment and Neurogenotoxic Effects
in Rats Exposed to Low-Intensity Microwave Radiation” Int J Toxicol.PMID: 25749756.
247
Megha K, Deshmukh PS, Banerjee BD, Tripathi AK, Abegaonkar MP (2012)
“Microwave radiation induced oxidative stress, cognitive impairment and inflammation in
brain of Fischer rats” Indian J Exp Biol. 50(12): 889-996; PMID: 23986973.
248
Zhao L, Peng RY, Wang SM, Wang LF, Gao YB, Dong J, Li X, Su ZT (2012)
“Relationship between cognition function and hippocampus structure after long-term
microwave exposure” Biomed Environ Sci. 25(2): 182-188; PMID: 22998825.
249
Saikhedkar N, Bhatnagar M, Jain A, Sukhwal P, Sharma C, Jaiswal N (2014) “Effects
of mobile phone radiation (900 MHz radiofrequency) on structure and functions of rat
brain” Neurol Res. PMID: 24861496.
250
Eris AH, Kiziltan HS, Meral I, Genc H, Trabzon M, Seyithanoglu H, Yagci B, Uysal O
(2015) “Effect of Short-term 900 MHz low level electromagnetic radiation exposure on
blood serotonin and glutamate levels” Bratisl Lek Listy. 116(2): 101-103; PMID:
25665475.
251
Narayanan SN, Kumar RS, Karun KM, Nayak SB, Bhat PG (2015) “Possible cause for
altered spatial cognition of prepubescent rats exposed to chronic radiofrequency
electromagnetic radiation” Metab Brain Dis. PMID: 26033310.
244
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“These findings led us to conclude that exposure to continuous-wave MW
radiation leads to oxidative/nitrosative stress induced p53
dependent/independent activation of hippocampal neuronal and non-neuronal
apoptosis associated with spatial memory loss.”252
“The gene chip results demonstrated that 41 genes (0.45 W/kg group), 29 genes
(1.8 W/kg group), and 219 genes (3.6 W/kg group) were differentially expressed
… Long-term, low-level microwave exposure may inhibit learning and memory by
affecting protein and energy metabolic processes and signaling pathways relating
to neurological functions or diseases.”253
Reduction of phosphorylated synapsin I (ser-553) leads to spatial memory
impairment. “Phosphorylated synapsin I (p-Syn I) was found to play a key role in
the impaired GABA [the major inhibitory neurotransmitter in the central nervous
system] release and cognitive dysfunction that was induced by microwave
exposure.”254

(e) Surveys including EM sources from mobile phones, mobile phone masts and similar
sources:
• "A mean of 2.7 different symptoms were reported” and “concentration difficulties
(16%)” was one of the five most common complaints.255
• “Self-reported symptoms were … forgetfulness … In users of mobile phone and
computer, women significantly (p < 0.05) complained more often of …
forgetfulness and tension-anxiety than men.”256
(f) Surveys show a risk of memory loss among young people using mobile phones.
• For adolescents aged 15-19, among the six “most frequently reported health
complaints”were “concentration difficulties”.
• For 317 7th-grade students: “The accuracy of working memory was poorer,
reaction time for a simple learning task shorter, associative learning response
time shorter and accuracy poorer in children reporting more mobile phone voice
calls. … The completion time for Stroop word naming tasks was longer for those
reporting more mobile phone voice calls. The findings were similar for total short
message service (SMS, also known as text) messages per week …”257
• For 469 healthy school students randomly selected, where 31% of the students
used to use mobile phones and the average daily time of using mobile phones in
talk mode was 7 minutes, concentration problemswere reported by 27% of those
with a daily average talking time of 11-30 mins, compared with 9% of those who
Shahin S, Banerjee S, Singh SP, Chaturvedi CM (2015) “2.45 GHz Microwave
Radiation Impairs Learning and Spatial Memory via Oxidative/Nitrosative Stress Induced
p53 Dependent/Independent Hippocampal Apoptosis: Molecular Basis and Underlying
Mechanism” Toxicol Sci. pii: kfv205; PMID: 26396154.
253
Zhao YL, Li YX, Ma HB, Li D, Li HL, Jiang R, Kan GH, Yang ZZ, Huang ZX (2015) “The
Screening of Genes Sensitive to Long-Term, Low-Level Microwave Exposure and
Bioinformatic Analysis of Potential Correlations to Learning and Memory” Biomed Environ
Sci. 28(8): 558-570; PMID: 26383594.
254
Qiao S, Peng R, Yan H, Gao Y, Wang C, Wang S, Zou Y, Xu X, Zhao L, Dong J, Su Z,
Feng X, Wang L, Hu X (2014) “Reduction of phosphorylated synapsin I (ser-553) leads to
spatial memory impairment by attenuating GABA release after microwave exposure in
Wistar rats” PLoS One. 9(4): e95503; PMID: 24743689.
255
Röösli M, Moser M, Baldinini Y, Meier M, Braun-Fahrländer C (2004) “Symptoms of illhealth ascribed to electromagnetic field exposure – a questionnaire survey” Int J Hyg
Environ Health. 207(2): 141-150; PMID: 15031956.
256
Küçer N, Pamukçu T (2013) “Self-reported symptoms associated with exposure to
electromagnetic fields: a questionnaire study” Electromagn Biol Med. PMID: 23730819.
257
Abramson MJ, Benke GP, Dimitriadis C, Inyang IO, Sim MR, Wolfe RS, Croft RJ (2009)
“Mobile telephone use is associated with changes in cognitive function in young
adolescents” Bioelectromagnetics. 30(8):678-686; PMID: 19644978.
252
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did not use a mobile; attention problemswere reported by 16% of those with a
daily average talking time of 11-30 mins, compared with 7% of those who did not
use a mobile.258
“A change in memory performance over one year was negatively associated with
cumulative duration of wireless phone use and more strongly with RF-EMF dose.
This may indicate that RF-EMF exposure affects memory performance.” 259
“This study demonstrated, for the first time, the blood-brain barrier and cognitive
changes in rats exposed to 900MHz electromagnetic field (EMF) … we found that
EMF exposure for 28 days induced the expression of mkp-1, resulting in ERK
dephosphorylation. Taken together, these results demonstrated that exposure to
900MHz EMF radiation for 28 days can significantly impair spatial memory and
damage BBB permeability in rat by activating the mkp-1/ERK pathway.”260
“From the Morris water maze (MWM) test, we observed that male offspring
demonstrated decreased learning and memory, while females were not affected
in learning and memory, which suggested that microwaves had genderdependent effects. In summary, we have provided the first experimental evidence
of microwaves inducing gender-dependent effects.”261

(g) Surveys of mobile phone radiation from masts show risk of memory loss.
• Near the phone masts at in La Ñora, Murcia, Spain, the “statistically significant
positive exposure-response associations” included “loss of memory”.262
• “24.4% subjects, mostly living at a distance above 150 m, declared impaired
memory. Difference was statistically significant in comparison with people living
at other distances.”263
• Lack of concentration was the second of four most common symptom: “The
symptoms most related to exposure were … lack of concentration (OR=1.54, 95%
CI 1.25 to 1.89); … the incidence of most of the symptoms was related to
exposure levels-independently of the demographic variables and some possible
risk factors.”264
• A male subject suffered from multiple symptoms mostly unknown from his past
as he developed EHS: “neurological deficits appeared also during the day:
coordination difficulties, difficulties finding words, even word loss, confusion,
difficulties in concentrating and dizziness. At first, it was not possible for any
doctor to associate this great variety of symptoms with an underlying
disease. Technical high-frequency measurements carried out in 2007 detected
Mortazavi SM, Atefi M, Kholghi F (2011) “The pattern of mobile phone use and
prevalence of self-reported symptoms in elementary and junior high school students in
Shiraz, Iran” Iran J Med Sci. 36(2): 96-103; PMID: 23358105.
259
Schoeni A, Roser K, Röösli M (2015) “Memory performance, wireless communication
and exposure to radiofrequency electromagnetic fields: A prospective cohort study in
adolescents” Environ Int. 85: 343-351; PMID: 26474271.
260
Tang J, Zhang Y, Yang L, Chen Q, Tan L, Zuo S, Feng H, Chen Z, Zhu G (2015)
“Exposure to 900MHz electromagnetic fields activates the mkp-1/ERK pathway and
causes blood-brain barrier damage and cognitive impairment in rats” Brain Res.1601:
92-101; PMID: 25598203. [43]
261
Zhang Y, Li Z, Gao Y, Zhang C (2015) “Effects of fetal microwave radiation exposure
on offspring behavior in mice” J Radiat Res. 56(2): 261-268; PMID: 25359903.
262
Oberfeld G, Navarro AE, Portoles M, Maestu C, Gomez-Perretta C (2004) “The
Microwave Syndrome - Further Aspects of a Spanish Study”, Conference Proceedings;Full
Paper. [59]
263
Bortkiewicz A, Gadzicka E, Szyjkowska A, Politański P, Mamrot P, Szymczak W,
Zmyślony M (2012) “Subjective complaints of people living near mobile phone base
stations in Poland” Int J Occup Med Environ Health. 25(1): 31-40; PMID: 22219055.
264
Gómez-Perretta C, Navarro EA, Segura J, Portolés M (2013) “Subjective symptoms
related to GSM radiation from mobile phone base stations: a cross-sectional study” BMJ
Open. 3(12): e003836; PMID: 24381254. [70]
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signals appearing at night which were above the limiting value stipulated in
Germany … With the judicial acknowledgment of the electromagnetic sensitivity
disorder in the year 2012, the diagnosed health damage was classified as pension
relevant retroactively as of 2008.”265
“Most of the symptoms such as … memory loss … were statistically significant in
the inhabitants living near the BTS antenna (<300 m distances) compared to
those living far from the BTS antenna (>300 m).”266
“It was revealed that a majority of the subjects who were residing near the
mobile base station complained of … concentration difficulties … A majority of the
study subjects had significantly lesser stimulated salivary secretion (P < 0.01) as
compared to the control subjects.”267

(h) For similar smart meter radiation memory loss was also a risk.
• The 5th of 7 most frequently reported symptoms from exposure to smart meters
were cognitive disturbances.268
(i) For magnetic fields there was also a risk of changes to working memory, perception
and attention.
• “This study analyzes if an external magnetic stimulus (2 kHz and approximately
0.1 μT applied near frontal cortex) influences working memory, perception, binary
decision, motor execution, and sustained attention in humans … it seems that a
low intensity 2 kHz exposure modifies short-term working memory, as well as
perception, binary decision, motor execution, and sustained attention.” 269
(j) Some surveys show risk of memory loss or cognitive disturbance in children.
• For children living in the area of the Skrunda Radio Location Station in Latvia:
“Motor function, memory and attention significantly differed between the exposed
and control groups. Children living in front of the RLS had less developed memory
and attention, their reaction time was slower and their neuromuscular apparatus
endurance was decreased.”270
(k) For people with EHS there is also a risk of memory loss from EM exposure.
• Of three major complaints, "concentration, memory, and thinking" difficulty was
reported by 81%.271
Eger H (2014) “Kausaler, juristisch anerkannter Nachweis des Schädigungspotenzials
technischer hochfrequenter Felder - eine Patientenkasuistik” [“Causal, Legally
Recognized Proof of the Damage Potential of Technical Highfrequency Fields - a Case
Report”] Umwelt-Medizin-Gesellschaft 27(3): 176-181; abstract.
266
Shahbazi-Gahrouei D, Karbalae M, Moradi HA, Baradaran-Ghahfarokhi M (2014)
“Health effects of living near mobile phone base transceiver station (BTS) antennae: a
report from Isfahan, Iran” Electromagn Biol Med. 33(3): 206-210;PMID: 23781985.
267
Singh K, Nagaraj A, Yousuf A, Ganta S, Pareek S, Vishnani P (2016) “Effect of
electromagnetic radiations from mobile phone base stations on general health and
salivary function” J Int Soc Prev Community Dent. 6(1): 54-59; PMID: 27011934.
268
Lamech F (2014) “Self-Reporting of Symptom Development From Exposure to
Radiofrequency Fields of Wireless Smart Meters in Victoria, Australia: A Case Series”
Altern Ther Health Med. 20(6): 28-39; PMID: 25478801.
269
Navarro EA, Gomez-Perretta C, Montes F (2015) “Low intensity magnetic field
influences short-term memory: A study in a group of healthy students”
Bioelectromagnetics. PMID: 26661640.
270
Kolodynski AA, Kolodynska VV (1996) “Motor and psychological functions of school
children living in the area of the Skrunda Radio Location Station in Latvia” Sci Total
Environ. 180(1): 87-93; PMID: 8717320; pdf. [65]
271
Kato Y, Johansson O (2012) “Reported functional impairments of electrohypersensitive Japanese: A questionnaire survey” Pathophysiology. 19(5): 95-100;
PMID: 22458999. [63]
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(l) It is possible that, in the mid 1700s, Benjamin Franklin was the first to link electrical
exposure to memory loss.
• “Benjamin Franklin recognized that passing electricity through the head could
affect memory for the traumatic event. Franklin described his findings on himself
and others in several letters from the mid-1700s, 2 of which were published in his
lifetime. What he observed was confirmed in 1783 by physician Jan Ingenhousz,
who was one of his correspondents. Although Ingenhousz had lost his memory for
his electrical accident and was confused immediately afterward, he felt strangely
elated and unusually sharp the next morning.”272

Finger S, Zaromb F (2006) “Benjamin Franklin and shock-induced amnesia” Am
Psychol. 61(3): 240-248; PMID: 16594840.
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4.
Fatigue
Fatigue has long been recognised as a specific symptom of low-level electromagnetic
exposure, as from mobile phones. There is full substantiation of a risk from mobile
phones for this symptom, in addition to the evidence from VGCCs and oxidative stress.
(a) Surveys of users of mobile phones showed a risk of fatigue.
• In one survey fatigue came 4th out of 5 symptoms. "The overall mean percentage
for these clinical findings in all groups were … fatigue (3%) … Based on the
results of the present study, we conclude that the use of mobile phones is a risk
factor for health hazards."273
• The symptoms of fatigue “were reported significantly more often by the people
who talked frequently and long in comparison with other users (45% of the
subjects).”274
(b) Surveys of young people using mobile phones showed a risk of fatigue.
• Among adolescents aged 15-19 years “some of the most frequently
reported health complaints were tiredness … Regular users of wireless phones
had health symptoms more often and reported poorer perceived health than less
frequent users.”275
• Of 469 healthy students, where 31% of the students used to use mobile phones
and the average daily time of using mobile phones in talk mode was 7 minutes. …
“fatigue 39%, 29% was reported by 39% of those with a daily average talking
time of 11-30 mins, compared with 29% of those who did not use a mobile.” 276
• “The present study indicated that there was a consistent significant association
between mobile phone use and fatigue in children.”277
(c) Surveys of symptoms near mobile phone masts also show fatigue as a risk.
• A health survey in La Ñora, Murcia, Spain “showed statistically significant positive
exposure-response associations”with fatigue. “Based on the data of this study the
advice would be to strive for levels not higher than 0.02 V/m for the sum total,
which is equal to a power density of 0.0001 μW/cm² or 1 μW/m².” 278
(d) Surveys of symptoms from mobile phones, mobile phone masts etc. also show
fatigue as a risk, with a gender differential.
Al-Khlaiwi T, Meo SA (2004) “Association of mobile phone radiation with fatigue,
headache, dizziness, tension and sleep disturbance in Saudi population” Saudi Med J.
25(6): 732-736; PMID: 15195201.
274
Szyjkowska A, Gadzicka E, Szymczak W, Bortkiewicz A (2014) “The risk of subjective
symptoms in mobile phone users in Poland--an epidemiological study” Int J Occup Med
Environ Health. 27(2): 293-303; PMID: 24692074.
275
Söderqvist F, Carlberg M, Hardell L (2008) “Use of wireless telephones and selfreported health symptoms: a population-based study among Swedish adolescents aged
15-19 years” Environ Health. 7:18; PMID: 18495003. [42]
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Mortazavi SM, Atefi M, Kholghi F (2011) “The pattern of mobile phone use and
prevalence of self-reported symptoms in elementary and junior high school students in
Shiraz, Iran” Iran J Med Sci. 36(2): 96-103; PMID: 23358105.
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Zheng F, Gao P, He M, Li M, Tan J, Chen D, Zhou Z, Yu Z, Zhang L (2015)
“Association between mobile phone use and self-reported well-being in children:
a questionnaire-based cross-sectional study in Chongqing, China” BMJ Open. 5(5):
e007302; PMID: 25967996.
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Oberfeld G, Navarro AE, Portoles M, Maestu C, Gomez-Perretta C (2004) “The
Microwave Syndrome - Further Aspects of a Spanish Study”, Conference Proceedings;Full
Paper [59]
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In one survey "A mean of 2.7 different symptoms were reported.”“fatigue (18%)”
was the 4th of 5 “most common complaints”.279
“Self-reported symptoms were headache, vertigo/dizziness, fatigue … In users of
mobile phone and computer, women significantly (p < 0.05) complained more
often of … fatigue … than men.”280

(e) Some surveys were just for people with EHS, where there was a risk of fatigue as a
symptom of EM exposure.
• Fatigue was the most common major complaint: “Reported major complaints
were "fatigue/tiredness" (85%) … The most plausible trigger of EHS onset was a
mobile phone base station or personal handy-phone system (37%). 65%
experienced health problems to be due to the radiation from other passengers'
mobile phones in trains or buses, and 12%reported that they could not use public
transportation at all.”281
• Before the onset of EHS, the most common health complaints were allergies
(35.1%). “During the acute phase of EHS the most common symptoms were
nervous system related” with "fatigue" (57.2%) in 3rd place. The sources that
were most often reported to have triggered EHS were: "personal computers"
(50.8%) and "mobile phones" (47.0%).” 282
(f) For people with EHS, as compared with just mobile phone users, there was little
difference in the risk of fatigue as a symptom.
• “the mobile phone group showed increased levels of exhaustion and depression
but not of anxiety, somatization, and stress; the EHS group showed increased
levels for all of the conditions except for stress.”283
(g) A GPs survey in Switzerland ranked the risk of fatigue in the top three for EM
exposure, including mobile phones.
• "An overview of the most recent EMF-related consultation per GP (in Switzerland)
yielded sleep disorders, headaches and fatigue as the most often reported
symptoms and mobile phone base stations, power lines and the own use of
mobile phones as the main EMF sources suspected to be associated to symptoms.
GPs judged the association between EMF and the symptoms to be plausible in
54% of the cases."284
(h) Other sources of EM radiation such as smart meters, which radiate only occasionally,
are also a risk for fatigue:
• In a study included 92 residents of Victoria, Australia of 7 health risks headaches
came second: “The most frequently reported symptoms from exposure to smart
Röösli M, Moser M, Baldinini Y, Meier M, Braun-Fahrländer C (2004) “Symptoms of illhealth ascribed to electromagnetic field exposure – a questionnaire survey” Int J Hyg
Environ Health. 207(2): 141-150; PMID: 15031956
280
Küçer N, Pamukçu T (2013) “Self-reported symptoms associated with exposure to
electromagnetic fields: a questionnaire study” Electromagn Biol Med. PMID: 23730819.
281
Kato Y, Johansson O (2012) “Reported functional impairments of electrohypersensitive Japanese: A questionnaire survey” Pathophysiology. 19(5): 95-100;
PMID: 22458999. [63]
282
Hagström M, Auranen J, Ekman R (2012) "Electromagnetic hypersensitive Finns:
Symptoms, perceived sources and treatments, a questionnaire study"
Pathophysiology.20(2): 117-122; PMID: 23557856. pdf. [64]
283
Johansson A, Nordin S, Heiden M, Sandström M (2010) “Symptoms, personality traits,
and stress in people with mobile phone-related symptoms and electromagnetic
hypersensitivity” J Psychosom Res. 68(1): 37-45; PMID: 20004299
284
Huss A, Röösli M (2006) “Consultations in primary care for symptoms attributed to
electromagnetic fields - a survey among general practitioners” BMC Public Health 6:267;
PMID: 17074080.
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meters were … (4) fatigue … The effects of these symptoms on people's lives
were significant. Review of some key studies, both recent and old (1971), reveals
that the participants' symptoms were the same as those reported by people
exposed to RF fields emitted by devices other than smart meters.” 285

Lamech F (2014) “Self-Reporting of Symptom Development From Exposure to
Radiofrequency Fields of Wireless Smart Meters in Victoria, Australia: A Case Series”
Altern Ther Health Med. 20(6): 28-39; PMID: 25478801.
285
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5.
Heart Palpitations
Heart palpitations, including heart rate, HRV, and cardio-vascular effects, have long been
recognised as a specific symptom of low-level electromagnetic exposure, as from mobile
phones. There is full substantiation of a risk from mobile phones for this set of
symptoms, in addition to the evidence from VGCCs and oxidative stress.
(a) From the 1950s it has been known that microwave exposure is a risk to the heart.
• 1955: “more than half of the 24 radar technicians that he examined had shown
various abnormalities, including asthenic phenomena, a tendency to bradycardia
and arterial hypotonia, a rise in basal metabolism, and a decrease in blood sugar,
basically because of microwave exposure.”286
• 1971: “The isolated frog heart cannot be driven to arrhythmia if the RF pulse
impinges upon the heart at the P wave but it can be so driven if the RF pulse
impinges at the occurance of the R wave … Peak rather than average power
density was determined to be the more important variable in the study of the
effect of modulated low power density RF energy on biological functions (Frey,
1962, 1967) … In half the cases, arrhythmias occurred and they were associated
with RF illumination.”287
• 1976: “The Eurasian Communist countries are actively involved in evaluatiom of
the biological significance of radiowaves and microwaves … Animal experiments
reported in the open literature have demonstrated the use of low-level microwave
signals to produce death by heart seizure … Effects on hemodynamics include
blood pressure variations ancl cardiac arrhythmias … a significantly higher
incidence of coronary disease, hypertension, and disturbances of lipid metabolism
among the exposed individuals. … These men showed a tendency to bradycardia
… In a group of patients suffering from "radio wave disease”, cerebral
hemodynamic changes were observed. These included reduced intensity of the
pulse blood volume and an increase in tonicity of the intra- and extracranial
vessels … Personnel exposed to microwave radiation below thermal levels
experience more neurological, cardiovascular, and hemodynamic disturbances
than do their unexposed counterparts. Some of the cardiac and circulatory effects
attributed to exposure include bradycardia, hypotension, and changes in EKG
indices (sinus arrhythmia, extrasystole changes in intraventricular and intra-atrial
conduction, diminished amplitude of EKG deflections, etc.).”288
• “Soviet investigators claim that exposure to low levels of RF/MW radiation that
are not sufficient to induce hyperthermia can cause aberrations in the
cardiovascular system of the body.”289
• “It took until 1956 for US farms to reach urban and rural non-farm electrification
levels ... Urban death rates were much higher than rural rates for cardiovascular
diseases … in 1940. Rural death rates were significantly correlated with level of
residential electric service by state for most causes examined. I hypothesize that
the 20th century epidemic of the so called diseases of civilization including

Shemyakov SI (1955) Voyenno-med. zhurn. 5: 79; in: Petrov IR, 1970. NASA TT-F708, 1972, pdf, p.127. [52]
287
Frey AH (1971) “Biological function as influenced by low power modulated RF energy”
IEEE Trans Microwave Theory and Technique.MTT-19, 153-166; pdf. [66]
288
Adams R, Williams RA (1976) “Biological Effects of Electromagnetic Radiation
(Radiowaves and Microwaves): Eurasian Communist Countries” US Army Medical
Intelligence and Information Agency. DST-1810S-074-76; Review; 34 pages. [56]
289
Bolen SM (1988) “Radiofrequency/Microwave Radiation Biological Effects and Safety
Standards: A Review” Rome Laboratory, Air Force Materiel Command, Griffiss Air Force
Base, New York; RL-TR-94-53; pdf. [26]
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cardiovascular disease, cancer and diabetes and suicide was caused by
electrification not by lifestyle.”290
(b) Healthy people have a risk of heart effects probably caused by a mobile phone, with
changes to the autonomic balance and heart rate etc..
• “The tone of the parasympathetic system measured indirectly by analysis of heart
rate variability was increased while sympathetic tone was lowered during the call
with use of a mobile phone. It was shown that the call with a mobile phone may
change the autonomic balance in healthy subjects. Changes in heart rate
variability during the call with a mobile phone could be affected by EM field but
the influence of speaking cannot be excluded.”291
• “According to the results of this study, mobile phones can affect the heart rate,
TP segment and time of T wave. Therefore, it seems that long term use can affect
heart. Based on several reports on the effects of these waves on biological
processes, precautionary measures should be taken about
using mobile phones.”292
(c) Chidlren using mobile phones are also affected by the risk of heart effects.
• “Of 469 healthy students randomly selected, where 31% of the students used to
use mobile phones and the average daily time of using mobile phones in talk
mode was 7 minutes. …“ Palpitation was reported by 41%of those with a daily
average talking time of 11-30 mins, compared with 21% of those who did not use
a mobile.”293
(d) People with EHS have a risk of heart effects.
• “Hourly recorded HRV data show significant difference between groups in lowand high- frequencies bands (0.04-0.15 Hz and 0.15-0.4 Hz respectively).
Persons with perceived electrical hypersensitivity have indications of
dysautonomia with increased nocturnal sympathetic tone and de- 271 creased
parasympathetic activity. These deviations in circadian rhythms could explain
general neuroasthenic symptoms that occur in this syndrome.” 294
• “… in electrosensitive patients … The EEG/brain mapping showed that the brain
reacts promptly in a paradoxical way and the cardio-vascular parameter changes
(heart rate and rhythm, and blood pressure) were protracted in time.” 295
• “The symptoms of electrohypersensitivity (EHS) … are well described in the
literature. An increasingly common response includes clumping (rouleau
Milham S (2010) “Historical evidence that electrification caused the 20th century
epidemic of "diseases of civilization"” Med Hypotheses. 74(2): 337-345; PMID:
19748187.
291
Andrzejak R, Poreba R, Poreba M, Derkacz A, Skalik R, Gac P, Beck B, Steinmetz-Beck
A, Pilecki W (2008) “The influence of the call with a mobile phone on heart rate
variability parameters in healthy volunteers” Ind Health. 46(4): 409-417; PMID:
18716391.
292
Komeili G, Nabizadeh Sarabandi S (2012) “Studying the effects of mobile phone waves
on electro cardiogram parameters of students in Zahedan University of medical sciences”
Int J High Risk Behav Addict. 1(2): 75-78; PMID: 24971237.
293
Mortazavi SM, Atefi M, Kholghi F (2011) “The pattern of mobile phone use and
prevalence of self-reported symptoms in elementary and junior high school students in
Shiraz, Iran” Iran J Med Sci. 36(2): 96-103; PMID: 23358105.
294
Lyskov E, Sandström M, Hansson Mild K, Klucharev V (2002) “24 hours monitoring of
emf exposure and heart rate variability in subjects with ‘electromagnetic
hypersensitivity’” in: “Electromagnetic Fields and Human Health: Fundamental and
Applied Research.” (3rd International Conference Held in Moscow and St. Petersburg,
Russia, September 17-25 2002, WHO etc., 187 pages): 270; pdf.
295
Griesz-Brisson M (2013) “Electrosensitivity from a neurological point of view”
Neuroepidemiology 41: 223–316; no.227, p.275; DOI 10.1159/000356326.
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formation) of the red blood cells, heart palpitations, pain or pressure in the chest
accompanied by anxiety, and an upregulation of the sympathetic nervous system
coincident with a downregulation of the parasympathetic nervous system typical
of the "fight-or-flight" response.”296
“Simultaneous recordings of heart rate variability, microcirculation and electric
skin potentials are used for classification of EHS.” 297
“a … patient moved to Bavaria for job reasons. At his new living place, he
suffered from multiple symptoms mostly unknown from his past. First, his night
sleep was disturbed for several hours by different high and low tones. Later, he
suffered from tachycardias, cephalgias and nose bleeding as well as pains all over
the body … Technical high-frequency measurements carried out in 2007 detected
signals appearing at night which were above the limiting value stipulated in
Germany.”298

(e) People with “mobile-phone-related” symptoms differ from controls as regards the risk
of heart rate variability (HRV).
• “the cases differed significantly from the controls with respect to heart rate
variability (HRV) as measured in the frequency domain. The cases displayed a
shift in low/high frequency ratio towards a sympathetic dominance in the
autonomous nervous system during the critical flicker fusion threshold (CFFT) and
memory tests, regardless of exposure condition. This might be interpreted as a
sign of differences in the autonomous nervous system regulation between
persons with mobile phone related subjective symptoms and persons with no
such symptoms.”299
(f) EMF changed the complexity of cardiac system behaviour in healthy volunteers.
• “In this study, the effects of electromagnetic fields (EMFs) emitted by GSM900
based mobile phones (MPs) on the heart rate variability (HRV) were examined by
using nonlinear analysis methods. The largest Lyapunov exponent (LLE)
calculation was used to evaluate the effect of MP under various real exposure
conditions. Sixteen healthy young volunteers were exposed to EMFs emitted by
GSM900 based MP at two levels from a very low EMF (MP at stand-by) to a higher
EMF (MP at pre-ring handshaking and ringing). The results showed that the LLE
values increased slightly with higher EMF produced by MP (P < 0.05). This change
indicates that the degree of chaos in the HRV signals increased at higher EMF
compared to low level EMF. Consequently, we have concluded that high level EMF
changed the complexity of cardiac system behavior, significantly.” 300

Havas M (2013) “Radiation from wireless technology affects the blood, the heart, and
the autonomic nervous system” Rev Environ Health. 28(2-3): 75-84; PMID: 24192494;
pdf. [68]
297
Tuengler A, von Klitzing L (2013) “Hypothesis on how to measure electromagnetic
hypersensitivity” Electromagn Biol Med. 32(3): 281-290; PMID: 23301924. [73]
298
Eger H (2014) “Kausaler, juristisch anerkannter Nachweis des Schädigungspotenzials
technischer hochfrequenter Felder - eine Patientenkasuistik” [“Causal, Legally
Recognized Proof of the Damage Potential of Technical Highfrequency Fields - a Case
Report”] Umwelt-Medizin-Gesellschaft 27(3): 176-181; abstract.
299
Wilén J, Johansson A, Kalezic N, Lyskov E, Sandström M (2006) “Psychophysiological
tests and provocation of subjects with mobile phone related symptoms”
Bioelectromagnetics. 27(3): 204-214; PMID: 16304699.
300
Yılmaz D, Yıldız M (2010) “Analysis of the mobile phone effect on the heart rate
variability by using the largest Lyapunovexponent” J Med Syst. 34(6): 1097-1103;
PMID: 20703598.
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“the duration of mobile phone use may affect the autonomic balance
in healthy subjects. The electromagnetic field created by mobile phone use may
induce HRV changes in the long term.”301

(g) WLAN (Wifi), as fitted on mobile phones, can cause a risk of heart effects. Acute
exposure in animals increased heart frequency.
• “Especially WLAN is in the focus of attention, because this technical equipment is
operating as well in offices or inhouse by connecting computer systems. Actually,
one of the main healthy problems is an increasing rate of cardio-vascular
disorders.”302
• “Acute exposure of rabbits to WIFI increased heart frequency (+22%) and arterial
blood pressure (+14%). Moreover, analysis of ECG revealed that WIFI induced a
combined increase of PR and QT intervals … These results suggest for the first
time, as far as we know, that exposure to WIFI affect heart rhythm, blood
pressure, and catecholamines efficacy on cardiovascular system; indicating that
RF can act directly and/or indirectly on cardiovascular system.” 303
(h) Surveys near mobile phone masts show risks for heart effects, especially a decrease
in the heart rate. Both people with EHS and people without EHS suffer similar symptoms
as regards the heart.
• A survey in La Ñora, Murcia, Spain, near cellular phone base stations “showed
statistically significant positive exposure-response associations”with
“cardiovascular problems”.304
• “for the heart rate (HR), there is a statistically significant difference between the
pre- and post-exposure sessions, p < 0.05. The heart rate of subjects clearly
decreases over the course of the study; on average, about 3 beats per minute …
under UMTS exposure, both IEI-EMF and non-IEI-EMF groups show a reduction in
heart rate level from before to after exposure, but no difference is observed
between the two groups either before or after exposure.” 305
(i) Babies risk reduced heart rate near to magnetic fields from incubator electric motors,
showing an influence on their autonomous nervous system.
• For 27 newborns whose HRV was studied throughout three 5-minute periods:
with incubator motor on, off, and on again: “Mean (SD) total power and the highfrequency (HF) component of HRV increased significantly (from 87.1 (76.2) ms2
to 183.6 (168.5) ms2) and the mean low-frequency (LF)/HF ratio decreased
significantly (from 2.0 (0.5) to 1.5 (0.6)) when the incubator motor was turned
off. Basal values (HF = 107.1 (118.1) ms2 and LF/HF = 1.9 (0.6)) were restored
when incubators were turned on again. The LF spectral component of HRV
showed a statistically significant change only in the second phase of the
Ekici B, Tanındı A, Ekici G, Diker E (2016) “The effects of the duration of mobile
phone use on heart rate variability parameters in healthy subjects” Anatol J Cardiol.
16(11): 833-838; PMID: 27109242.
302
von Klitzing L (2014) “Einfluss elektromagneticher Felder auf kardiovaskulare
Erkrenkungen [“Influence of EM Fields on cardiovascular disorders”] Umwelt-MedizinGesellschaft. 27(1): 17-21; abstract [English trans.].
303
Saili L, Hanini A, Smirani C, Azzouz I, Azzouz A, Sakly M, Abdelmelek H, Bouslama Z
(2015) “Effects of acute exposure to WIFI signals (2.45GHz) on heart variability and
blood pressure in Albinos rabbit” Environ Toxicol Pharmacol. 40(2): 600-605; PMID:
26356390.
304
Oberfeld G, Navarro AE, Portoles M, Maestu C, Gomez-Perretta C (2004) “The
Microwave Syndrome - Further Aspects of a Spanish Study”, Conference Proceedings;Full
Paper. [59]
305
Malek F, Rani KA, Rahim HA, Omar MH (2015) “Effect of Short-Term Mobile Phone
Base Station Exposure on Cognitive Performance, Body Temperature, Heart Rate and
Blood Pressure of Malaysians” Sci Rep. 5: 13206; PMID: 26286015.
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experiment … MFs produced by incubators influence newborns' HRV, showing
an influence on their autonomous nervous system.”306
(j) Pregnant mothers exposed to mobile phones increased fetal and neonatal heart rate
and decreased the cardiac output.
• “The pregnant mothers were exposed to EMF emitted by mobile telephones while
on telephone-dialing mode for 10 minutes during pregnancy and after birth.
Exposure of pregnant women to mobile phone significantly
increase fetal and neonatal heart rate, and significantly decreased the cardiac
output.”307
(k) Surveys of patients with ischemic heart disease showed that mobile phone radiation
was a risk and could alter the ECG of male patients.
• “The radiofrequency of cell phone prolongs the QT interval in human beings and it
interferes with voltage criteria of electrocardiographic (ECG) records in male
patients with myocardial ischemia.”308
• “The radiofrequency of cell phone prolongs the QT interval in human beings and it
interferes with voltage criteria of ECG records in male patients with myocardial
ischemia.”309
(l) Animal studies provide details about the mechanism of action on the heart by EM
exposure, perhaps indicating oxidative stress.
• “Rabbits were radiated by intensity of 50, 100, 150 and 200 mW/cm2 2450 MHz
microwaves for 20 min. 6 h after microwaveradiation, the heart tissue was taken.
The activity of ATP and mitochondria complex IV and V decreased significantly
compared with normal control in cardiac tissue. 100, 150 and 200 mW/cm2
microwave radiation group vs. control group (P <0. 05). The HE staining result
showed that myocardial cell appears edema, muscle fiber malalignment, cells
appeared obvious injury. Results of western blotting showed that the expression
of Caspase-3 and HSP 70 protein increased significantly in different
dosage radiation group (P <0. 05). Microwave radiation has injury effect
on rabbit heart. The possible mechanism may be related with inducing cell
apoptosis by changing of stress level in myocardial cell.” 310
• “We found that exposure of male rats to 900 MHz EMF for 1 h/day during
adolescence caused oxidative stress, which caused structural alteration of male
adolescent rat heart tissue.”311
Bellieni CV, Acampa M, Maffei M, Maffei S, Perrone S, Pinto I, Stacchini N, Buonocore
G (2008) “Electromagnetic fields produced by incubators influence heart
rate variability in newborns” Arch Dis Child Fetal Neonatal Ed. 93(4): F298-301; PMID:
18450804.
307
Rezk AY, Abdulqawi K, Mustafa RM, Abo El-Azm TM, Al-Inany H (2008) “Fetal and
neonatal responses following maternal exposure to mobile phones” Saudi Med J. 29(2):
218-223; PMID: 18246230.
308
Alhusseiny A, Al-Nimer M, Majeed A (2012) “Electromagnetic energy radiated
from mobile phone alters electrocardiographic records of patients with ischemic heart
disease” Ann Med Health Sci Res. 2(2): 146-151; PMID: 23440607.
309
Alhusseiny A, Al-Nimer M, Majeed A (2012) “Electromagnetic energy radiated from
mobile phone alters electrocardiographic records of patients with ischemic heart disease”
Ann Med Health Sci Res. 2(2): 146-151; PMID: 23440607.
310
Zhu W, Shen N, Zhong X, Hou J, Lü S, Cai J (2015) “[The cardiac injury effect of
microwave radiation on rabbit and its mechanism]” Wei Sheng Yan Jiu. 44(5): 818-821.
Chinese. PMID: 26591782.
311
Kerimoğlu G, Mercantepe T, Erol HS, Turgut A, Kaya H, Çolakoğlu S, Odacı E (2016)
“Effects of long-term exposure to 900 megahertz electromagnetic field on heart
morphology and biochemistry of male adolescent rats” Biotech Histochem. PMID:
27715326.
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In rats “pulse-modulated RF radiation causes oxidative injury in liver, lung, testis
and heart tissues mediated by lipid peroxidation, increased level of NOx and
suppression of antioxidant defense mechanism.” 312

Esmekaya MA, Ozer C, Seyhan N (2011) “900 MHz pulse-modulated radiofrequency
radiation induces oxidative stress on heart, lung, testis and liver tissues” Gen Physiol
Biophys. 30(1): 84-89; PMID: 21460416.
312
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6.
Sleep Disorders
Sleep Disorders, including sleep disturbance and insomnia, have long been recognised as
a specific symptom of low-level electromagnetic exposure, as from mobile phones. There
is full substantiation of a risk from mobile phones for this set of symptoms, in addition to
the evidence from VGCCs and oxidative stress.
(a) Surveys show a risk for sleep disorders among people using mobile phones.
• “In users of cellular phones, women significantly complained more often of sleep
disturbance than men.”313
• Sleep disturbance was the equal second most common health symptom out of 5,
at 4%. “Based on the results of the present study, we conclude that the use of
mobile phones is a risk factor for health hazards and suggest that long term or
excessive use of mobile phones should be avoided."314
• “Post-exposure, sleep latency after talk mode was markedly and significantly
delayed beyond listen and sham modes. This condition effect over time was also
quite evident in 1-4Hz EEG frontal power, which is a frequency range particularly
sensitive to sleep onset. It is possible that 2, 8, 217Hz modulation may
differentially affect sleep onset.”315
• “Self-reported symptoms were ... sleep disturbance-insomnia.”316
(b) Surveys show a risk for sleep disorders among people living near mobile phone
masts and similar transmitters.
• "The results of the questionnaire survey reveal that people living in the vicinity of
base stations report various complaints mostly of the circulatory system, but also
of sleep disturbances ... The performed studies showed the relationship between
the incidence of individual symptoms, the level of exposure, and the distance
between a residential area and a base station."317
• A health survey at La Ñora, Murcia, Spain, near two GSM mobile phone masts,
showed 13 statistically significant positive exposure-response associations of
which one was with sleeping disorder. “Based on the data of this study the advice
would be to strive for levels not higher than 0.02 V/m for the sum total, which is
equal to a power density of 0.0001 μW/cm² or 1 μW/m².” 318
• The Schwarzenburg shut-down study on sleep quality and melatonin cycle
showed that before shut down, self-rated sleep quality was reduced by 3.9 units
per mA/m increase in magnetic field exposure. The corresponding decrease in
melatonin excretion was 10%. After shutdown, sleep quality improved by 1.7
units per mA/m decrease in magnetic field exposure. Melatonin excretion
increased by 15% compared to baseline values suggesting a rebound effect.
Santini R, Seigne M, Bonhomme-Faivre L, Bouffet S, Defrasne E, Sage M (2001)
“[Symptoms reported by mobile cellular telephone users]” Pathol Biol (Paris). 49(3):
222-226. French. PMID: 11367556.
314
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headache, dizziness, tension and sleep disturbance in Saudi population” Saudi Med J.
25(6): 732-736; PMID: 15195201.
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Stratified analyses showed an exposure effect on melatonin excretion in poor
sleepers (26% increase) but not in good sleepers.”
Sleep disorders were one of the three symptoms most often reported to GPs in
Switzerland, based on the sources of mobile phone masts, power lines, and the
own use of mobile phones. “GPs judged the association between EMF and the
symptoms thone to be plausible in 54% of the cases."319
Trouble sleeping was rated 4th as a symptom: “The symptoms most related to
exposure were ... trouble sleeping (OR=1.49, 95% CI 1.20 to 1.84). … the
incidence of most of the symptoms was related to exposure levels-independently
of the demographic variables and some possible risk factors. Concerns about
adverse effects from exposure, despite being strongly related with sleep
disturbances, do not influence the direct association between exposure and
sleep.”320
For an US-American patient, “At his new living place, he suffered from multiple
symptoms mostly unknown from his past. First, his night sleep was disturbed for
several hours by different high and low tones … Technical high-frequency
measurements carried out in 2007 detected signals appearing at night which
were above the limiting value stipulated in Germany.”321
For the health effects of EM waves produced by mobile phone base transmitter
stations “49% respondents experienced sleeping disturbances.” 322
“Most of the symptoms such as … sleep disturbance … were statistically significant
in the inhabitants living near the BTS antenna (<300 m distances) compared to
those living far from the BTS antenna (>300 m).”323
“According to the sleeping test score we found a higher prevalence of insomnia in
the neighborhood with greater exposure to radio antennas and cell towers
(85.4%) than in the one with lower exposure (63.3%), prevalence ratio 1.34.
This study suggests a higher prevalence of insomnia among persons living in
areas with higher exposure to electromagnetic fields where the number of radio
antennas and cell towers was greater.”324
“It was revealed that a majority of the subjects who were residing near the
mobile base station complained of sleep disturbances … A majority of the study
subjects had significantly lesser stimulated salivary secretion as compared to the
control subjects.”325

Huss A, Röösli M (2006) “Consultations in primary care for symptoms attributed to
electromagnetic fields - a survey among general practitioners”BMC Public Health 6:267;
PMID: 17074080.
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Gómez-Perretta C, Navarro EA, Segura J, Portolés M (2013) “Subjective symptoms
related to GSM radiation from mobile phone base stations: a cross-sectional study” BMJ
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“Health effects of living near mobile phone base transceiver station (BTS) antennae: a
report from Isfahan, Iran” Electromagn Biol Med. 33(3): 206-210;PMID: 23781985.
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JC, Eljach-Cartagena JA, Banquett-Henao LA (2015) [Prevalence of insomnia in adults
aged 18 to 60 years and exposure to electromagnetic fields in households of
Barranquilla, Colombia] Biomedica. 35 Spec:120-9; PMID: 26535748.
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Singh K, Nagaraj A, Yousuf A, Ganta S, Pareek S, Vishnani P (2016) “Effect of
electromagnetic radiations from mobile phone base stations on general health and
salivary function” J Int Soc Prev Community Dent. 6(1): 54-59; PMID: 27011934.
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(c) Some surveys, confined to people with EHS or people with reactions to mobile
phones, show the risk of sleep disorder.
• “We found a prevalence of 5% for electromagnetic hypersensitivity (EHS) in our
study sample. The most common health complaints among EHS individuals were
sleep disorders (43%) and headaches (34%), which were mostly attributed to
power lines and mobile phone handsets.”326
• “Several studies show increases in activity for certain frequency bands (10-14 Hz)
and visually scored parameters during sleep after exposure to RF EM fields. A
shortened REM latency has also been reported … The results confirm previous
findings that RF exposure increased the EEG alpha range in the sleep EEG, and
indicated moderate impairment of slow-wave sleep (SWS).”327
• Sleeping disorders were rated second out of three symptoms for people with EHS:
“During the acute phase of EHS the most common symptoms were nervous
system related: "stress" (60.3%, 117), "sleeping disorders" (59.3%, 115) and
"fatigue" (57.2%, 111). The sources that were most often reported to have
triggered EHS were: "personal computers" (50.8%, 94) and "mobile phones"
(47.0%, 87).”328
• “The results confirm previous findings that RF exposure increased the EEG alpha
range in the sleep EEG, and indicated moderate impairment of slow-wave sleep.
Furthermore, reported differences in sensitivity to mobile phone use were not
reflected in sleep parameters.”329
(d) Some surveys included the symptom of sleep disturbance as a risk for mobile phone
exposure and other EM exposures.
• “The findings showed that daily occupational EMF exposure was positively
associated with poor sleep quality. It implies EMF exposure may damage human
sleep quality rather than sleep duration.” 330
(e) Some surveys specifically on health risks for adolescent use of mobile phones show a
risk for sleep disturbances.
• “Some of the most frequently reported health complaints were ... sleep
disturbances. Regular users of wireless phones had health symptoms more often
and reported poorer perceived health than less frequent users.”331
• “Wireless headsets were associated with … waking in the night (adjusted OR 2.4)
[the highest OR of three symptoms]. Several cordless phone frequencies bands
were related to … sleepiness at school, while the last of these was also related to
modulation … There were more statistically significant associations (36%) than

Schreier N, Huss A, Röösli M (2006) “The prevalence of symptoms attributed to
electromagnetic field exposure: a cross-sectional representative survey in Switzerland”
Soz Praventivmed. 51(4): 202-209; PMID: 17193782.
327
Lowden A, Akerstedt T, Ingre M, Wiholm C, Hillert L, Kuster N, Nilsson JP, Arnetz B
(2011) “Sleep after mobile phone exposure in subjects with mobile phone-related
symptoms” Bioelectromagnetics. 32(1): 4-14; PMID: 20857453.
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Hagström M, Auranen J, Ekman R (2012) "Electromagnetic hypersensitive Finns:
Symptoms, perceived sources and treatments, a questionnaire study"
Pathophysiology.20(2): 117-122; PMID: 23557856. pdf. [64]
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Liu H, Chen G, Pan Y, Chen Z, Jin W, Sun C, Chen C, Dong X, Chen K, Xu Z, Zhang S,
Yu Y (2014) “Occupational electromagnetic field exposures associated with sleep quality:
a cross-sectional study” PLoS One. 9(10): e110825; PMID: 25340654.
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Söderqvist F, Carlberg M, Hardell L (2008) “Use of wireless telephones and selfreported health symptoms: a population-based study among Swedish adolescents aged
15-19 years” Environ Health. 7:18; PMID: 18495003. [42]
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could be expected by chance (5%). Several were dose-dependent
relationships.”332
“Frequent weekday technology use at bedtime was associated with significant
adverse effects on multiple sleep parameters.” 333
“A large cross-sectional population-based survey study from 2012 … 9846
adolescents from three age cohorts aged 16-19 … The results demonstrate a
negative relation between use of technology and sleep, suggesting that
recommendations on healthy media use could include restrictions on electronic
devices.”334

(f) Differences in sleep disturbance from mobile phones, according to one study,
implicated men more than women.
• Of 4,156 young adults 20-24 years old “high mobile phone use was associated
with sleep disturbances and symptoms of depression for the men and symptoms
of depression for the women at 1-year follow-up.”335
(g) Differences in sleep disturbance from mobile phones, according to another study,
implicated women more than men.
• “Sleep disturbance, latency and day dysfunction was more in cases especially
females. A significant association of hours of usage and sleep indices were
observed in both genders (males r = 0.25; p = 0.04, females r = 0.31; p =
0.009) … Students using mobile for > 2 hours/day may cause sleep deprivation
and day sleepiness affecting cognitive and learning abilities of medical
students.”336
(h) Sleep disturbance as a symptom from mobile phone and similar exposure varied
between individuals as a risk.
• “Pulse-modulated radiofrequency electromagnetic fields (RF EMF) can alter brain
activity during sleep; increases of electroencephalographic (EEG) power in
the sleep spindle (13.75-15.25 Hz) and delta-theta (1.25-9 Hz) frequency range
have been reported. These field effects show striking interindividual differences.”337
(i) Sleep disturbance was also a symptom caused by exposure to EM radiation from
smart meters.
• “The most frequently reported symptoms from exposure to smart meters were
(1) insomnia [of 7 symptoms] … The effects of these symptoms on people's lives
were significant. Review of some key studies, both recent and old (1971), reveals
that the participants' symptoms were the same as those reported by people
Redmayne M, Smith E, Abramson MJ (2013) “The relationship between adolescents'
well-being and their wireless phone use: a cross-sectional study” Environ Health. 12: 90;
PMID: 24148357.
333
Arora T, Broglia E, Thomas GN, Taheri S (2014) “Associations between specific
technologies and adolescent sleep quantity, sleep quality, and parasomnias” Sleep Med.
15(2): 240-247; PMID: 24394730.
334
Hysing M, Pallesen S, Stormark KM, Jakobsen R, Lundervold AJ, Sivertsen B (2015)
“Sleep and use of electronic devices in adolescence: results from a large populationbased study” BMJ Open. 5(1): e006748; PMID: 25643702.
335
Thomée S, Härenstam A, Hagberg M (2011) “Mobile phone use and stress, sleep
disturbances, and symptoms of depression among young adults--a prospective cohort
study” BMC Public Health. 11: 66; PMID: 21281471.
336
Yogesh S, Abha S, Priyanka S (2014) “Mobile usage and sleep patterns among
medical students” Indian J Physiol Pharmacol. 58(1): 100-103; PMID: 25464686.
337
Lustenberger C, Murbach M, Tüshaus L, Wehrle F, Kuster N, Achermann P, Huber R
(2015) “Inter-individual and intra-individual variation of the effects of pulsed RF EMF
exposure on the human sleep EEG” Bioelectromagnetics. PMID: 25690404.
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exposed to RF fields emitted by devices other than smart meters. Interestingly,
the vast majority of Victorian cases did not state that they had been sufferers of
electromagnetic hypersensitivity syndrome (EHS) prior to exposure to the
wireless meters, which points to the possibility that smart meters may have
unique characteristics that lower people's threshold for symptom
development.”338
(j) Sleep disturbance is a symptom which is a risk for the 25% of the general population
which suffers from environmental intolerance, including intolerance to EM exposure.
• “About one fourth of the general population report environmental intolerance (EI)
to odorous/pungent chemicals, certain buildings, electromagnetic fields (EMFs),
and/or sounds. EI sufferers show various clinical features, of
which sleep disturbance is one. A population-based sample of 3406 individuals,
aged 18-79 years, was recruited from Northern Sweden. All four EI groups,
compared to the referents, reported significantly poorer sleep quality, more nonrestorative sleep, more daytime sleepiness, more obstructive breathing and
higher prevalence of nocturnal insomnia than the referents.” 339

Lamech F (2014) “Self-Reporting of Symptom Development From Exposure to
Radiofrequency Fields of Wireless Smart Meters in Victoria, Australia: A Case Series”
Altern Ther Health Med. 20(6): 28-39; PMID: 25478801.
339
Nordin M, Nordin S (2016) “Sleep and sleepiness in environmental intolerances: a
population-based study” Sleep Med. 24: 1-9; PMID: 27810173.
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7.
Tinnitus
Tinnitus and similar effects on the hearing have long been recognised as a specific
symptom of low-level electromagnetic exposure, as from mobile phones. There is full
substantiation of a risk from mobile phones for this set of symptoms, in addition to the
evidence from VGCCs and oxidative stress.
(a) Tinnitus as a symptom caused by radiation similar to that used by mobile phones
was one of the first symptoms established in western countries. It was first shown by
Frey in 1962 and has subsequently been frequently confirmed as a risk for the use of
mobile phones.
• “With appropriate modulation, the perception of various sounds can be induced in
clinically deaf, as well as normal, human subjects at a distance of inches up to
thousands of feet from the transmitter. With somewhat different transmitter
parameters, we can induce the perception of severe buffeting of the head,
without such apparent vestibular symptoms as dizziness or nausea. Changing
transmitter parameters again, one can induce a "pins-and -needles" sensation
… The RF sound has been described as being a buzz, clicking, hiss, or knocking,
depending on several transmitter parameters, i.e., pulse width and pulserepetition rate (PRF). The apparent source of these sounds is localized by the
subjects as being within, or immediately behind, the head. The sound always
seems to come from within or immediately behind the head, no matter how the
subject twists or rotates in the RF field.”340
(b) Tinnitus, microwave hearing or a clicking sound in the ears, has been shown to be a
risk for users of mobile phones.
• “… some statistical evidences are found that mobile phone may cause headache,
extreme irritation, increase in the carelessness, forgetfulness, decrease of the
reflex and clicking sound in the ears.” 341
• “The risk estimate [of an link between mobile phone use and tinnitus] was
significantly elevated for prolonged use (≥4 years) of a mobile phone (OR 1.95;
CI 1.00 to 3.80). Mobile phone use should be included in future investigations as
a potential risk factor for developing tinnitus.”342
• “The risk estimate [of a link between mobile phone use and tinnitus] was
significantly elevated for prolonged use (≥4 years) of a mobile phone (OR 1.95;
CI 1.00 to 3.80). Mobile phone use should be included in future investigations as
a potential risk factor for developing tinnitus.”343
(c) Tinnitus, microwave hearing or a clicking sound in the ears, has been shown to be a
risk for adolescent users of mobile phones.
• Of 469 healthy students randomly selected, where 31% of the students used to
use mobile phones and the average daily time of using mobile phones in talk
mode was 7 minutes. … “often/always tinnitus” was reported by 23% of those

Frey AH (1962) "Human auditory system response to modulated electromagnetic
energy" J Appl Physiol 17(4): 689-692; PMID: 13895081; article. [67]
341
Balikci K, Cem Ozcan I, Turgut-Balik D, Balik HH (2005) “A survey study on some
neurological symptoms and sensations experienced by long term users of mobile
phones” Pathol Biol (Paris). 53(1): 30-34; PMID: 15620607.
342
Hutter HP, Moshammer H, Wallner P, Cartellieri M, Denk-Linnert DM, Katzinger M,
Ehrenberger K, Kundi M (2010) “Tinnitus and mobile phone use” Occup Environ Med.
67(12): 804-808; PMID: 20573849.
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67(12): 804-808; PMID: 20573849.
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with a daily average talking time of 11-30 mins, compared with 8% of those who
did not use a mobile.344
“Using a wired cellphone headset was associated with tinnitus (adjusted OR 1.8)
… Several cordless phone frequencies bands were related to tinnitus … ”

(d) Tinnitus, microwave hearing or a clicking sound in the ears, has also been confirmed
to be a risk for other sources users of EM exposure in addition to mobile phones.
• "Microwave auditory effect is the most widely accepted biological effect of
microwave radiation with a known mechanism of interaction: the thermoelastic
theory. The phenomenon, mechanism, power requirement, pressure amplitude,
and auditory thresholds of microwave hearing are discussed in this paper. A
specific emphasis is placed on human exposures to wireless communication fields
and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) coils."345
• “Self-reported symptoms were … tinnitus.”346
• “The results support that chronic EMF exposure may cause damage by leading to
neuronal degeneration of the auditory system.” 347
(e) There have been suggestions that tinnitus, microwave hearing or a clicking sound in
the ears, has similar mechanisms as EHS itself as a risk from exposure to mobile phones
and other sources of EM radiation and fields, and that people with EHS are more liable to
the risk of tinnitus from mobile phones.
• “Tinnitus is associated with subjective electromagnetic hypersensitivity. An
individual vulnerability probably due to an over activated cortical distress network
seems to be responsible for, both, electromagnetic hypersensitivity and
tinnitus.”348
• “The worldwide progressive increase of the use of cell phones has exposed the
peripheral auditory pathways to a higher dose of EM RF radiation (EMRFR). Some
tinnitus patients report that the abusive use of mobiles, especially when repeated
in the same ear, might worsen ipsilateral tinnitus … Some individuals are more
sensitive to EM exposure (electrosensitivity), and thus present earlier symptoms.
There may be a common pathophysiology between this electrosensitivity and
tinnitus. There are already reasonable evidences to suggest caution for using
mobile phones to prevent auditory damage and the onset or worsening of tinnitus
… Adopting these extra data [1. Vicinity (residence or business) to towers,
antennas, and transmission lines; 2. Use of the cell phone for calls: Approximate
daily time of use; Type of normal use: direct contact with the ear, head-set, or
Bluetooth; Preferential use in one of the ears], it was easier to suspect the
influence of EMRFR on tinnitus due to frequent cell phone use, especially in cases
of prolonged use, with the preferred ear coinciding with the presence of unilateral

Mortazavi SM, Atefi M, Kholghi F (2011) “The pattern of mobile phone use and
prevalence of self-reported symptoms in elementary and junior high school students in
Shiraz, Iran” Iran J Med Sci. 36(2): 96-103; PMID: 23358105.
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(or worse) tinnitus. These are the patients who might be more vulnerable to have
electromagnetic hypersensitivity (EMH) or electrosensitivity.” 349
(f) Transcranial direct current stimulation (tDCS) can improve or worsen tinnitus.
• “Compared to sham transcranial direct current stimulation (tDCS), anodal tDCS
significantly reduced tinnitus intensity immediately after stimulation; whereas
cathodal tDCS failed to do so … Moreover, several patients unexpectedly reported
longer-lasting effects (at least several days) such as tinnitus improvement,
worsening, or changes in tinnitus features, more frequently after real than sham
tDCS.”350
(g) Radiation from wireless smart meters can also give a risk of the symptom of tinnitus.
• “The study included 92 residents of Victoria, Australia. … The most frequently
reported symptoms from exposure to smart meters were … (3) tinnitus [out of 7].
The effects of these symptoms on people's lives were significant.”351

Medeiros LN, Sanchez TG (2015) “Tinnitus and cell phones: the role of
electromagnetic radiofrequency radiation” Braz J Otorhinolaryngol. PMID: 26602000;
ScienceDirect.
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8.
Depression
Depression and related effects have long been recognised as a specific symptom of lowlevel electromagnetic exposure, as from mobile phones. There is full substantiation of a
risk from mobile phones for this set of symptoms, in addition to the evidence from
VGCCs and oxidative stress.
(a) The link between exposure to EM fields and radiation as used by mobile phones with
depression, along with similar outcomes such as anxiety, irritability, stress, nervousness
and suicide, was first show in 1981 and has frequently been confirmed since then.
• “We found a significant correlation between suicide locations and the measured
power-frequency magnetic field strength. Significantly more suicides occurred at
locations of high magnetic field strength … We believe this to be the first
demonstrated correlation between human behaviour and environmental powerfrequency fields.”352
(b) Since 1981 this link between exposure to EM fields and radiation as used by mobile
phones with depression has frequently been confirmed both for occupational exposures
to magnetic fields and to wireless mobile phone radiation from mobile phone masts.
• “Suicide mortality was increased relative to work in exposed jobs and with indices
of exposure to magnetic fields. … Stronger associations, with odds ratios (ORs) in
the range of 2.12 to 3.62, were found for men younger than 50 years. These data
provide evidence for an association between occupational electromagnetic
fields and suicide that warrants further evaluation. A plausible mechanism related
to melatonin and depression provides a direction for additional laboratory
research and epidemiologic evaluation.” 353
• A health survey near two GSM 900/1800 MHz cellular phone base stations …
“showed statistically significant positive exposure-response associations” with
irritability … depressive tendency … ”354
• "A mean of 2.7 different symptoms were reported.” … “nervousness or distress
(19%)” was the third of the 5 “most common complaints. Complainants related
their symptoms most frequently to exposure to mobile phone base stations
(74%), followed by mobile phones (36%), cordless phones (29%) and power
lines (27%).”355
• “The slow spread of residential electrification in the US in the first half of the 20th
century from urban to rural areas resulted by 1940 in two large populations;
urban populations, with nearly complete electrification and rural populations
exposed to varying levels of electrification depending on the progress of
electrification in their state. It took until 1956 for US farms to reach urban and
rural non-farm electrification levels ... Urban death rates were much higher than

Perry FS, Reichmanis M, Marino AA, Becker RO (1981) “Environmental powerfrequency magnetic fields and suicide” Health Phys. 41(2): 267-277; PMID: 727561; pdf.
353
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rural rates for cardiovascular diseases, malignant diseases, diabetes and suicide
in 1940.”356
“The symptoms of electrohypersensitivity (EHS) … are well described in the
literature. An increasingly common response includes … pain or pressure in the
chest accompanied by anxiety … Provocation studies presented in this article
demonstrate that the response to electrosmog is physiologic and not
psychosomatic.”357
“Self-reported symptoms were … tension-anxiety … the study has shown that
users of mobile phone and computer more often complained of … tension-anxiety
symptoms according to time of daily usage (p < 0.05). In users of mobile phone
and computer, women significantly (p < 0.05) complained more often of
headache, vertigo/dizziness, fatigue, forgetfulness and tension-anxiety than
men.”358
Of 4,156 young adults 20-24 years old “high mobile phone use was associated
with sleep disturbances and symptoms of depression for the men and symptoms
of depression for the women at 1-year follow-up.”359
“Over the last few years there have been concerns regarding the health effects of
electromagnetic waves (EMW) produced by mobile phone base transmitter
stations (BTS) … mood change or anxiety or depression” were reported by
41%.”360
“Most of the symptoms such as … irritability … nervousness, depression … were
statistically significant in the inhabitants living near the BTS antenna (<300 m
distances) compared to those living far from the BTS antenna (>300 m).”361
“It was revealed that a majority of the subjects who were residing near the
mobile base station complained of … irritability… and hypertension. A majority of
the study subjects had significantly lesser stimulated salivary secretion (P < 0.01)
as compared to the control subjects.”362

(c) The symptoms of depression, nervousness and suicidal feelings are also risks for
adolescents using mobile phones.
• Of 469 healthy students randomly selected, where 31% of the students used to
use mobile phones and the average daily time of using mobile phones in talk
mode was 7 minutes. … “nervousness” was reported by 48% of those with a daily
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average talking time of 11-30 mins, compared with 16% of those who did not use
a mobile.363
“Associations of mobile phone use after lights out with mental health, suicidal
feelings, and self-injury were cross-sectionally examined in 17,920 adolescents
using a self-report questionnaire … Mobile phone use after lights out may be
associated with poor mental health, suicidal feelings, and self-injury in both early
and late adolescents.”364
“Increased duration of mobile phone use is associated with unfavorable
psychological mood, in particular, a depressed mood.” 365
“wireless headsets were associated with … feeling down/depressed (adjusted OR
2.0) … Several cordless phone frequencies bands were related to … feeling
down/depressed…”366

(d) Recent studies have suggested possible mechanisms for the risk of the symptom of
depression arising from exposure to EM fields and radiation, including the pathway of
oxidative stress.
• “Many studies have suggested an association between chronic extremely lowfrequency magnetic field (ELF-MF) exposure and anxiety and/or depression. The
mechanism of these effects is assumed to be a stress response induced by ELFMF exposure … Quantification of the mRNA levels of adrenal corticosteroid
synthesis enzymes revealed a significant reduction in Cyp17a1 mRNA in the ELFMF-exposed mice. Our findings suggest the possibility that high intensity and
chronic exposure to ELF-MF induces an increase in corticosterone secretion, along
with depression- and/or anxiety-like behavior, without enhancement of the
hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal axis.”367
• “A significant change in behavior, i.e., more anxiety and poor learning …
extensive neurodegeneration on exposure to radio waves.” 368
• “4 weeks exposure to EM radiation, vibration, ringtone or both produced a
significant effect on anxiety-like behavior and oxidative stress in young wistar
rats.”369
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9.
Skin Disorder
Skin Disorder and similar skin effects have long been recognised as a specific symptom
of low-level electromagnetic exposure, as from mobile phones. There is full
substantiation of a risk from mobile phones for this set of symptoms, in addition to the
evidence from VGCCs and oxidative stress.
(a) Skin disorders have been established for some people in relation to geomagnetic
events, such as static electric fields during thunderstorms.
• “Some people react with itching when static electric fields are produced by
thunderstorms.”370
(b) Skin disorder was one of the first symptoms of exposure to electromagnetic fields
and radiation established experimentally in western countries. The first evidence
appeared in 1979, related especially to computer use and visual display units.
• “A transient facial rash in six healthy female operators of visual display units is
described … circumstantial evidence strongly favours a link between the rash and
the working conditions.”371
• “users of video terminals may suffer from an intense pricking sensation of the
skin of the face and those parts of the body not covered by clothing. The pricking
sensation commenced after an exposure of 1-8 h … once away from work, the
patients soon returned to normal … A majority of the patients had suffered from
this complaint for years, it origin coinciding with exposure to video terminals …
the rash appeared during rainy spells … We found marked individual differences in
the sensitivity to the terminals. The first report … was made …in the early spring
of 1979 … The relationship between video terminals and the rash was established
by means of provocation tests. In two sensitive users the rash was provoked in 6
and 8 h, respectively.”372
(c) Skin disorder caused by exposure to electromagnetic fields and radiation has been
established as involving the known histamine allergic reaction involving the
degranulation of mast cells.
• "The high number of mast cells present may explain the clinical symptoms of itch,
pain, edema and erythema. Naturally, in view of the present public debate, the
observed results are highly provocative and, we believe, have to be taken
seriously."373
• “In the present study, facial skin from so-called "screen dermatitis" patients were
compared with corresponding material from normal healthy volunteers …
Differences were found for the biological markers calcitonin gene-related peptide
(CGRP), somatostatin (SOM), vasoactive intestinal polypeptide (VIP), peptide
histidine isoleucine amide (PHI), neuropeptide tyrosine (NPY), protein S-100 (S100), neuron-specific enolase (NSE), protein gene product (PGP) 9.5 and
phenylethanolamine N-methyltransferase (PNMT). The overall impression in the
blind-coded material was such that it turned out easy to blindly separate the two
groups from each other. However, no single marker was 100% able to pin-point

Lindén V, Rolfsen S (1981) “Video computer terminals and occupational dermatitis”
Scand J Work Environ Health. 7(1): 62-64; PMID: 6458886.
371
Nilsen A (1982) “Facial rush in visual display unit operators” Contact Dermatitis. 8:
25–28; PMID: 6461488.
372
Lindén V, Rolfsen S (1981) “Video computer terminals and occupational dermatitis”
Scand J Work Environ Health. 7(1): 62-64; PMID: 6458886.
373
Johansson O, Hilliges M, Björnhagen V, Hall K (1994) “Skin changes in patients
claiming to suffer from "screen dermatitis": a two-case open-field provocation study” Exp
Dermatol. 3(5): 234-238; PMID: 7881769.
370
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the difference, although some were quite powerful in doing so (CGRP, SOM, S100).”374
"This study supports the idea that the aetiological basis of facial skin symptoms
among VDT-workers includes physical as well as psychosocial factors, and that
the interaction between such factors might be significant in the understanding of
skin complaints among VDT workers."375
"The present results might lay a foundation to understand the underlying cause of
so-called "screen dermatitis" with special reference to mast cells."376

•
(d) The risk of changes to mast cells in cutaneous and thyroid locations from exposure to
EM fields and radiation has also been confirmed in animal studies.
• "The results indicate certain alterations of cutaneous and thyroid mast cells in
rats exposed to EMF."377
(e) Studies from 2008 show that EM exposure, as from mobile phones, induces protein
expression in the skin, thus increasing the risk of skin disorder.
• "This is the first study showing that molecular level changes might take place in
human volunteers in response to exposure to RF-EMF. Our study confirms that
proteomics screening approach can identify protein targets of RF-EMF in human
volunteers."378
(f) People with allergen-induced wheal responses and other skin disorders are at risk of
having their skin disorder exacerbated by exposure to fields and radiation from mobile
phones. This response seems to involve substance P (SP) and vasoactive intestinal
peptide (VIP).
• “Microwave radiation from mobile phones enhanced skin wheal responses induced
by house dust mite and Japanese cedar pollen … Microwave radiation also
increased plasma levels of substance P (SP) and vasoactive intestinal peptide
(VIP) in patients with AEDS. These results indicate that microwave radiation from
mobile phones may enhance allergen-induced wheal responses in association with
the release of SP and VIP.”379

Johansson O, Hilliges M, Han SW (1996) “A screening of skin changes,
with special emphasis on neurochemical marker antibody evaluation, in patients claiming
to suffer from "screen dermatitis" as compared to normal healthy controls” Exp
Dermatol. 5(5): 279-285; PMID: 8981027.
375
Eriksson N, Höög J, Mild KH, Sandström M, Stenberg B (1997) “The psychosocial
work environment and skin symptoms among visual display terminal workers: a case
referent study” Int J Epidemiol. 26(6): 1250-1257; PMID: 9447405.
376
Johansson O, Gangi S, Liang Y, Yoshimura K, Jing C, Liu PY (2001) “Cutaneous mast
cells are altered in normal healthy volunteers sitting in front of ordinary TVs/PCs--results
from open-field provocation experiments” J Cutan Pathol. 28(10): 513-519; PMID:
11737520.
377
Rajkovic V, Matavuli M, Johansson O (2005) “Histological characteristics of cutaneous
and thyroid mast cell populations in male rats exposed to power-frequency
electromagnetic fields” Int J Radiat Biol. 81(7): 491-499; PMID: 16263652. [41]
378
Karinen A, Heinävaara S, Nylund R, Leszczynski D (2008) “Mobile phone radiation
might alter protein expression in human skin” BMC Genomics. 11(9): 77; PMID:
18267023.
379
Kimata H (2002) “Enhancement of allergic skin wheal responses by microwave
radiation from mobile phones in patients with atopic eczema/dermatitis syndrome” Int
Arch Allergy Immunol. 129(4): 348-350; PMID: 12483040.
374
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“Exposure to frequently ringing mobile phones also enhanced allergic responses
with a concomitant increased release of substance P, vasoactive intestinal peptide
and nerve growth factor.”380

•
(g) The nature of skin disorder caused by EM exposure from common devices is similar
to the skin disorder caused by other EM radiation such as from UV light and ionising
radiation.
• "The results of this literature study demonstrate that highly similar changes exist
in the skin of "screen dermatitis" patients, as regards the clinical manifestations
as well as alterations in the cell populations, and in skin damaged by UV light or
ionizing radiation."381
(h) People with EHS are especially likely to experience skin disorder from EM exposure
and have a greater risk of mast cell degranulation. The high number of mast cells
present can explain the clinical symptoms of itch, pain, edema and erythema, and all
this appears to relate to the usual underlying effects of immuneoreactivity and oxidative
stress. This risk of skin disorder can be caused by exposure to mobile phones. More
recent studies are showing that, because mast cells are present in many organs,
including the digestive tract, mast cell effects of mobile phone radiation may relate not
just to skin disorder but also the digestive tract and thus many food intolerances, to
brain and blood-brain-barrier factors, and to cardiac cells, all involving NO, and thus
potentially explaining many of the effects of mobile phone radiation. Thus skin disorder
highlights the risk of primary mastocytosis from mobile phone radiation exposure.
• “Recently, a new category of persons with a physical impairment (electro-hypersensitivity; EHS) has been described in the literature, namely those that claim to
suffer from subjective and objective skin- and mucosa-related symptoms, such as
itch, smarting, pain, heat sensation, redness, papules, pustles, etc., after
exposure to visual display terminals (VDTs), mobile phones, DECT telephones, as
well as other EM devices. Frequently, symptoms from internal organ systems,
such as the heart and the central nervous system, are also encountered … just as
you would do if you had been exposed to e.g. sun rays, X-rays, radioactivity or
chemical odours … In facial skin samples of EHS persons, the most common
finding is a profound increase of mast cells … A different pattern of mast cell
distribution also occurred in the EHS group, namely, the normally empty zone
between the dermo-epidermal junction and mid-to-upper dermis disappeared in
the EHS group and, instead, this zone had a high density of mast cell infiltration
… increases of similar nature later on were demonstrated in an experimental
situation employing normal healthy volunteers in front of visual display units,
including ordinary house-hold television sets (Johansson et al., 2001) … At the
end of the provocation the number of mast cells was unchanged, however, the
somatostatin-positive cells had seemingly disappeared. The reason for this latter
finding is discussed in terms of loss of immunoreactivity, increase of breakdown,
etc. The high number of mast cells present may explain the clinical symptoms of
itch, pain, edema and erythema … no single marker was 100% able to pin-point
the difference, although some were quite powerful in doing so (CGRP, SOM, S100) … The most remarkable change among cutaneous cells … is the
disappearance of the Langerhans' cells. This change has also been observed in
EHS persons, again pointing to a common cellular and molecular basis … people
exposed to video display terminals. These people suffer from subjective and
Kimata H (2003) “Enhancement of allergic skin wheal responses in patients with
atopic eczema/dermatitis syndrome by playing video games or by a frequently ringing
mobile phone” Eur J Clin Invest. 33(6): 513-517; PMID: 12795649.
381
Gangi S, Johansson O (1997) “Skin changes in "screen dermatitis" versus classical
UV- and ionizing irradiation-related damage - similarities and differences” Exp Dermatol.
6(6): 283-291; PMID: 9412815.
380
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objective skin and mucosa-related symptoms, such as itch, heat sensation, pain,
erythema, papules and pustules … Some electrically sensitive have symptoms
similar to heart attacks after exposure to EM fields. One could speculate that the
cardiac mast cells are responsible for these changes due to degranulation after
exposure to EM fields.”382
“An increasing number of patients has recently been described as suffering from
subjective and objective skin- and mucosa-related symptoms after exposure to
EM devices, such as visual display terminals and mobile telephones … It was
found that protein S-100 and HLA-DR-positive dendritic cells were dramatically
decreased in number, especially in the epidermis.” 383
“One aim of our studies has been to investigate possible alterations, in the
cellular and neuronal systems of these persons' skin. In summary, it is evident
from our preliminary data that various alterations are present in the
electrohypersensitive persons' skin that are not indicated in the skin of normal
healthy volunteers.”384
“This report describes a patient with pre-existing multiple chemical sensitivity
who has developed a pronounced electromagnetic hypersensitivity. According to
the patient, he is even able to distinguish various sources of electromagnetic
fields (e.g. Wi-Fi, DECT or cell phone, DVB-T TV). His symptoms range from skin
manifestations, which require treatment, to hypertension and brain-related
disorders as well as intestinal bleeding. The unusual skin reactions, which look
like burns and have occurred several times, appear to be especially
worrisome.”385
“Electromagnetic hypersensitivity (EHS) is a phenomenon characterized by the
appearance of symptoms after exposure of people to EM fields, generated by EHS
is characterized as a syndrome with a broad spectrum of non-specific multiple
organ symptoms including both acute and chronic inflammatory processes located
mainly in the skin and nervous systems, as well as in respiratory, cardiovascular
systems, and musculoskeletal system … The symptoms may be associated with a
single source of EMF or be derived from a combination of many sources … The
phenomenon of EHS in the form of dermatological disease is associated with
mastocytosis. The biopsies taken from skin lesions of patients with EHS indicated
on infiltration of the skin layers of the epidermis with mastocytes and their
degranulation, as well as on release anaphylactic reaction mediators such as
histamine, chymase and tryptase. The number of people suffering from EHS in
the world is growing describing themselves as severely dysfunctional, showing
multi organ non-specific symptoms upon exposure to low doses of
electromagnetic radiation, often associated with hypersensitivity to many
chemical agents (Multiple Chemical Sensitivity-MCS) and/or other environmental
intolerances (Sensitivity Related Illness-SRI) … In the most cases, no pathological
objective signs are present apart from skin manifestations (European Commission

Johansson O, Liu P-Y (1995) “‘Electrosensitivity’, ‘electrosupersensitivity’ and ‘screen
dermatitis’: preliminary observations from on-going studies in the human skin”, in:
Proceedings of the COST 244: Biomedical Effects of Electromagnetic Fields - Workshop
on Electromagnetic Hypersensitivity (ed. D Simunic), EU/EC (DG XIII), Brussels/Graz,
52-57; pdf.
383
Johansson O, Liu P-Y, Enhamre A, Wetterberg L (1999) "A case of extreme and
general cutaneous light sensitivity in combination with so-called 'screen dermatitis' and
'electrosensitivity' - a successful rehabilitation after vitamin A treatment - a case report"
J Aust Coll Nutr & Env Med. 18: 13-16.
384
Johansson O (2010) “Aspects of studies on the functional impairment
electrohypersensitivity” IOP Conf. Ser.: Earth Environ. Sci. 10(1): 012005;
doi:10.1088/1755-1315/10/1/012005.
385
Aschermann C (2011) “Elektrosensibilität: Ein Patient mit verbrennungsartigen
Hautveränderungen” Umwelt-Medizin-Gesellschaft. 24(2): 141-146; [translated Gustavs
K: "Electrosensitivity: A patient with Burn-like Skin Manifestations"] pdf. [22]
382
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(1997) “Possible Health Implications … “ Sweden) … Italian researchers tested a
panel of 12 blood parameters associated with the oxido-reductive potentials and
polymorphisms of genes of selected toxins, metabolizing enzymes e.g.
glutathione peroxidase/transferase or erythrocyte catalase. They were the first to
describe and publish in 2014 existence of pro-oxidant/pro-inflammatory metabolic
changes in EHS with co-existing increase in plasma coenzyme Q10 … Among the
22 patients with dominant skin changes, 19 patients, also claimed symptoms
from gastrointestinal tract. All of them had elevated levels of total IgE, as well as
other biological markers … Sensitivity varies in the range 1:100. This means, that
individuals can respond to the varying intensity of EMF between 1 to 100-fold.”386
“Mast cells, when activated, release a wide range of mediators, among them
histamine, which is involved in a variety of biological effects with clinical
relevance, e.g., allergic hypersensitivity, itch, edema, local erythema, and many
types of dermatoses. From the results of the cited studies, it is clear that
electromagnetic fields affect the mast cell and the dendritic cell population, and
may degranulate these cells. The release of inflammatory substances, such as
histamine, from mast cells in the skin results in a local erythema, edema, and
sensation of itch and pain, and the release of somatostatin from the dendritic
cells may give rise to subjective sensations of ongoing inflammation and
sensitivity to ordinary light. These are common symptoms reported from persons
suffering from EHS/screen dermatitis. Mast cells occur in the brain and their
presence may, under the influence of EMF and/or radiofrequency radiation
exposure lead to a chronic inflammatory response by the mast cell degranulation.
Mast cells are also present in the heart tissue and their localization is of particular
relevance to their function. Data from studies made on interactions of EMF with
cardiac function have demonstrated that changes are present in the heart after
exposure. Some electrically sensitive people have symptoms similar to heart
attacks or strong heart palpitations after exposure to EMF. … Mast cells are able
to secrete an array of potent mediators which may orchestrate neuroinflammation
and affect the integrity of the blood–brain barrier. The “cross-talk” between mast
cells, lymphocytes, neurons and glia constitutes a neuroimmune axis which is
implicated in a range of neurodegenerative diseases with an inflammatory and/or
autoimmune component. Mast cells are involved in numerous activities ranging
from control of the vasculature, to tissue injury and repair, allergic inflammation
and host defences. They synthesize and secrete a variety of mediators, activating
and modulating the functions of nearby cells and initiating complex physiological
changes. Interestingly, nitric oxide (NO) produced by mast cells and/or other cells
in the microenvironment appears to regulate these diverse roles.” 387

(i) Skin disorders caused by exposure to radiation from mobile phones may also be
related to modified cutaneous blood flow and skin conductance, both risks from exposure
to EM fields and radiation such as from mobile phones, and other skin effects. Mobile
phone radiation in animal models increases cutaneous candidiasis and can thus lead to
death through systemic infection, where there is also higher yeast yield in the tissues.
• “Statistically significant cutaneous microflow values were observed.” 388

Kaszuba-Zwolińska J, Gremba J, Gałdzińska-Calik B, Wójcik-Piotrowicz K, Thor PJ
(2015) “Electromagnetic field induced biological effects in humans” Przegl Lek. 72(11):
636-641. Review. PMID: 27012122; pdf. [72]
387
Johansson O (2009) “Disturbance of the immune system by electromagnetic fieldsA potentially underlying cause for cellular damage and tissue repair reduction which
could lead to disease and impairment” Pathophysiology. 16(2-3): 157-177; PMID:
19398310. [38]
388
Monfrecola G, Moffa G, Procaccini EM (2003) “Non-ionizing electromagnetic
radiations, emitted by a cellular phone, modify cutaneous blood flow” Dermatology.
207(1): 10-14; PMID: 12835541.
386
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“Simultaneous recordings of heart rate variability, microcirculation and electric
skin potentials are used for classification of EHS. Thus, it could be possible to
distinguish "genuine" electromagnetic hypersensitive individuals from those who
suffer from other conditions.”389
The effects of long-term mobile phone 900 MHz microwave exposure on
cutaneous candidiasis showed “delays on wound healing … higher yeast loads in
skin lesions … death induced by systemic infection and candida enumeration from
the kidney homogenates showed radiation exposed animals have had significantly
higher yeast load in the tissue.”390

Tuengler A, von Klitzing L (2013) “Hypothesis on how to measure electromagnetic
hypersensitivity” Electromagn Biol Med. 32(3): 281-290; PMID: 23301924. [73]
390
Bayat M, Hemati S, Soleimani-Estyar R, Shahin-Jafari A (2017) “Effect of long-term
exposure of mice to 900 MHz GSM radiation on experimental cutaneous candidiasis”
Saudi J Biol Sci. 24(4): 907-914; PMID: 28490964. [25]
389
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10.
Damaged immune system
A damaged immune system has long been recognised as a specific symptom of low-level
electromagnetic exposure, as from mobile phones. There is full substantiation of a risk
from mobile phones for this set of symptoms, in addition to the evidence from VGCCs
and oxidative stress.
(a) Studies show risks of damage to the immune system from low-level electromagnetic
exposure, including mobile phones.
• “The effect of microwave radiation was shown to cause autoimmune disorders
that were displayed against the background of the structural and functional
disturbances of the hematoencephalic barrier.”391
• “A number of papers dealing with the effects of modern, man-made
electromagnetic fields (EMFs) on the immune system are summarized in the
present review. EMFs disturb immune function through stimulation of various
allergic and inflammatory responses, as well as effects on tissue repair processes.
Such disturbances increase the risks for various diseases, including cancer. These
and the EMF effects on other biological processes (e.g. DNA damage, neurological
effects, etc.) are now widely reported to occur at exposure levels significantly
below most current national and international safety limits.” 392
• “It is documented that EM emissions from mobile phones can interfere with
brain's signal processing activity … Some of the reported electromagnetic
radiation (EMR) induced adverse effects are brain tumours, male infertility and
immune dysfunction with increased susceptibility to infections. Pathophysiological
mechanisms of interaction of EMR at plasma membrane are calcium efflux from
cell membranes, increased expression of stress proteins, influence on
channels/gap junctions in cell membrane, overproduction of reactive oxygen
species, ornithine decarboxylase activation, reduction in melatonin levels,
decrease in protein kinase C activity, damage to DNA and change in gene
expression in brain cells and altered blood-brain barrier.”393
• "50 Hz magnetic field and 915 MHz microwaves under specified conditions of
exposure induced comparable responses in lymphocytes from healthy and
hypersensitive donors that were similar but not identical to stress response
induced by heat shock."394
• “Over an hour talking with a cell phone decreases total antioxidant capacity of
saliva in comparison with talking less than twenty minutes.” 395

Vinogradov GI, Andrienko LG, Naumenko GM (1991) “[The phenomenon of adaptive
immunity in exposure to nonionizing microwave radiation]” Radiobiologiia. 31(5): 718721. Russian. PMID: 1745762.
392
Johansson O (2009) “Disturbance of the immune system by electromagnetic fields-A
potentially underlying cause for cellular damage and tissue repair reduction which could
lead to disease and impairment” Pathophysiology. 16(2-3): 157-177; PMID: 19398310;
pdf. [38]
393
K Sri N (2015) “Mobile Phone Radiation: Physiological & Pathophysiologcal
Considerations” Indian J Physiol Pharmacol. 59(2): 125-135; PMID: 26685499.
394
Belyaev IY, Hillert L, Protopopova M, Tamm C, Malmgren LO, Persson BR, Selivanova
G, Harms-Ringdahl M (2005) “915MHz microwaves and 50Hz magnetic field affect
chromatin conformation and 53BP1 foci in human lymphocytes from hypersensitive and
healthy persons” Bioelectromagnetics 26(3): 173-184; PMID: 15768430.
395
Arbabi-Kalati F, Salimi S, Vaziry-Rabiee A, Noraeei M (2014) “Effect of mobile phone
usage time on total antioxidant capacity of saliva and salivary immunoglobulin a” Iran J
Public Health. 43(4): 480-484; PMID: 26005658.
391
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“The study showed that EMF exposure [mobile phone 1800 MHz] could downregulate the surface molecules and stimulation ability of human dendritic cells.”396
“The test group was healthy people who resided in the vicinity of the Base
Transceiver Station (BTS) antenna and received the maximum of radiation … In
the test group, the whole number of white blood cells, the level of hematocrit,
percent of monocytes, eosinophils and basophils were significantly lower than the
control group. The number of red blood cells, their average volume and the mean
concentration of hemoglobin were notably higher than the controls. … It seems
that radiation of mobile phone antennas influenced the blood and immune
systems.”397

(b) Recent studies show that EM radiation as from mobile phones increases the risk of
damage to the immune system at very low levels. This especially applies to mobile
phone Wifi at 5GHz and 5G phone radiation, since, according to Prof. TG Marshall, the
energy of the hydrogen bonds in vitamin-D receptor (VDR), which is implicated in some
forms of EM energy reception, at stability with the ligand Olmesartan, “have a Vdw
energy around 0.02 eV. During the trajectory into the binding-pocket-minimum-energyconfiguration one often sees 0.05 eV and even higher energy meta-states. The energy
needed to perturb the interaction is thus of this magnitude. This is the energy in a flux of
just a few thousand 5GHz microwave photons, or ten times fewer 50GHz photons. Both
energies are close to black-body emission levels at 310K (body temperature).
Electrosmog in 2016 typically has an energy five or six powers of ten higher than that.”
• “Studies in mice have shown that environmental electromagnetic waves tend to
suppress the murine immune system … the human Vitamin-D receptor (VDR) and
its ligand, 1,25-dihydroxyvitamin-D (1,25-D), are associated with many chronic
inflammatory and autoimmune diseases. We have shown how olmesartan, a drug
marketed for mild hypertension, acts as a high-affinity partial agonist for the
VDR, and that it seems to reverse disease activity resulting from VDR
dysfunction. We here report that structural instability of the activated VDR
becomes apparent when observing hydrogen bond behavior with molecular
dynamics, revealing that the VDR pathway exhibits a susceptibility to
Electrosmog. Further, we note that characteristic modes of instability lie in the
microwave frequency range, which is currently populated by cellphone and WiFi
communication signals, and that the susceptibility is ligand dependent. A case
series of 64 patient-reported outcomes subsequent to use of a silver-threaded
cap designed to protect the brain and brain stem from microwave Electrosmog
resulted in 90 % reporting "definite" or "strong" changes in their disease
symptoms. This is much higher than the 3-5 % rate reported for electromagnetic
hypersensitivity in a healthy population and suggests that effective control of
environmental Electrosmog immunomodulation may soon become necessary for
successful therapy of autoimmune disease.”398
(c) This risk of damage to the immune system from EM exposure has been confirmed in
animal studies.
• “The effects of extremely low frequency EM fields on rainbow trout growth
performance, innate immunity and biochemical parameters were studied …
Zhou ZD, Zeng QL, Zheng Y, Zhang JB, Chen HY, Lu DQ, Shao CS, Xia DJ (2008)
[Surface markers and functions of human dendritic cells exposed to mobile phone 1800
MHz electromagnetic fields] Zhejiang Da Xue Xue Bao Yi Xue Ban. 37(1): 29-33;
Chinese. PMID: 18275116.
397
Taheri M, Roshanaei G, Ghaffari J, Rahimnejad S, Khosroshahi BN, Aliabadi M,
Eftekharian MM (2017) “The effect of Base Transceiver Station waves on some
immunological and hematological factors in exposed persons” Hum Antibodies. 25(1-2):
31-37; PMID: 27911288.
398
Marshall TG, Heil TJ (2016) “Electrosmog and autoimmune disease” Immunol Res.
PMID: 27412293. [10]
396
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alkaline phosphatase level decreased in fish exposed to 0.01 and 50 µT
electromagnetic fields … These results indicated that these specific
electromagnetic fields had possible effects on growth performance, nonspecific
immunity and disease resistance of rainbow trout.”399
“According to the results of measurements of the relative values of intensities of
natural background of Bose condensate of electrons there was constructed the
dependence reflecting the relationship of the prevalence of noninfectious diseases
in the regions of Russia with the redox state of distilled water which can be
characterized as a significant … Numerical evaluations show that an increase in
the biosphere redox potential of water by 90mV leads to an increase of the
primary incidence by 20%.”400
“the effect of electromagnetic field (EMF) emitted from a mobile phone on
the immune system … After 30 days of exposure time, 1 h/day EMF exposure
resulted in significant decrease in immunoglobulin levels (IgA, IgE, IgM, and
IgG); total leukocyte, lymphocyte, eosinophil and basophil counts; and a
significant increase in neutrophil and monocyte counts. These changes were more
increased in the group exposed to 2 h/day EMF … We concluded that exposure
to mobile phone radiation compromises the immune system of rats.”401

(d) People with EHS are particularly susceptible to the risks of damage to the immune
system from low-level electromagnetic exposure.
• “Our results identified laboratory signs of thyroid dysfunction, liver dysfunction
and chronic inflammatory processes in small but remarkable fractions of EHS
sufferers as potential sources of symptoms that merit further investigation in
future studies. In the cases of thyroid-stimulating hormone (TSH) and alanine
transaminase/aspartate transaminase (ALT/AST), there were significant
differences between cases and controls. The hypotheses of anaemia or kidney
dysfunction playing a major role in EHS could be unambiguously refuted.” 402

399

Nofouzi K, Sheikhzadeh N, Mohamad-Zadeh Jassur D, Ashrafi-Helan J (2015)
“Influence of extremely low frequency electromagnetic fields on growth performance,
innate immune response, biochemical parameters and disease resistance in rainbow
trout, Oncorhynchus mykiss” Fish Physiol Biochem. 41(3): 721-731; PMID: 25869215.
400
Rakhmanin YA, Stekhin AA, Yakovleva GV, Karasev AK, Marasanov AV, Iksanova TI,
Ryabikov VV (2015) “[Relationship between the prevalence of chronic noninfectious
diseases and electrophysical state of the environment]” Gig Sanit. 94(7): 122-126.
Russian. PMID: 26856159.
401
El-Gohary OA, Said MA (2017) “Effect of electromagnetic waves from mobile phone
on immune status of male rats: possible protective role of vitamin D” Can J Physiol
Pharmacol. 95(2): 151-156; PMID: 27901344.
402
Dahmen N, Ghezel-Ahmadi D, Engel A (2009) “Blood laboratory findings in patients
suffering from self-perceived electromagnetic hypersensitivity (EHS)”
Bioelectromagnetics. 30(4): 299-306; PMID: 19259984. [49]
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11.
Cancer Risk Raised
The fact that EM fields and radiation from mobile phones causes Cancer Risk Raised
has long been recognised as a specific symptom of low-level electromagnetic exposure,
as from mobile phones. There is full substantiation of a risk from mobile phones for this
set of symptoms in Part I of this response. In addition there is the evidence from VGCCs
and oxidative stress.
(a) The World Health Organziation classified mobile phones and all radio frequency as
raising the risk of cancer in 2011 when its IARC classified radio frequency as a 2B human
carcinogen. This was based on evidence of cancer from long-term users of mobile
phones which showed that mobile phones were a possible cause of cancer and thus a
risk.
• World Health Organization: International Agency for Research on Cancer (31 May
2011) “IARC Classifies radiofrequency electromagnetic fields as possibly
carcinogenic to humans”.403
(b) The first studies showing that EM microwave exposure as used by mobile phones can
raise the risk of cancer were before 1984 and finally published in 1992.
• “Microwaves can promote cancer, according to the first long-term study of
microwave exposure ever carried out in the United States. The $4.5 million study
revealed that exposures to low levels of pulsed 2450 MHz radiation caused a
statistically significant increase in malignant tumours among rats. The new cancer
data come from a five-year study headed by Dr. Arthur W. Guy, the director of
the Bioelectromagnetics Research Laboratory at the University of Washington
School of Medicine in Seattle. The study was sponsored by the U.S. Air Force. In
addition to a general increase in cancer incidence, the experimental results
suggest that microwave exposure is responsible for wide-ranging effects related
to the adrenal glands and the entire endocrine system. … Dr Barbara Chang
explained that ‘there is increasing evidence that microwaves may be a tumor
promoter’ … the results lend support to an earlier Polish study which found that
microwaves can promote cancer at higher exposure levels. Dr Stanislaw
Szmigielski showed that 2450 MHz radiation can enhance the carcinogenic action
of benzopyrene.” … their findings: a doubling of the weight of the adrenal glands
and an excess of total malignancies among the exposed rats. Both effects were
statistically significant … The observed effects could be caused directly by the
microwave radiation, or they could be the manifestation of a general stress
reaction brought on by the radiation. Guy's results could provide an experimental
basis for the widely repoited complaints among workers chronically exposed to
microwave radiation: headaches, dizziness, memory loss and fatigue. These
symptoms have become known as ‘the microwave sickness’ … The rats in Guy's
experiment were exposed to an SAR of 0.4 WKg, precisely the SAR level specified
by ANSI as safe”
“A statistically significant increase of primary malignancies in exposed rats vs.
incidence in controls is a provocative finding … The finding of a near fourfold
increase of primary malignancies in the exposed animals is provocative. These
data cannot be considered as an artifact because different statistical analyses led
to similar results.”404
World Health Organization: International Agency for Research on Cancer (31 May
2011) “IARC Classifies radiofrequency electromagnetic fields as possibly carcinogenic to
humans” Press Release no. 208.
404
Guy AW (1984) Study Findings (presented by Chou CK, Kunz L at the
Bioelectromagnetics Society (BEMS) Conference, Atlanta, July 1984) Bioelectromagnetics
Research Laboratory, University of Washington School of Medicine, Seattle; sponsored
403
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(c) Since 1984 radio frequency radiation and ELF fields as from mobile phones have been
confirmed as having a risk for cancer.
• “A statistically significant increased mortality was seen for cancers of the other
lymphatic tissues (SMR = 162), a rubric which includes multiple myeloma and
non-Hodgkin's lymphomas. The all-leukemia standardized mortality ratio was
slightly, but nonsignificantly, elevated (SMR = 124). However, mortality due to
acute myeloid leukemia was significantly elevated (SMR = 176).” 405
• “For calculated magnetic field levels of 0.2 microT or more closest in time to
diagnosis, we found an elevated relative risk (RR) for acute myeloid leukemia [RR
= 1.7 … ] and chronic myeloid leukemia [RR = 1.7 … ]. Using cumulative
exposure for the 15 years preceding diagnosis, we found relative risk estimates
for acute and chronic myeloid leukemia of 2.3 and 2.1, respectively, for the
highest exposure category.”406
• “the collective relevance of possible health effects of microwave or radar
exposure … Possible outcomes considered included 1) blood count changes,
2) evidence of somatic mutation, 3) impairment of reproductive outcomes,
especially increased spontaneous abortion, and 4) increase in cancer incidence
and mortality, especially of the hematopoietic system, brain, and breast. The
author presents evidence that sufficient microwave exposures are associated with
all four of these outcomes, concluding that the possible effects and their timings
with respect to exposure are qualitatively similar to those on ionizing
radiation.”407
• “…there are findings from sets of studies which suggest four possible health
effects from radar (radio-frequency radiation) exposure: (A) disturbances in blood
counts, not necessarily of clinical severity; (B) changes in chromosomes of white
blood cells; (C) increases in frequency of unfavorable reproductive outcomes,
especially spontaneous abortion, and (D) increases in cancers of certain sites.” 408
• “Cancer morbidity was registered in the whole population of military career
personnel in Poland during a period of 15 years (1971-1985) … The population
size varied slightly from year to year with a mean count of about 128,000
persons each year … The difference between observed and expected values
results from higher morbidity rates due to neoplasms of the alimentary tract (OER
= 3.19-3.24), brain tumours (OER = 1.91) and malignancies of the haemopoietic
system and lymphatic organs (OER = 6.31). Among malignancies of the
haemopoietic/lymphatic systems, the largest differences in morbidity rates
between exposed and non-exposed personnel were found for chronic myelocytic

by the U.S. Air Force [“Microwaves Promote Cancer” Microwave News, July/August 1984,
iv(6): 1, 4-5.]; published as: Chou CK, Guy AW, Kunz LL, Johnson RB, Crowley JJ, Krupp
JH (1992) “Long-term, low-level microwave irradiation of rats” Bioelectromagnetics.
13(6): 469-496; PMID: 1482413. [27]
405
Milham S (1988) “Increased mortality in amateur radio operators due to lymphatic
and hematopoietic malignancies” Am. J. Epidemiol. 127 (1): 50-54; abstract.
406
Feychting M, Ahlbom A (1994) “Magnetic fields, leukemia, and central nervous
system tumors in Swedish adults residing near high-voltage power lines” Epidemiology.
1994 Sep;5(5): 501-509; PMID: 7986864.
407
Goldsmith JR (1995) “Epidemiological evidence of radiofrequency radiation
(microwave) effects on health in military, broadcasting, and occupational studies” Int J
Occup Environ Health 1:47–57; PMID: 9990158; pdf.
408
Goldsmith JR (1996) “Epidemiological studies of radio-frequency radiation: Current
status and areas of concern” Sci Total Environ. 180(1): 3-8; PMID: 8717315; abstract:
RG.
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leukaemia (OER = 13.9), acute myeloblastic leukaemia (OER = 8.62) and nonHodgkin lymphomas (OER = 5.82).”409
“In the minds of radiation and public health workers, nonionizing radiation has
been considered separate from ionizing radiation on the premise that its energy
content was not sufficient to lead to ionization and hence it was not a cancer risk.
This premise is no longer acceptable in light of three reports on leukemia risk to
populations living near TV broadcast towers [Hocking, 1996; Dolk et al., 19971,b]
… Many recent epidemiological studies of ELF effects have led to a general
agreement that there may be some effect on childhood leukemia. The evidence
has been exceptionally well studies in Sweden, where authorities have concluded
that a program of ‘prudent avoidance’ was justified … Until the present, less
attention has been given to RF … Several studies that suggested a possible cancer
risk were published with discrepancies between the actual data and summaries
[Lilienfeld et al., 1978; Robinette et al., 1980; Garland et al., 1990; Goldsmith,
1995]. Unpublished reports suggested a possible relationship of proximity to TV
broadcast facilities and leukemia [Anderson and Henderson, 1986].” 410
“We found for all studied phone types an increased risk for brain tumours, mainly
acoustic neuroma and malignant brain tumours. OR increased with latency
period, especially for astrocytoma grade III-IV.”411
“The slow spread of residential electrification in the US in the first half of the 20th
century from urban to rural areas resulted by 1940 in two large populations;
urban populations, with nearly complete electrification and rural populations
exposed to varying levels of electrification depending on the progress of
electrification in their state. It took until 1956 for US farms to reach urban and
rural non-farm electrification levels ... Urban death rates were much higher than
rural rates for cardiovascular diseases, malignant diseases, diabetes and suicide
in 1940. Rural death rates were significantly correlated with level of residential
electric service by state for most causes examined.” 412
“Recently, a number of reports revealed that under certain conditions the
irradiation by low intensity MW can substantially induce cancer progression in
humans and in animal models … even a year of operation of a powerful base
transmitting station for mobile communication reportedly resulted in a dramatic
increase of cancer incidence among population living nearby. In addition, model
studies in rodents unveiled a significant increase in carcinogenesis after 17-24
months of MW exposure both in tumor-prone and intact animals. To that, such
metabolic changes, as overproduction of reactive oxygen species, 8-hydroxi-2deoxyguanosine formation, or ornithine decarboxylase activation under exposure
to low intensity MW confirm a stress impact of this factor on living cells … It is
now becoming increasingly evident that assessment of biological effects of nonionizing radiation based on physical (thermal) approach used in recommendations
of current regulatory bodies, including the International Commission on Non-

Szmigielski S (1996) "Cancer morbidity in subjects occupationally exposed to high
frequency (radiofrequency and microwave) electromagnetic radiation” Sci Total Environ.
180(1): 9-17; PMID: 8717316.
410
Goldsmith JR (1997) “TV broadcast towers and cancer: the end of innocence for
radiofrequency exposures” Am J Ind Med. 32(6): 689-692. Review. PMID: 9358928;
abstract.
411
Hardell L, Mild KH, Carlberg M, Söderqvist F (2006) “Tumour risk associated with use
of cellular telephones or cordless desktop telephones” World J Surg Oncol. 4: 74; PMID:
17034627. [31]
412
Milham S (2010) “Historical evidence that electrification caused the 20th century
epidemic of "diseases of civilization"” Med Hypotheses. 74(2): 337-345; PMID:
19748187.
409
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Ionizing Radiation Protection (ICNIRP) Guidelines, requires urgent
reevaluation.”413
“In 2011, the World Health Organization, International Agency for Research on
Cancer (IARC) advised that electromagnetic radiation from mobile phone and
other wireless devices constitutes a "possible human carcinogen," 2B. Recent
analyses not considered in the IARC review that take into account these
methodological shortcomings from a number of authors find that brain tumor risk
is significantly elevated for those who have used mobile phones for at least a
decade. Studies carried out in Sweden indicate that those who begin using either
cordless or mobile phones regularly before age 20 have greater than a fourfold
increased risk of ipsilateral glioma. … Significant additional shortages in oncology
services are expected at the current growth of cancer. No other environmental
carcinogen has produced evidence of an increased risk in just one decade. … We
note than brain cancer is the proverbial "tip of the iceberg"; the rest of the body
is also showing effects other than cancers.” 414
“Based on the Hill criteria, glioma and acoustic neuroma should be considered to
be caused by RF-EMF emissions from wireless phones and regarded as
carcinogenic to humans, classifying it as group 1 according to the IARC
classification. Current guidelines for exposure need to be urgently revised.” 415
“The response of cells to different types of electro-magnetic fields can be induced
by low-level (athermal) high frequency (HF) electromagnetic fields (EMFs)
exposure associated with mobile phone technologies. … The data support the
proposition that long term HF-EMF exposure associated with improper use of cell
phones can potentially cause cancer. … Since radiation intensity in their
experiments was 45 and 90 times lower than the current exposure limits for 900
and 1800 MHz, respectively, this suggests the need for a significant reduction of
the current exposure limits.”416
“We report a case series of four young women—ages from 21 to 39—with
multifocal invasive breast cancer that raises the concern of a possible association
with nonionizing radiation of EM field exposures from cellular phones. All patients
regularly carried their smartphones directly against their breasts in their
brassieres for up to 10 hours a day, for several years, and developed tumors in
areas of their breasts immediately underlying the phones. All patients had no
family history of breast cancer, tested negative for BRCA1 and BRCA2, and had
no other known breast cancer risks.”417
“Due to the relationship with survival the classification of IARC is strengthened
and RF-EMF should be regarded as human carcinogen requiring urgent revision of
current exposure guidelines.”418

Yakymenko I, Sidorik E, Kyrylenko S, Chekhun V (2011) “Long-term exposure to
microwave radiation provokes cancer growth: evidences from radars and mobile
communication systems” Exp Oncol. 33(2): 62-70; PMID: 21716201.
414
Davis DL, Kesari S, Soskolne CL, Miller AB, Stein Y (2013) “Swedish review
strengthens grounds for concluding that radiation from cellular and cordless phones is a
probable human carcinogen” Pathophysiology. 20(2): 123-129; PMID: 23664410.
415
Hardell L, Carlberg M (2013) “Using the Hill viewpoints from 1965 for evaluating
strengths of evidence of the risk for brain tumors associated with use of mobile and
cordless phones” Rev Environ Health. 28(2-3):97-106; PMID: 24192496.
416
Ledoigt G, Belpomme D (2013) “Cancer induction molecular pathways and HF-EMF
irradiation”Adv Biol Chem. 3(2): 177-186; doi: 10.4236/abc.2013.32023; pdf. [39]
417
West JG, Kapoor NS, Liao SY, Chen JW, Bailey L, Nagourney RA (2013) “Multifocal
Breast Cancer in Young Women with Prolonged Contact between Their Breasts and Their
Cellular Phones” Case Rep Med. 2013: 354682; PMID: 24151509.
418
Carlberg M, Hardell L (2014) “Decreased Survival of Glioma Patients with
Astrocytoma Grade IV (Glioblastoma Multiforme) Associated with Long-Term Use of
Mobile and Cordless Phones” Int. J. Environ. Res. Public Health 11(10): 10790-10805;
PMID: 25325361.
413
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“The OR increased statistically significant both per 100 h of cumulative use, and
per year of latency for mobile and cordless phone use. Highest ORs overall were
found for ipsilateral mobile or cordless phone use, OR = 1.8, 95% CI = 1.4–2.2
and OR = 1.7, 95% CI = 1.3–2.1, respectively. The highest risk was found for
glioma in the temporal lobe. First use of mobile or cordless phone before the age
of 20 gave higher OR for glioma than in later age groups …”This pooled analysis
gives further support to the conclusion that gliomas “are caused by RF-EMF
emissions from wireless phones, and thus regarded as carcinogenic, under Group
1 according to the IARC classification, indicating that current guidelines for
exposure should be urgently revised.” 419
“The CERENAT finding of increased risk of glioma is consistent with studies that
evaluated use of mobile phones for a decade or longer and corroborate those that
have shown a risk of meningioma from mobile phone use. In CERENAT, exposure
to RF-EMF from digitally enhanced cordless telephones (DECTs), used by over half
the population of France during the period of this study, was not evaluated. If
exposures to DECT phones could have been taken into account, the risks of
glioma from mobile phone use in CERENAT are likely to be higher than published.
We conclude that radiofrequency fields should be classified as a Group 2A
̔probable̓ human carcinogen under the criteria used by the International Agency
for Research on Cancer (Lyon, France).”420
“In this review we discuss alarming epidemiological and experimental data on
possible carcinogenic effects of long term exposure to low intensity microwave
(MW) radiation. Recently, a number of reports revealed that under certain
conditions the irradiation by low intensity MW can substantially induce cancer
progression in humans and in animal models. The carcinogenic effect of MW
irradiation is typically manifested after long term (up to 10 years and more)
exposure. Nevertheless, even a year of operation of a powerful base transmitting
station for mobile communication reportedly resulted in a dramatic increase of
cancer incidence among population living nearby. In addition, model studies in
rodents unveiled a significant increase in carcinogenesis after 17-24 months of
MW exposure both in tumor-prone and intact animals. To that, such metabolic
changes, as overproduction of reactive oxygen species, 8-hydroxi-2deoxyguanosine formation, or ornithine decarboxylase activation under exposure
to low intensity MW confirm a stress impact of this factor on living cells. It is now
becoming increasingly evident that assessment of biological effects of nonionizing radiation based on physical (thermal) approach used in recommendations
of current regulatory bodies, including the ICNIRP Guidelines, requires urgent
reevaluation.”421
“We conducted a new case-control study of brain tumour cases of both genders
aged 18-75 years and diagnosed during 2007-2009. … The odds ratio (OR) for
mobile phone use of the analogue type was 1.8, 95% confidence interval
(CI)=1.04-3.3, increasing with >25 years of latency (time since first exposure) to
an OR=3.3, 95% CI=1.6-6.9. Digital 2G mobile phone use rendered an OR=1.6,
95% CI=0.996-2.7, increasing with latency >15-20 years to an OR=2.1, 95%
CI=1.2-3.6. The results for cordless phone use were OR=1.7, 95% CI=1.1-2.9,
and, for latency of 15-20 years, the OR=2.1, 95% CI=1.2-3.8. Few participants
had used a cordless phone for >20-25 years. Digital type of wireless phones (2G

Hardell L, Carlberg M (2015) “Mobile phone and cordless phone use and the risk for
glioma – Analysis of pooled case-control studies in Sweden, 1997–2003 and 2007–2009”
Pathophysiology. 22(1):1-13. PMID: 25466607.
420
Morgan LL, Miller AB, Sasco A, Davis DL (2015) “Mobile phone radiation causes brain
tumors and should be classified as a probable human carcinogen (2A) (Review)” Int J
Oncol.PMID: 25738972.
421
Yakymenko I, Sidorik E, Kyrylenko S, Chekhun V (2011) “Long-term exposure to
microwave radiation provokes cancer growth: evidences from radars and mobile
communication systems” Exp Oncol. 33(2): 62-70. Review. PMID: 21716201.
419
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and 3G mobile phones, cordless phones) gave increased risk with latency >1-5
years, then a lower risk in the following latency groups, but again increasing risk
with latency >15-20 years. Ipsilateral use resulted in a higher risk than
contralateral mobile and cordless phone use. … This study confirmed previous
results of an association between mobile and cordless phone use and malignant
brain tumours.”422
“We have since made a further study for the time period 2007-2009 including
both men and women aged 18-75 years selected from throughout the country. …
This study confirmed previous results demonstrating an association between
mobile and cordless phone use and acoustic neuroma.”423

(d) Studies near mobile phone masts and other sources of EM exposure show that the
same type of radiation can cause the same risks of cancer.
• “We found that eight of the 10 studies reported increased prevalence of adverse
neurobehavioral symptoms or cancer in populations living at distances < 500
meters from base stations. None of the studies reported exposure above accepted
international guidelines, suggesting that current guidelines may be inadequate in
protecting the health of human populations.” 424
(e) Animal studies also show a risk for cancer from mobile phone exposure.
• “Our results indicated that chronic exposure to GSM 900 MHz microwaves
(SAR=6 W/kg) may induce persistent astroglia activation in the rat brain (sign of
a potential gliosis).”425
• “To evaluate putative effects on tumour susceptibility in mice exposed to a UMTS
(universal mobile telecommunications system) test signal for up to 24 months,
commencing with embryo-fetal exposure … The ENU-treated group UMTSexposed at 4.8 W/m(2) displayed an enhanced lung tumour rate and an increased
incidence of lung carcinomas as compared to the controls treated with ENU only.
Furthermore, tumour multiplicity of the lung carcinomas was increased and the
number of metastasising lung tumours was doubled in the ENU/UMTS group as
compared to the ENU control group. This pilot study indicates a cocarcinogenic
effect of lifelong UMTS exposure (4.8 W/m(2)) in female B6C3F1 descendants
subjected to pretreatment with ethylnitrosourea.” 426
• “EMR causes structural changes in the frontal cortex, brain stem and cerebellum
and impairs the oxidative stress and inflammatory cytokine system. This
deterioration can cause disease including loss of these areas’ function and cancer

Hardell L, Carlberg M, Söderqvist F, Mild KH (2013) “Case-control study of the
association between malignant brain tumours diagnosed between 2007 and 2009 and
mobile and cordless phone use” Int J Oncol. 43(6): 1833-1845; PMID: 24064953. [30]
423
Hardell L, Carlberg M, Söderqvist F, Mild KH (2013) “Pooled analysis of casecontrol studies on acoustic neuroma diagnosed 1997-2003 and 2007-2009 and use
of mobile and cordless phones” Int J Oncol. 43(4): 1036-1044; PMID: 23877578. [32]
424
Khurana VG, Hardell L, Everaert J, Bortkiewicz A, Carlberg M, Ahonen M (2010)
“Epidemiological evidence for a health risk from mobile phone base stations” Int J Occup
Environ Health. 16(3): 263–267; PMID: 20662418.
425
Ammari M, Brillaud E, Gamez C, Lecomte A, Sakly M, Abdelmelek H, de Seze R
(2008) “Effect of a chronic GSM 900 MHz exposure on glia in the rat brain” Biomed
Pharmacother. 62(4): 273-281; PMID: 18424058.
426
Tillmann T, Ernst H, Streckert J, Zhou Y, Taugner F, Hansen V, Dasenbrock C (2010)
“Indication of cocarcinogenic potential of chronic UMTS-modulated radiofrequency
exposure in an ethylnitrosourea mouse model” Int J Radiat Biol. 86(7): 529-541; PMID:
20545575.
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development.” 2.45 GHz, the WiFi frequency, seemed worse that 900 and 1800
MHz in several aspects.427
“There are now both the theoretical bases and sufficient experimental results for
further consideration of the possibility that long-term exposures to magnetic
fields can lead to both useful applications in treating diseases and to undesired
health effects.”428
“The NIEHSI/NTP's announcement of animal results from their large RF healtheffect study is a major event. Aside from contributing to current scientific
knowledge on a very important public-health issue, NTP's richly deserved
reputation for identification of chemical and other environmental carcinogens
would add more credence to the patchy animal data on exposure to mobile-phone
RF radiation. Given NTP's observation of two types of cancers in RF-exposed rats
(malignant gliomas in the brain and schwannomas of the heart) in laboratory
rats, it is conceivable that IARC could upgrade its epidemiology based
classification ofRF exposure to the next higherlevel, 2A: probably carcinogenic to
humans.”429

Eser O, Songur A, Aktas C, Karavelioglu E, Caglar V, Aylak F, Ozguner F, Kanter M
(2013) “The effect of electromagnetic radiation on the rat brain: an experimental study”
Turk Neurosurg. 23(6): 707-715; PMID: 24310452.
428
Barnes F, Greenebaum B (2016) “Some Effects of Weak Magnetic Fields on Biological
Systems: RF fields can change radical concentrations and cancer cell growth rates” IEEE
Power Electronics Mag. (March 2016): 60-68; pdf. [24]
429
Lin JC (2016) “Potential Game Changer for Mobile-Phone Radio-Frequency Radiation
Carcinogenesis” Rad Sci Bull. IEEE, 358: 120-122; pdf.
427
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12.
Brain Tumour
The evidence for the fact that EM fields and radiation from mobile phones causes risks
for Brain Tumour is provided, of course, under the section on “Cancer Risk Raised”. The
risk for Brain Tumour has long been recognised as a specific symptom of low-level
electromagnetic exposure, as from mobile phones. There is full substantiation of a risk
from mobile phones for this set of symptoms in Part I of this response. In addition there
is the evidence from VGCCs and oxidative stress.
(a) The World Health Organziation classified mobile phones and all radio frequency as
raising the risk of cancer in 2011 when its IARC classified radio frequency as a 2B human
carcinogen. This was based on evidence of cancer in the form of brain tumours from
long-term users of mobile phones which showed that mobile phones were a possible
cause of brain tumours and thus a risk.
• World Health Organization: International Agency for Research on Cancer (31 May
2011) “IARC Classifies radiofrequency electromagnetic fields as possibly
carcinogenic to humans”.430
(b) Evidence for a risk of brain tumours caused by mobile phones is shown in human
studies.
• “An association with acoustic neuroma was found in four studies in the group with
at least 10 years' use of a mobile phone. No risk was found in one study, but the
tumour size was significantly larger among users. Six studies gave results for
malignant brain tumours in that latency group. All gave increased odd ratios
(OR), especially for ipsilateral exposure. In a meta-analysis, ipsilateral cell phone
use for acoustic neuroma was OR = 2.4 (95% CI 1.1 to 5.3) and OR = 2.0, (1.2
to 3.4) for glioma using a tumour latency period of > or =10 years. Results from
present studies on use of mobile phones for > or =10 years give a consistent
pattern of increased risk for acoustic neuroma and glioma. The risk is highest for
ipsilateral exposure.”431
• “Since use of mobile phones is associated with an increased risk for brain tumour
after 10 years, a new biologically based guideline is warranted.” 432
• “An effect of rural living was most pronounced for digital cellular telephones.
Living in rural areas yielded an odds ratio (OR) of 1.4 (95% CI 0.98 to 2.0),
increasing to 3.2 (95% CI 1.2 to 8.4) with >5 year latency time for digital
phones…. This effect was most obvious for malignant brain tumours. … For use of
GSM phones we found a clear effect of urban versus rural areas. In fact, we only
found an increased risk for rural living and this could not be explained by longer
phone calls among these cases. Dose-response calculations seemed to further
support the result. Analysis of digital phones as the only used phone type showed
a similar pattern, with highest ORs among rural inhabitants.”433
• “Based on the Hill criteria, glioma and acoustic neuroma should be considered to
be caused by RF-EMF emissions from wireless phones and regarded as
World Health Organization: International Agency for Research on Cancer (31 May
2011) “IARC Classifies radiofrequency electromagnetic fields as possibly carcinogenic to
humans” Press Release no. 208.
431
Hardell L, Carlberg M, Söderqvist F, Mild KH, Morgan LL (2007) “Long-term use
of cellular phones and brain tumours: increased risk associated with use for > or
=10 years” Occup Environ Med. 64(9): 626-632; eview. PMID: 17409179. [35]
432
Hardell L, Sage C (2008) “Biological effects from electromagnetic field exposure and
public exposure standards” Biomed Pharmacother. 62(2):104-109; PMID: 18242044.
433
Hardell L, Carlberg M, Hansson Mild K (2005) “Use of cellular telephones and brain
tumour risk in urban and rural areas” Occup Environ Med. 62(6): 390-394; PMID:
1590188. [34]
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carcinogenic to humans, classifying it as group 1 according to the IARC
classification. Current guidelines for exposure need to be urgently revised.” 434
“We found that the mutant type of p53 gene expression in the peripheral zone of
the glioblastoma was increased in 65% of patients using cell phones ≥3 hours a
day.”435
“Due to the relationship with survival the classification of IARC is strengthened
and RF-EMF should be regarded as human carcinogen requiring urgent revision of
current exposure guidelines.”436
“CERENAT is a multicenter case-control study carried out in four areas in France
in 2004-2006 … A total of 253 gliomas, 194 meningiomas and 892 matched
controls selected from the local electoral rolls were analysed. No association with
brain tumours was observed when comparing regular mobile phone users with
non-users (OR=1.24 for gliomas, OR=0.90 for meningiomas). However, the
positive association was statistically significant in the heaviest users when
considering life-long cumulative duration (≥896 h, OR=2.89 for gliomas;
OR=2.57 for meningiomas) and number of calls for gliomas (≥18,360 calls,
OR=2.10). Risks were higher for gliomas, temporal tumours, occupational and
urban mobile phone use. These additional data support previous findings
concerning a possible association between heavy mobile phone use and brain
tumours.”437
“The OR increased statistically significant both per 100 h of cumulative use, and
per year of latency for mobile and cordless phone use. Highest ORs overall were
found for ipsilateral mobile or cordless phone use, OR = 1.8, 95% CI = 1.4–2.2
and OR = 1.7, 95% CI = 1.3–2.1, respectively. The highest risk was found for
glioma in the temporal lobe. First use of mobile or cordless phone before the age
of 20 gave higher OR for glioma than in later age groups …”This pooled analysis
gives further support to the conclusion that gliomas “are caused by RF-EMF
emissions from wireless phones, and thus regarded as carcinogenic, under Group
1 according to the IARC classification, indicating that current guidelines for
exposure should be urgently revised.” 438
“The CERENAT finding of increased risk of glioma is consistent with studies that
evaluated use of mobile phones for a decade or longer and corroborate those that
have shown a risk of meningioma from mobile phone use. In CERENAT, exposure
to RF-EMF from digitally enhanced cordless telephones (DECTs), used by over half
the population of France during the period of this study, was not evaluated. If
exposures to DECT phones could have been taken into account, the risks of
glioma from mobile phone use in CERENAT are likely to be higher than published.
We conclude that radiofrequency fields should be classified as a Group 2A

Hardell L, Carlberg M (2013) “Using the Hill viewpoints from 1965 for evaluating
strengths of evidence of the risk for brain tumors associated with use of mobile and
cordless phones” Rev Environ Health. 28(2-3):97-106; PMID: 24192496.
435
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between Cell Phone use, p53 Gene Expression in Different Zones of Glioblastoma
Multiforme and Survival Prognoses” Rare Tumors. 6(3): 5350; PMID: 25276320.
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Carlberg M, Hardell L (2014) “Decreased Survival of Glioma Patients with
Astrocytoma Grade IV (Glioblastoma Multiforme) Associated with Long-Term Use of
Mobile and Cordless Phones” Int. J. Environ. Res. Public Health 11(10): 10790-10805;
PMID: 25325361.
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PMID: 24816517.
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glioma – Analysis of pooled case-control studies in Sweden, 1997–2003 and 2007–2009”
Pathophysiology. 22(1):1-13. PMID: 25466607.
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̔probable̓ human carcinogen under the criteria used by the International Agency
for Research on Cancer (Lyon, France).”439
“Bradford Hill's viewpoints from 1965 on association or causation were used on
glioma risk and use of mobile or cordless phones. All nine viewpoints were
evaluated based on epidemiology and laboratory studies. … Conclusion. RF
radiation should be regarded as a human carcinogen causing glioma.”440

(c) Some registers of data are incomplete as regards the risk of brain tumours.
• “In this study we used the Swedish National Inpatient Register (IPR) and Causes
of Death Register (CDR) to further study the incidence comparing with the
Cancer Register data for the time period 1998-2013 using joinpoint regression
analysis…. We postulate that a large part of brain tumours of unknown type are
never reported to the Cancer Register. … We conclude that the Swedish Cancer
Register is not reliable to be used to dismiss results in epidemiological studies on
the use of wireless phones and brain tumour risk.”441
(d) Evidence for a risk of brain tumours caused by mobile phones is available from
animal studies.
• “Our results indicated that chronic exposure to GSM 900 MHz microwaves
(SAR=6 W/kg) may induce persistent astroglia activation in the rat brain (sign of
a potential gliosis).”442
• “Previously published results from a pilot study with carcinogen-treated mice,
however, suggested tumor-promoting effects of RF-EMF (Tillmann et al., 2010).
We have performed a replication study using higher numbers of animals per
group and including two additional exposure levels (0 (sham), 0.04, 0.4 and 2
W/kg SAR). We could confirm and extend the originally reported findings.
Numbers of tumors of the lungs and livers in exposed animals were significantly
higher than in sham-exposed controls. In addition, lymphomas were also found to
be significantly elevated by exposure. A clear dose-response effect is absent. We
hypothesize that these tumor-promoting effects may be caused by metabolic
changes due to exposure. Since many of the tumor-promoting effects in our
study were seen at low to moderate exposure levels (0.04 and 0.4 W/kg SAR),
thus well below exposure limits for the users of mobile phones, further studies
are warranted to investigate the underlying mechanisms.” 443
• “The NIEHSI/NTP's announcement of animal results from their large RF healtheffect study is a major event. Aside from contributing to current scientific
knowledge on a very important public-health issue, NTP's richly deserved
reputation for identification of chemical and other environmental carcinogens
would add more credence to the patchy animal data on exposure to mobile-phone
RF radiation. Given NTP's observation of two types of cancers in RF-exposed rats
Morgan LL, Miller AB, Sasco A, Davis DL (2015) “Mobile phone radiation causes brain
tumors and should be classified as a probable human carcinogen (2A) (Review)” Int J
Oncol.PMID: 25738972.
440
Carlberg M et al.: “Evaluation of Mobile Phone and Cordless Phone Use and Glioma
Risk Using the Bradford Hill Viewpoints from 1965 on Association or Causation” Biomed
Res Int. (2017) PMID: 28401165. [1]
441
Hardell L, Carlberg M (2015) “Increasing rates of brain tumours in the Swedish
national inpatient register and the causes of death register” Int J Environ Res Public
Health. 12(4): 3793-3813; PMID: 25854296. [33]
442
Ammari M, Brillaud E, Gamez C, Lecomte A, Sakly M, Abdelmelek H, de Seze R
(2008) “Effect of a chronic GSM 900 MHz exposure on glia in the rat brain” Biomed
Pharmacother. 62(4): 273-281; PMID: 18424058.
443
Lerchl A, Klose M, Grote K, Wilhelm AF, Spathmann O, Fiedler T, Streckert J, Hansen
V, Clemens M (2015) “Tumor promotion by exposure to radiofrequency electromagnetic
fields below exposure limits for humans” Biochem Biophys Res Commun. 459(4): 585590; PMID: 25749340.
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(malignant gliomas in the brain and schwannomas of the heart) in laboratory
rats, it is conceivable that IARC could upgrade its epidemiology based
classification ofRF exposure to the next higherlevel, 2A: probably carcinogenic to
humans.”444

Lin JC (2016) “Potential Game Changer for Mobile-Phone Radio-Frequency Radiation
Carcinogenesis” Rad Sci Bull. IEEE, 358: 120-122; pdf.
444
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13.
Dementia
Dementia or related conditions like Alzheimer’s has long been recognised as a specific
symptom of low-level electromagnetic exposure, as from mobile phones. There is full
substantiation of a risk from mobile phones for this set of symptoms, in addition to the
evidence from VGCCs and oxidative stress.
(a) Evidence for an increased risk of dementia from EM exposure as from mobile phones
has been available since 1975 based on the interaction of weak EM exposure and brain
tissues.
• “Since 1975, evidence has accumulated that the binding and release of calcium in
brain tissue involves processes radically different from simple equilibrium states.
Calcium ions are essential in the release of transmitter substances from
presynaptic nerve terminals and in transductive coupling of immunological,
endocrine and neurophysiogical stimuli at the membrane surface, as well as in
ensuing transmembrane coupling. This new evidence suggests that for cerebral
tissue, at least, it may be necessary to substantially revise generally accepted
views on the structural and functional basis of excitation, particularly in regard to
the role of weak electrical gradients in the immediate environment of brain cells.
The response of cerebral tissue to certain low level oscillating environmental
electromagnetic fields is anomalous in that a sharply modified release of calcium
has been found only in a narrow range of frequencies between 6 and 20 Hz.
Responses also occur with radiofrequency fields amplitude modulated in the same
narrow range of low frequencies, but are qualitatively different. The second quite
unexpected finding is that these sensitivities occur only within a range of field
strength or a power window … With 450 MHz fields amplitude modulated at 16
Hz, increased calcium efflux from chick cerebral tissue occurred at field intensities
between 0.1 and 2 1.0 mW/cm2. No increase was noted above or below these
levels.”445
(b) Epidemiological studies have shown a link between EM exposure of a type used by
mobile phones and dementia and neurodegenerative diseases.
• “The relation between residential magnetic field exposure from power lines and
mortality from neurodegenerative conditions was analyzed among 4.7 million
persons of the Swiss National Cohort covering the period 2000-2005. … Overall,
the adjusted hazard ratio for Alzheimer's disease in persons living within 50 m of
a 220-380 kV power line was 1.24 compared with persons who lived at a distance
of 600 m or more. There was a dose-response relation with respect to years of
residence in the immediate vicinity of power lines and Alzheimer's disease:
Persons living at least 5 years within 50 m had an adjusted hazard ratio of 1.51,
increasing to 1.78 with at least 10 years and to 2.00 with at least 15 years. The
pattern was similar for senile dementia.” 446
• “there is strong evidence that long-term exposure to certain EMFs is a risk factor
for diseases such as certain cancers, Alzheimer's disease, and male infertility …

Bawin SM, Sheppard A, Adey WR (1977) “Possible mechanisms of weak
electromagnetic field coupling in brain tissue”, pages 75-86; in Taylor LS, Cheung AY
(1977) “The Physical Basis of Electromagnetic Interactions with Biological Systems”
(University of Maryland, sponsored by the Office of Naval Research &c., 400 pages; pdf.
[74]
446
Huss A, Spoerri A, Egger M, Röösli M; Swiss National Cohort Study (2009) “Residence
near power lines and mortality from neurodegenerative diseases: longitudinal study of
the Swiss population” Am J Epidemiol. 169(2): 167-175; PMID: 18990717. [37]
445
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There is increasing evidence that EMF exposure has a major impact on the
oxidative and nitrosative regulation capacity in affected individuals.”447
“The mortality in Alzheimer's disease appears to be associated with mobile phone
output power.”448

(c) Studies on animals give evidence for the mechanism of the risk for dementia and
neurodegenerative outcomes from EM exposure as from mobile phones.
• “The gene chip results demonstrated that 41 genes (0.45 W/kg group), 29 genes
(1.8 W/kg group), and 219 genes (3.6 W/kg group) were differentially expressed.
GO analysis revealed that these differentially expressed genes were primarily
involved in metabolic processes, cellular metabolic processes, regulation of
biological processes, macromolecular metabolic processes, biosynthetic
processes, cellular protein metabolic processes, transport, developmental
processes, cellular component organization, etc. KEGG pathway analysis showed
that these genes are mainly involved in pathways related to ribosome,
Alzheimer's disease, Parkinson's disease, long-term potentiation, Huntington's
disease, and Neurotrophin signaling. … Long-term, low-level microwave exposure
may inhibit learning and memory by affecting protein and energy metabolic
processes and signaling pathways relating to neurological functions or
diseases.”449

Belyaev I, Dean A, Eger H, Hubmann G, Jandrisovits R, Kern M, Kundi M, Moshammer
H, Lercher P, Müller K, Oberfeld G, Ohnsorge P, Pelzmann P, Scheingraber C, Thill R
(2016) “EUROPAEM EMF Guideline 2016 for the prevention, diagnosis and treatment of
EMF-related health problemsand illnesses” Rev Environ Health. 31(2)PMID:
27454111;pdf. [2]
448
Hallberg Ö, Johansson O (2005) “Alzheimer mortality - why does it increase so fast in
sparsely populated areas?” Europ Biol Bioelectromag. 1: 225-246; pdf. [29]
449
Zhao YL, Li YX, Ma HB, Li D, Li HL, Jiang R, Kan GH, Yang ZZ, Huang ZX (2015) “The
Screening of Genes Sensitive to Long-Term, Low-Level Microwave Exposure and
Bioinformatic Analysis of Potential Correlations to Learning and Memory” Biomed Environ
Sci. 28(8): 558-570; PMID: 26383594.
447
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14.
M.S.
Symptoms of M.S. (Multiple Sclerosis) have long been recognised as a specific risk from
low-level electromagnetic exposure, as from mobile phones. This is in addition to the
evidence from VGCCs and oxidative stress.
(a) M.S. involves demyelination and since 1974 it has been known that EM exposure can
affect demyelination.
• “This study was mounted to examine the effects of a vhf (27 MHz) field on
exposed peripheral nerves of rats … The following major changes were observed:
demyelination and hypermyelination, changes in the collagen content, and
varying degrees of axonal and Schwann cell damage. Demyelination ranged from
a minimal alteration of myelin lamellar array to the complete denudation of
axons.”450
• “Overall, evidence from in vivo and in vitro and epidemiological studies suggests
an association between RF-EMF exposure and either myelin deterioration or a
direct impact on neuronal conduction, which may account for many
electrohypersensitivity symptoms.” 451
• “This study assessed neuronal effects of RF-EMF on the cerebral cortex of the
mouse brain as a proxy for cranial exposure during mobile phone use … Induction
of autophagy genes and production of proteins including LC3B-II and Beclin1
were increased and accumulation of autolysosome was observed in neuronal cell
bodies. However, proapoptotic factor Bax was down-regulted in the cerebral
cortex. Importantly, we found that RF-EMF exposure led to myelin sheath
damage and mice displayed hyperactivity-like behaviour. The data suggest that
autophagy may act as a protective pathway for the neuronal cell bodies in the
cerebral cortex during RF exposure. The observations that neuronal cell bodies
remained structurally stable but demyelination was induced in cortical neurons
following prolonged RF-EMF suggests a potential cause of neurological or
neurobehavioural disorders.”452
• “The aim of this study was therefore to investigate changes in the spinal cords of
male rat pups exposed to the effect of 900MHz EMF … Three groups containing
equal numbers of rats were established - control group (CG), sham group (SG)
and EMF group (EMFG) … Biochemistry results revealed significantly increased
malondialdehyde and glutathione levels in EMFG compared to CG and SG, while
SG and EMFG catalase and superoxide dismutase levels were significantly higher
than those in CG. In EMFG, light microscopy (LM) revealed atrophy in the spinal
cord, vacuolization, myelin thickening and irregularities in the perikarya.
Transmission electron microscopic (TEM) revealed marked loss of myelin
sheath integrity and invagination into the axon and broad vacuoles in axoplasm.
The study results show that biochemical alterations and pathological changes may
occur in the spinal cords of male rats following exposure to 900MHz EMF for 1h a
day on PD 21-46.”453

Romero-Sierra C, Tanner JA (1974) “Biological effects of nonionizing radiation: an
outline of fundamental laws” Ann N Y Acad Sci. 238: 263-272; PMID: 4548331.
451
Redmayne M, Johansson O (2014) “Could myelin damage from radiofrequency
electromagnetic field exposure help explain the functional impairment
electrohypersensitivity? A review of the evidence” J Toxicol Environ Health B Crit Rev.
17(5): 247-258; PMID: 25205214. [62]
452
Kim JH, Yu DH, Huh YH, Lee EH, Kim HG, Kim HR (2017) “Long-term exposure to
835 MHz RF-EMF induces hyperactivity, autophagy and demyelination in the cortical
neurons of mice” Sci Rep. 7: 41129; PMID: 28106136; pdf. [75]
453
İkinci A, Mercantepe T, Unal D, Erol HS, Şahin A, Aslan A, Baş O, Erdem H, Sönmez
OF, Kaya H, Odacı E (2015) “Morphological and antioxidant impairments in the spinal
450
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(b) There is also a risk that demyelination can cause EHS symptoms when there is
exposure to low-level EM fields and radiation as from Wifi and mobile phones.
• “In August 2003, 48-year-old JS of Colorado, USA, a fitness therapist and sports
nutritionist, contracted neuroinvasive West Nile virus which left her with
disabilities due to spinal axonal damage. In August 2014, she suddenly developed
symptoms very much like her acute West Nile infection 11 years ago, including
focal seizures, ataxia, vertigo and headaches. … A possible association between
electrohypersensitivity, myelin integrity and exposure to low-intensity
radiofrequency electromagnetic ﬁelds (RF-EMF) typical in the modern world has
recently been proposed. Since the West Nile virus attacks both the nerve cells
and the glial ones, one explanation to the above observed case effects is that the
initial virus attack and the wireless modem's RF-EMF affect the nervous system
through the very same, or similar, avenues, and maybe both via the
oligodendrocytes.”454
(c) The specific link between EM exposure and M.S. can be seen when EM exposure is
removed and the symptoms of M.S. associated with EM exposure are also eliminated.
• “Dirty electricity [high voltage transients] is a ubiquitous pollutant. It flows along
wires and radiates from them and involves both extremely low frequency
electromagnetic fields and radio frequency radiation. … Graham/Stetzer (GS)
filters have been installed in schools with sick building syndrome and both staff
and students reported improved health and more energy … Individuals diagnosed
with multiple sclerosis have better balance and fewer tremors. Those requiring a
cane walked unassisted within a few days to weeks after GS filters were installed
in their home.”455
(d) It is also known that the risk for M.S. symptoms can be related to geomagnetic
status and events, a form of low-level EM exposure with similarities of power level and
type to some radiation from mobile phones.
• “Multiple sclerosis (MS) is prevalent in higher latitude areas where geomagnetic
storms often occur. The earliest pathological finding is myelin destruction. Myelin
is a high capacitance electrolytic capacitor that can store a large amount of
charge and energy. Since storms possess high-energy electromagnetic fields
(EMF), the capacitor will be overcharged, which may break down the dielectric. …
Thus, two distinct lesions exist in MS, electric shock and hot water burns. In
addition, the overcharged capacitor will produce repetitive or continuous action
potentials, causing excess Ca2+ influxes and subsequent excitotoxicity. This leads
to mitochondrial dysfunction, including an energy deficit, oxidative stress and
apoptosis. … I hypothesize thus that MS and certain common neurodegenerative
diseases are caused by high energy EMF.” 456
• “The rate of MS patient admittance due to acute relapses was found to be
associated with the solar and geomagnetic events. There was a "primary" peak in
MS admittance rates shortly after intense geomagnetic storms followed by a
"secondary" peak 7-8 months later. We conclude that the geomagnetic and solar
cord of male offspring rats following exposure to a continuous 900MHz electromagnetic
field during early and mid-adolescence” J Chem Neuroanat. PMID: 26708410.
454
Johansson O, Redmayne M (2016) “Exacerbation of demyelinating syndrome after
exposure to wireless modem with public hotspot” Electromagn Biol Med. 35(4): 393-397;
PMID: 27355805. [12]
455
Havas M (2006) “Electromagnetic Hypersensitivity: Biological Effects of Dirty
Electricity with Emphasis on Diabetes and Multiple Sclerosis” Electromagn Biol Med.
25(4): 259–268; PMID: 17178585. [69]
456
Kudo M (2014) “Environmental Pathology: SY09-2 Multiple Sclerosis (MS) and
neurodegeneration: cause and pathogenesis in relation to electromagnetic fields (EMF)”
Pathology. 46 Suppl 2: S15; abstract.
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activity may represent an environmental health risk factor for multiple sclerosis
and we discuss the possible mechanisms underlying this association. More data
from larger case series are needed to confirm these preliminary results and to
explore the possible influence of Space Weather on the biological and radiological
markers of the disease.”457

Papathanasopoulos P, Preka-Papadema P, Gkotsinas A, Dimisianos N, Hillaris A,
Katsavrias C, Antonakopoulos G, Moussas X, Andreadou E, Georgiou V, Papachristou P,
Kargiotis O (2016) “The possible effects of the solar and geomagnetic activity on multiple
sclerosis” Clin Neurol Neurosurg. 146: 82-89; PMID: 27161905.
457
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15.
Damaged Sperm Count
Damaged Sperm Count has long been recognised as a specific risk from low-level
electromagnetic exposure, as from mobile phones. This is in addition to the evidence
from VGCCs and oxidative stress.
(a) Reviews show that studies of mobile phones and damage to male fertility average
some 80% show risk and damage.
• A meta-analysis of 11 studies showed that “mobile phone use was significantly
associated with deterioration in semen quality”, e.g. concentration, morphology,
motility, proportion of non- and slow progressive motile sperm and sperm
viability.458
• Of 109 epidemiological papers, “health effects had been reported in these papers
(only 1 paper report no health effects), such as neurasthenia, abnormal ECG,
disorder of immunoglobulin, bad sleep, sperm dysfunction or abortion.” 32 papers
had exposure higher than public EMF limits in China, and the other 77 papers had
exposure lower.459
• “We conclude that pooled results from in vitro and in vivo studies suggest that
mobile phone exposure negatively affects sperm quality.” 460
(b) Studies establishing risks of EM exposure of the type found in mobile phones on male
fertility have been known since the 1970s. One in 1974 showed that EM exposure altered
spermatogenesis in some 74% of subjects.
• “The investigation showed a high frequency of libido decrease and sexual dynamic
disturbances in the framework of the asthenic syndrome (70% of subjects) as
well as various alterations of spermatogenesis in 74% of the subjects. The
alterations consisted of asthenospermia, hypospermia and/or teratospermia.” 461
• “We conducted a population-based case-control study among healthy sperm
donors to study exposure to magnetic fields (MFs) and poor sperm quality … After
controlling for confounders, compared to those with lower MF exposure, those
whose 90th percentile MF level > or = 1.6mG had a two-fold increased risk of
abnormal sperm motility and morphology. Increasing duration of MF exposure
above 1.6 mG further increased the risk. Importantly, the association and doseresponse relationship were strengthened when restricted to those whose
measurement day reflected their typical day of the previous 3 months (a likely
period of spermatogenesis). Age-adjusted Spearman Rank Order Correlations
showed an inverse correlation between MF exposure and all semen parameters.
Our study provides some evidence for the first time that MF exposure may have
an adverse effect on sperm quality.”462
• “Male infertility constitutes 30-40% of all infertility cases. Some studies have
shown a continuous decline in semen quality since the beginning of the 20th
century. One postulated contributing factor is RF EM radiation emitted
Dama MS, Bhat MN (2013) “Mobile phones affect multiple sperm quality traits: a
meta-analysis” F1000Res. 12.2: PMID: 24327874.
459
Cao Z (2007) “General EMF and Health Research in China (1994-2006)” (NIEHS of
China CDC, 3 pages).
460
Adams JA, Galloway TS, Mondal D, Esteves SC, Mathews F (2014) “Effect of mobile
telephones on sperm quality: a systematic review and meta-analysis” Environ Int. 70:
106-112; PMID: 24927498. [18]
461
Lancranjan I, Miicfnescu M, Rafaili E, Klepsch I, Popescu HI (1975) “Gonadic function
in workmen with long-term exposure to microwaves” Health Phys. 29: 381-383;
abstract.
462
Li DK, Yan B, Li Z, Gao E, Miao M, Gong D, Weng X, Ferber JR, Yuan W (2010)
“Exposure to magnetic fields and the risk of poor sperm quality” Reprod Toxicol. 29(1):
86-92; PMID: 19910156.
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from cell phones. Among men who reported holding their phones ≤50 cm from
the groin, a non-significantly higher rate of abnormal sperm concentration was
found (47.1% versus 11.1%). Multivariate analysis revealed that talking while
charging the device and smoking were risk factors for abnormal sperm
concentration. Our findings suggest that certain aspects of cell phone usage may
bear adverse effects on sperm concentration.”463
“Among 10,497 respondents, 22% had worked close to high-frequency aerials to
a "high" or "very high" degree. Infertility increased significantly along with
increasing self-reported exposure to RF EM fields. In a logistic regression, odds
ratio (OR) for infertility among those who had worked closer than 10 m from
high-frequency aerials to a "very high" degree relative to those who reported no
work near high-frequency aerials was 1.86 (95% confidence interval (CI): 1.462.37). Similar adjusted OR for those exposed to a "high", "some" and "low"
degree were 1.93 (95% CI: 1.55-2.40), 1.52 (95% CI: 1.25-1.84), and 1.39
(95% CI: 1.15-1.68), respectively. In all age groups there were significant linear
trends with higher prevalence of involuntary childlessness with higher selfreported exposure to RF fields … For self-reported exposure both to highfrequency aerials and communication equipment there were significant linear
trends with lower ratio of boys to girls at birth when the father reported a higher
degree of RF EM exposure.”464
“Among a total of 27 studies investigating the effects of RF-EMR on the male
reproductive system, negative consequences of exposure were reported in 21.
Within these 21 studies, 11 of the 15 that investigated sperm motility reported
significant declines, 7 of 7 that measured the production of reactive oxygen
species documented elevated levels and 4 of 5 studies that probed for DNA
damage highlighted increased damage, due to RF-EMR exposure. Associated with
this, RF-EMR treatment reduced antioxidant levels in 6 of 6 studies that studied
this phenomenon, while consequences of RF-EMR were successfully ameliorated
with the supplementation of antioxidants in all 3 studies that carried out these
experiments. In light of this, we envisage a two-step mechanism whereby RFEMR is able to induce mitochondrial dysfunction leading to elevated ROS
production.”465
“Exposure to mobile phones was associated with reduced sperm motility (mean
difference -8.1% (95% CI -13.1, -3.2)) and viability (mean difference -9.1%
(95% CI -18.4, 0.2)) … The results were consistent across experimental in vitro
and observational in vivo studies. We conclude that pooled results from in vitro
and in vivo studies suggest that mobilephone exposure negatively
affects sperm quality.”466
“Donor sperm samples, mostly normozoospermic, exposed ex vivo during 4 hours
to a wireless internet-connected laptop showed a significant decrease in
progressive sperm motility and an increase in sperm DNA fragmentation. …
Ex vivo exposure of human spermatozoa to a wireless internet-connected

Zilberlicht A, Wiener-Megnazi Z, Sheinfeld Y, Grach B, Lahav-Baratz S, Dirnfeld M
(2015) “Habits of cell phone usage and sperm quality - does it warrant attention?”
Reprod Biomed Online. 31(3): 421-426; PMID: 26206279.
464
Baste V, Riise T, Moen BE (2008) “Radiofrequency electromagnetic fields; male
infertility and sex ratio of offspring” Eur J Epidemiol. 23(5): 369-377; PMID: 18415687.
465
Houston B, Nixon B, King BV, De Iuliis G, Aitken RJ (2016) “The effects of
radiofrequency electromagnetic radiation on sperm function” Reproduction. PMID:
27601711. [36]
466
Adams JA, Galloway TS, Mondal D, Esteves SC, Mathews F (2014) “Effect of mobile
telephones on sperm quality: a systematic review and meta-analysis” Environ Int. 70:
106-112; Review, PMID: 24927498.
463
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laptop decreased motility and induced DNA fragmentation by a nonthermal
effect.”467
“A correlation exists between mobile phone radiation exposure, DNAfragmentation level and decreased sperm motility.” 468

(c) Some studies showing risk for damaged sperm caount have investigated the likely
mechanisms, such as reduced testosterone levels, reduced melatonin levels, protein
changes, gene expression, sperm apoptosis, oxidative stress, inflammation, increased
DNA fragmentation and signalling pathways, especially in oligoasthenoteratozoospermia
cases.
• “Long-term exposure to mobile phone radiation leads to reduction in serum
testosterone levels. Testosterone is a primary male gender hormone and any
change in the normal levels may be devastating for reproductive and general
health.”469
• “Radiofrequency fields (RF) at 1800 MHz are known to affect melatonin (MEL) and
testosterone in male rats, but it remains to be determined whether RF affected
circadian rhythm of these plasma hormones … The results confirmed the
existence of circadian rhythms in the synthesis of MEL and testosterone, but
revealed an inverse relationship in peak phase of these rhythms. These rhythms
were disturbed after exposure to RF, with the effect being more pronounced on
MEL than testosterone … Data suggest that regulation of testosterone is
controlled by MEL and that MEL is more sensitive to RF exposure.” 470
• “The results of current studies indicate that oxidative stress from exposure to WiFi and mobile phone-induced EMR is a significant mechanism affecting female and
male reproductive systems.”471
• “Wi-Fi- and mobile phone-induced EMR may cause precocious puberty and
oxidative kidney and testis injury in growing rats.” 472
• “The negative effects of the EMWs on the testis should be taken into account and
the necessary measures should be taken for prevention.” 473
• “These results demonstrate significant effects of radio-frequency modulated
electromagnetic fields (RF-EMF) exposure on proteome, particularly in protein

Avendaño C, Mata A, Sanchez Sarmiento CA, Doncel GF (2012) “Use of laptop
computers connected to internet through Wi-Fi decreases human sperm motility and
increases sperm DNA fragmentation” Fertil Steril. 97(1): 39-45.e2; PMID: 22112647.
[23]
468
Gorpinchenko I, Nikitin O, Banyra O, Shulyak A (2014) “The influence of direct mobile
phone radiation on sperm quality” Cent European J Urol. 67(1): 65-71; PMID:
24982785. [28]
469
Meo SA, Al-Drees AM, Husain S, Khan MM, Imran MB (2010) “Effects of mobile phone
radiation on serum testosterone in Wistar albino rats” Saudi Med J. 31(8): 869-873;
PMID: 20714683.
470
Qin F, Zhang J, Cao H, Yi C, Li JX, Nie J, Chen LL, Wang J, Tong J (2012) “Effects of
1800-MHz radiofrequency fields on circadian rhythm of plasma melatonin and
testosterone in male rats” J Toxicol Environ Health A. 75(18): 1120-1128; PMID:
22891885.
471
Nazıroğlu M, Yüksel M, Köse SA, Ozkaya MO (2013) “Recent Reports of Wi-Fi and
Mobile Phone-Induced Radiation on Oxidative Stress and Reproductive Signaling
Pathways in Females and Males” J Membr Biol. PMID: 24105626.
472
Ozorak A, Nazıroğlu M, Celik O, Yüksel M, Ozçelik D, Ozkaya MO, Cetin H, Kahya MC,
Kose SA (2013) “Wi-Fi (2.45 GHz)- and Mobile Phone (900 and 1800 MHz)-Induced Risks
on Oxidative Stress and Elements in Kidney and Testis of Rats During Pregnancy and the
Development of Offspring” Biol Trace Elem Res.PMID: 24101576.
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Karaman MI, Gökçe AM, Koca O, Karaman B, Öztürk MI, Yurdakul N, Ercan F (2014)
“The effects of electromagnetic waves emitted by the cell phones on the testicular
tissue” Arch Ital Urol Androl. 86(4): 274-277; PMID: 25641450.
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species in the rodent testis, and suggest that a 30 d exposure to
EMF radiation induces non-thermal stress in testicular tissue.”474
“Head defects increased in the exposure group while weight of the epididymis and
seminal vesicles, seminiferous tubules diameter and tunica albuginea thickness
were decreased in the exposure group … In conclusion, we observed that longterm exposure of 2.4 GHz RF emitted from Wi-Fi (2420 μW/kg, 1 g average)
affects some of the reproductive parameters of male rats. We suggest Wi-Fi users
to avoid long-term exposure of RF emissions from Wi-Fi equipment.”475
“RF-EMR increases the ROS level and decreases TAC in rat sperm. Excessive
oxidative stress alters the expression levels of apoptosis-related genes and
triggers sperm apoptosis through bcl-2, bax, cytochrome c and caspase-3
signaling pathways.”476
“Sixty-day-old rat testes exposed to 900 MHz EMF exhibited altered sperm quality
and biochemical characteristics.”477
“Malondialdehyde, superoxide dismutase, catalase and glutathione values in the
EMF group decreased significantly compared to those of the control group. The
results show that exposure to 900-MHz EMF causes alterations in adult rat
testicular morphology and biochemistry.”478
“Long term EMR exposure resulted in testicular physiopathology via oxidative
damage and inflammation.”479
“Microwaves from mobile phones are one of the environmental toxicants that are
capable of compromising male fertility by inducing oxidative stress and apoptosis
in the testes. Melatonin is a lipophilic tryptophan indole amine and a potent
antioxidant … Melatonin exerts potent antioxidant effects in the testes of rats
exposed to microwaves by decreasing the intensity of oxidative stress; it also
reduces DNA fragmentation.”480
“Mobile phone radiation reduces the progressive motility and viability of human
sperm and increases sperm head defects and early apoptosis of sperm cells.” 481

Sepehrimanesh M, Kazemipour N, Saeb M, Nazifi S (2014) “Analysis of rat testicular
proteome following 30-days exposure to 900 MHz electromagnetic field radiation”
Electrophoresis;PMID: 2514669.
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Dasdag S, Taş M, Akdag MZ, Yegin K (2015b) “Effect of long-term exposure of
2.4 GHz radiofrequency radiation emitted from Wi-Fi equipment on testes functions”
Electromagn Biol Med. 34(1): 37-42; PMID: 24460421.
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Liu Q, Si T, Xu X, Liang F, Wang L, Pan S (2015) “Electromagnetic radiation at
900 MHz induces sperm apoptosis through bcl-2, bax and caspase-3 signaling pathways
in rats” Reprod Health. 12:65; PMID: 26239320.
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•
•

•

“Cell phone emissions have a negative impact on exposed sperm motility index,
sperm acrosin activity, sperm DNA fragmentation and seminal clusterin (CLU)
gene expression, especially in oligoasthenoteratozoospermia (OAT) cases.” 482
“Men with erectile dysfunction (ED) were found to carry their 'switched on' cell
phones for a significantly longer time than those without ED (4.4 ±3.6 vs. 1.8 ±1
hours per day). We found a potential correlation with cell phone usage and a
negative impact on erectile function.” 483
“Results of our study showed that pulse-modulated RF radiation causes oxidative
injury in liver, lung, testis and heart tissues mediated by lipid peroxidation,
increased level of NOx and suppression of antioxidant defense mechanism.” 484
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E.
Conclusion:
mobile phone emissions are fully substantiated as a health risk for the 15
symptoms and conditions caused by low-level EM exposure
The substantial quantity and quality of established scientific evidence available on
the mechanisms and pathways, along with more detailed studies, fully and
incontrovertibly corroborates and substantiates all of the very limited claim on
potential risks of the 15 symptoms and conditions caused by low-level EM
exposure from mobile phones.
Michael Bevington
August 8 2017

Appendix:
Pdfs of 70+ relevant studies attached.
[Where possible, these are numbered in square brackets at the end of the relevant
reference in this document.]

